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FOREWORD

The publication of original texts in Sanskrit, Arabic,

Persian etc. and their translation into English is one of

the main objectives of the National Commission for

the Compilation of History of Sciences in India. Texts like

Aryabhafiya with commentaries (3 vols.) and Rasaraava-

kalpa are some of the prestigious publications of the

Commission in this direction. The present text, the

Sisyadhwrddhida Tantra ('A Treatise for increasing the

Intellect of Students') by Lalla, a very important work in

astronomy in the pre-Bhaskara (II) period, belongs to this

category of texts.

The work of editing and translating into English of

Sisyadhivrddhida with critical annotations was taken up

by the late Dr. (Mrs) Bina Chatterjee whose scholarship

in this field is already well known. While the work of

printing was in progress, and 32 pages had been printed,

Dr. Chatterjee passed away in January, 1978. After her

demise we took the help of two other scholars in the field,

namely, Prof. K.S. Shukla and Prof. K. V. Sarma towards

the publication of the work. They have taken utmost care

in their work and have given dedicated service towards

the press-processing, printing, proof reading, preparing

indices etc. of the work. The Academy is indeed very

grateful to these two scholars for their valuable co-

operation in the work. Without their help, the work could

not have been published so early. We hope that this publi-

cation also will receive the approbation of scholars like the

other publications of the Commission.

F. C. AULUCK
Vice-chairman

National Commission
For the Compilation of

History of Sciences in India
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PREFACE

The first time I had a glimpse of Lalla's Sisyadhl-

vrddhida was in 1937 when I began studying Indian

astronomy and mathematics with Pandit Muralidhar

Thakur. Since then, while at Oxford preparing a critical

edition of the Khandakhadyaka by Brahmagupta, I cherished

the intention of editing the Sisyadhlvrddhida after com-

pleting the work in hand. Under the auspices of the

International Federation of University Women, whose

Fellowship I held from 1941-43, my main subject for study

was Indian and Greek trigonometry and planetary motions.

However, I managed to glance through the Sisyadhlvrddhida

as well, though perfunctorily.

The Khandakhadyaka was published by me in October

1970 and, soon after, my study of the Sisyadhlvrddhida

commenced. This plan was facilitated by the timely

financial assistance extended to me by the Indian National

Science Academy with effect from November 1971, for

which I am extremely grateful to the Academy.

The Sisyadhlvrddhida had already been published by

Sudhakara Dvivedi in A.D. 1886, but that edition was based

only on one manuscript and could not, therefore, be called

a critical edition. The present edition has been prepared

after collating twenty manuscripts, of which one is from

the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and another from the

Statsbibliothek, Berlin (W. Germany). The remaining

manuscripts are from different libraries in India. The
present edition gives also the commentary by Mallikarjuna

Suri, available only for the First Part. The translation

provided is intended to give an intelligible rendering of

the text and the Notes to interpret, in terms of modern

XV
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science, the mathematical calculations involved in the

textual verses.

I take this opportunity to express my gratitude to

Professor David Pingree, Brown University, U.S.A.* who
after learning that I desired to bring out an edition of

the Sisyadhivrddhida, very kindly sent me a list of the

manuscripts of the work. I thank all the libraries which

extended their cooperation not only by sending me copies

of the manuscripts required but also by making it possible

for me to visit those institutions to collect materials

for my study. I am also grateful to Dr. K. S. Shukla,

Professor of Mathematics, Lucknow University, who was

always ready to help me to solve my difficulties with the

text. I must also mention with gratitude the assistance

offered by Dr. M. L. Sharma, Head of the Department

of Astronomy, Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya,

Varanasi, in the matter of checking some of the examples in

the commentary. My thanks are due also to Dr. K.V. Sarma,

Director-Professor of the Vishveshvaranand Institute,

Hoshiarpur, for the wholesome suggestions and advice he

gave me towards the presentation of the volume.

In all humility I place this work before the learned

world and fervently hope that in spite of its short-comings

it will still be of some use to the study of the history of

Indian astronomy.

Bina Chatterjee

New Delhi,

31st May, 1975



INTRODUCTION

frsyadhivrddhtda-Tantra of Lalla, who probably hailed from the

Latadesa and lived about the 8th cent. A.D., is one of the major com-

prehensive treatises on Indian astronomy. The only edition of the

work so far published is by Sudhakara Dvivedi in 1886. This is,

however, based on one faulty manuscript, and cannot, therefore, be

said to be a critical text. This is referred to in the present edition as

D. A critical edition, based on all the manuscript material available,

has been a desideratum. The present edition is intended to meet this

requirement.

I. MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL

The undermentioned manuscripts have been collated for the

constitution of the text and the commentary for this edition :

1. Ai. Ms. 5199 of the Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner,

26 cm. X 11 cm., Devanagari, paper, folios 104, 10 to 11 lines per page.

Undated.

This MS is incomplete. It extends upto the end of Srhgonnaty-

adhikara, (ch. ix), and carries Bhaskara Ifs commentary on the work.

The MS gives only the incipits (pratikas) of the verses. Occasionally,

it does not give even the incipits, though the commentary is there.

2. A2 . Ms. No. 5198 of the Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner.

25 cm. X 11 cm., Devanagari, paper, 27 folios, 9 lines per page.

Undated.

This MS has only the first section, Gunimdhyuya, which contains

13 chapters. At the end of verse 16 of the thirteenth chapter is

written :

Then are given the verses 17-19 at the end of the chapter.

&sya-II. 3 xvii
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3. A3. Ms. No. 4513 of the Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner.

24-5 cmX 11 cm., Devanagari, paper, 13 folios, 13-14 lines per page ;

the last but one page carries only 1 1 lines and last page is blank.

Undated.

This MS does not have Ganitadhyaya but gives the complete text

of the Goladhyaya.

4. B. Ms. No. 9321 of Oriental Institute, Baroda. Devanagari,

paper, 32 folios. Scribe : MoreSvara. Written in A.D, 1642,

This MS contains only the complete text of the Ganitadhyaya, in

13 chapters. At the end of the MS is written : ^fa srhrfffffaWc*?*!-

mi^fai ataW era u

5. Be. Ms. from the Statsbibliothek, Berlin. Devanagari,

paper. Undated.

This MS contains the GanitQdhSya only.

6. Boi. Ms. No. 360 of the University Library, Bombay.

13* X 5J', Devanagari, glazed yellow paper, 19 folios, 10 lines per

page. Undated.

This MS contains the Ganitadhyaya only.

7. Bo2 . Ms. No. 361 of the University Library, Bombay.

13 J" X J8", Devanagari, thick glazed yellowish white paper, 13 folios,

16 lines per page ; the last page has 17 lines. Written in A.D. 1777*

This MS contains the Ganitadhyaya only. At the end of the last

chapter is written : ffcT sft«Tff^wmsr5r?5Tfa^& ftiwwft^W tf^rara

8. Bod. Ms. No. Chandra Shum Shere d. 806 of the Bodleian

Library, Oxford. Devanagari. Undated.

This MS gives both Ganitadhyaya and the Goladhyaya.
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9 Mi Ms. SB 608 of the Oriental Research Institute, Mysore.

Kannada, 19 cm. X 14 cm., paper, 93 folios, 30 lines per page.

Undated.

This MS contains only the Ganitadhyaya but contains the

commentary of Mallikarjuna Suri.

10. Mr Ms. No. of the Oriental Research Institute, Mysore.

Grantha, 37.5 cm. X 3.5 cm., palmleaf, SfiUrla, 188 folios, 6 lines per

page. Undated.

This MS contains only the Ganitadhyaya, but with the commen-

tary by Mallikarjuna Suri.

11. M3 . Ms. No. SB 607/2 of the Oriental Research Institute,

Mysore. Kannada, 19.5 cm X 15 cm., paper, 18 folios, 23 lines per

page, with only 3 lines on the last page. Undated.

This MS gives the text of Ganitadhyaya only.

12. Si. Ms. No. 9365 of the Scindia Research Institute, Ujjain.

Devanagari, 32.5 cm. X 12 cm., paper, 57 folios, 14 lines per page.

Undated.

This MS gives the text of the Ganitadhyaya up to Srhgonnatya-

dhikara (ch. ix) only. Instead of complete verses, only the incipits are

given. It also contains Bhaskara Il's commentary. It is a very in-

accurate MS. a and * and ^ etc. are confused. Conjunct letters

are written incorrectly.

13. Sa . Ms. No. 9407 of the Scindia Research Institute, Ujjain.

Devanagari, 35 cm. X Hem., paper, 16 folios, though written 17

in the MS, since folios 14 and 15 are written on the same folio. 11-12

lines per page, with only 5 lines on the last page. Undated.

This MS contains the Ganitadhyaya only. Omissions and

corrections are written in the margin in the same hand. Occasionally

the verses are wrongly numbered.

14. S3 . Ms. No. 12951 of the Scindia Research Institute,

Ujjain. Devanagari, 33'5 cm. X 10 5 cm., paper, 3 folios, 10 lines

per page, with only 2\ lines, on the last page. Undated,
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This MS gives the incipits of verses i. 1-10 of the text, with

Bbaskara's commentary. It then breaks off. It is identical with Si,

in contents, but there are several mistakes.

15. S4 . Ms. 12605 (a) of the Scindia Research Institute,

Ujjain. Devanagari, 33*5 cm. X 10*5 cm., paper, 2 folios, 11 lines

per page.
:

Undated.

The MS is incomplete, and contains only verses 1 to 17 of ch, i.

Its actual contents are verses i. 1, 2, 3a, 4-11 ; then •••
*TT*f*5"Tf<"r

;

then, i. 12-16 ; then *nm "'
I Then i. 17, with which the

MS ends.

16. S s . Ms. No. 12605 (b) of the Scindia Research Institute,

Ujjain. Devanagari, 33*5 cm. X 10*5 cm., paper, 1 folio, 12 lines per

page, on the first page and 15 on the second. Undated.

It claims to be a complete MS, the colophon at the end being

ff!T falBisftefS3*?|rTaR5r: ruTO: u But it has only just a few verses

of the first three chapters of Ganitadhyaya. Its contents are :

Text verjses i. 1, 2, 3, 4a ; then ^fffST "* iftsmfaT, 5T?!>s§nwM-

TTsft srem \ Then i. 42, 43 ; Then ii. 9 b, fegrTOTfcKf ^3I*rra^T STSTT: I

Then ii. 11; xi. 21, 22 ; xiii. 16 b, $rg«nwi^pfa^ » ffa

W^gsroR I Then xiii. 17-19 j then arret *" fJSfaHRT: { Then ?fer

ftrareft^feqtra; otto: \ Again, on the same page, iii. 7-8, 11-19 ;

then 'tfcnrftfatiiTT \ Then iii. 2. The MS ends with this.

17. Vi. Ms. No. 37071 of the Sampurnanand Sanskrit

Vishvavidyalaya, Varanasi, Devanagari, 34*5 cm. X 13*5 cm., paper,

136 folios, 9 lines per page. Date 1883.

The MS begins with i. 17. It, however, gives the text of both

the GonitadhySya and Golndhyaya, and Bhaskara's commentary, till

the end of the Srhgonnatyadhikara (ch. ix) of the first section. After

this is written :
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Then are written the next two chapters of Ganitadhyaya and the

first six verses of the twelfth chapter. The MS then breaks off.

Then start folios 1-17 giving the text of Goladhyaya, without any

commentary. At the end of the MS is written :

18. V* Ms. No. 35743 of the Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishva-

vidyalaya, Varanasi. Devanagari, 23 cm. X 11 cm., paper, 24 folios,

11-12 lines per page, 13 lines on the last page. Scribe: Tryambaka.

Written in A.D. 1 607.

This MS gives the text of Ganitadhyaya only. After xiii. 16 of

the text, it gives the following colophon : ^fff sfWrfjT*T*ff<*fx)tlf STfsrss-

5tlg*c*sft3?r: it

Then in a new chapter are inserted the two verses 3TT% "•••gf<FT

and then xiii. 17-19. The last colophon is :

Then the MS ends.

19. V3 . Ms. No. 59210 (known also as Ms. 140) of the

Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, Varanasi. Devanagari,

24 cm.X 10 cm., 53 folios, 7 lines per page, with only 5 lines on the

last page. Scribe : Mufhan Kobiramana Parama. Written A.D. 1837.

This MS gives the text of the Ganitadhyaya only. The last

colophon is :
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20. V4 . Ms. No. 707687 (known also as No. 1/111) of the

Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, Varanasi. Devanagari,

34 cm.Xl3 cm., paper, three sets of folios numbered 1-67, 1-60,

1-15
; 9 lines per page. Undated.

This MS gives Ganitadhyaya only with Bhaskara's commentary
till the end of Srhgonnatyadhikara (ch. ix). Its three sets of folios

are written in three different hands.

The MS agrees with Vi, i.e., MS No. 37101. It also begins

with i. 17. Even the mistakes are repeated here. It, however, does

not have the Goladhyaya.

II. GROUPING OF THE MSS

Group A : Sixteen of the twenty MSS noticed above can be

divided into four groups. The first group consists of MSS Mlt M>,
Ma, Ai, Sx and S3 .

The MSS Mx and M2 give the complete text of the Ganitadhyaya

with the commentary of Mallikarjuna Sari. They are identical in

contents, though the grammatical and orthographical errors in them are

not the same. One does not appear to be the copy of the other.

MSS Ai and Si also give the text of the Ganitadhyaya but only
till the end of the ninth chapter, viz., Srhgonnatyadhikara. The
complete verses of the text are not given. Only the incipits are given.

In addition, the MSS give the commentary by Bhaskara II till the end
of the chapter. The texts of Ganitadhyaya, as judged from the incipits,

are the same in both these MSS, excepting in one case. The texts of
the commentary are also the same but for some omissions and ortho-
graphical and grammatical mistakes. It is, however, not possible to
say whether one is a copy of the other.

MSS Ax and Slt are identical as regards the contents of the text

of the Ganitadhyaya with those in the MSS, Mi and M* Only, in
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chapters v and ix, Ai omits one verse each and Si omits one verse

in v and two verses in ix ; that is, whereas Mi and M2 contain 322

verses, Ai and Si give only 320 and 319 verses, respectively. It must

however, be noted that occasionally the incipits are missing in A! and

Sl9 but the respective commentaries are given. Such omissions may

perhaps be put down as errors on the part of the scribes.

The contents and arrangement of the text in M3 are exactly the

same as in MSS Mi and Ms , the difference being that M3 does not

give the commentary. It is certain that all these have the same

source. M3 has been copied from a MS containing the commentary

of Mallikarjuna Suri r
because at so many places it has copied verses

from the commentary and introduces them as such. These have been

indicated in the apparatus criticus.

Sa with only 3 folios is identical with Si in contents but the

grammatical and orthographical mistakes are different. It may not be

a copy.

Mi, M2 ,
M3 , Ai, Si and S3 have therefore been grouped together.

Group B : The next group contains the MSS A2, B, Be, B01,

Bo2 , S 2j Va and V3 . All these give the text of Ganitadhyaya only with

no commentary. But the most important point to note is that these

MSS have more vefses in the first chapter than the MSS in the first

group. These extra verses numbering 24 appear in almost all the

MSS of this group. Most of these are found in Dvivedi's edition

also. The contents of the remaining chapters are the same, excepting

that five extra verses are found in some of these MSS. Occasionally,

the arrangement in a MS of this group may differ from the text edited.

All these extra verses are given in the apparatus criticus. Some of

them, as will be seen, are definitely explanatory and may have been

copied from other texts. But others like 'sake' and 'stamberama'

,

do not appear to be explanatory. In view, however, of these extra

verses, mostly occurring only in the first chapter, it cannot be said

that the first group of MSS forms the shorter recension and the second,

the longer. The difference is not marked enough to warrant such a
distinction.
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MS Bod. is the only MS which gives the complete text of

Ganitadhyaya and Goladhyaya. It gives the extra verses of the MSS
in group B. It is identical in contents and arrangement with those in

the printed edition. There are, however, some differences in the

orthographical and grammatical errors. •

MS A3 gives the Goladhyaya only. The contents are the same as

those in Bod. A3 ,
however, has innumerable mistakes of all kinds.

Group C : Vi and V4 form the third group. It has the first

nine chapters of Ganitadhyaya as edited, with the commentary of

Bhaskara II. It gives the complete verses and not the incipits only

as in &x
and Si. It gives the extra verses of the MSS of Group Two

also. But there is no commentary on these by Bhaskara. After the

ninth chapter, there are the next two chapters and then the first six

verses of the twelfth chapter. All these have no commentary. The

MS then has a lacuna. After that there is Goladhyaya with the same

text as that in Bod. V4 is identical with Vi. There is no doubt that

it is a copy of Vi . Even the mistakes have been copied. It does

not, however, have Galndhyaya.

Group D : S 4 and S6 are incomplete MSS even as far as Ganita-

dhyaya is concerned. S4 has only the first 17 verses of the first

chapter. It is not of any consequence.

S5 is a MS of its own kind. According to the last colophon

—

and this is the only colophon— it is a complete MS. As regards its

contents, there are the revolutions of the planets, their arrange-

ment in space and a part of the longitude correction ; methods to

find the correct positions of planets and their motion ; the rising

of Agastya and Saptarsi ; measurement of an angula ; and then

the last few verses giving the family etc. of Lalla. It is then written

that the Sisyadhivrddhidamahatantra is complete.

Did the originator of this MS copy only those verses which he

intended for his own use ? Some of the important verses are here.

Could there be other MSS of this type ? Such MSS containing only

portions of the Sifyadhlvrddhida could form a group of their own.
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Of course as has been shown above, quotations from the Sisyadhi-

vrddhida occur in other works. But a MS like Sg has not yet come

to notice.

III. CONSTITUTION OF THE TEXT AND COMMENTARY

It has already been noted above that Mallikarjuna and Bhaskara

H wrote commentaries on the &D. Bhaskara's commentary extends only

to the ninth chapter of the GanitadhyHya whereas Mallikarjuna's is

cLplete at least on the first section. Moreover, MaliikSrjuna is

less known than Bhaskara. Whatever has so far been written about

him is by Datta. Besides, Bhaskara's commentary is nothing like his

Vasannbhasya of the S&l. If both the commentaries of the SD are

compared," Mallikarjuna's is certainly the better of the two. It contains

also some historical information. Both are perhaps of the same

period. It was, therefore, felt that Mallikarjuna's commentary should

be published.

There are only two MSS, Mj and M2 ,
giving this commentary.

Both the MSS show a large number of grammatical and orthographical

errors ; both have the same lacunae ;
both often neglect rules of

sandhi'; and both have a few omissions. There is really nothing to

choose between the two. Mi, however, has been selected as the

basis for the text and the commentary. The variants in M2 if any,

are noted in the apparatus criticus.

Now, a few words on the constitution of the text of the GoladhySya.

All the three MSS, A3 , Bod. and Vi, give the same contents arranged

in the same manner. All are equally corrupt. So no particular MS

has been followed in this case. With the help of these MSS and

the printed edition, the present text has been prepared. Important

variants have been noted in the apparatus criticus.

Excepting obvious spelling and grammatical mistakes, correction

or restoration in the text and commentary has been specified in the

apparatus criticus. The construction of the sentences and the

grammatical forms in the commentary including writing of numbers

in words, even if not always conforming with the standard practice,

are strictly preserved.

£i«ya-II. 4
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Only important variants in the other MSS and in D are given
in the apparatus criticus. S3 being identical with Si and V4 with Vx

have not been mentioned. The contents of S4 and S5 are so meagre
and there being no important variants, they have not been noted in

the apparatus criticus, .

An account of the contents and their arrangement in the

different MSS is given, as far as possible, in the apparatus criticus.

An attempt has been made to reproduce the extra verses in a

corrected form as far as possible, as it would have otherwise meant
burdening the apparatus criticus with unnecessary errors probably due
to the scribes.

The printed edition of the Sisyadhivrddhida, though full of

mistakes, has been of great help in preparing this edition. Its variants

have been noted in the apparatus criticus. Corrections in the original

MSS, have been made whenever necessary, with the aid of the

printed edition.

Occasionally minor metrical defects have been ignored to preserve

the correctness of formulas.



ABBREVIATIONS

ABh Aryabhaiiya

BJ Bharatiya Jyotihsasira

(translation in Hindi)

BS Brhatsamhitn

BSS Brahmasphutasiddhanta

GT Ganakatarahginf

KK Khandakhadyaka

KP Purvakhandakhudyaka

KU Uttarakhandakhadyaka

LB Laghubhaskariya

MB Mahnbhuskanya

PS Pancasiddhmtika

SD Sisyadhlvrddhida

S&e Siddhmta'sekhara

SSi Siddhantasiromani

SS Suryasiddhanta



ROMAN TRANSLITERATION OF DEVANAGAD

VOWELS

Short : sr % 5^

a i u r J

Long : 3TT f ^ q 3T> ^ ^
a" i u e o ai au

Anusvara :
4 = m

Visarga : : = h

Non-aspirant :
* = vS

CONSONANTS

Classified : m Q *T ^ s

k kh g gh tfi

<5T 3 3| ST 5T^ , •» » » s

c ch j jh n

£ 5 3 5 «I

f th (J (Jh n

cT ^ ? ^ ?T

t th d dh n

q * * 1 *

p ph b bh m

Un-classed : *l 7: st ^ *t *r $

y r 1 v § s s h
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[ ^«TT5rc*PT ]

^5 ^ All MSS except A 3 and V x begin the text with this verse.

A 3 gives only Goladhaya. Vx begins with verse 17.

2 . D. V 3 0S3 ^<pj i



srrca^^qra, srarrrrtf: tarrr! §feff35 a^rftrer

[ flgnwrc ]

te^wi *R!$ft^r: ii 3 ii

mwmfa^mton

otto^otINtot: ii v ii

^FT— 1. A«. Be. BOl BOa. Bod. D. Sa. Y2 . V3 o^PTTfeo

2. BOa wfffWTT: ; V2 ospnfsTOTT:

3. s 2 o^trr©

4. Wrongly numbered 4 in V*. The error continues.



t^f^T^liW* *$Rraftw, ^Wi 1^^-

^°=^*so n ^ n

_ 2 2

^mnn ^tW^^tt:i Tfafercrrgit w^ooooo i

^o^ooooqo 11 \s ||

sqTOn— 1. Mi. M2 . ^WaifR*

2t Mlt om. T—?t l Restored from Ma f



V

TO^
2̂

WWW mtfki IU II

i

11 % w

^vt— 1. After 8, V2 has ffa VTTWTSWr: I Next verse, however, is

numbered 9.

2. Bod. D fa=snT:

sn^TT— 1. Mi. oWTT^fto

2-2. Mx . M2 . have lacuna.

3-3. My. Ma . have lacuna.



2

Mi. Mi. m3 . o^-^^fsrm^^H,

A 2 . B. Be, BOi. B02 . Bod. D- Sa . V, *TT *ft*To

Mi. Ma. Ma ??H^r; A«. S2
3t

After 11, A 2 . B. Be. BOi. B02 . Bod. D. S a . V3 insert.

*nf?T fSTcT: ^frer 3^tT%r?sT5nf^T i

ST^TO ^cTT f^5Fftr«FT II

(A 2 . Be. «nrr*'rnO

TH ^f«Rf T^tf

TO— 1.

2.

3.

4.



*ref% i aertro^PTT 5^TfeRTT sn^m: i ^fs£rrf?r forif* irrefor

m^fe^l^f^^ffif^r^F^T^Tr m&m 1 *rrafor T^rffrr

m^r: qsrffsror^"far 1 jr^TRrfa OTfcr sr^fcr 1 wtikzgfa 1

s^sT^^r: s§ *r^T^ 11 <n 11

3*: wrt gftwfafirat: 11 u n

^nr— 1. M1# M2. m3 ow^stfjpft

2. Bod. D* <T?T;

— 1. Mi. M8t have lacuna.



qq^r f?ftsfgiTT^f^rat giftFs^^fert^ i\m?wm: i

er fiw^ftrar: i ft: after srfarTOfir: i s^eteTOfirW^

5

1#5T SffSlR: «§fTOTJ ll$*HI

s***— i. V2 . f^:

2. M x . M2 . M..^
3. Va.

4. D.

5. BOa. STOPSr$o



s^R— 1. After 16, A 2 . B. Be. B0lt BOa . Bod. D. S 2 . V 2 . and after

14, V8 insert :

Then all but V2 . give 17 ; V3 . gives 15, 16, and then insert

tfjfr^r ^tt ^TTfgnrr^: it

5fTmfenrr#: *aw=trf>fT

f^^T^f^^n^jfoT: ii Then occurs 17.



i

2

1

1. M l . M 2 , M3 of sro

2. Ml M 2. M3 oftstf

3
- V x begins with 17

«nwn-l. Ml . M.gon^ffo

2
- See mathematical notes.



[ ^FWT ]

2

1. After 18, Vx . V a . ins :

wN^jf ff^R^H q^l^tt^ ff^I ^T^f?cT I

Then 19.

2. B. Be. BOl BO a . Bod. D, V3 . o^er:

3. B. Be. BOx. BO a . Bod. D. V3

4. B. Be. BOi BO a Bod. D. Sa. Va . V3 Or^«ft



11

2

v^iftOTT ipmrfW i srcflr stftarsflna:

gmfw^fcw

^TO^RtfStf TOT: \\ R\ M

feffep ^ftWFf gr^fa I 3?JTT5 feTfopTS ^fe^f^T^ i

S^Fsrfrr&Srq-qssr TmrFs^w?m?f f^rf^w n ^i n

TOra a^TOHrcrga: n 33 II

I5*— 1. Bod. D eguft

2- After 20, Vj. V2 . ins.

acKT^ffo^sfc^fSpsrW ^ WSfairaSr** il Then 21,



Tt^mf^ff Tfk: tots i

j 2 3

mm^i n n

tf^lt °Fr*?T I eft £T ^TiTTf^ Tfr^ffT II ^ U

1. Mx . m 2 . m3 5?n^«n^

©

2. d ^snfotf

3. After 23, Vz . V2 . ins.

wflW. etc. (p. 5); then

snroq- qftfo: *rar^rr srrsf: ^fWf%*TTf%crT t

g^at xf^i feqft^crr H^t vmzwwft&tft v$ w

Then 24.

4. A 2 . B qjw ^ ^^I^r^maf

Bl B 2 ^Tufe^rmTfa:

Be. Bod. D <m «T TOTOfwmt ^f%:



g^ss^fa sqft^W (I W II

wwrit *t ^R^fenl^ IMS H

q?Tq— 1. Bod. D o^f^cTT: ^wrfc^r:

2. A a . S 3 vsnfevr:



i

3<i i ^rt: qs^s^ mi

<n<^x°° i ^ ^htit^tt^t i \3K°° i srsg-Jftrtaq^-rarc-.

wz\*zn: i ^wofe^R^^^RTfaqt ^qfferq: wra ii ^ n

[
^rsqH^^ ]

^ ^Tron^TO^ii II

— 1. Bod. D «rT<jTfafcn

2. B. BOi. B0 2 . Sa. V3 SP^retPft

Bod. D ^3T^^
A a . Be. V a fTTTc^qt

3. Bod. D giTlirfsTo



Lf™* *n?n swkt g*FP3f*rcrT ^sr

[
^S^HST* ]

igR— l. After 30, A2 . B. Be. BOi B02 . Bod. D. S a . V 3 . ins.

A 2 . S2 cont. with

Vi. Va . ins. *re«Tetc. only. Then 31 in all these MSS.



^fe^TS^T ^iTT^fff <T*PT jftRTT xfe*T*T<JTTT^T

PTfawttfw "E^ftfSra: It 3? II

*JWT— 1. A
2

. B. Be. BOi BO a . Bod. D. S 8
o^p;

2. After 32, Vx . V2 . ins.

Vx then 33.

V2 cont. with

Then 33.

2



nt^JTT: i
a^tfS^refosr: *t*$*tT: <rfefn- w^ar i 3<|<Tft

gr^^jyrq-sr^T^ri'ft^T sift: ^es^f^spg^Rft *farrf^r

ferfi^RiTfi;^ ^> ii ^ ii

2

mm tftowrfo^ » ii

l^W— 1. After 33, A2 . B. Be. BOi. B02 - Bod. D. S2 . V3 . insert :

A 2 has then 34j then 35; others contime with

f^fsr^r: ^rrf^fTT f^TTirTrT mf^rra i

Then S 2 has 34 and all others 35.

2. After 34, S2 inserts :

Then 35.

TO?© ^



tr<*: esra; i STTfwre^rc^q; ^Jr^T^^ir ^rosrfrf^:

Tfa^T ^sr: sztrt II ^||.

srefa II 3* II

2

3

^i*— i. After 35, A3 . S 2 . insert :

Then 36.

2. B02 . om, this line.

3. B. Be. BOx. B0a . Bod. D. V2 . V3



^vft&zfmftm: yro src: i *i ft^^r i ^ i

zft^TT i q^r ^wteft^r tot^t n ^ ii

4

^^rrf^^crT^i crefsfasr mmfe^ f^Tf?^ ^ ^st^ra^

*jeR— 1. Mi. M2 . M3 fcm?T°

2. B. Be. BOv B0 2 Bod. D. V3 . STCT^Tmro

3. After fafafafcr Be gives 39 cd ; then 38 cd.

4. Be. Bod, D, iret^n^ ^faTsft^m^



i

2

Bod. ^enTTo

2. Mv M2 . M3 S?f

3. After 39, B. Be. BCV B02 . Bod. D- V3 . give 34 ; then

they insert ^TRf fafa: (p. 17), ^s^ingr (p. 18); then occur

^JfT^K^fatciTtf faff: S^ffcft TmfsflrrarefaRT: II

Then 40.

After 39, A2 . S2 . repeat fe^FPTra; (p. 17) ; then the three

verses above. Then 40.

After 39, Vi gives ^tran^ ?<T«Jpf fwf^nqt I

Then Vi gives and after 39, V2 gives 5TT% etc. (p. 15).

?<T*^W etc. (p. 15); then

=#snfs% st^t ^f??r Ferrer faflrsrr fe^rcrr ?tto: t

^TfcrT ^%^?r^^r 5rsEfrfJRT: **tr foxy-, n



5RT£Jt zft^TTr i srcft f^r^nr^OT^ft tt§: ^n^r \

TTf5T^ zffriPT I <RF^S>*j ^TT^ I cRT ^STT^sfa

TTf%"re^ ifc&m I 5RTt f^5T>TTJrTO«TT5tt I JTOTt *RTT-

=5®tsT: i ^TOsmfeF^qR: **tr i stst^ TTffag^ i

5R^RRt ^ffe^lfa^ TO^pftRTTOTC^T *Rfcf I f^FTO
flfRiR *R5T, I f^SR*? § ^sT^STfarafa I

^T^fefemfeHTfefrfaq^ s^RiRsrentt ?r ^rrcr: i

*tr ^r 1 erem5er ^f?grrrfefenfe^ 3R*r qft^T
ts^sfrq^Tfefaf^ srfeq^cf ^r*r*t i ?r: it ^fawf

qT5r?TRtc«r(?) T*nteT ts^s^ Srq*RT ^fagrft Tf^rcfar 11

Then 40.

After 39, M3 gives *f?^F^TfaTfer<rT: wtftwiT: \

Then w<?t ffi^* (p- 22
)



^rfs^^T sftsjri H*iT?i^»i$rcrcf: u 3 w

Wrf^l : W^^cTC*; fTS^rfa: lie; II

W <{W

safest) ^rc: **n<r 1 5Rr: Trfs^ sTTtf qfoF^s "sr^m: ^Tfsr?r%"-

^feTr^Tfe^nifta =eiw crafts* a^ft TR«nfs3>: ^ft: i «Rft

Gjjism— 1. Mi. M2 . read ^WT^^TpfT:, which is non-metric.

2. Mi. Ma . add before this: S[5TtI:S«rcfeFTfe |



^cr cr?f5RTyiFrfT$psr: i *r*ft ^^*rr*rrf^rt ^f^rrfe^ surer i

asVt srtsmr i to: *Jirer i <rer: ^feJ^r^fif qfw^ 'fror^

igfk: i at igfe sn^^ffsrTTcr ^f^fhsir fk^nfar *rre^r

xfHsrfer i ^^fe^t^T^^riTprrciT^r^^^T^sJTT i a^t-

fafasiOTTftrar vft vftm: i tot srefa i am s^wfe-
Jr^'fof Tfr^r ?ft*TT3t?rpfTir jfr^^^f i totofto^"-
fsrer: i ci^cf ^sr% zfta^ i s^f ?F^sfeffg5k^f?r^r: *prfoft

*rffcr i ^p^fWrfefa^ *T3T ^ttf^prarsrfa TOfa^sr
^ipnteistflfa: [spt^]

1 ^ts^r^N trtar^r i s^T#f^^
f<^ i ^TScreT5RT§rsr: wrer i ^fa^Tfas^ftst^3%<t ^rt

srtaf^^stat ^r^rrerg^cr i q^Tsft^fsr^srersrc-

*reft T%*tf*r5rct ^OT^Tfar T^rrfa feq^srer i %w \ <rer-

^ i w I cfcft ^ftsr^'T^sr^ ik^i <rat *rt: srersr^s*-

W^f^ <rer: ipiSTTST^ w*ftr f^rfe^T 1 ^ I flcf:

tfft: qo^^Tfr I S(oo I ^TOTRttS ST^F ^SRrf^T
I ?V9Y I ^r^TO>5^ET W*^ TOlfWKT I ^Yo I ^fa %TT^TT%:

2«pp^ ^r^rnrirt^ssf ^errfe ^nflfrr ^faTOTO^^psftsr-
. ^>$5TO<n5ta srWq; i sfoT^ftsratfrs *ffar*T i

^feTOft^r^^m: sg: 1 TOTOt^qrerr: sWhst^^^tt: 1

WTTSlIT— 1. Ml Ma . fW^T



a^s-T^iT'rfgSm ^^^nj5mft:<in *q1^?r>F33rfa: ftrwENfe^

^ra: ^fi fkw w\ n s° u

wit faf^m?^ i n i ^ i ^^^fa^^srarfa fsRrc:

^ I q I SFtf^Rngsnrwrc fafrRTT ^ I ^ I o I S^T ^st^T

«[ST*T— 1. A2. Sa cTTTo

2. Va Wf^o



t;it, i I JPflsftsre* ^ C^V* I H) ! ?Ft: K

I 3*) I Tift: I U (w I U) I spfft^FT I ^ i

^ i \sm nvi ^^r^^: vs i o i y* 1 3° *

*rs3Rfa: ^ i ^y t u »^ i^ ST i ^ i tfta:

o | ^ |Y I $o (<^) I fSJSftST: q I ^ (<^) | SK | Yo (Y$) |

^ I K l v (y^) i %x (\)\ spsftsr: =; H\9 1 v i Yo i sftft:

o
I ^ I ^Y I I ^ I * 1 o) TTfl ^ I \9 I 3V9 (^) I ^

(^) I K I ^ I ^(^^) I ^e: (^^) I ^5>^T \o (^) I

SUTCJTT— 1. Results obtained by calculation are given within brackets.



;TTO*lt JTTRfKTTr ^T^^^T TORT I ^T^fT^faS^^f ^TT-

—1. Bod. D. Vx . V2 srfe°

2. Mi. M2.

3. A2, B. Be. Boi. Bo. 2 Bod. D. Sa. Vi. V2 . V3 ?T5nR

4. A2 . B. Be. Boj. Bo3 . Bod. D. S2, Vi. V2. Vs. *nrf% ;

(D SI^fMr ^TT^^^cTT *T|T:) I

— i. Mj. M a . add here f^m^T

2. Mi, M2. ^TfTf^TTTTTT I



fcTfert mfer i i sr^raTfort ^rfnn: ararg

[w]tWst^% II ^ II

^ffWT fiftH^T 4t5R^I
2

1. A 2 . B. Be. Bo x . Boa . Bod. D. S3. Vi. V,. V3 zfM:

2. Bod. p. sq^ta^ltq*



WttRmrmt$^ #i^ret

— 1. Bod. D. ot^Wo

2. After 45, the first Chapter in A x . Aa . M 2 . M3. Slt S2 . Vi.

Va ends.

After 45, B. Be. BOf. Bod. D. V3 have the verse. 5TT% etc

(see p. 15) and *?P%W etc. (seep. 15),. Then the first

Chapter ends.

In Be. as a footnote to 3Tf% ?n3Tfssr etc. the following is

written r m% OTfssnf^ JTR gr^FR:

STi^TT— 1. Mv Ma» add. *3%W here.

2- M,. M2 . read ^nc+lfa'+ilfr: l



[ T ]

a

3

SISFfTimpn M II

lr. Ax. B„ Be. Box, Bo2, Bod» D. Vi. V2 . Vs. ST^To

2. Mlt M2
. m3 . i&trm\

4. Vv V,. <TcT: <TT *TTT^rfST^T:



^ 3

^g^ffasfc^W II U II

^rat ^^TOftTOW: ii ^ II

%
4

*mq& ii = n

»T5R— 1. V2 o?|TpTT^TcT: ^i

2. A,. B.Be.BcvBoa. Bod. D. S2 . V3 .
$TW%ST3^"1s*r flTST: I

Vv Va . fTR^r^njaft fTTfaaT:

3. After 5, Mr M2 . M8 . insert wrongly ereft ^T^T: I Then

occur f^lSiff etc.

4. Ai. Si. do not give the srato of 5-8, 9 ab, but there is

the commentary.



^^^TTW'TCT STTTTTf^rrf^T ^TTTrf^f^^fk^T *TCfkT I

Trf^^^^ ^atarpra^crrenro srsriRTftm^g^riT



*%snr|r[<r fasfair*r i
g^sTOWtf^^w^^

*rafec*Srq*ft ^sr-.i otr: vtfc i a**^ jotte^^h* t

fg^TTO^l^^ ^"tfefof5^ 1111 U

3^ «W *W rf^f^ J

^mfMfc aft I



ifte** i srtf after i r& fasr^TFsr^T^rfa wmw sfter

^ sr^farssfter stem i ??teT ?i®ster^ q*r?rrafa3-

^raf i fe^r^s^r^^^mf ^cft ?^tt sqr stem i

yteter: i *r*ft ^>^rm%: wra i ^ ftrarfe^ stew i

^TRtftr: "T^r^t TrmfcRr ^5: sqra; 1 srm^rcr sprite ^3:

fafom: Sfgfcj^ ^fssft:

— 1. Mi sfteT ^ |^ sparer; M2 . M3 . sfarr =sr s^wr
2. a 2 . s 2 .



cr^rr
fruiter

fogrfar wi<r i a«n ^wifr^ stafarc s*fa$*Ri

3<faronwt: ^rf^% Fns^Tfc prewta^ i

^qTOSfi^Pl VR^II ^ II _____
~~qsTC- 1. Be. Bod. D ^ for

2. Bod. tfdf^^^W fafci^T %H fcTT

3. After 16, M 3 has sqigm^q $5T: i Then fa^:, see below,

next page, line 6.



fat*: q»fH*TcTT3^cr: ^sranfffsnvifcw: 1

^^r^rt^ ^:q% 1 cT-ef^s^F^r^'Ttc^T ^mr. 1

[ ^THSRH ]

3***-— L V 8 . Scft for ^ ?TT

JVofe ;— ^qrofcrr: in line 8 seems to be wrong. It should probably

be WPim: I Similarly, flreTOTTiTfa^oT in line 10-11 should

be fa'^TOHTsfa'fa^'T . 3?rfsF*T in line 13 should be T^T "T^TI

and ITS! «T?Tf in line 17 should be irateT

—

KSS.



<e<ft ^^forr *qr^ 11 ^ ii

sftsqir i §*nfosre*^ $q?fa| q^?m \ 5& srfafor ^sn^fe-

***** i 55rrfw^f ^ffei sfteiPT i ^foft fffr: srfrfof *^T-

^qW*Tq^rf^T wfar II n II

[ feKlf^RTfH ]



i

wfor ii ^o-^ it

S*TT5T II ^ II

1. V2 off fWcT

2. Ma . Ma. Ma °faf% fa«Ffr

3. Bod. D. fe^rfe



vKmi *rft$ *Rm«t i

1

^ ifeAs " II

g?TTT— 1. Bod. D. ^TCcT



i

2

4

5

6

1. Bod. D wift <
2. B. Bod. D ^ fw
3. Mi. M a . M a

^iM^T?^

4. A 2 Be. Bor Bo
2

Bod. V3

Twr^ TfasTfcnt sift Tfr^erm i

5. B. Be. Bod D 3T?qw srfa ^ %«T: SRRtfl^

6. After 27, the chapter in Ai. A2 . B. BOi. BCh. Si. S a . M2.

M3 . Vi. V*. V3 finishes. After 27, Be. Bod. D have ^fa

fasUTSTRiRTfEr^rT: 1 They continue with the next chapter

as a part of this chapter.



xr s^g*3? TO^rr Om%cT i srssf ftRCTfop ^^t^f ^Nfc

C -\ C », >s "



c^^c; <\=;o V

*3 ^ ^ ^

*$€ttKTT ^TqT *^TRRT W^T* I CRT Wft5g# — *fT*TT

^T^tap^uf ^|srr ^rtcztjt i clef *fs^«tptrt 3fa«Tc*rr

fs^nitsfor— w*i^ft em^=r: ^ret ^gsqft^ft
i

— 1, Be. Bod. D mark this verse as 28, in continuation of the

previous chapter.

^Wan— I. Vs. has this after 1, with the prefatory words ^TcTT'cTTTT^ I



goFPTs^sr i ivi «r=re<T i \3 i git: s<<r 1^1 s^ft

* n ^ *

^t; i 2

^ 1 3 1 3

m #?fi: ^ftm: ^ gin l Wi

I V l ST^t I R I ^ IV 5T**ri I ^ I I Y I

^JT^q%l qW*r I ^spyr^ift: ^W^^Tt: 5ft^ I ?c«f *T*?-

^9ft5TT? sfan^t* ^T^3T S^^S^i^^T 5T*qf I ^ I

SIW I R I I ^ I 5T«TT I ^ I I ^ I 3^3<"T f^TOT

1 ^t^fat ^fe^rnt ^ it ^11

^sro— 1. Bod frrr:

2. Mi. M2. M3 F^lcT

3. Bod. D o^err ^?t^t ^r^irT ^?tt f^qm



**TT5n ^Tfe^T <TWW ^JT^foRTT «NTtOTflT I *° I

2

3

4

i^jtt— l f Be. 2. Mi. M 2 . si^w; M3 tfH^T

3. Bod. D ^ q&fT 4. Bod, D o



XX

cTcft ^r^prisr f^m^rf sfisr^H fen fir sftsns^sNr ^ttst i

^ i

*N$w ^ ssnti iMta ^1

I

2

uensr *rs*r?r| srsfrsq- ct^^t i ^*n ? *T?st^T w«r^t cr?*r?%^

^T?T— 1. D. ^ff^l^t; Bod ?f?f

2. B. Be. BOt. BO a tf*$fcT*T?r|: tf: ; A 2 . Bod. D. S 2 .
V3

^faw^: W.; Va . ^ffa^Fg?: ?mcT



assfa *r$? fi3«n^ ii a. ii

*?rat:^ qtftar ^ftffo

SSnfa VTi^T^ f^fS^^ II ?o II

— 1, Mi. M 2 Ms *rT*Tfa<T#R

s^T^HT -1. Not clear
; T^CT^, perhaps.

TVo te \
—

ij?r: 7F5T??re*T I 33: mtftUWWHJ^ rCf^f^T « in lines

15-16 is interp,olatory and may be omitted by the

reader.

—

KSS.



<5«T SORT I ^ TO ^^^T.^:

S 2

TOT *!#T fi^* II II

O G -

-1. M x . M 2 . M 8 ^Tcft 2. Bod. Ml M 2 . M a otfl:

3. M 3 . om.

4, A x . Si. do not give srcfcr of 14, but explain it in the

commentary.



7Tf^5^ q*^55T«TTmw^ i v ! «u i qt fgtftaqis qqrt TT%:

q^rssmPTi^ i mni qt ^ataqre q^t Tifer: q^s^r-

w»tt?^ ' ^ i 1 X ' era: q^ Trfercg^ q^^sranTT^r i y i ^ * i

^T^qrezfte^^ t

erer fgraft streqi^ 7Tf?r^5Ksr^# ^ttt: i y i <h

fkstaqrc q^t ^rftr^^t?r1%9r^«Tr*TT : mi^i ^tfcrqrs

stti: I y i t i

crsqr gft: *ftsr%?s; srre^nst tt%^^t fasrfawnssr 131^01

«fiii^ i y 1^0 1 c^cstis: ivi^oi %rtaqre q^t

SSmmTSR MHol cFSrrdfaTT?: I I M ° I

ct^t srt^w sftsT^s" sn^qist ^Tfa^i

*nm^r 1 ^ 1 1 crg^q: 1 ^ 1 ^y 1

qroqwr sma; « <tot fstft^atsqTST^feiT ^rq^Tfq *P=q*f <TTTqj*f

%^irerqT^>tf?5qi^srcrc$WT *Fsqr*TT wfew^qjjsrfqfr: **na; 1 <rt

1^ ^§T)sT%f^r^crcT^c?T^^r a^^^facrq^m^ftq' cr<r-

qssfa ^r^vT?r srT'^^T5T%-5rr^?crqRiftJTf??^Hf^^f^T t m



after m*rr i ^fa^— 3^%^*-

"

JVo/e Lines 16 to 18 should probably read as follows :
^TTcf I



#qsqi?T ftgftmi ftprrfMfatf IU= ii

«M wfar 'to: sfara* ^ ii ?a ii

^?gt: ^sto^SH^ ^SRTST^T^T W5T^feTOT**ri

sw^qm^q; i €\ ^^^^gfarar f^TT^T ^ <pr^1^
H^w^t i 3?t: ^^fe<Ti% ^TT^ft^r smart ^
^fam^r i ^ftsfq- ^^g^jfarert fa^m t%*ratfr i

qsrer: i

^_

*[5R— 1. B, Be. Bci. Bo 2 . Bod. D. fa^TS

2. Mi. M a . M 3 cPft^Tff: 3. Bod. D. ftj|5rr«Rtarf



m^W. \RRl\ fa*T%^ I ^^ *>«rrfep I cKT ^»5TTf^P

»15iref fw**!: ^T^T*. II R II

feTCJu §*5<n %nr ^fa^mf** ii * n



frgnf?«T sta*«i*ng«RiTtf «jf?r: n 11

Hsg: *^ ^sr^f wra u ^ 11

^irf^cnf^ffe: wsi ^Hfecm^T n <R II



sftS?T*T I aTOTS;ilfe 3T|^qfcrgTRT^?f tftST^OT: TORT » cfcft

^t:^ f^TOT ?REgnq- gftsj^ufa fa*T%cT I ^TSgf sfteT ^*TTT>Rr ^Rf I

*ffr i ^rrfe^ *| 3pnr \

a^stsronf *rsmr| tff^nfre f^rr asms fl^^^r*
?3TOt tftm^m i eroT^^i^r tot?3W

SRTgqTT 1^1 ^r?£TO ^^ftPF I I ^fTTO^^T-

^sffacrsrer^r TO*r^%?scfteq? ^^fureff ^*r^i^T fa^^Rr i

TO*T^?T tf^RT I ?mt l??<^$£^~t ^cTRf I

TOTcT I <TT JfT&rfa: a^J^T TO^^f%S?3RT I H5gf tWlfor

TOsrtsrt^Rr to*^^ csr^srr cr^tf ^^sftsr^ tot<t t



^cftq?q tffrw^^ff #?i^t *T?cpr%: i srr ^^^frfi: *qrq; i

?rf^R%??r?rr T<?r f^^rfsrsw 1 ^3 1 *ftT*q

|sr^ q?r q^^snftsr^^sfRPT 1 ^ 1 <rer q^R*?r: i qsr

ssr q^qrq: 1 cr^r ?r^q q^T q^q-^Rr^ w 1^*1

^*T— 1. B. Be Bd. Bo 2 . Bod. D 5^5^:

2. A 2 . B. Be. Box . Bo 2 . BoD. D. S 2 . Vi. V2 . V3 . ftr^q^-

3. Vi. V a . o^Tt



TO S^TO sm^nfa* I <H3 I TO TOW I TO **TO*.-

ft9I3fe*r 9TTOT I 1 TO q^TFT:^ II II

i
2

^wtsrfem TO<*:Tfa9Tfa: i ^ i ™ ^ sn!aTT"

5^ i to stfa^fajroerew i to aafan^fr i to

^sft ^^TO%*s«rnrc t^tUr? 9Rrsri i ^<>* i to stt-^t-

i to qs^q^msfa^ nui to srafarroetirfa i to

q^TI— 1. Mj. M a . Ms ^1

2. B. Bod. D irferi:

3. Mi. M2 . M3 oSTff^fa



^° *

f^RI 3fl^ II ^ II

»T^I*T— 1. Mi. Ma. M 3 . Om. spg>fa: *R«>¥*nrc, three line below.

2. Bod. D srsrpftfi

3. B. Be. Boi. Bo 6 . Bod. «?nzpP3<JTX*5f



5T^?TT^srT^% II II



sT?rfcr prefer tfNr^r srr*»TfafoTTfa ^ri^srTf^T i to$w^-

1^*— 1. After 26, the chapter in Ai. Aa . B. Be. Boi. Bo2 . Bod.

D. Ma. M3 . Si. S 2 . Vi. Va. V3 ends.



ra^nlr ft TOT

Tj^q™ 1. Bod. D. V3 vf%5im for ^T^f ^ !



sTttW fritter i ^ tR^TR
1^ TTSJf fTc^T STtT^fT f%r^r%^ I

erst ster 1^^ ^iM?^ sri^^ ^rr^jf



W% ^ft^ ftp*TO OT^ I

<tf to m% n » ii

*n*r: ^fasnan^iw^ H v si

— 1. Mj. Ma. M 8 . W% ^



WPPtf ^Wqi ^^goiT 3^! ^T^^rf^T: I <H I fo?-

mforamrorr: wft^rara^: w^taretat ^Nt: >

ifo^ Tit: TTOt ftS^

*TO3*nn TO^tfif ft^ft^Tft

aiTOHf— 1. Should be I l * I



^fawsfa^f^^erTfa i
i TTftj ^ ^

mfeaiftTforeSTOTTfr wfa ifi&ufa, J^c^^q- *Wfa ^fa

f^Rspr«r Tragi 11 s° 11

^^^T'^S^Scft Tl^T ^fa^TST s^fr

1*5*— 1. Bod. D ^Kl%:
~



QWgv ftrererr fa^cr i ^rssf T%Hfan*re: i flT^s^rfa^^rT-

[ ^t?t^th: I

gwfw?ift^pT: %wn^ II ^ II



Ti*g5*n§fir: *n?3<^ ftrsrar fa*r%<r 1 ?rssr ^^r^rrcnr: 1 ^

-v on'
[ *fk: ]

stoftfcRMfarm 11 ^ 11



?=R6TR sfawsf WTfRcfT *Rfar i ^ ^sm^n^r ^Rarcrr: ?f :
i

*Rfar i
q^m^rfR^tiM ^rMsr? wr cRr a^R^fa:

fsFs^^^Tg^fa^sfa *r<| grrsin? sfsrw't *rs*n^-

^leT ^vR*TRT SRfR I ^ ^ <R^: ifftscn: 1 ^^NTT *^RT

fRwn *RfR i

*T*RT ^f^wfRWR^OT^WRT^R ^R
w*tr sfsTTOCT TSETTf[^r%#w srPr i <t«r ^^k-
5prfR*TRRT ^T^RRRW ^RTOH I ^ ^TSTTCt^t

T^rwfarsnTT srffrw *Rfcr crer cr^ttot: OTsingTrvrnraf

*iw^t% T^f^trt «Rf% cR *rwtt:^ ^R& sfterr: i

^WT^TCT ^5R*IRT SR^T II ^ II



i

fsqnr f^^g^t s^fts: I

2

^ T^*IT?^R^ 11 ?c It

^tfosffaT 1 ^TT ST^f : ^T^T I HT ^T^T fe^TT ^ tpspT £R3F

^[^W^ TORT 1

^T*T— 1. Mi. Ma . M3 . 5?ft nfa:

2. Mi. M 2 . M 2 . fe'T^T^q'^t c*T%T



qfz^fe TTWT^TTT^ II <{*'<\\ II

SIR I

^ ^^r: srtrt: srsfwr: I ^s^es^^tfte^st-



^rrfH^ tort n \\ u

wriest ftn#iA if 3* 11

wfs^nK^^ ^^fea*i^tof ^s^^^il-

qfcqq ^ gjqfo qfcwu

^T— 1. B. Be. Boi Bod. D. V3 . ^; Bo 2 .
frf^TT ^

2, B. Be. Box ,
Boa . Bod. D.



^ FOTftsiRT^ II 3$ II

*5?r*j— 1. V3 . om. to =rf3RTT



^TTq; II ^ ii

2

s[?m— 1. Be. Boi. Bo2 Bod. D TT^f^H:^^

2. A a . B. Be. Box. Bo2 . Bod. M x . M8 . M 3 .
S a . Vi. V a . Va .

^"fcf: for S^c^T^n"



° 1

*T5T q*rfo^ i

^ —1. Mss. §t*%<jt
~~ ~~



asrdrfcpr: qcrf^ forraWan: »

1 %^

i

*wwnra?g*l it 3* n

s^<3ftpTS ftf^vjl ^ > s

~~^^Z
! B . Be. Bd. Bo 2 . Bod D. Vx. Vs.

2. Bod, ^rer ^tstto; d n̂
*<ctstto



cri*=r f^r^R^T ^3*^ sr^fafw^q; i fenfire

^rfcr i

to^^nrf^^, ^^^^ .^T

_
ri ^ q

-
r
_
pf_



q^T ifta sulfas WFtt

Mr ^^f^T f^jr^^T f^^raw, w
W TOeqT W^f^rr f^erf^ ^J^wT flm,

n-r afof^ tftfi w& setut m^^l *TCW^W*T ^TT^

t^ht— l. Mi. M 2 .
M 3 .

2. B. Be. B0l . Bo2 . Bod. D. S«. V,. V a .
V3^



crfiprcrrerisiFit ^nwrernt ^ tfgfar^rcfcr: ^t^t t

cfts^: TORT I ^TTf^^Tl^ Sf ^ ^^T^S3T: I



m^t ^f^rt %^ <ptf^ fe^w smraroi *ft*Trpfcr \

^rem i g^rrfe^ stom i shit strt-

%<t ^ v& it*: [ stci*:
]
* ^Trr I gpfteiT P^Tf^r:

^fa Tf^T5TT^T WHS! FF^^H* 1 ^ qfrm^SWrfrft



waning** tmn3$& mfo ^ i

>T^ ft^i*fts$ ra^gm^ ^g^: II a* ll

_ ^ »s -\ ^ va

is&mT f&&n *re£pr [qwi^^T^^]^r*nT^Rnfr fa^srq; i

^FT— 1. After 40, B. Be. Boi. Bo2 . insert :

Then verse 41.



a^afaf siwn&rat ^«rM ft*RST-

^i^n^*?^ gt ^ li n

^tt ^tt^t ^rra; i
^^fe^^rr^ ^otTtTC^t tort i

i^^t^t f^nSRPT feT^cT ^s^ftct fafrres

tfife SRTPT ^ ^TTTT FTffi II II

^T*T— 1 . Mj. M 2 . M8 . ^Tf?cT^PTT



ffi4tswff%fi§Rha far: I

2

*n m H^ffqft^t m II II

^F^nf^r: q#Rr5RjT^r ^sn^rrft" wtfz ^T^fhr rft ^fs
fe^fa^: snwrat srcmf erst fa% ^ttcT i ^f«F^ft

— 1. Bod. B. 'papft?^

2. Bod. ?[tTWJ% \xi; D. fTjpWF^T



5TCTPT TO? I Ufa ^fiwffW^T ^ feWlf^P

^.^tft^t ^rt II vv** II

sofpftw www *Jft-

[ fFw^'^H i



^jT^^\^^mw[^ ^^^^ww[^fk^^) fafe^^Rmipji^srT-

^IWcT: it yvy\s n

— l. Mi. M 2 . M3 . ftrs



^^frl ^*mtftoT% ^RT^WSSET^ ^Ff^f^T^

\r&$ STCTtf <rcronf ^<^T* 2TSift*TT<r I <RT^ ^rare*rf-

i
crefe^nan^ iwswrT ^rmTf^i ^m- <tw^

tofWr#*r CT^tf^f ^ <rc*Tfc ^snrM



?qTcf I i^t^: ^rof: I

[^rr ^T^fa^TT^zr ^psp&n wtfz: ] *tot?*tt sr: tort i

^toi^ir sptfe Tfr^r srswff frra^ i i^r? sfsrw^r^



*Jf3f^Tfa$ ^ft
?Ofoo

[ srafw: 1

mm? ffir **res|3t

'Slfcgft: II v ? II

^TcT 11 II



aram: ^r^fN^oft f^Rrrfrf^nT^r i

I ^ [7^qFcT f^m*T3f ^Tcr I f ^T. W7T^7!fr-

«(vnr— 1. After 52, Vx . adds sr^TTF^ arerotf: sr^r , 7 lines

below after 52, V2 . adds 3f*r<3r*T :
• sr^n Then Vi. V2 .

have verse 53.

sm^TT— 1. The mss. add. here cqTW^^fa^facrssfte: t



^fafa^cpifa sfejflraT^ ^fMsrerT^rsr **n^ n M n

f^mfmRt to ^ffswrw: 11



%7pr^sRTsftsfT^s'TTf^:wn: ^tt?t ii ^ 11

so

1. In the beginning of the chapter M3 . adds ^ST^ff: tfzR,

next page verse 10.



gTS*TS?TT 'TTWfrTT W"mrR»Ti?TfarrTT: II * II

3T^<7c*TTcT rTcft stftt: Hsfar^m frwtrjnr: II ^ II

ffgw* f*nwfaRT 1^5THTf^i TT^TT II V II

^?r^Twf TTp-^ fkiw 1 (3)



TOirflr^^ar
i i w , ^ ^ f̂ „

to TOraM srwn*r wrM

^ sRrrfoj ^f?%s^?rJT^rfH:^tjf ^^^^
srrasr^^rf^ soften 1 ;<>

1 f^%<r 1 ^rfz^
,

^n^RTT 5Tssf m ^RFfror^
1 srW> -mr winter

1

^^m?r^krfdrqr srsrfcr 1 (sa)



^m^sd^r ^t^utt* ^fforcrT$r srwfe^rr *rar. i

jftftg f^*fa qfafU I

w ^R^Ji * ii



tzw. srrtfcr i ^^r^far^T ^TtaTOrcr^TT tort ii ^ u

\3^ooo

mw&fi ii ^ ii

^ "» «N Cn C\

Tlf^JTT—T^^^t: ^Rrf^T^OT wrc*Rr^*^PWTrfoPTfa



vrqfrfsr: i ^rtt^ "sr^rft ^s^f^t &m i

T^m^v^H f?ngT^«j rn^m i

f«4l*dl«w^^TT'fl^RTf«T I

qo^r^fa^sw^fr i *m° i s^mrrsf q^faw^f^-w^rfa



TTcnf^ ^s-^m^n^TTf^ ^mn&ita^: q^f^^fe;^-

2

ft3TfNR5J^«lfif«!Tfer: II m ll

— 1. Ml M a . Ma . Jr*T>5TSH

2. A a . Bi. Be. B,o x . Bo2 Bo2 . Bod. Sa . V9 . TOt«r^T



i

2 *

iston II $ 11

m , ^w^^^rfT s^rfa ^rfr wfr ^mf^Tfir

sr^mtsfq OTfarorefrr w> srser qs^
i k i ^ i

^ff^^^H^f II Y-^ II

KRft ^ II

— 1. Mi. M2 . M 3 . fafag^ ; others have JTWT

^2. B. Be. Bo 2 . Bod. D. Vl V3 . fonrwr: ;
Bo2 . V2 .

fcWT.

3. S 2 . omits verse 6. Ai. Si. omits verse 6 and the

commentary.

4. Bod, D. ^ftmr^sTT



1

^graTt *3fcrc* ^OTt >

^R—1. ,A 2. B. Boi. B02. Be. Bod. MlM,M, Sl Vi. V.. Vt .

fagpifa t This reading is letter.
—KSS.

WTWT— 1. The commentary does not appear to be complete.



i U i f^TF^rorRrr ^sr^^W wr;

wfaw ftfiw^ i

^pmft^ ii ?^ n

^W— 1. Mi. M a . M8 .



aFre^T ?nir^% jp?n^ \ ^Tft<r %cr ^x^i

^FRTW^T S^all II

fari^sr Tfo&Tfc W$*u



iTfoT^rr: ^iIWt: <e?t ^fe^ ^nffrr ^rf^m^gt: site** i

^rqr ?^f^r fairer ftR^jrarr^tcr i



i

^S^fef^^kFT II II

2

8

fa^mSSTRt *^rf^FTfop ^f^refcr VRvtt

^qWcrc^f s^n
-

fa?r%^ i ^rs^f ^nf^^ vi^ m

- tort i

^T*T— 1. A 8 . B. Be, Bou Bo2 . Bod. D. S». Vi. V2 . V3 . ^fjRraTTSPj

2. Mi. M2 . M3 . ^cT:

3, Mi. M2 . M3. ffl^^T



1°« qNuWTffr [ «fSRHR: *

to^tt fa^cr i <?rssr srsr: ^TTcr i

^n^ft TORT* $tfc I

mm® infowtf ftw^ M° ll

f^ TO^ *TT^ feR^ 1 13 311

^T*T— 1. M x . M a . M3 . f^THt arnpft^nf'ft^r I



iri^TRT^q' ^iptftfi ^%^rr^r ^rre ^™t |t

^t^fNTTft^ ir^nTFnr^f Snrfsrerrcf jftsfrftRnwr: fitct i

Ir^RT^cSFT^TT ^otrt^m: ^t^tztfrtot: fwv. stsjt: I

aMhrofir o*ftft h

^HiT— 1. Bo. om. TT^rT to two lines below.



JiftMim i fr [ srftrerc: *

^faiffamT fepp^PTT tVg«r^*>H ^riT ^r®sr sffaT:

qftpTTTOT ^T^p^STOfWRT #T5ff^ g^^ST TORT I

1

2

rn=q- W5TRT I ?TT «HH j^T TOR II 3*-^ II

v^^fTr—~_ 1. Bo a . om. this line.

2. B. Be. B01, Bot . Bod. D. V,. *trT



i

irefcr i fesm^pW^fefa mi i

Infarct : stfta^:

^nr— i. mx . ms . m8 . wrfasnfan-

2. A better reading is :

The commentator seems to have used this reading. KSS.



sfonr^T =^ft srr^t ?qnr:, sr^Nirt *fter: fttct i ^

^t^tot fa^fa i ^hr^r sTcfH^rt ftct:, srmt *fter: 'FTTcT i

SRTR?: I ^fa^T S^foffa STCTraf II ^ II

3OTT^ ^TT^ ^^Wft *^T-

S^Nto^r^ *rrorateft: n II

f%f%r%gr i cRr ^n^RTT tort i wftsfq- ^s^fe[*r^ Tsaf fR^TT

SRFFTO^ I I ^Hfc^T cP^f <r*PST3f : TORT ^fcT I FTCNtST-



s^rtf fen^Tmwnrf^t f^RiFT^ ^^rTqr i ^pto^^t

SWT rRtf fa*? ^Frf I

ST^TC ^TcT I

<TTfa f^F^TTTf^^ fspiTFTTO fsf^ ^TTcT I



mwfo far* 1

f^rrc^fc^a alitor

31% wjf ipwmawra^ 11 « 11

STHtaffil ^faRf^t—FTJPTt^Tf^Tl^^ ^ TTT^"

^TifrTlT^sTRt 5RTT*T fcR" SSTTcT I

stf^Tfr II 11



*PTCn4 fafcrqjft aft

ftwfarf^WJW ^ II ^ II

2

^T|^qT'f : TORT I ?ras£TOT«f aF^CETT ^£R*TT 1 ^facff^

fa*TR cTC^ ^ f^?i ^TrT I fc^^f^^TS^^T W$

— 1. The mss. have ^3$, nonmetrical, for f^dT i

2. The correct reading of these two verses would be :

I^t ^^arrf^^rarrRrifsr *rf^r 11 ^ 11

Mm^&fa ag=t ^^rf^wr 11 n 11

—KSS



<T*TT ^JTeufspp: STr^ IWW ST^TTT fa^^lST fa^ ffS-

HPS 5T*TR tfTpnTFT RR^TR f«R[ 3c3T fl^S TTT^FTTfrnR tfTlT-

rr^ts Trr^rrf^R , ^ ^rr^TTTj^%^ q$ ftsRf <f^ttr-

STRtf TTT^R ?TTpf fafatcT I ^W%S?TtoTtf : £*IR[ I

stftesrra: fir i ^r^sfq- snj+mus^T ^rt
^fFR'srRT, s^Wrstfr *TTfsRsrRT *iT?ft<^rrcf *msRcr i <rcr

srr ^tt^^tr fVRFiR ^nwiTfcr*R <r *T^rs?ftarrcr

^Tfa^RRf R5TRRRT II II



2

mvfe *reftr yfomt wm> IMS H

—1. Be. Bod. D HPT5T for 3T|?T I

The reading w^5T is also found to occur in certain manu-

scripts.
—

2. After 36, the chapter in A x . A a . B. Be. Bd. Bo2 . Bod. D.

M 3 . M3 . Si. S2 . Vj. V. V3 ends.



[ ITS^t;?*
]



FTTcT II R II

3T^: ^STTcT II 3 U

t%^T%cr i ^rs^iTTfwr wra; ii v ii



fi^SR[^ ^fij^fe*^ II % II

qrfe»wr

^ ^ I! ^ II

q¥5T?T^raf?T fe?T%^ I ^ fac^fk tf^zr *FSR ^TcT I cTcT T^-

o -a

q^^Tf^R^rft^ ^ f 1 3EnT5rT T5^! %wT*«pT



JTsq-^^^T^r i <rt: q^a^fa^a^foFRrrc wffamTato

r^^TT%^m : 1^ ,sow ? i ^nraw^nf qrr sFsnropfar ^nrefar

SP^f^r: wfcRfc n a. ii

*f^fa i m^j ^m^n^ msf%% a^r^^f q^fa- ^r%a i ^rfa;

^rf^Rrrfe ifftsinr, eft %cr ^frr^rfe zft^
,

e

^ in^fa^
^3T^f ^a-

: ii % u

Ts^a^r jfe: ww&rtt ?^fa i ^rr ^ff^rsrspT^n*

^fVmir ^sf^^Ta i jraftr^ ^\fafewr %a; a^n^
cR-fq- ^r^r

, ae^rr^^^crffa i ttsjtt^^^pt flro^FawV^ta* i

^R— 1. The word af^r is irrelevant here. So it would be better
to have cRc^T?^ ^F: in place of cl^m^T: | —KSS



fe^T TOTCT I fecftTOfifl" ^^^^^^ f=T*[%cf I 5T5Ef ^5*3T

TOT fa^S^Tfe^ F^TTrT I

TTcfcf qTJTJrferf^rccfnrt ^fz^] ^rt i ^^TOrfa <tattest ^ \

^£<t§^tt few qfe^r frf^^^rfe^p^^ wt, ^rssrir^-

fe^c% ^Vfk: ^^r^q-

:, ^t>Wt FEsfash:,

famw for sht<t n n u

^TJT— 1. Bo 2 . om. ri^T to ^fter, two lines below.



sTPm^^ft*

fsmsfsf ftt<t i

^tt^t i g^ft Tf^mfar friars? ^<H*TRta f^nfp^R

3<?r ^ffonssr: wit:, tot ^sanr^r cKT tt^^t^t

ift^cnT i crq; FrsTtwro i ^sqr^resft jtsto^w, tot Tftera%er

— 1. There was TftfST^ in the original text ; it has been

replaced by *fter to make the text metrically correct.

—&SS



^^tr^t %q; rrq>?7ciT frsicssr sfrssm i m Fmfc«R*ttf tort i

i

^Tf^r^^f^T: fust i *r ^tfteFtfefrcfezrct n \% it

— 1, It would be better to have ?T*frfcT: is place of tffesrfcT: I

—KSS



fi^rnw ^^rftfa ^ II?

faRirafa ^^f*RTT ^TT ^TT foff^T I ^sf ^T<T I

1. It would be better to have Fr^^foN^: in place of

l^fH^ir ??r: i
—jess



TTr^^rsf <?P^Trft <T#^fa ^cf5r^q-T^^rf?T f^TT cTcH

<TT\£r^ ^fcf II ^ II

m«ra: q^rm: il ^ H

^*T<J3% gTOTsft ^cftsfq" TfajT$r^RT?;T ersiRr
i strt-

I^T 1. After 17, the chapter in A x . B. Be. Bo x . Bo2 . Ma . M3 . Su
Vi. V2 . ends.

After 17, A a . Bod. D. S 2 . V3 . add :

fk*m$%tj fairer ^tt%
1

1



[ <mfa ^5^T?*TT^T 1

*mfw ^ for: i

2

tost STsp&tor: m ^ II

f^Eretd 1 ^w^fwr^r ^iiTftfir #inT i <t«tt tt|

^rFTT^TT I <TSTF% Trfi^^^i^tJTCTFWRT I cT^T TOASTSTg

1. Be. Bod. D. °fe^cT

2. Mi. M 2 . M3 . ^ff

:

«TTS*7T— 1 M2 . M3 . om. to ^^^W^^T^Rl", next line.



staffer 5 *rt sre^mp^s^fe^r: f^^rr^tt

sw^rt ^Tfefa n \-^\\

2 3

fsRTfa<iT ^M^rtjfa* M II

^^fara#*rfe: ^c^ncm^T^rrf5 tots; i sst-

Srfgrfai^ ^JTTcT II ^ II

— 1. M x . M a . M3 . fa^

2. Mi. Ma . M3 . famfrm

3. B. Be. Boi. Boa . Bod. D. ^TO;



[ ^Tmfa*3*T ]

toot Trm^lm#

t*?tot ^ircftiflSh i

2

3

4

1. S 2 . Vi. Va . TTiT for ?TTT

2. After 4, Va . ins.

Then 5.

3. The reading fafsr: is also found to occur in certain

manuscripts. —x$S
4. Si. om. sr^ft^T of verse 6, but gives the commentary.

*ns*TT— 1. Mi. Ma . ^>f%WJTt<TT



?rqw^q ^^*mfbcfq q^q^r i qq qrqfq^q^—fqqm-

q^aftT^rfeFT: q^MfaqT ^TT^TTi FT: I sITTT: T^l %<T

qqf;q-FTT STTSqT:, Teft qtsqr: I 5f*ft tMs2T5RT

qf$r<qT %q qfawrsrrerq qt^T i ^tttt %q ^storpot ^fsrq;fqt%

^T*FT ^mr. FT: i" cPpqq^T: trq^qqtsTT: FT: I ^fPiFsftaT

^q^-^pq^ I
^qfiq^q^qq^^q^ I

qq: 5TT^ f?qT!Tqq'jftT^T ^fe^T: I q^qKTqt SfT^T

Tr^^q^r i qt q^qfeq^q: i i fqw%qj «rssr qferfq

STRfrf *qTq II K"^ 11

q^qq^fe^rfqq^qt^qqT ^qr fq^qqT tV^RT I

F^*qqqfeqqftqr FW I SwI^Ff ^qq; >

if>trq i ^^qq^r^^qq ^^ttct i

^qqfeqmffqr qqq; i sr^qq q^feqqmq: wT^qiqtq

qqt%^q> qqt^qFrrqtq, awrawftq, Ffr ^rq^R

tFi^q, qq: qnqqq^^'qT Frqqq^q ^qqqTqtq ^qqfar

*Rfqfa I q^^qq^qq FTTq 1 cR^q ?£TFT *BTO^TOI*r:

FTTq II ^3 II

[ ^M<T: ]

iqT^fttl-^t qsTt^^l 11 = 11

^HT— K Be. Bod. M x M2 . M3 . ^m^q^cTT



o i<?> ^ ^

^T*T— I. D. Tn«Tt^° Bod has both the readings.

2. A 2 . B. Be. Box . Bo 2 . Bod. D. S a . V3 .
Vi. V

5*: vf&tfft



loo «^ Ye;

%^t: qi^r stw t^: ^n? ftfa^ lint'

STRUT:—Tf^FT T#f?T tf|*T TO ^TRf q^uftssr: T^ft

^r^rawrfg^w *f^*T i
rr^ qfapnsft ^ ^qNrfar ^tr m^r

q% srr^^ fe^^nr 1 1
- <n 1

1

— l. Bod, q^tsfoR-iT fafEpR- ; d. Tsfoftsftjn; fafsre^

2. Afrer verse 11, the chapter in Ai. A 2 . B. Be. Boi. Bo2 .

Bod. D. M2 . M2 . Sl S 2 . Vl V». V3 . ends.

*tT<te*li— 1. Gap left in all the manuscripts.

2. Mi. M2 . tsrefanTfa ^vwrs ; Si. 26



to: sng^ srcrft nftgt sn*taw



i

%H wrf&iti h to li 3 II

i sRTR'Rt^if]^^: toft u ^ n

TOitftfir^ *r s*to n v? H

^T*T— 1. After verse 2, B. Be. Boi. Bo 2 . give verse 5.

2. B. Be. Boi. Bo2 . om. verse 3.

3. B. Be. Boi. B02. om, verse 4. Ai. S. do not give the softer

of 4 but give the commentary.



tout: x ]

^T^T]^^f^cTr STOrRTT STS8T STF^F ^fetf FCT<r I ^Tfe?^

%cT 5TT^Tm^R^'T?rF^nr| ST>Szm;
s

STcft^t *fr^T I tfsmfai^

<n i w \

$*HT— 1. A 2 . B. Be. Boi. Be2 . Bod. D. S 2 . Vx . V8 . Va . faf5Rj5ft



5^ cr^^TTTOFRT^ It * II

s° i

2

fTTrfsinT II ^ ||

3

mfa *r*rift ^ fir% p^r ii ii

^nr—l. a 2 . s2 . v3 . ^tt ^#3: for snr^ftfa.-

2. The reading ^teaTFTT: in place of ^3TPT: is also found

to occur in certain manuscripts. —KSS
3. A a . B. Bol Boa . Bod. D. Sa . V». «J*Wt°



t^tr fefc fcnfa arft i

<r^t<$ *T*WTi?r wfk II c if

i ^rsgf wRFzi *fapM ^rsgimt

^HT 1. B. Be. Box . Bo2 . om. to mfa, next line.

2. A 2 . S 2 . V8 . om. verse 8. A x . S lt do not give the srefar but
have the commentary of 8.



ft% *rg: write* ^ ii ?
o II

^wn^f^T mz&n iiw u

sw* ^Tft writsas^ mw> nun
^f^t^TT^TP^f^Tfe^^^Tf^^ ^r^^TT fast%cT I <?T«lj



Sift ffo^fa^^RIOTl?

to: wft faefawi 1

5tht^% mwi *RFra: II ? 3 II

^sTtoreppf <T^F3*q ^^"Wr^cr ^fcrrrfeF ^irrq; 1

^2"^q sfrqrefamfq 3Tfafe;T^T*3W<T ^gfRT^rf^T



%f^ft ^ <ra pjw^r^iT ^IR^l II R II

TTT^ 37 sriteSTfa: stErrtT
| ^5gf ^^T^^T

*TC*TH^ II <|-^ ||



***** * ] TOr^fawrfiRnrc:

^^Tr3R fo^Rr ^Tfejfnrar ST^TfrTOr^m* W*ff% I

fresher fasft: tTCct ^ttst ^rosm n

1^ 1- B
- Boi. Bo2 . om. verse 3. m3 inserts : ?nf siriWRn'T-

**fta: I after verse 3. Then ^T^^anT j

Then verse 4,



^t^tt tort 1

— 1 . After verse 4, the chapter in Ai. S x ends.



i

srnfar ^r^t^t^^t^ ^*m<3rT?fai wT^nite^T^r ^rctamfor-

^T*J— 1. After verse 5, the chapter in B. Be. Boi. Bo2 . Bod.

D. Vl V3. ends. A lf Si omit verse 5.



• qf^TTf^^^f^T *T3;TO W^ST fa*r%rT I ^5gf fN^cTrf^^F

5TTT^Tfr^rq-t mvftiS II K 11



^RTJT^Ef f^r cRft ^fa^s^t: ^rf%^r sniffer ^^rf^^t sr^:

3

^MfjPWRTCl W3» II V9 l|

sfa m^m^^J ii e ii

— 1. V3 . om. fa**T ^HT , next line.

2. Ax. B. Be. Bo^ Bo3 . Bod. D. Si. V t . V3 . begin a new
chapter from verse 6.

Aj.. Si. om. ?tT^t of verse 6. But A x . gives the commentary.

3. Mi. Ma . M3 [The reading is better. —KSS]

4. After verse 8, B. Be. Boi. Bo2 . Bod. D. V*. insert :

Then verse 9.



1

(y. ^y) ^^[f^qrs^r ^srs^ ^r^tt st^w ^nta ^fr*TT^-

^r*T— 1 . There should be sffar^^ ^3%^ in place of jft^^T^T I—KSS
sirre^I— 1. The correct reading is ^?T: ( — s^sr^t: ) and not et^t: I

—tfSS



stsrt: ti % ii

|| II

fk^ i *nrfe^ <mr for ^qr i ^facg^r—^nrf^^ffr^-

^^T^rs^r ^oq-^^f^it^ stoFE^^zr fa? tots; i sfa s^^r

f^5T^T|ffrTfcf^^fTT? ^^RTtrT f^Tr? W«M**jd I

SI«T?TT^fffT5fT^ sptfe: ^^fqTT *P*fa II

^T*T— 1. After verse 11, Bod. D. ins. fa^Tf ^fcT II

(see com. verses below).

After verse 11, ins. fa^Tf I A x . Si. Vi.

give commentary of both.

^T^TT— 1. Ml M 2 . have fa^TTprfa I Then lacuna. Restored from

other Mss.



^ srmfq- ^for b$pit ^ 1 ^tt^t ^r^r^r^

^sn^rmk <j«nTftr arorstf f^rmfa <*tot

TO^m-fa fxrf^ qfr^r ^p^rtera
1

5tt^t "^cTT^t^"

TOmhrTOT 5RTft TTf^T: ^R I rR^T^fefTOf ^frfof

[^] ^fe: ^TqT I

^I^TTfft^^: ^ sift: |



lata: X* ]

^^fedfcrRt *nrfrcPTzr^T%, f^^fw ^ffezr^T% *j^"t-

5npJ*RTftr ^f^^^TTSra^iRTT WWWW ^HRTT fe^<T I ?T3sr-

-^^Tf^fg^ft <lfWT II II

— 1. There is another reading fa%sfa% which is better. —



^T^^fr ^cqrfr || ||

*ffNt ^^fir ^igm^ s wni

otto? farRfawR^r ^ i! ?w H

sf^ftfr^Rt s^sTT^rrft ^ftftr srcrn^r i

^fqr^T i cr^^rt^ Safari- sn^f ^
fe^ ^^TcT I ^fcF|gtf Tfgjf ^.p ^
«[^r— l. d. <?t safari



^rfnrift fafatq; 11 n-i* 11

star?* ^?rrrf
1 rr^r 3><s*ptst fWre^r^fq-

srep-rfff srfa fe?<i ^rcr i sr^wr: frca^^V*^ s

grow ^rraf^r: qw*r: ^fr^rf^
^^TTO^f^tjft^^f^ig;^

[ ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ^
^^HWWTT: fef«H| JTT^ smPT ^^T>T^

1. There is another reading ^fcTf^r^^T, which is

better.

2. A. om. srar^ of 15-18, but there is commentary. S. om.
5T#fr of 15-19, but there is commentary.



i

3% cT^TT =2F5Hi¥$r T^WST ^T9J=F<T ^TcT I £anT5£*fc%

swat*? ^rrai ipr .sr^^sFRt^ftR^ra i 't^^rt-

3?PT— 1. After verce 20, the chapter in Ax . B. Be. Box . Boa. Bod. D.

Ma . M,. Si. Sa . Vu V2 . V3 . ends.

Ai. Si. breaks off here.



[ ^smw ]

\m-m^ aft?: ii ? ii

^^T^Tfaftr mi: sRirf% II <| II

^sft^q^fR^^q: || ^ ii



Fj: 11 3 it

4j^#*nf3raT: 11 mi

^ <=tt ^fTOPzn^r 11 v 11

fagWT: ^R^t: fsnfifl: I



wsg&n ^ mm** v$zu n % w

i

— 1. The commentary is not complete.



^r^Tf?T?r>fT^rTTf^^tsfsr^?%^ q%T<fciT ^^TTcr i 3^FaT-

tf^rr^f^ta: ^^f^fwr w^^rt^^st ^fatcnfe^crsl

^f^mfW **ift i <rt ^^tcw srRf^t *ft*zw i 3^*1fas| srtsipT i

^SSRT**TfoTTfemfe% *FT% nmp^^ ^FTCcR!" ^FKcffaT

**tfjt i <k^f<rtc ^fe^ii^ wfeTrf^F fttct i ^<^^f<r
^forgfarr. wfe^Wd1

^^ftp^rrfe^ smrrfcnrl sftsw i qf^PT

rT^'TT'TT srpft ^FT I ^#q^qqf^>sfe3%S ^fcR^cF ^FJ I

^^F^R^FcTT ^^T^TftRFcTT ^ST ^OTSzrfoTTft^ *TF3T

rRiT^F^R ^3"SFF3T ^^FcR^T fa?F^ I ^f?F3T-

TRFFqf5##Tf5Ff W^J rTfr*FT fsft ?T>FfT% Wf^SFT



I! I!

3Rr: ^nrf^f^^rf^^Tcf^^rfqf^T ^ q#q-fei: qf^c3

J^f5^ II ?o-^ II

1. B. Be. BOi BOg £<TT



gRfq fer^cft ^f^tifr %sfa^£wt sfsrw f^s% i sr^-

cf^: ?i ^^itt i ^r: *rfe?n i mfa sfta: i sfimq;

TOt 35: 1 l^r: ifih: I sfft: TT^r^^Tf^^^^

flr^r— 1. Bod. D. ^*TT it: ^fa^jft^ift;



snT^fa^zft: ^^RPrfe^: I rfT* q^fbfrT: qfr^T cT^fe^T-

s^m 1 fa ^ff^or^cr FTsrfc^jnf ^fe^^r?fk fw-

mft sprout www. \

— 1. Mi. M2. M3 . ^^r^f«r#^^PT^: ; As. S a . ^nf^^T°
;

Vi. V«. ^nr^fc^ffcp



cT^iq; cT5T ^jWcRffrff I fem^TRFr: ^r^r^t fortes:

*fN ^fr: ssrerew ^ s*n*to*r%f ^W^yfW afa^fe*

Trf^37 ^TrerfefsRT 5^S*Tf><r ^T^T^T^ TOT: I

3*nj— 1. B. Be. Boi. Boa. Bod. D

2. A a . B. Be. Bo lt Bo 2 . Bo 2 . Bod. D. S a . Vs. V3 . cTcf for *?r



writes^ *ri ii n



mk* ftwftt

i

^r,^^- nvfoz ttW^ ^fz^i: srtasfcr i <nrr ^fatf^T %?t

fg^fcrofsr: fttcT i

— 1. The chapter in A». B. Be. Box . Bo2 . Bo 2 . Bo 2 . Bod. D.

M 2 . M3 . S2 . Vx . Va . Vs. after ends verse 20.



sr«T*RTftr: ftt^ u



^ vs^

«^ft tot sFmni
\3o \T* *s

2

^ ^ V2>^

gwRm ^r^T

=r^t softo

T^^?TOi: stoft: II 3 II

— 1. A 2 . B. Be. Boj. Bo2 . Bod., D. S2. Vs. ffn^EPT:

2. M3 . ^rrsErcft ; V2 . %^<rr

3. va . irfsg^rr

4. A a . B. Be. B01. Bo2 . Bod. D. V2 . V3 . ^5*:



iwhro i k^o i q-T?fqr: i ^oo i | ^ , 5^ , ^ 00 ,

m$tm\: i y*o i *rrt: \v*o\ ^^rt: , ^ ,

^_R_

^rt: i wo i ^rfg i \3=;o i f^Rr: I ^ i ^rT: i v? i

mwnircr: i
\ ^[^: i ^ i ^srt: i i

\\o
i ^farOTT: i i ^rhsrt: i y i «r^q- 1 ^ Q ,

^q-T^^t ^mfa^r srtr i ;oo i
tt^

srm firtffr st wit i^i^ioi *rsf sraft for* sww in Mo i o
i ^^:*f%f<xr ^ m^ft m i ^ To i 3^sr:

1 • V8 . gives the first two lines of verse 3 after the first line

of verse 4 ; then the remaing three lines of 4.

smm—
1. Bina Chatterji had here q^Hnrafsrr fonfirf?ren^

I ?lURo I which is wrong. Mallikarjuna's commentary
actually has ^rcg^riiTT fsrerfafcrerre^

, ?l?V9Ro , which
corresponds to the reading ^rrs^t adopted by
Mallikarjuna in place of i^spft in VS. 1 above.
Bina Chatterji has not mentioned the reading fSTrazft
although it occurs in the text commented on by
Mallikarjuna.

,



TTfoTrTTCTTT^

^Fpftf^: f%| 5^f%5lf^TT fasrfafa^S^r Ul^l^l

[ fwWTSTeft S> ^FtT- I V9 I ^ 1 o
| ] STfOTTOTt

m i ^ i o n ii

mil ^srwnnftit ii n

^TT^TT— 1. Bina Chatterji had here ^s^fwssrT: I tn^l°i
which is wrong.



^%^nrr: qs^r m ftf|wT: q^ i k i ijw>f^ ^ iv i snsfaT

i^w^ i * i f^nrr st i r i ^rT: *Rifoncr 13*1 fkmwm-



^f%w 13^1 JfT^r^t fasrfafsrerr: i o i i gwswr

tW^ qtatfft II vs II

s;o >fo

fdk: II c ll

— 1 # b. Be. Boi. Bo2 . Bod. D. ^TTife: I Be gives '(64)' within

brackets.

sq-T^TT— 1, Mi, M2 . <*d%9T3 I 3^ I



2

IIW ii

1. B. Be. Bol Bo2. Bod. D. V3 , «pr«rT^r5rcft

2. D. ?TT^ftS!pftTft



jrt ^?sft wsPT3^R%q; [ ^xTTf^^fTsfq- tot: ^tt^-

sra ^s^>«r ^iTT^^rm^q'^^T^'T 1 tots sfrRTfe^sfq-

sifteRrrfe^sTPirt frs^THfoTcST ^r^m^^pf ^fcr 1

5RTO%?t ^t%#rpt t ^3qpjfa% sn^rr^ ^ ^fa^srenr: 1

^I^TFr feTO^ ^3TTrT I <RST f^TTtf ^^TTcT I ^nm^ ^STvTM

f^f^r^^rsir^TTTf?^ fe^TTSR f%*r%cr i srstf mmfotf Fncr i

^nf^T^I *r«j% ^ffj; sftsiPT, *t<rtif *rt5*pr i ^f^rf^T-



$%s ^tct% ^rssr^rriTTf^ ^rf^ sfr^TH, ?mi| sitem i cm^n^r-
f^: F^s: wire: **tt<t I <Trr<F£nr^T ^ST^rer sfoVfaTRP^r

f^m; i 5T5gf ^TOf%^TT ^q; i m srg: fr^r era f^r

ii Vi ii

fwm<il mg^N^ ii ^ ii

^°

&d^^*T#j; ii ii



fsr^TT^T fesr^r 1 w^h m^feg^Tf^<re%a; gcrf^f to^

^T^faSTT^cT q^JpfT, STITIlj sftszHT I STtft^Tfar:



*Tksr: ^m^^TRf^gfawT sTRTforr tort i

*n^fa: <j«pt ^ot srssr ^nnfe; i rr^T^rrf^^

w: ^dqH^i

ijOTta^wr: II II



^^TFcrr^: Fn^r i ^^T^p£*frf^ *p^ittT ^r^ff arrant

iramn tot

ifororc fawn II ii
1

^^rr^f^T^^^ a^to; ^ft itr^t fonfa fa^fa ^j;

$3% 1 ^r^g^rrofcr cto^tt fl^f ^#^f

II ^ II

to hot; i#£

— 1. B. Box. Bo 2 . Bod. D. give 19 as follows :

3?pftfftPTS*Prr: ^TT TflT^m few: ^p^Plt; II

Be. has same reading except that it has °T5ipt in pada q.



crercq- sr^q- ^j^: ^ :
| rrss^^rf^arcm

i W^r

^q; n ^ ii

2. After 22, the chapter in A 2 . B, Be. Boj. Bo2 . Bod. D.
Ma . M3 . S2* Vt . Va . V3 . ends.



Fir% ^T^^^W^'Trr^Rft^fer ^ \\<\\s%\ *T*fl^ <RT

^m^i fa*5f% i ^ ^*ttott% srerffat ^w^rcrt



g^sft firaf^jt tffcifc-

^T^f u <i II

^TSBT^ft m ^ fq^ II R II



^flr^fa^^^wft: q-^qr faster i ^sfY^r^vrf^r

^5^jt fe#rt ^rfer [ #^1%5zrf^nT^nft: *^ptsjtot: sett<f i



^^^Rr^^T^f^V^R^T ^s^Tf?cnPTT pta]

[ sqrcfhTcT^f^TH:
]

for* wftwiteRt-

2

to: 5^ iram^

•ranwTJ sr«rafre<ro9a* lie n

^HT— 1. B. Be. Boi. Boa . omit. #^rt<yfafc, two lines betow
f

2, Vx . breaks off from here,



q-^q-r fasrSm i <*3sr fcrcrTfW tort 1 qra^ft <rf^TT-

T^Vsft^, TRT^T CRT T^St^ff^T'T I ^ 59*cf

SRspR'T I cT^ST^^T-rft STPfa 5TCT ^^T^m^ 5TT^T

5q#TT^ ^^-c^f^^fe^^'T^JTfe^^^^T fs^fcmftr:

eft TT^ffV *Rft^ %5T <rcrc^n; *tt^r: strt i <rat

TTRT ^T ^rfOTf^f ^TTrr I ^fe^T^TeT^T: ^TfcWT^T^T: ^Trf I

ifa sr^Tfir^PRT^^, 5r«rTOfir^T^t *Rnr^erT ^tref^T Tctt:

s^rfe^f* ^w^a; ^*rr^ smtTfa^^^rafor *t^t

^t^tt^t: 11 =; 11

1

m^fe^ft$T^m^T^:
2

cn^5wPcRr l
pgTfg-^sg^-^fe^Tto^*^-

^rr^TfeT: 1 "T^fa ci^^t^^^t T«frst: ^T^t snrifosf

^st ^ft: w?*rt: sro <tct *rs?re>m: ftt<t 1

^Jiwr^^r: [ sr^sst ] t^rfosTfr: *t^t

— 1. Mx . Ma . M3 . fa*Z for mc
^r

2. Mj. Ma . M3 . TOrq;



snn^fesFT: I
3"^ 3|*ra^f former *qi<r I ^nfas-

f™?r: ftt^; n \ w

S^FT ^Tfa^^ TOR I

sPT^ST sarftpTT^rT^r ^fo" ^fcTTT^ ^3^1% m^c^M

^mf^f^ <TfRR>srt T FTTcT moll



?\ wtmmr 1*=^% www
1

^Rsi%9rf^fJT^r^RrtiffiT ^fac^tr—^^rf^PT^st: ^rfcr-

^Tfw^:^ w&gw i^^r f>*r%tT i frrerTfor ^nq; i

1*PT— 1. After verse 12, the chapter in Aa. B f Be. Bp!. Bo2 . Bod.

D. Ma . M3 , S a . V3 . V„ ends.



H ] 5JTrT>TTfmqrHf£^TT: w

I <W=n^ I TO: t <HRW^ 1 TOt-^T
I \a\*\<i 1

tT|:
I oi^i^vs l FF>^fa: 1 <nn°l*o , 1 ^ ,

,

tot^I^t: 1 <ni^i^ 1 sar^rc^:
, w , qf^T:

\3 I to: I omiK^ 1 I ^1^1^ 1 7f^ferof%: I 1

TRT^nOTfeT: I ?o
1 cR^T^rcfr: 1 ^1^1^ 1 to:

1
o

1 1
v

1 Tfef^r?Frf%: 1 ^os-
1 TOF^rc^fcr: 1^1

1 1
irrt^T

1 ^ 1 ju 1 ^sw^rfo^
1 ^ 1 % 1

^JTscr^T^sjf s^r^: mm 1 ^ ^ ,

oioio
1 ^fiawfNr: 1 ^ 1 to^t^t: i o

i ^faurfwr; 1





sr ^fiw^Tferd s^tt^r^t i

[ sRsqr: 1

i

srf^f^TT ^prf^ *Rffe^R ?ttrt ^rsrtjr tterrjr

§*ir 5mp<nT i cNr^Rf w^Tftre^^TTR ^*r^ i

[ W33*n: ]

^ 1^ IX <IH

^R--l. D. ?9lt9RiSjfr



[ fq^?n: ]

q-sfasrfa: I ^ i q^^TW i *<n t^w^t: i vast I

w^nrfa: 1 \% 1 qs^rrfW ^nni f^fe^ 1 130 1

^ifepr i 1 ^T*r fqu^n: 11 ? 11

[ era: ^ff?r^ ]

ftp! ^RTCfltf STF^?} II V tl

^nT— I. B. Be. Box . Bo a . Bod. D. f^T^^reiTT:; Mi. Ma . M8 .

2. B. Be. Bol Bo2 . Bod. D. V3 . WT9TC%f ; V2 . JRTW^



^t: <p
p

*s f^ ii u n

jft I % I s^tt: i [^refel^rf: ^ I y i srfsr I r l ^ni

flftfrrr 5Tnr%^ zffaspT, f^^q^^Jlt: sfter^ I

^HT— 1. D. fsP^q":

sin^in—1. Mi. Ma . ^fa: for sr^qt I The reading however,

is the correct one. For, Sun's gunaka is 3 and so Sun's

gunaka multiplied by 2 is 6,
—KSS

2. SFflftnTCff does not occur in MallikSrjuna's com. and

seems to have been inserted here by Bina Chatterji. This

addition, however, is wrong. For Moon's gunaka being 7,

it cancels with 7 jn the denominator. —KSS



sffar:
I <tt: ^rw i ^ i <h i u \ \ i ^ i

^R^fcT ti n

^rr ^ ^tf^foffti

^iqfap^^fa ^tj ^t: ^: li 3 ii

1 31 1 ^tt: i ^ 1 f^fftr«r: 1 x\ 1 1 ^ 1 eg-: 1 ^fe^rf:
fe^?|fg^MfcrgT: 1 ^ 1 ^ n 1 ^ n 1 fe^rr^ ^rs^f *ffa-

— I. In place of some mss. read j^?r I

—KSS
2. A 2 . B. Be. Boj. Bo 2 . Bod. D. S 2 . Va . V3 . *frcrffapf

3, A 2 . B. Be. Bo 1? Bo3 . Bod, D, S2 , V3 . TO: ?§Z: &m



tftenuw:
i ^st^to %^tfrt^ ^^to^

^ 1^ ^p??f^| ?r ^rt 1 %?mrar W 1 5%
stored sqiranrftr *faf g?r?^f^nrftir ^ ^fapm i

^*T%: ^ZTRT II \ II

Co

^T^n— 1. Mi. m2 . fs^^Frsnrr

2. Mi. M2 . sr^^TWT in place of tj#p^
|

3. These numbers should actually be ^IM Uji M
1 —KS$



1
30 i srsrw 1 <n 1 u 1 1 V* 1 * » 1 x 1 3^ 1

srft."

^3*sfra«ra—sfarw 1 ^ I iu I fror 1 <^ ( 3\s 1 ^t: 1

T3 1 ^ I 1 sft: 1 ^ i *v I

iff^R I ^RT^vT i ^| stt^cT tf^fa I F^^T

SFfaTfa S^^T ^frgt: TOSfaWsfrr —T^^^TT I X I

13x1 ^'?s^r I 1 3 I I

t ^ I ^ 1 TTKt: I U I 3 ' 1 1 v*l I s i $ 1

^tOt^^t^^^t:— ^trit 1 \\ 1 1 1
son *3 i

^ft: \^ 1^3 1 tt^s 1 1 ^ 1 ! ^ I R I

an&TT— 1. These numbers should actually be \\ I ^ I ^ I 3 I <H 1



^ II \s II
^ 1

^S^rsfan q<* sifter:^ ^

^ *f f**nr*f i m\ ^ i ^to *rnj i a^r^Rif ^ETRJTOrsnTT zzym ^
,

^f^^m^r ^ , ^^^^ ^

1
.
Mx . Ma . M8 . itfsmjti 3%* ^

2. After verse8
;

Ma. inserts
I Then

etc, (vide p. 184).



<s?f ^ *fawmf*% i

fIR 5E«T ^ ^^ftWT^I'rU

sq^Sin—i. See Notes below.



^^f^^nJ5T^TTT f^^?TT fa^T^ I ^Tssf ^facR^ifteT

^^f^f wis | g™r?5**r sn*rrfor i qv^f fsp^rrfep

^T#fa^*T 11 * 11

[ fkwmvw ]

farcer ^*



I cTcT ^fa<^—fq^^r^t ^ifrT fesTT WW I \o I

faro fa?r%<r i ^ssf ?^tr^#
i

FTKf n % 11

wmt* mtvfin n ?° n

*rfe 1 iKoi astf: ^r^-^f ^rT^cTTfij^Tr
i ^ 00 i *teprf*rs|7-

*[*m— 1. A 2 . B. Be. Boa . Bod. D. S 2. V3 . fTSIT f^jRT: I This
reading is better.

" —gss
2. A a . B. Be. B01. Boa . Bod. D. S2 . V>. Va «p?rRer;



sff^RT^TTfiRrR::

fesfg^T sfaqft: wri-

^ifeqi^R ^TSTRlTRfa <R^R*TSrp?TRt faN^ iftrft, ft?R-

feq^sRT Tscrt^rr:
1 q-sir^rr **tr 1 ^rap*rs*r-

^rtJfTR ^>5jt sRstrrt sfN-RR^j; 1 srcft ^^trt^:
^TTcT I

e^*TR fa^T^RRvTRJf ( V V ) ^T^TTS^ STTRg^-
^RRfa JTSJT^RT f^RT fspR^R I ^SSR^lT^RiRt-
TRTRpf *?TR I m: q^^^^fj^RT%^^T^TSf
SfhOT I sfsnFTOSf *R>JR I <R: W^T fa?TSR I ^T^ffaT-

TRta <rf^?pRT fl^TO f^*RT f^T ^^T'TfafSTftfRT JT^TT I

^f^m-Tft^rf^rf^q-T ^ftsqrr 1 *tt f^R^f^r ^rr tor 1 wt sprout
feRT f^H%cr t R5sf q-^fr^r^^: ^itTcT I ^3WF

f^TRrfa
1 ^Koo 1 r^rt. f^R^rfcrq^^T tor 1 s^-

q^^RT^rr f^"¥T%cT [ <rs?j ^^R^fe^r: to: 11 <n u

*T*nr— l. Be. JTcr^TTsqr srcftT^spftRt 1

Bod. D. ^^tr3tt ERftrfcgpft^ft 1

v 2 . ^cfr^fifrjqTT^^^^T^T^r
1



sRsfcrr wra; i erf 3#f^^w?r$ref?tt sfnjtf^Tf^Vmq-

333$!: ^rerl

After verse 12, B. Be. Boi. Boa. Bod. D. Vs. insert :

Bod. ^n^f^q^Ef^ <?"rl% i

D. fe^^q^?R:§Rf<T: l

Ml M,. s*rar | It should be <?«Rft (wmtfsrRTnrt =srfa-

Bod. D. ^rr?^?

Bod. D. for

1.

2.

3.

4,



i ^nftg^rr^R fsn^Tfofr q-s^qr ^i^q- ^cfcst: ^^^n:-

^£uf sRWpf^ ^topft^t ^F^RTr^q; 1 1 ^ 1

1

Woo

^w— i. v2 . ^Rrf^fewRr^Fsr



fa^far gsanni s^fe^raa^r i ?oo i faster i <w

i

2 8

— 1 . Bod. D. «rr3F3n«r ^wnr ; V2 .

2. Mi. M 2 . M3 . have a lacuna : T^TT^T

3. After verse 16, B. Be. Boi. Bo2t Bod. D. V
?

insert



I ^rsij ^FSFTtTTtfeferaT

fcifa ^ i ?ni^Tm^i5Pfr: ^fc^zfaW, fV^^fk-

(repeat) ?TT% etc. and etc. (p. 15 fn.), followed by
verse 17. After verse 16, M3 inserts ^TW*TfTR?^:—
fip*nf to^t: (see pp. 193), below. After verse 16, the

chapter in V2 ends and the above two verses begin a new
chapter, followed by verse 17.



m-ftm ^fcsrfs: sr^pr sr^rm i ^ mf^TT ^Tq; i

src^ w*&r 1 cr^cT foi ^rq; 1 ?rert feTc^f^r: ^fe^rfa



a^farfcFfgri *tsjt ^tt 75^ ^ srewT^prsrom-

WWT^ ifiiiRwPRST 5TT3> rT^ fcj^
I ^?TT f^Tq^

tnsqr^?rrf^ sms srcrrt <raT<T i ^t: ^"tonsi^F

STT^H fcnrw^sf ^TTrT jwf 5*Tfcf famfacR II



^rwfj^ ?r^n^% i w^t: ^%fq^ ^fsn^-

g^s^ sRfhfft 5PT5r^, srnftf itott^ ^t<t t ^2

WftlW II ^ II

G N

1

2

— 1. Bod. D. SuSJTnMTUT:

2. A 2. B. Be. Boi. B02, Bod. D. S a . srfw
3. Bod. D. SfSHRTsnw

4. Except Mi. M2 . M3j all complete Mss. and D. have



^ a

q^rffnr TRfT sito ^ns^ftsrmTO tf^fw^fa%PT i

^ra; ^rrrf^^#— fag^: msnanft irfq^ft fasn i

cTc^": ?to>, ^^r^r 'T'raFr, ^ttrt srgfefesircr ^fa st^to: i

1?HT— 1. After verse 19, B. Be. Bo. Bo 2 . Bod. D. S 2 . V3 . insert :

rf fSRrfafa ^fr^T TW: SfaT: ftft^cSTCT: 1

1

With this verse the chapter in these Mss. and the Mss.,

except D end., Ms. D. continues with the Goladhyaya.

After verse 19, the chapter in A 2 . ends and the Ms* also

ends. After verse 19, the new chapter in Vs ends; the Ms.

too ends with the verse.

2; After verse 20, M3 . ends.



i

—1. Ml M.

2
;
Mt .



sfa^^iit^ II 3 II

1V>



i

2 3

siHfcr ^ wffi H wfiRfi: lis M

ssrcrf f^^fi^r^: II ^ ll

3? iiw^iri a^Wf *r«ra* ll >s ii

A 3 fl^nfH 2. Mss. other than D. *R?rr:

Verse 4 should probably read as follows :

—KSS

Yallaya (in his Cora, on SuSi, xii) quotes this hemistitch

in the form :

—KSS

3.



%**mm<m<3mmqfo *rfw^^ \

i

qpr«n^ ^rrfti^ famw ^sro* ii c n

^fl^nrRt q^r a^ra^ ll a. n

2

$fTl3 ¥T^i# 9*: II

— 1. Probably ^afc^pj^
| ~KSS

2. Probably ^ I —tf&S'

3. Bod. D. tf^T: ?q^r: |

4. After 15, A3 inserts %fa sft^RTf?nTf^: I



nwnrito T§tsq^ gftq^Rf ^tfti II II

2

f| m^t 11 11

p^j^_ i. After 16, Bod. inserts ifa jft^^TnTf^: I

2. Probably I —tfSS



^ *?nr>r?r«T:

Itt writ fwrw^: h^ct

tr^ft fa^rm TORfrofawer ir^th 11 3 11

^fi^TOlS^*^^* 11 v 11



1 2

ii ffir viter^: ii

ftl^ftrft^T ^umi pr* I

1. W WfttW 2. Vi faWTTcft

3. A 3 . Vj V^Tt^t 4. A 3 . Vx ^fa



3*Tte: 13 ] *fM«*«rrfsre>TC:

i

ssnwwifTf row^re^ =q^ II n

2

m\w ^Ritt wfoftl ^ q? ^ n n

1. —/sTSS

2, ^jRTfsrf^r —



with i&w$\ *fe£fom^*q\ ?j n ^ n

^If€t^IT^ f^wfaft^ f^T II
J??

II

bs^rwhi^ ^T^*nw*ft^ ^r: II W n

^^M^f W^T^ II 3$ It

2

#tf ^^^T^^R 3TS*ft: 11 3£ II

i. D. f?rf3^r?ft^m 2. Bod. D. ^tTT?



[ II ffer qsgssftssmtr: n ]

l. Bod. fo^Tm^prrfa ; Vi ^Tr5^7Tq"iT^3TTfTT



mm ii ? ii

wswrcn^ qrawt mst ^m^ wwtffai I

sifamaTORr: to? q>^: sgtoft: qf: ll v? II

fa ^ f^^WRn: grftwrar: wtfiraT: ^3:

«

1. D. ?r^??r

2. Bod. D. fcrerefw: : I [faitffg;: sffa seems to

be the correct reading. ]
—KSS



[ l?TT??TTTf?grT?rm ]

<n^i^Rr fa at fe^ ii 5 |i

fa msptftswrc: fa dfofar n a n

^^ ^^ft^sr ^ ^s^w i

TO ^^ %^?fa*ft dsrsr^ I

5w qn^ wi ifam SperfcRtfein n $ t n

fa h w^ m m$ ^ fa$fk?iii ii ^ ii

fa ||
? 3 ||

Mss. other than Bod. D. ^fafosr^ur



1

3f*T^r: q*roni srt^ Mu II

^ sraro'f^fwfSfai wn^ it ^ 11

sropriton ^ ^^CT^m^i^ 11 ?^ 11

fa 5^t: OT^s^roi^irofo 11 i
c 11

3 gf^^*;w^ 11 ^ It

asr sr ift^«r5w^w wrat Tifo Mo 11

wr^fT * si^s^g^rfor m? n

1. A s . STTSTfc*

2. As. Vi. STSTW

3. D. cT#^ ^HIM'tiTF^



<mft stffeRT ftf|?r * q^rrow n

fa STRprf^irtt: f^r$^I*SRW^ II 3 ¥11

1

^rfti^Tft *ni h fa ii 3$ ii

2

3

sawNO JTT'TW't fara^ ii ^ n

1. Mss. other than Bod. D. ^^r°

2. Mss. other than Bod. D. ^qrf^|?^

3. Mss. othe than Bod. D. fe^ft



srftsafo ^ ^sBsnm* ^$wt^ i

fa 7{ ^^ft^^ferft^iw?^ ii 3? ii

i

ssOTft^TOFn? ftwit* f^m^R i

*rftnj^ towww tffftfe fas^ n w w

SPT^flai gsq fa[<tf TO^H ^ II

^Sffe ^ firfiwW W^TT^^i ii ^ n

1. A, V3 . sT^ fasifa iTOTT^



1

353^ ftftr *R5S#r<h vwRrcaf^Rsr II ° II

^ a^rcfcwfc w?t ^ <ra n^r ^tfif^ li ^ II

^ft^rf^fa^: ^ II ^ II

to dvriNfar g?Jfwnrfifa: II tftf ii

$f%^r $*t^t s9filw i

1 . Mss. other than D. 3><s<TTrf*rcr°

2. A8 . °»r^f



OTft?St: otr^j ihft to «^wrr l

faiMftw srfaffefa fa gfesw ii ii

fft Sfelfc? vfagftl f%T^T^T5T T^R^^T I

[ ii ?fir «ftTOtaiw: M ]



3ttc#| f ^ ii 3 I!

^*ft ^3^fii% fl^n 5rf%3i ii s it



2

SKETCH ^SRWtf^:

TO^fa fanfcwferfa II 8. II

* ^ftfa^fcr *rHw lit n

*m ^rg: ^bsjwrr^ 1 1 u u

1. A 3 . Vx . ?T?TTf?r

2. Mss. other than D. °W sf?T:

3. D. *r^g*nFEraT*r«nn" [This reading is metrical and more

appropriate. —KSS]



^ II ^ II

?fa sfaeOT^fafa^ 'ltd ^nl^T^m^: II



¥ft%: nwrdsq^: II $ II

1

1, D. JJTl'^PTT ^qT^sq-^



1

2

3

^6

1. Bod. D. Vx .
^T5T smzrfNr [This reading is better. —AtfS]

2. Bod. D. T^sf

3.
:

Bod. d. fawtereft j^ft



'tor srfasT

ftsr^HH #: II a. II

ottH p<r ?rrot: II ?° ll

[ Tfgr^rTT: 1

^ f%ft^ i^jq

^ft^r fawta* *Tfew I



rata: <i3 ] ^wm*sTRrfa*TT: ^

f&F =q w fatti s&fijferaT* II II

[ tow: 1

^ ftf^f w II ^ M

fsrferat ^ sjqfir5^ i) ^ n



fHU%? asrcjp^ft to II

ft^npfw i^t 3 wit
iftg^ft I

^fo 5Ti% flf^TT II ^ I!



adrift* ^apftfan^ 1

<r m *i^frr ^4 II ^ 11

^tn^T sftcto 11 ^ ii

g%?r 5:%^ ^ 11 ^ 11



mwfw $TOTTO

TOT& *RTOftiF&^

tor to* *wtft*

swfil g wgift JTrg^nsrift 11 3? 11

^«trt#t^ tftsl &^&stomft: qsw II



ytmift wmt^^t^ ii ^ ii

*h*ifto?4 s*n^ sratssift n ^

&mi$t tort i^sdhn^ n 3 n



^ sfHrit TTfcl fa**t: I

s4Wt w% itRwrfe^ ^ II « II

srt qrc$ %q&r

H^fcw:^ II n II

1. D.



^IW^W^ II \ ? II

r'

wEHwri^ II ^ i

1. Bod. M<§°



straff

wmwMv w> I

^r*^ si^^^Viw^*^ 11 ^ u

^for ^r<% asq; tpftftq: 1

fcH^i HT3T«rN 3^11 ?c II



Mm site: %^f^r^

i

%t f mmis ft ft^Hta foro^ h^ii

1. D. numbers this verse as 23 and continues the wrong

numbering,



[ ^nTcnrPTT.* ]

^ oron*} Tqfaii^
1

I^i^t ^g^3^ f^msi^;^^^ ll r * II

T^r^^^^T^R^ffHt^ n n$ II

3<rft Tl^g 3R**Rrea<T: *Rwt$ 3<?r^ I

^ qrcfa: $tat^#sfa ^ 3 3^; 11 3° ll



[ fj*: 1

i

fo$t ?W *t«?T f^Tj^T 3§I^T I

f ^tt: ]

3<7TTOt( rT^T^qt ^fa$*I^T ^ II ^ II

i. d.



m TO^fa gin^j g&p^-n^ IU3 n





sqqfa^mq 3^ irst: qfa^ ii r li

[ fiT«q-T5TT^Tf?T ]

f^f^fNfadsftf ^Tf5* WT<fi II 3 II

i^fcjTO ftft: qfaap*ra: ll » II

^ *rf*Tt3raTfircf toto^ ii ^ ii



fcnrfft *rrft sf^Pn ift^f ft^rr i

l. D. «T3^s#jjqf5r q-Tcq-^ft



wq^s§*%cr *nPrc £*w%ssr q^ 1

1

5?° h



ifti^r w a sffftq? fcn $«fto ll 33 II

^ fWfe^ f%ft^q ft^Tfa 3*1 I

p^i ^4 ftfrefi %ft*n H«nlR h

prj^qt: farc ifiwiri * ft^ ii^vii

sr«rif tftirc^r sit h to ^ftsaf*F$iro^ i

sr ^ fsrfaf^far ^ *Tf$?t at ll 3$ n

^qft^fcng aw *rp<r stRr^ li^il

^ft "ffa^ *roh^ a f^J ii ii



%fireTifa^^ <pt^ in? II

qurar^firai w^T" u ^ II

Tfwrarfo#c in? n

1. A3. Vl ST^IW



*Tfemp: s*wfar tor* l

sftunfir a^r m\ ^

1*RT SWT? ft*TT^ l| ^ ||

Eras ft *^ II 3e II



WWteST 2 n li

TOWfs&rfwJt ai%5 *ra: l



••Si

rattan

crafts 3<fts**rfe ^$qfcg

<lf^ iTO^'q^PRt tot ^r |

i

l. D, srsrffjw





[ wfr^nrHT ]

^r*^ fafewsrefarr mfet il * II

^ a*rr ^w^n si^tt 11 « 11

fafasrf^Tfa^T *pre*nT seems to be the correct reading.

—KSS
A 3 . Vl ^f^T to *nf£3T, missing.



<$riM^ ^ ifaww^ null

2

^IrJ^f fffensfq^R II 5 II

4

5

*nreFnro*n vmfa vam ii & n

A 3 . Vi. ^nffcf ^, missing,

A3 . Vi. wg^t to missing,

A3 . Vi. 'TfecriW^T, missing.

A 3 . Vi. f^TTT^T ^vn, missing.

A3. Vi. *2?rfcr, missing.



i

^Tfwn^T 3i<reig *n%$f sfoRT^ li ?s II

ctffasTTft ^T^^TR fa^fo II ^11

m totoJ $F*rrcrart ^4 sroft li ? = li

1. Babua Misra (in his Com. on SSe., xix. 9-10) quotes

this hemistich in the form :



i

<$$at gqg totot^ii ^ ii

s%re^ f^$tfi^tw *reftr ^jCTm: ll 11

H^fa^ ft«rc ft«r<r

w %^wt$ ^frr <ft£ gfasro^ 11 ^ 11

1, A 3 . Vi. omit FPT%^



^H^t: sfasasroT 3^ ^ft^r wtfoi *iw?t: I

JTOtS^fro^ *t€r^ f%%^ rct ii *vs ii

^tcPot wrcj} <r^n ii n

awfaw fiipRI ll ^ ii

1$ ftiPRRTf^ f^T<TRpFTi 5RT^fN»Tfti I

^jWlfT&^R^OTT ^ giRRT: iflff: II?? n

^tt^: gan: wit^ ^ gs*ft$^^ n ^ 11

1. The mss. read ^a^Msreft, which is non-metric.



^Tmm^ffsnwTtft qajf^ fire* ii ^ ii

^^WT *33ffe ft^ rtT15T II I U II

t^T%^t *reg^ p ftprc^ ^ n

ft^Tftf^ 3wi firc^w sit I



<r^T*w<rcisaT ^^tt to fcrcrat: 11 « ? n

«PTOR^#n ft ^f^%r^N<wT: I

&w mmt m *nfir IU3 11

$Mferr: yz*%m mfa yfcw mt \\ ^ N



S5P<r: <ITWIW RT^:^ fltsfa sTrifa || * ; ||

^STSTSRTfa JTfT ^ ^fl^qR^srq; II WW II



faro faw^rft

3TOig<Fnfi tor: ft

fog wit fa^totfj ii 3 n

fog ^ ft^r ^ *w$t suffer I

few: f% uNrg: tfterg^fa: n y n

3i W



irfcnsm*- [ wfWt: ^

ft ^ ^^RR^rf^TT ftsra: ^Rrewftftv n vt ii

s^r ft ft* *^ ^n?

ft^wssiwslr ii 3 ii

^jtsrstct^ fts^ajwf ^ *t il ^ il

pit 3\ #* *t ji^s^rpwI

^ m& Hi^ft^ ^tf ^ ^Trf git
I

anfrl3*rt ^ g T^i <TT* 11=1

afa? 351s ft<$ ^srat; foirat

smiai *r ott^^ ii ?° il



rota <n ] 5PRifewrc: W

^ fir* ^rromir^T ^ ii ?? H

s^fts: sfa* fipRn#qr s^fit II ?tf II

2

1. D. ^sq^f

2, Bod, ^r#fts?rt



w arg fNrf 3% II 33 II



APPENDIX I
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Anantanarayana, Com., p. 196

Anonymous authorities, See under

Karana, Kecit, Siddhanta,

Tantra, TantSntara
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3. 9 ; 20. 3 ff. ; Com., pp. 45,
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Com., pp. 50, 53, 182, 183,
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;
Com., pp. 2,

24, 82, 90,, J40, 144, 194, 195 .
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asmabhih, madiya, VyakhySna-

kara, Com., pp. 1, 21, 22, 24,

34, 35, 50, 51, 53, 85, 87, 90,

133, 184, 191, 193, 196

NanganSrya, Sarvajna-Nanganarya,

Com., pp. 1, 22, 24, 90, 196

Samba, 13. 18 ; Com., p. 195

Siddhanta-s, (other) astronomical

Siddhanta texts, Com., pp. 50,

92, 93, 184, 185

Somasiddhanta, Com., pp. 23, 26,

50, 53

Suryasiddhdnta, Com., pp. 21, 23,

26, 50, 92, 173

Taladhvaja, 13, 18
;
Com,, p. 195

Tantra, (Astronomical texts of the

Tantra type), Com., 50, 184,

185

TantMntara, Com., pp. 118

Trivikrama-bhaua, 13. 18 ; Com.,

p. 195

Varahamihira : See Brhajjataka



APPENDIX II
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[ Note : The references are to the chapter, verse, first or second

half of the verses by a or b, and the page. ]
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FOREWORD

The publication of original texts in Sanskrit, Arabic,

Persian etc. and their translation into English is one of

the main objectives of the National Commission for

the Compilation of History of Sciences in India. Texts like

Aryabhatiya with commentaries (3 vols.) and Rasarnava-

kalpa are some of the prestigious publications of the

Commission in this direction. The present text, the

Sisyadhivrddhida Tantra ('A Treatise for increasing the

Intellect of Students') by Lalla, a very important work in

astronomy in the pre-BhSskara (II) period, belongs to this

category of texts.

The work of editing and translating into English of

Sisyadhivrddhida with critical annotations was taken up

by the late Dr. (Mrs) Bina Chatterjee whose scholarship

in this field is already well known. While the work of

^printing was in progress, and 32 pages had been printed,

Dr. Chatterjee passed away in January, 1978. After her

demise we took the help of two other scholars in the field,

namely, Prof. K. S. Shukla and Prof. K. V. Sarma towards

the publication of the work. They have taken utmost care

in their work and have given dedicated service towards
the press-processing, printing, proof reading, preparing

indices etc. of the work. The Academy is indeed very

grateful to these two scholars for their valuable co-

operation in the work. Without their help, the work could
not have been published so early. We hope that this publi-

cation also will receive the approbation of scholars like the

other publications of the Commission.

F. C. AULUCK
. Vice-chairman

National Commission
For the Compilation of
History of Sciences in India
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PREFACE

The first time I had a glimpse of Lalla's Sisyadhi-

vrddhida was in 1937 when I began studying Indian

astronomy and mathematics with Pandit Muralidhar

Thakur. Since then, while at Oxford preparing a critical

edition of the Khandakhadyaka by Brahmagupta, I cherished

the intention of editing the Sisyadhivrddhida after com-

pleting the work in hand. Under the auspices of the

International Federation of University Women, whose

Fellowship I held from 1941-43, my main subject for study

was Indian and Greek trigonometry and planetary motions.

However, I managed to glance through the Sisyadhivrddhida

as well, though perfunctorily.

The Khandakhadyaka was published by me in October
1970 and, soon after, my study of the Sisyadhivrddhida

commenced. This plan was facilitated by the timely

financial assistance extended to me by the Indian National
Science Academy with effect from November 1971, for

which I am extremely grateful to the Academy.

The Sisyadhivrddhida had already been published by
Sudhakara Dvivedi in A.D. 1886, but that edition was based
only on one manuscript and could not, therefore, be called
a critical edition. The present edition has been prepared
after collating twenty manuscripts, of which one is from
the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and another from the
Statsbibliothek, Berlin (W. Germany). The remaining
manuscripts are from different libraries in India. The
present edition gives also the commentary by MallikaYjuna
Suri, available only for the First Part. The translation
provided is intended to give an intelligible rendering of
the text and the Notes to interpret, in terms of modern

ix
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who scorns even Aryabhata, would borrow from Lalla, a scholar

of lesser calibre. The cases of similarity have been specified in the

mathematical notes.

P. C. Sen Gupta in the Introduction to his translation of the

Khandakhadyaka has compared the polar longitudes of various stars

given by Brahmagupta in the Brahmasphutasiddhanta and by Lalla in

the &D and has come to the conclusion that Lalla should be placed

after Brahmagupta (pp. xxiv-xxvi).

So far, the main evidence in support of Lai la's date has been

the two verses 'sake..,vrddhim* (text, p. 15), 'subtract 420 from the

Saka year elapsed. Multiply the remainder severally by 25, 114, 96,

47 and 153. Divide each product by 250. The quotients in minutes

should be subtracted respectively from the mean longitudes of Moon,

its apogee and node, Jupiter and the iighrocca of Venus. Again

multiply the above remainder severally by 48, 20 and 420. Divide each

product by 250. Add the quotients in minutes respectively to the mean

longitudes of Mars, Saturn and the sighrocca of Mercury.' What

could 250 signify ? It shows that Lalla corrected the positions of the

planets calculated with the constants of Aryabhaja, by his own

observations. According to the formula, 250 years after 420 £aka,

which is Aryabhafa's time, or in 670 Saka (A.D. 748), corrections were

necessary. Thus, A.D. 748 may well denote Lalla's time. The same

argument has been put forward by Sen Gupta in his Introduction

(p. xxvii), to the translation of the Khandakhadyaka, referred to above.

Of the twenty MSS collated for the present edition,
1 Mx and M2

giving the text and MallikSrjuna Sari's commentary and Ai and Si

giving the text (upto the ninth chapter) and Bhaskara II's commentary,

do not contain these two verses. Vi, also giving Bhaskara's

commentary, has these two verses along with five others but with

the introduction, slokasaptakam spastarthe vilikhyate, 'these seven

verses are written as explanatary ones' (text, p. 25). And there is no

1. For a description of there manuscripts, see Introduction to

the Text volume.
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commentary by Bhaskara on these even in this MS. V, when compared

with the above four MSS, has a few more extra verses interspersed

in the first chapter but without any commentary of Bhaskara. The

remaining complete MSS excepting M8 also give these two verses,

some, as the critical apparatus (vide Introduction to Pt. II) would show,

in the first and thirteenth chapters and some only in the first chapter.

Are then the two verses under reference to be considered as inter-

polations ? In any case, these cannot now constitute an unchallenged

evidence for Lalla's date.

It will, however, not be out of place to say a few words about

the authorship of these verses. Saryadeva Yajva (12th cent.),

Parameivara (14th cent.) and Yailaya (15th cent.), while commenting

on the tenth verse in the KalakriySpada of Aryabhaftya, where Arya-

bbata gives the date of this work, quote the above two verses and state

that they were composed by Lalla. Njlakantha (I5th-16th cent.) in

his commentary on the forty-eighth verse in the Golapuda expresses the

same view. Saryadeva and Yailaya even mention that Lalla wrote

these verees in his Sisyadlnvrddhidamahatantra,
1 Could then these be

interpolations ? Yet the manuscripts giving MallikSrjuna's and

Bhaskara's commentaries do not have them. Anyhow, even without

these verses it has been shown that Lalla came after Brahmagupta.

SDryadeva YajvS, Parameivara and Yailaya in their respective

commentaries on Aryabhatiya, KBlakriyftpBda, 10, call Lalla a 'tisya'

of Aryabhata. &i$ya need not necessarily mean a direct pupil. It

could well denote a 'follower'. And Lalla is a follower of Aryabhafa,

to a certain extent as he himself acknowledges in his first two verses

(text, p. 1). He says that he would explain the theory of Aryabhaja.

If he were Aryabhafa's direct pupil he would not use the expression

tadiyasisyaih, 'his disciples'. And, he would also not contradict

his Guru's theory of rotation of earth (text, xx. 43, p. 238).

Moreover, could he, a direct pupil of Aryabhata have escaped

the criticism of Brahmagupta in TantraparlksSdhydya of the

Brnhmasphutasiddhanta ?

1. See pp. 93-94, ABh, with Suryadeva Yajvan's Com^ ed.

K. V. Sarma, New Delhi, 1976.
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Again, in Ratnakosa, there is a section called Varahamihirakrtam

str\lak$anaikadesah, 'Some of the auspicious marks on a woman

according to Varahamihira'. So, obviously, Lalla had read Varaha's

works on astrology.

Thus Dvivedi's contention that Lalla's date is 421 £aka or A.D.

499 (GT, p. 10), and Dikshit's observation that his date is 560 &aka or

A.D. 638 (BJ, p. 313) cannot be maintained in view of the evidence

given above. It is baffling as to why both these eminent scholars <3id

not consider the similarities in the Brahmasphutasiddhanta and SD.

Not only this : Dikshit goes further and says that since the Turiya

instrument of Brahmagupta is not mentioned in the SD, Lalla never

saw Brahmagupta's work (BJ, p. 315).

Lalla's upper limit should, therefore, be the beginning of the

eighth century.

As regards the lower limit Lalla, so far as we know at present,

is first mentioned by name in 3ripati's Siddhdntasekhara (xviii. 18) and

Ratnamala. In the beginning of the RatnamMa Sripati acknowledges

his indebtedness to Lalla and so also in the end of the Ratnakosa.

Moreover, in the SiddhUntatekhera there are many formulas which not

only occur in the SD but appear to be more or less reproductions of

Lalla's words. Thus, Lalla's works were well known by the early

eleventh century A.D., which is iSripati's time. The limits of Lalla's

dates are, therefore, to be fixed between the eighth century and early

eleventh century A.D. If Sen Gupta's calculations are taken into

consideration and also the two verses referred to above, Lalla may be

placed in the beginning of the eighth century.

At the end of Ganitadhyaya Lalla gives the name of his grand-

father as Taladhvaja and that of his father, Samba, better known as

Trivikrama. In the beginning and end of the Ratnakosa also Lalla

gives his father's name as Trivikrama. There he calls himself

Trivikramasuta, 'son of Trivikrama'. Lalla belonged to a Brahmin

family. He offers homage to BrahmS, Visnu and Siva before

he begins the SD and ends the work with obeisance to SarasvatI,

Siva and Parvati.
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What part of the country did Lai la belong to ? The author is

silent about it. In ix. 19 of the $D, Lalla compares the half Moon

with the forehead of a woman of LSfadesa, which is the present south

Gujarat. His words are Latilalfflatatampadharah iasahkab. Again, in

the Ratnakoia, in the section on seasons called RtucctrcS he says, Mq\b

latinsm luthitam alakam mndavayati, 'wisps of hair play havoc with the

foreheads of the women of Lata'. While commenting on the first

simile Mallikarjuna observes that Lalla shows partiality to his country

women or desapak$apMa (text, p. 144). And, Mallikarjuna must have

made this remark with some knowledge. Lata was well known in the

Deccan region and is often mentioned in the history of these parts.
1

On the basis of this fact Lalla appears to have belonged to the

Latade&a.

II. WORKS OF LALLA

1. Sisyadhivrddhida-Tantra

Sisyadhjvrddhidatantra is the only work on astronomy by Lalla,

which is at present available. The title means a 'treatise, that increases

the knowledge of students of astronomy'* In the very beginning of

this work Lalla writes :

Acarynryabhatoditam suvi§amam vyomaukasam karma yac-

chisydnmabhidhiyate tadadhuna Lallena dhivrddhidam
j (text, p. 1)

'Lalla now describes the motion, etc. of the dwellers of the sky,
a subject, which is very difficult indeed. This subject has already been
dealt with by Acarya Aryabhata. Lalla hopes that this work of his
will increase the astronomical knowledge of students'.

Lalla further states that many pupils of Aryabhata studied his
works and wrote several Tantras or astronomical treatises, but their
works are not comprehensive. So he, Lalla, undertakes the task of
wntmg a treatise fully and systematically. Again, at the end of the

Q^dkyBya
t he says that he has now completed the First Part

of his Tantra which would give the same results as those obtained
from the work of Aryabhata.

Oxford,

l

'mt.
hht°ry

°f S°Uth IndiQ by K
*
A> NiIakant* Sastri,
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The SD itself shows that Lai la uses the astronomical parameters

of the 2.ryabhaiiya and, perhaps, borrows a few of the formulas but

his work is definitely more comprehensive and explanatory. And, if

the two verses sake nakhabdhi etc. (Text, p. 15), referred to above are

his, he also gave corrections to Aryabha^a's results.

The work is known as Sisyadhivrddhidatantra, Dhjvrddhidatantra

or even kisyadhinddhidamahatantra. It is divided into two sections,

Gaqitadhyaya, 'Mathematics' and Goladhyayd, 'Spherics'.

The first section has thirteen chapters, (i-xiii), on Mean planets,

True Sun and Moon, Trus planets, Three problems, Lunar eclipse,

Solar eclipse, Possibility of an eclipse, Rising and setting of planets,

Cusps of the Moon, Conjunction of planets, Conjunction of stars and

planets, Vyatlpata and Vaidhrta and Rationale of corrections. The

thirteenth chapter is also called Uttaradhikara or the last chapter.

Mallikarjuna calls it BijavZsana or 'Rationale of corrections'. The

second section has nine chapters (xiv-xxii), on Graphical representation

of the Motion of planets, Construction of the armillary sphere, Rationale

of rules re. mean motion, Sphere of earth, Motion of the Celestial

sphere, Description of the earth, False notions, Astronomical instruments

and Astronomical problems.

Lalla uses Aryabhata's constants with one significant difference.

What Aryabhat.a calls the number of rotations of the earth, Lalla terms

as the number of rotations of the celestial sphere or the sphere of

constellations round the earth.

Lalla borrows the table of R sines from Aryabhafa, using 3438

as R and dividing the quadrant into arcs of 225' each. But in the

last chapter he gives another table, called Laghujya. There he uses

150 as R and divides the quadrant into arcs of 10°. Some of the

methods of astronomical calculations are the same as those in the

Aryabhatiya ; e.g., the determination of the true places of the Sun,

Moon and planets, use of spherical trigonometry to obtain declination,

earth-sine, etc., calculation of obscured portions in a solar or lunar

eclipse, etc. etc. These have been pointed out in the mathematical

notes. Lalla uses R versed sine for determining dyanavalana,

CtyanadxkkarmSsu (visibility correction) and the illuminated portion of
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the Moon. Aryabhata uses R versed sine for calculating the

Hyanadrkkarmasu but perhaps not for ayanavalana.1 He does not

give any formula for the illuminated portion of the Moon. BhSskara I

uses R versed sine in all the three cases, in both the Mahabhaskariya

and the Laghubhuskariya. As is shown in the notes, R versed sine for

the cusp of the Moon gives a more correct result than R sine ; but in

the other two cases the results are not correct. As regards the

calculation of parallax in a solar eclipse, Lalla like Aryabhata uses the

meridian ecliptic point,

A historically important point of observation regarding the &D
is that so many of the special rules here are found in the Brahmasphupa-

siddhanta. Calculations of suddhi, laghvahargana and hence the mean

longitudes of the Sun, Moon, etc., application of parallax in a solar

eclipse, correct time of conjunction of planets and that of pnta, are

only a few such cases. These have been pointed out in the mathe-
matical notes. Lalla's method to find the correct circumference of an

epicycle and then the mandaphala and Hghraphala also occur in the

BrUhmasphutasiddhllnta.

Lalla gives special methods to calculate the correct true places
of Mercury and Venus. He, however, does not say whose methods
these are. Lalla, in all probability, borrowed Brahmagupta's special
rules and^ incorporated them in his work. It is a good synthesis of
Aryabhata' s and Brahmagupta's works.

Was Lalla acquainted with the works of Bhaskara I ? As the
mathematical notes would show, some of the formulas in the &D are
found also in the Matobhaskarjya and the LaghubhSskanyct ; but, then,
these give the common astronomical methods. There is nothing
apeo.1 about them. In the beginning of the work Lalla does mention

'astronomical treatises' composed by Aryabhata's pupils,me* may or may not include Bhaskara's works.

R versed sine.

1. There are different readings ; some give R sine and some
id sine
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Lalla, in his turn, was followed by Sripati and Bhsskara II.

Sripati names Lalla as Trivikramasuta, 'son of Trivikrama* in

Siddh&nta'sekhara (ii. 58), and, as much as acknowledges that he

followed Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, Lalla and others in determining

the orbits of the planets. And, again, at the end of the section on

the sphere of universe (xviii. 18) he says that when Aryabhata,

Brahmagupta, Lalla, Vajesvara and others did not always give rational

explanations for all the phenomena of the universe, how can a much

less able astronomer like himself be successful. Moreover, when one

reads Siidhantasekhara of Sripati one cannot but be struck with its

close affinity with the SD.

Bhaskara II wrote a commentary on the SD, now available in

manuscript form. He also has borrowed profusely from Lalla. He, how-

ever, does not hesitate to criticise Lalla in his Siddhnnta'siromani

(henceforth SSi), wherever the latter went wrong. Some of the

criticisms are very correct ; e.g., Lalla's formula for the true motion of

a planet ; his use of R versed sine for calculating valana and visibility

correction
j

equating a civil day to a sidereal day plus Sun's motion in

asus ; and so on. These also have been pointed out in the mathe-

matical notes.

Goladhyaya, being the second section of the SD, is of great

historical significance. The chapters on the 'Sphere of earth' and

'Description of the earth* give an idea of the geography of that time.

The chapter on 'False notions' acquaints the readers with the current

astronomical beliefs. The chapter on *Astronomical instruments' gives

a glimpse of the practical methods used for observations. Lalla is the

first astronomer whose work on astronomy contains a section on the

'Celestial sphere' also. This is not given either in the Aryabhakya or

in the Mahabhaskanya or Laghubhaskariya. Brahmagupta also writes

a chapter on the 'Celestial sphere', but this is not so well defined as

that of Lalla. So far this should be taken as Lalla's originality and he

should be given credit for it.

2. Siddhantatilr.ka

Another work of Lalla on astronomy is mentioned by Yallaya in

his commentary on the Suryasiddhanta (in MS). While explaining
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i. 45-47, relating to yuga he quotes Lalla as saying in his Siddhantatilaka

that 2,65,68,00,00,00,000 years elapsed since Brahma's birth. He also

says (commentary on SS, i. 53 mean planets) that Lalla gave only a

few methods to calculate the mean positions of planets in his SD
a but

in the Siddhantatilaka he gave a greater variety of methods. Again,

Ramakrsna Argdhya in his commentary on the Snryasiddhanta (in MS),

says,, towards the end of the first chapter, that Lalla gave a large number

of methods to calculate the mean longitudes of planets in his Siddhanta-

tilaka and he quotes the relevant passage.

It thus appears that Lalla must have written a Siddhanta also,

which was, perhaps, again a synthesis of Aryabhat.a's Aryasiddhanta

(mow lost, but references available) and Brahmagupta's Brahmasphuta-

tiddhanta,

3. Ratnakosa

Lalla wrote on astrology as well. His work Ratnakosa is

available in manuscript. It is a fair-sized work with astrological topics

systematically arranged. To start with, the effects of tithis, karanas,

week-days, muhartas, lunar mansions and stars are given ; then the

different stages of child-birth are described ; details of house-building,

temple-building, setting up of idols, sowing^plants, etc. are stated the
good and bad features of a man and woman are described— these are
according to Narada, Mandavya and Varahamihira ; certain other topics
such as times for journey, types of elephants and horses to be bought,
the signs of rain, etc. are also set out.

The historically important points to note are that the words Kuhu
and Sinrnh, being names of the New Moon day and the day before that,
respectively, used in the Vedic literature, also occur here. Madhu,
Mndhava and Nabhasya are used as names of months, the same in the
edic literature. Atri, Garga, ParSsara and Vasi§tha have been named

been

UDIS
.°

r <Sage&'' Yavana, meaning a foreign astrologer, has also
jen mentioned. Here, again, as in the SD, Lalla speaks of the beauty
° t e foreheads of L&ti women. Occasionally, one has a glimpse
of some poetically beautiful verses in this work.
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The authors of the £i> and Ratnakosa are the same, because in

both the works Lalla calls himself the son of Trivikrama. Moreover,

this work is profusely quoted under the name Lalla.

4. Astrological works

It would appear that Lalla wrote more than one treatise on

astrology. There are many quotations from Lalla introduced with

athaha Lallah, tatha ca Lallah ; etc., or 'so says Lalla', in the Ratnasam-

graha by Govinda, and in his commentary PiyHsadhara on the

Muhurtacintamani. But all of these quotations are not available in the

Ratnakosa. Vidyamadhaviyam of Vioyamadhava (14th century) also

quotes from Lalla's astrological works but always refers to him as

Ralla. As this work quotes from the SD also under the name of Ralla,

there is no doubt that Ralla and Lalla are the same. Lalla is also

quoted in Minarajajataka. Nrhari, the author of Jatakasara, states

that Lalla wrote on the Jataka branch of astrology (BJ, p. 637).

Sripati acknowledges that he based his Muhurtagrantha, Ratna-

mala on Ratnakosa and also on works of Garga, Varaha^ and Lalla.

His words are (i. 2) :

vilokya Gargadimunipranitam VarShalallSdikriam ca sastram

Viracyate jyotisaratnamala

In the last chapter he writes :

udaharat Ratnako'sat, or 'illustrated from Ratnakosa
1

.

As quoted by Dvivedi, Lalla was an expert in all the three

branches of Jyotisa, viz.
t
Ganita, Sarnhita and Jataka. He is popularly

known as Triskandha-vidyakusalaikamallah, or 'versed in all the three

branches' (GT, p. 10).

5. Works on Mathematics

Lalia must have written on mathematics also. No such work is

at present available. Bhaskara II in the SSi, Goladhyaya, Bhttyanakosa,

while commenting on verse 57, quotes Lalla as saying in his Ganita

(svaganite) that the area of the surface of a sphere is 2-nr. vr% and

then contradicts him. He is also quoted by Narayana in his

Gunitakaumudi, Ksetravycivahara* In his commentary on 138-ab be
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says that Lalla's formula for the length of the hypotenuse of a

quadrilateral is wrong.

Lalla must have been a very popular author. In addition to the

references made above there are quotations from the SD in Suryadeva

Yajva's and Paramesvara's commentaries on the Aryabhapya and in

Yallaya's and Ramakrsna Aradhya's commentaries on the Suryasiddhnnta.

Munisvara's commentary (Marici) and Laksmidasa's commentary on

the SSi quote Lalla. Lalla is quoted in many other works, today

available only in manuscripts, such as Para§aratulya by Gangadhara,

Daivajnavilasa by KancayallaySrya, Aryasiddhantatulyakarana and

Anttpamahodadhi by Virasimha, Trivikramasataka, commentary by

Gopinatha, commentaries on the SS by Nrsimha, Candesvara,

Bhudhara, etc.

Now a word about KaranaprakQsa by Brahmadeva (early 11th

century A. D.). In the beginning, the author promises that his work

would give the same results as those according to the treatise of

Aryabhafa or 'Aryabhapasastrasamam\ The corrections to be given to

the Sun, Moon, etc. have taken from Lalla's correction given in

kike nakhabdhi-rahite etc. (i, 13-14). Bhatatulyakarana by Damodara
(14th cent. A.D.) is another work which has borrowed Aryabhata's

parameters with Lalla's corrections (BJ, p. 275).

The above account illustrates that Lalla's contribution to Indian

astronomy and astrology cannot be ignored. It is correct that there
is not much of originality. But there is definitely a systematic
treatment of both the subjects. He has borrowed profusely from
Aryabhata, Bhaskara I (perhaps ?) and Brahmagupta and has been
closely followed by Srlpati and Bhaskara II. Lalla has a historical
link which is important in Indian astronomical tradition.

HI. COMMENTATORS OF SlgYADHIVRDDHIDA
Two commentaries on the SD are now available, one by

Bhaskara II and the other by Mallikarjuna Suri.
1

Bhaskara's commen-

commenM
Th? iS Tdence t0 show that Vi?nuYajva was a third

discovered so far

yadhlv!ddAida >
but his commentary has not been
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tary extends only up to the ninth chapter viz., Srhgonnaiyadhikara of

Ganitadhyaya, and Mallikarjuna's covers all the thirteen chapters of

this section. It is most unfortunate that no commentary on GoladhySya

has yet come to light.

1. Bhaskara II

BhSskara II, popularly known as Bhaskaracarya, is the best

known among the ancient Indian astronomers and is the most widely

read. Towards the end of GoladhySya of his SSi (verses 58-63), he has

given his year of birth as 1036 &aka or A.D. 1 114. According to him,

he was born in the town of Vijjadavida (perhaps modern Bijapur)

amidst the Sahyadri range. His father was Mahesvara, a famous

astronomer. Bhaskara belonged to a Brahmin family of Sandilya.

His works are Wavatt, a treatise on arithmetic, Bljaganita, a

treatise on algebra, SSi, an astronomical work in two parts, called

Ganitadhyaya and GoladhySya, and Karanakutuhala, another astro-

nomical work. Possibly, he also wrote a treatise on astronomical

instruments called Bhadrayantra. While describing Nadivalayayantra

( SSit II. xi. 5-7, commentary ) he refers to it. Nrsimha, a

commentator of the SSi, call him bhadradiyantranirmata, 'a maker of

the instruments Bhadra, etc' in his commentary on the first verse

of SSi. Bhaskara's commentary on the SD was also known to

other astronomers ; e.g., Nrsimha in the above passage calls him

Dhivrdddhidopayakarta, 'who has shown the methods in the SD\ From

his remarks it appears that Nrsimha had seen the whole commentary.

Bhaskara starts his commentary on the SD with obeisance to the

Sun. His words are, bhaskaram bhUskarenatra natvotpattih sphutocyatet

'after making obeisance to the Sun, Bhaskara starts explaining the

formulas', He calls Lalla's work Dhmddhida and Si$yadhivrddhida.

He refers to Lalla as AcSrya, and on several occasions while explaining

the rules he remarks sobhanamuktam and sadhuktam 'correctly said' by

the Acarya. He has proved most of the formulas by means of simple

ratios ; and occasionally by practical methods and observations with

the yasfi-yantra, especially some of the rules in the chapter iv on

'direction, time and shadow*. The special features in his commentary

has been brought out in the mathematical notes.
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It is rather surprising that while explaining the formulas on

valana and drkkarma (visibility correction), Bha"skara does not criticise

Lalla's use of 'R versed sine' instead of *R sine* though he has

repeatedly condemned this use in the SSi. In fact, in his commentary,

he supports the use of R versed sine (vide Mathematical Notes).

The style of the commentary shows that, perhaps, this is one of

the earliest works of Bhaskara. It is immature when compared with his

own commentary on the SSi. Anyhow, it was important enough to

attract the attention of some astronomers as stated above. Bhaskara

has occasionally mentioned Brahmagupta. These cases have also been

explained in the Mathematical Notes.

2. Mallikarjuna

The second commentator is Mallikarjuna Snri. The credit of

discovering this commentary should perhaps be attributed to the late

Bibhuti Bhushan Datta, who wrote an article in No. 2 of the Bengali

Sahitya Parisat Patrika of Bangabda, 1340 (A.D. 1934). Datta got a

copy of the MS from the Durbar Library, Mysore. This is probably

Ms, Mi used for the present edition of the work.

Mallikarjuna does not mention his date anywhere in the

commentary on the SD. But he uses 1100 and 1107 £akas for

illustrating rules. The same years he uses for calculating the ahargatfa

in his commentary on the Suryasiddhanta and illustrating the rule on
vyatipata. Again, for determining the ahargana in his work called

Tithicakra, 1100 Saka is subtracted from the total number of Saka
years. Warren speaks of a Telugu astronomer, Mallikarjuna, who is

supposed to have flourished in 4279th year of the Kaliyuga (11C0 gaka)
and referred his calculations to the meridian of Ramesvara (Kslasahka-
Hta, p. 369), According to Datta, Candesvara, an astronomer of
Mithila also uses 1100 and 1107 Sakas in the examples in his commen-
tary on the Suryasiddhanta. He refers to the commentary on the same
work by Mallikarjuna and praises his explanation of the chapter on
•astronomical instruments'.1

If these could be used as indications of his

L Datta, ibid.
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time, it may be surmised that Mallikarjuna lived somewhere in the

twelfth century, probably at the same time as Bhaskara II, though one

does not appear to know the other's existence ; at least, one does not

mention the other in the commentary.

In the colophon at the end of his commentary Mallikarjuna

writes Vengidefasamudbhavena, 'by one born in the Vengi Desa' (text,

p. 196). This shows that he belonged to Vengi, a state south of the

Godavari river, now in the Andhra State. This state played an

important part in the history of South India from the sixth till the

twelfth century A.D. 1

It may be observed here that the MS Mx of which a copy was

in the possession of Dr. Datta reads 'Vaiiga* instead of 'Vengi' and

this, led him to state, in his article mentioned above, that Mallikarjuna

was a Bengali. The very name contradicts this statement. Mallikar-

juna explains that he is named after God (Jyotirlihga), Srisailamalli-

karjuna. There is a temple dedicated to this God in the northern

Mysore.

In the said colophon, Mallikarjuna says that his grandfather

was Anantanarayana and his elder brother, NanganSrya. In the

beginning of the commentary (text, p. 1) also he describes himself

as the younger brother of Nanganarya and once again in the body of

the commentary (text, p. 24). He does not give the name of his

father. Mallikarjuna was born in the Kaundinya family. He makes

obeisance to the goddess Candika before he begins the commentary.

And, in all probability, he refers to the same goddess whom he calls

only Devi, at the end of his commentary (text, p. 196).

In his commentary, Mallikarjuna has given, on different

occasions, fortyfour verses of his own, either explanatory or giving his

o% rules or corrections. These have been noted in the Mathematical

Notes. He calls Lalla's work Sisyadhitantra or ^yadhxmahatantra.

Nowhere he calls it Sisyadhivrddhida. Mallikarjuna in his commentary

mentions SUryasiddhinta, Somasiddhtnta and Khar^dakhudyaka . He

has- spoken about Aryabhata also.

1. K A.N. Sastri, A history of South India, pp. 146-94.
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Mallikarjuna has also written a commentary on the SUrya-

siddhanta i
which is available in MS form. This extends up to the

end of the eleventh chapter. While explaining i. 8-10, wherein the

representative of the Sun God speaks to Maya, he writes, esUm

uktashkanam artho asmQbhir Andhratikayam vySkhyatah, 'I have

explained these verses in my commentary in Telugu'. This shows that

he wrote the commentary first in Telugu, and then in Sanskrit. That

also would support the theory that Mallikarjuna was a Telugu and

not a Bengali as claimed by Datta. Here, in the beginning of the

commentary, he repeats the first three lines of the benedictory stanza

as given in the commentary on the SD.

He quotes several times from Lalla's SD and twice from
Ratnako'sa. There are also quotations from Aryabhatiya and Arya-
siddhanta, Siddhdntasara, SiddhantaprakUsa, Vatesvara-siddhunta and
Prabhakaratantra.

In both the commentaries, Mallikarjuna has discussed Ayurdaya
or longevity, a topic in astrology. The verse quoted in this connection
is ascribed to ParSsara in this commentary, but in the commentary on
the SD he simply says that it is given in the Brhajjntaka (of Varaha)
It does not, however, seem to occur in the Brhajjataka. Anyhow
Ramakrsna Aradhya in his comm 3ntary on the SUryasiddhanta quotes
this same verse and ascribes it to Parasara.

Aaother work of Mallikarjuna is Tithicakra, of which there aretwo MSS SP 477i and SP 2588, in the Oriental Research Institute* 8iV6S « -ly and the second a commen-

^to^rj T

;ir
probably by Ma* himse,f

>
*

then the til T * and
ma and mkmra

'
The tab!es - for P«» a

the firlt *
be8

!

Dning
°
f Tm-Cakra a,S° Ma»^riuna repeats

f-m a , T ^ °f ^ benedict0'* " the SD. It appears

astronomV a„T
Ma,,'ka*una was ™P™*ct6 both in

*"es o t ^ HC W3S aD °bserVer also as his eommen-
™e SD and the SUryasiddhanta testify. In both the
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commentaries MallikSrjuna gives several lengths of equinoctial midday

shadow from which the latitudes and longitudes of these places can be

calculated. These references should, therefore, be of geographical

and historical importance. MallikSrjuna's style of writing is simple

and lucid, though occasionally there are long compounds which are

detrimental to the understanding of the explanatory notes. But, on

the whole, he should be considered a good commentator.

IV. TRANSLATION AND MATHEMATICAL NOTES

The main object of the translation of the text into English has

been to express clearly the formulas which are couched in the text in

terse language* And, so, it has not always been possible to give a

literal version of the verses. Moreover, words and sentences had to

be added to make the English rendering intelligible. Construction of

sentences in both these languages is so different that sometimes literal

translation would have verged on an arrangement of words without

sense. These points have been kept in view while translating the

work. It was not considered necessary to translate the commentary

as well. Any special point therein has been mentioned in ths

Mathematical Notes.

As far as possible equivalents of the Sanskrit technical terms in

English have been used in the translation. An attempt has been made

to explain the formulas in the Mathematical Notes. The proofs are

strictly traditional. The notes indicate a comparative study of the

works of Aryabhata, Bhaskara I, Brahmagupta, Lalla, Sripati and

Bhaskara II. Their astronomical parameters have been shown in

tables. The diagrams are meant merely to convey an idea of the

proof of the formulas, and are by no means intended to be precise.

The theory of epicycles and eccentrics representing the motion of

planets graphically plays a very important part in the Indian astronomy.

It has, therefore, been explained separately in Appendices XUI and XIV

(pPi 3Uff.>

Note-Transliteration and Abbreviations are the same

as in Part-1 and hence omitted here.



TRANSLATION AND NOTES

SISYADHIVRDDH1DATANTRA

OF LALLACARYA

MATHEMATICS SECTION

CHAPTER I

MEAN PLANETS

[ Invocation ]

1 Having made obeisance to Brahma, Hari, 3tva, Sua, Moon,

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn and Ganesa, Lalla now depicts

the motion etc. of the heavenly bodies, a subject which ha; been

dealt with by Acarya Aryabha?a. But the subject is rather difficult.

Therefore, Lalla is composing the work Dhivrddhida, 'Enltghtener of

the Intellect', towards enhancing the (astronomical) knowledge of

students.

2. It is true that the AryabhatVs pupils have made a

complete study of the works of their teacher and have written treatises

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-2. Lalla indicates here that the astronomical treatise he

is going to write will be based on Aryabhafi's work, or, in other

words, he will be using the astronomical constants of Aryabhaja's

Aitdayika ('sunrise') system, as given in the Aryabhatiya (ABh). He also

hints that his work will be known as Shyadhinddhida, or 'that

which increases the knowledge of students', and will certainly be

more descriptive of the procedures of computation than any so far

written by Aryabhata's pupils.

Tantra is a special type of astronomical treatise. There are, in

general, three kinds of Indian astronomical works, Siddhanta, Tantra
and Karana. In a Siddhanta the astronomical calculations or the

epoch start from Kalpa or the beginning of creation. In a Tantra
the epoch is the beginning of Kaliyuga or 3102 B. C. In a Karana
any convenient epoch is selected by the astronomer. The present work
is a Tantra,
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on astronomy ; but they have not dealt fully with the procedures of

computation. Therefore, I shall deal, in proper order, with the

procedures of what has been enunciated by Aryabhafa.

[ Revolutions of the planets ]

3 432 multiplied by 10.0C0 (=43,20,000) gives the number of

solar years in a yuga. This is also the number of revolutions of the

Sun, Mercury and Venus and that of the slghroccas of Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn during the same period. This has been specified by

astronomers.

4-6. (The number of revolutions) of the Moon (in a yuga) is

5,77,53,336 ; that of Mars is 22,96,824 ;
that of the Hghroeea of Mercury

is' 1,79,37,020 ; that of Jupiter is 3,64,224 ; that of the sighrocca of

Venus' is' 70 5
22,388 ; that of Saturn is 1,46,564 ;

that of the Moon's

node is 2,32,226 in the opposite direction ;
and that of the Moon's

.apogee is 4,88,219. (The number of ) intercalary months (in a yuga)

is 15,93,336 and (the number of) omitted tithis is 2,50,82,580.

3-8. Before setting down the astronomical constants, some of

the technical terms used for measurement of time are first explained.

A solar day {sauradina) is the interval of time during which the

Sun moves through 1° of the ecliptic. A solar month (sauramasa) is the

interval of time during which the Sun moves through 30° or 1 sign

of the zodiac. Thus, a solar month is equal to 30 solar days. The

day when a solar month ends is called SaHkranti. A solar year

(sauravarsa) is equal to 12 solar months.

A lunar day (Tithi or Candradina) is the interval of time during

which the Moon gains 12° of longtitude over the Sun. A lunar month

(Candramasa) is equal to 30 lunar days or tithis. A lunar month ends on

the day of conjunction of the Sun and Moon, /. e., New Moon or

amavasyit. According to another school it also ends on a Full Moon day

or parnima. Cf. : 'darsanmadhikah pumimUntavadhikas ca', Ranganatha's

commentary on SarySsiddhanta (SS), i.13.

Intercalary months (Adhimasas) are the total number of months

in the difference between solar and lunar months daring any period

and the residue or the fraction is called Adhise?a. An Adhivarsa is

equal to 12 intercalary months. 1/30 of an intercalary month is

Adhidina.
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[ Lunar and Solar days ]

7. It is said that the number of solar days in a yuga is 1,55,520

multiplied by 10,000 (=1,55,52,00,000). This divided by 30 gives the

number of solar months. The number of lunar days or tithis in a yuga

is 1,60,30,00,080.

[ Civil and Siderial days ]

8 (The number of) civil days (in a yuga) is 1,57,79,17,500 and

the number of revolutions of the asterisms is 1,58,22,37,500.

A civil day (Savanadina, Kudina) is the interval of time bet-

ween one sunrise and the next. Cf, : udayad udayam blmnor bhumi-

s&vanavasarah, i. e., 'Civil days are measured from one sunrise to

to the next'. (SS, i. 36 cd). The number of civil days between any

two dates is called Ahargana. If one of those dates is the first day of

the current solar year and the other date is within the year, the

number of civil days is called Laghvahargana.

Omitted tithis (Avamadina, Avamaratra) are the total number of

days in the difference between the lunar days and the civil days during
any period, and the residue or fraction is called Avama'sesa.

^

A sidereal day (Naksatradina) is the time during which the
celestial sphere makes one revolution round the earth.

A Mahayuga, or briefly Yuga, is a period 43,20,000 solar years.
The following are the revolutions of the Sun etc. during, this period as
used by Lalla.

Sun, Mercury, Venus 43,20,000

Moon
5,77,53,336

Mars
22,96,824

Mercury (sighrocca) 1,79,37,020

Jupiter
3,64,224

Venus (sighrocca) 70,22,388
Saturn

1,46,564
Moon's Node

(opposite direction) 2,32,226
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Moon's Apogee 4,88,219

Asterisms 1,58,22,37,500

The following are the solar years, etc. in a yuga of 43,20,000

solar years :

Solar years 43,20,000

Solar months 5,18,40,000

Solar days 1,55,52,00,000

Lunar months

(difference between solar

and lunar revolutions) 5,34,33,336

Lunar days 1,60,30,00,080

Intercalary months 15,93,336

Omitted tithis 2,50,82,580

Civil days 1,57,79,17,500

The same constants are given by Aryabhata in ABh, Dasagitika,

3-4. But instead of -saying that the celestial sphere moves, he says

that in a yuga the rotations of the earth eastward are 1,58,22,37,500.

For similar constants in other astronomical works, see below

Tables I and II.

It will be useful to indicate here the smaller units of a civil day

and those of a circle.

Civil day :

60 vipalas= \ pala or vinadi

60 palas=l ghatikn, ghatt or nadl

60 ghatikas= l dina or divasa

6 asus or pranas=l vinadi

Cf> : satpramanair asubhih pMxyapahm bhavati. (Commentary

by Ransanatha on SS, i. 11).

Circle :

60 viliptBs, vikalas

or seconds=1 kala or minute

60 lipta~s=\ amsa, bhaga or degree
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[ Civil days of the planets and Lunar months ]

9. When the second number (given above) is diminished by the

number of revolutions of a planet (in a yuga), the remainder, it is said,

is the number of civil days of that planet (during the same period).

The wise say that the difference between the revolutions of the

Sun and Moon (in a yuga) is the number of lunar months (in the

same period).

[
Intercalary months and Omitted tithis ]

10. Or, the revolutions of the Moon diminished by 13 times

the revolutions of the Sun (during a given period or yuga), give the

number of intercalary months (during the same period).

60 amsas= 1 rati or sign

12 rasis=l bhagana or revolution

In his commentary, Mallikarjuna says (text, p. 2), that the yuga
of 43,20,000 solar years is divided into 4 periods as follows :

Krtayuga 17,28,000 solar years

Tretayuga 12,96,000 solar years

Dvaparayuga 8,64,000 solar years

Kaliyuga 4,32,000 solar years

Total 43,20,000 solar years

Br^sphuJZ^5? '!7 4TlT hh

rah

T
gupta in

ignored tradition. '

CntlC1SeS Aryabha*a for ha™8

10
- Intercalary months

= lunar moths—solar months

= Moon's revolutions—Sun's revolutions-12 Sun's

revolutions

— Moon's revolutions— 13 Sun's revolutions
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And, remember, the sum of the tithis and the revolutions of the

Sun (during a given period or yuga), when diminished by the revolutions

of the asterisms, gives the number of omitted tithis (during the same

period).

[
Planetary conjunctions and Revolutions of the apogees ]

11. The difference between the revolutions of two planets in a

yuga is the number of their conjunctions during the same period.

The difference between the revolutions of a planet and those of

its apogee {mandocca) or Hghrocca gives the number of revolutions of

the mean anomaly (in the first case) and of the 'sighra anomaly in the

second case (during the same period).

[ Calculation of days elapsed ]

12-14, The Sika year (when the civil days are required) added

to 3179 gives the solar years elapsed since the beginning of the

Kaliyuga. Multiply the number by 1 : and add the months (beginning

from Caitra) passed in the current year. Multiply the sum by 30 and

add the number of tithis elapsed (since the last amaMsya). Put down

the result at two places. (At one place), multiply it by the number

of intercalary months (in a yuga) and divide by the number of solar

days. The result is the corresponding number of intercalary months.

See Sripati's Siddhanta'sekhara, (S&), i. 38 ab,

and Bhaskara II's Siddhanta Siromani, (SSi), I. i. b. 14 ab.

Omitted tithis

= lunar days— civil days

= lunar days—(revolutions of asterisms—Sun's

revolutions)

= lunar days (tithis) + Sun's revolutions—revo-

lutions of asterisms

(See &Se, i. 38 cd).

12-14. These verses give the general method followed by

Indian astronomers to calculate the civil days between the beginning

of the Kaliyuga and any day during the current solar year.
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Change it into days and add to the result at the second place. Put

down the sum at two places. (At one place), multiply it by the

number of omitted tithis (in a yuga) and divide by the number of

tithis (in the same period). The result is the corresponding number

of omitted tithis. Subtract it from the sum at the second place. The

remainder is always the number of civil days or ahargana elapsed

since the beginning of the Kaliyuga (till the given day) and is counted

from Friday at (mean) sunrise at Lanka.

The £aka era began 3179 years after the beginning of the

Kaliyuga. So, the given Saka year plus 3179 is the the number of

complete solar years between the two dates. This number multiplied

by 12 is converted into solar months. To this is added the number

of elapsed lunar months beginning with the light half of the month
Caitra and the sum assumed as solar months. This sum multiplied by

30 becomes the number of solar days. To this is added the number
of lunar days or tithis elapsed since the last amavasya and assumed
as solar days. Thus the given number of years is converted into

solar days between the epoch and the time when the last solar day
ends or sauranta. Let it be A.

Now, to find the corresponding number of intercalary months
together with the remainder from the proportion :

Solar days in yuga : intercalary months in yuga :: A : B (say).
Then, A+ 30 B gives the lunar days between the epoch and the end of
the solar day or sauranta. The residue of the intercalary months is
the time between the end of the last tiihi and the sauranta. So, when
this element is subtracted from A+ 30 B, the remainder is the number
ot lunar days between the epoch and the end of the last tithi. Let it
DC \^ %

add

N°te that fraCti°n r£lating t0 the intercaIary months is first
aed and then subtracted. Or. in other words, it is not used to

calculate the civil days.

Sisya. Tr. 2
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Then, to convert the lunar days into civil days, the number of

omitted tithis corresponding to C is obtained from the proportion :

Lunar days in yuga : omitted tithis in yuga : : C : D (say).

Then C—D is the number of civil days between the epoch and the

end of the last tithi. The residue relating to the omitted tithis is the

time between the end of the tithi and the sunrise following. So, when

this element is added to C-D, the result is the number of civil days

between the epoch and the sunrise of the given day and is called

Ahargana.

Note that the fraction relating to omitted tithis is first subtracted

and then added. Or, in other words, it is not used to calculate the

civil days.

In the above method, the lunar months and days are added to

the solar months and days. But this apparently wrong method does

not affect the final result, because neither the residue relating to the

intercalary months nor that relating to the omitted tithis is used.

Bhaskara II has explained it clearly in his commentary on SSi, II, iv,

15-18. His commentary on Lalla's verses, however, is not lucid.

In his Tantra, Lalla calculates the civil days for sunrise at

Lanka This is called audayika system and is used by Aryabhata in

ABh Bhaskara I in MahabhUskanya (MB), i. 4-6, and Laghubhaskanya

(LB) i 4-8, Brahmagupta in BSS t
i. 30-31, Sripati in SSe, ii. 1-2 ab

and Bhaskara II in SSi, I, i.e. 1-3 use the same method for calculating

the ahargana. See also SSt
i. 48-51, which, however, uses the midnight

system.

Aryabhata uses the midnight (ardharatrika) system also, when

the calculations start from midnight. The treatise composed by

Aryabhata on this system is lost, but the astronomical constants used

therein are preserved by Bhaskara I in MB, vii. 21-35 and these constants

have been used by Brahmagupta in his work, Khaniakhadyaka. In

this system a civil day would be from midnight to midnight.

In this connection, it is worth noting what Varahamihira says in

Pahcasiddhantikci (PS), xv. 17-20 :
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cr«RT?Tf faftT OTftnf^'jgTrw ere n n u

'The reckoning of the weekdays is not the same everywhere.

As there is no particular reason for it, the astronomers disagree about

it. The day of the week is obtained from the ahargana, which again

depends on time and place. Latacarya says that the ahargana should

be counted from Yavanapura (Alexandria) at the time of sunset,

whereas Simhacarya says that it should be counted from sunrise at

Lanka. Again, according to the Guru (teacher) of the Yavanas, it is

to be reckoned at night when 10 muhurtas have passed. Aryabhafa

has said that the day begins at midnight ai Lanka ; but even he again

says that day begins from sunrise at Lanka.''

These verses have been quoted by Makkibhafta in his commentary

on SSe, ii. 10, which also gives the various times of reckoning, sunrise,

midday, sunset, 10 muhurtas passed in the night, and according to

Latacarya in his work, from midnight. Jsripati, however, suggests

{SSe, ii. 11) the audayika system.

Lanka is an imaginary place on the equator (latitude 0°) whose
longitude is considered 0° by the Indian astronomers for applying
corrections due to the difference in terrestrial longitudes.

The ahargana is counted from Friday, since the Kaliyuga began
on a Friday. So says Bhaskara II in his commentary on the above
verses, yato brhaspatidine dxapamnto atah sitavaradikah, '(the yuga
preceding Kali), that is, Dvapara ends on a Thursday. the present
a argana starts from Friday*, Aryabhata also has said that Kaliyuga
started on a Friday (ABh, Dasagltika, 5).
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[ Alternate method for the calculation of days ]

15-16. Or, the solar months elapsed since the beginning of the

Kaliyuga multiplied by 22,26,389 and divided by 21,60,000 give the

corresponding lunar months. Convert them into days and add the

tithis elapsed (since the last amavasya). Multiply the sum by 7,88,95,875

and divide by 8,01,53,004. The result increased by 1 is the ahargana

required.

15-16. Another method is given to calculate the ahargana.

Find the solar years elapsed since the beginning of the Kaliyuga

till the end of the year previous to the current year and convert

them into months. Let the number be A, after adding the months

of the current year. Then from the proportion,

Solar months in yuga : lunar months in yuga : A : B (say)

or 5,18,40,000 : 5,34,33,336 :: A : B

or 21,60,000 : 22,26,389 :: A : B

22,2-5,389 A ^ mQnths
21,60,01)0

_ 22,26,389 , ,n
....

.

Add to B the tithis elapsed since the last amavasya and let the

sum be C. Then, from the proportion :

Lunar days in yuga : civil days in yuga :: C : D (say)

or 1,60,30,00,080 : 1,57,79,17,500 :: C : D

or 8,01,50,004 : 7,88,95,875 :: C : D,

the number of civil days corresponding to C tithis is obtained. The

result, when increased by 1, as there is a remainder, gives the required

ahargana.

Bhaskara I says :

cSrcfOTcrfcT T*nPT TOtwafarTT: H (MB, i. 40 cd)

'Add 1 to the ahargana calculated by proportion, (if there is a
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[ Mean longitudes of planets ]

13

17. The ahargana multiplied by the number of revolutions of

a planet and divided by the number of civil days (in a yuga) gives the

mean longitude of the planet in revolutions, etc.

Or, the mean longitude of the Sun expressed in minutes,

multiplied by the number of revolutions of a planet and divided by the

number of revolutions of the Sun (in a yuga), gives the mean longitude

of the planet in minutes (at that time).

remainder). Thus say the astronomers devoted to Aryabhata's system.'

It is quoted by Makkibhafta in his commentary on SSe, ii, 3.

Bhaskara II in his commentary on the above two verses has also

said, yadi savikalas tada mpasamyutah kartavyah, 'If there is a remainder,

1 should be added'. While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna

talks of Ayurdaya or longevity of a man (text p. 9). He says : 'Man's

age is measured in sidereal units. This multiplied by the solar years

in a yuga and divided by the sidereal years (in the same period) gives

his age (in solar units)'. According to Mallikarjuna this verse is given

in the Brhajjataka. But it is not found there. Mallikarjuna, however,

attributes it to ParaSara in his commentary on 55", i. 34. And so does

Ramakrsna Aradhya in his commentary on the same verse in SS.

The above method is given in MB, i. 7; BSS, xiii. 18; and in

SSe., ii. 3.

17. The first rule follows from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga : planet's revolutions in yuga ::

ahargana : ?

This rule is given in MB, i. 8 ;
LB, i. 15 ; SS, i. 53 ;

BSS
t

i. 32
; SSe, ii. 14; and in SSI, I, i. c. 4.

The second formula follows from :

Sun's revolutions in yuga : planet's revolutions in puga ::

Sun's longitude (in minutes) : ?

This rule is given in MB, i. 9.
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[ Alternate method for Mean longitude ]

18. Or, the ahargana multiplied by 576 and divided by 2,10,389,

gives the longitude of the Sun, Mercury or Venus and that of the

sighrocca of Mars, Jupiter or Saturn.

[ Mean Moon ]

19. Or, the ahargana multiplied by 78,898 and divided by

21,55,625, gives the mean longitude of the Moon in revolutions, etc.

[ Alternate method for Mean Moon and Mean Sun ]

20. When the ahargana is severally multiplied by the lunar

years and the number of intercalary years (in a yuga), and each product

divided by the number of civil days (in a yuga), and the difference of

the two results taken, the final result is the mean longitude of the Sun.

18. This gives the formula for the Sun's mean longitude on

any day.

It follows from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga : Sun's revolutions in yuga :: ahargana : ?

or 1,57,79,17,500 : 43,20,000 :: ahargana : ?

or 2,10,389 : 576 :: ahargana : ?.

The number of revolutions of the Sun in a yuga is the same as

that of Mercury or Venus and that of the sighrocca of Mars, Jupiter

or Saturn.

19. This gives the formula for the mean longitude of the Moon.

It follows from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga : Moon's revolutions in yuga :: ahargana : ?

or 1,57,79,17,500 : 5,77,53,336 :: ahargana : ? *

or 21,55,625 : 78,898 :: ahargana : ?.

The formula is given in SSe, ii. 18, though the figures are

different, the epoch being different.

20. Here is given other formulas for the Sun and Moon.



Verse 20 ]
MEAN PLANETS 15

13 times the mean longitude of the Sun added to 12 times the

number of intercalary years during the ahargana gives the mean

longitude of the Moon.

The Sun's longitude on any day

Sun's revolutions in yuga ahargana

civil days in yuga

solar years ahargana

civil days

ahargana solar months

civil days 12

_ahargana /lunar months intercalary monthsX

"cTviTdayT^' V 12 \2 /

=
cfv^l^ays

'' C unar vears™~ intercalary years).

The moon's longitude on any day

_ Moon's revolutions in yuga ahargana

civil days in yuga
'

ahargana ,

~~civil days" ^ s revoIutions+ lunar months)

^12 ahargan j .

J2~dvirdays CSui>'s revolutions+ solar months-f- intercalary

months)

=Sun's longitude -f 12 J^ar8ana

"civil days
*

J^Lm^nihl_.+ 12
aharga1a_

1 civil days
*

intercalary months
12

==13 Sun's Iongitude+12 intercalary years during the ahargana.

This rule is given in MB, i. 11
; BSS, xiii. 33 ; and SSe, li. 19.
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2 ! . Divide the adhimasa'sesa (the remainder corresponding to

the intercalary months obtained while calculating the ahargana) and

the avamasesa (the remainder corresponding to the omitted tithis

obtained while calculating the ahargana) by the respective intercalary

months and the omitted tithis in a yuga. (The first quotient) gives

solar days, etc. and (the second) tithis, etc. The first divided by 1006

is in terms of signs, etc. ; the second diminished by its twelfth part is in

minutes, etc.

22. The number of months from Caitra (elapsed in the current

year) is equivalent to the same number of signs, and the number of

tithis (elapsed since the last amSvasya) is equivalent to the same number

of degrees. These signs, etc. when decreased by the signs, etc. obtained

previously and added to the minutes thus obtained (verse 21), give, in

terms of signs, degrees and minutes, the mean longitude of the Sun.

To the longitude add degrees equal to 12 times the tithis and also -\
5-

times the minutes obtained above. The result is the mean longitude

of the Moon.

23. The adhimasa'sesa divided by the number of lunar months

(in a yuga) yields subtractive result. The avamasesa when divided by

the number of civil days gives additive result. The sum of the number

of tithis elapsed (since the amavasyft in Caitra) and the second result,

when diminished by the first, gives (also) the mean longitude of the

Sun in degrees, etc. The same sum multiplied by 13 and diminished

by the first, gives the mean longitude of the Moon in degrees, etc.

24. The ahargana multiplied by the number of sidereal days and

divided by the number of civil days (in a yuga) gives the corresponding

21-22. These give a method to determine the longitudes of the

Sun and Moon from the residue of intercalary months or adhimasahsa

and that of omitted tithis or avamasesa, corresponding to a certain

ahargana*

23. This gives another method to ascertain the longitudes of

the Sun and Moon from the residues of intercalary months and omitted

tithis, corresponding to a certain ahargana*

24. This gives the formulas for the Sun and Moon.
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number of sidereal days. This, diminished by the ahargana, results in

the mean longitude of the Sun (in revolutions etc.).

When to this longitude is added the excess of the Moon's longi-

tude calculated from the number of lunar months (in a yuga), the sum
is the mean longitude of the Moon.

[ Alternate method for Mean planets ]

25. Multiply the ahargana by the difference of the number of

revolutions of any two planets and divide by the number of civil days
(in a yuga). Subtract the result from the greater longitude (of the two
planets). The remainder is the lesser longitude. Again add the result

to the lesser longitude and the sum is the greater longitude.

Civil days in yuga** sidereal days in yugaSan's revolutions
in yuga

or, Sun's revolutions =sidereal days—civil days.

So, the Sun's longitude on any day in terms of revolutions, etc.
is equal to the number of sidereal days in the ahargana minus the
ahargana. The first term follows from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga : sidereal days in yuga :: ahargana : ?

Now, for the Moon. The Moon's revolutions in a yuga are equal
o the Sun's revolutions^ the lunar months. So, the Moon's longi-
ude on any day is equal to the Sun's longitude plus the excess, which

is obtained from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga : lunar months in yuga :: ahargana : ?

Srlpati gives these two formulas in &Se, ii. 17, 24.

obtained; ^ diffefenCe betW6en l0D8itUdeS 0f two PIanet* *•obtained from the proportion :

Civil days in yuga
: difference in revolutions in yuga :: ahargana : ?

The rest is clear.

This is given in S$e, ii. 27 and S&i, I, i. c. 13.

&?va, Tr. 3
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26. The number of revolutions of a planet, the longitude of

which is required, when multiplied by the given longitude of another

planet, expressed in minutes, and divided by the number of revolutions

of the latter, gives its mean longitude in minutes.

The longitude of a planet is the sum of its apogee and mean

anomaly. It is also equal to the difference of its slghrocca and

iighrakendra.

[ Lord of the year ]

27. The number of solar years elapsed (since the beginning of

the Kaliyuga) multiplied by 149 and divided by 576, gives the result in

26. This verse explains how to calculate the longitude of a planet

from the given longitude of another planet. From the proportion :

Known planet's revolutions in yuga : unknown planet's revolutions

in yuga :: given longitude : ?

The result obtained is the longitude.

This rule occurs in MB, i 10 ;
BSS, xiii. 27 ; SSe, ii. 25 ;

and

SSi, i. c. 14 cd.

In the above verses Lalla has given various methods to calculate

the mean longitudes of the Sun, Moon and planets.

In his commentary on SS, i. 53, Yallaya says, 'LallacSrya has

indicated only a few methods in the Sisyadhhrddhidatantra, for calcu-

lating the mean longitudes of the Sun, Moon etc. but he has given

numerous methods in Siddh&ntatilaka.' The same observation has been

made by Ramakr§na Aradhya towards the end of his commentary on the

first chapter of the SS. He also quotes from the Siddhantatilaka

indicating the methods.

27. The following is a formula for determining the lord of

the year. In a yuga, the civil days are 1,57,79,17,500 and the solar days

are 1,55,52,00,000. So the difference is 2,27,17,500, during 43,20,000

, . « , - 2,27,17,500 , 149
solar years. Thus the difference in 1 solar year is or 5£ff
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days etc. Add it to the number of solar years and divide the sum by

7. The remainder counted from Friday gives the Lord of the year.

[ Calculation of Snddhi ]

28. The number of solar years (elapsed since the beginning of

the Kaliyuga) multiplied by 58,043 and divided by 72,000, gives as

quotient the number of omitted ttthis at the end of the year. Again

divide the remainder by 104. The result is the avamasesa at the end

of the last year (or, at the beginning of the current year).

29. Find the sum of the days (verse 27), the omitted tithis (verse

28), and 10 times the solar years (elapsed since the beginning of the

So, in a solar year of 360 solar days, there are 365§f-| civil days or 52

complete weeks and l^ff days.

Now, let A be the number of solar years since the epoch. Then,

during that period there are A+Af§ A extra civil days besides the

complete number of weeks. When this is divided by 7, the quotient

is the number of weeks and the remainder is the number of extra civil

days. This remainder counted from Friday gives the Savana Lord

of the year. It is counted from Friday as the Kaliyuga began on a

Friday.

28. This gives the method to find the omitted tithis and the

residue or avamasesa at the end of the year.

In 1 solar year the omitted tithis are ^WAVlf^ 5 fM§f So'

if A is the number of solar years since the epoch, the omitted tithis at

the end of the year, considering the fraction only, are ffgf§. A. Let

the residue or avamasesa be -~~-
t which, when expressed in savana or

72000

civil measurement, will be nearly,

Similar rules to those in verses 27-28 are given by Brahmagupta
«» BSS, i. 40 and by Srlpati in SSe, ii. 34-35. Bhaskara II deals with
the topic in SSi, I. i. e . 1-4.

29. This explains the method to calculate the Suddhi, The
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Kaliyuga)* Divide it by 30. The quotient gives the number of inter-

calary months till the end of the year. The remainder converted into

days plus the hours (gkatiktis) etc. (written) underneath the days (verse

27), is called Suddhi.

[ Calculation of Grahadhruva ]

30. When the number of solar years (elapsed since the

beginning of the Kaliyugd) is multiplied by the number of revolu-

tions of a planet and divided by the number of solar years in a

yuga, (the quotient gives the revolutions). The successive divisors

should be 43,20,000 first divided by 12, (the quotient) then by 30

and. (the resulting quotient) the by 60. (The result, omitting the

difference between the number of solar days and the civil days in

1 solar year is 5jf§ (verse 27) and the avamadina or difference between

the . number of lunar days and civil days is 5-|f (verse 28). So, in

1 solar year, the difference between the number of solar days and lunar

days is 10+tn+ffS*J-

If X is the solar years elapsed since the beginning of the epoch,

then in X years the difference will amount to,

When Y is divided by 30, the integral part of the result is the complete

number of intercalary months and the fractional part is the interval

between the end of the amavasyQ in the month of Caitra and the end

of the solar year. When this fractional part is multiplied by 39, the

integral part of the result is called adhidina and the fractional part

adhisesa.

Brahmagupta gives the same method in BSS, i. 41 ; Srlpati in

S§e, ii. 36 ; and Bhaskara II in S&l, I. i. e. 5.

30. This gives the method to find the longitude of a planet at

the end of a given number of solar years. This is obtained from the

proportion :

Sun's revolutions in yuga : planet's revolutions in yuga :: given

solar years : ?.

See also S&e, ii. 39 and S&i, I. i, e. 9,
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revolutions), gives (in signs, degrees and minutes) the mean longi-

tude of the planet at the end of the previous year and is known as

Grahardhruva.

[ Calculation of Laghvahargana ]

31. The tithis elapsed since the beginning of the light half

in the month of Caitra, lessened by the suddhi should be put

down in two places. At the first place it should be multiplied by

31. This gives the method to find the laghvahargana or civil

days from the beginning of the current solar year to a day within the

year. Let A be the solar years since the epoch. First to find the

civil days till the end of the last year :

A solar years=l2 A solar months

= (12 A+intercalary months+ corresponding residue or adhisesa)

lunar months

=(360 A -f30 intercalary months+30 corresponding residue or

adhiksd) lunar days

= (360 A+30 intercalary months+30 corresponding residue or

adhisesa— omitted tithis or avamadina—residue or avama'sesd)

in civil measurement. (1)

Let this number of omitted tithis be avamadina-l.

Now, the civil days since the epoch till the sunrise of the given

day in the current year (verses 13-15)

=360 A+ tithis since the end of amavasya in Caitra of current

year+30 intercalary months—omitted tithis or avamadina

corresponding to lunar days elapsed till the sunrise of the

given day or avamadina-2. (2)

Thus the difference between (2) and (l) is the required number
of civil days,

—tithis—30 adhisesa+ avamadina-l+ avamasesa—avamadina-

2

= tithis—-(30 QdhUesa—avama&esa)—{avamadina-2—avamadina-l

= tithis—suddhi— (avamddina-2—avamadina-l)
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11, increased by the avamdsesa corresponding to the beginning

of the mean solar year and divided by 703. The result should be

subtracted from the number at the second place. The remainder is

the number of civil days (elapsed since the Sun was at the beginning

of Aries, that is, the number of civil days in the current solar year).

32. To this ahargana should be added the days and hours

[ghctikss) of the suddhi. The sum which is the ahargana from the

beginning of Caitra, should be divided by 7. The remainder counted

from this day gives the lord of the day. The longitudes of the

planets, etc. calculated from the ahargana (verse 31) will be for the

sunrise on the current day.

33. The ahargana diminished by its seventieth part and

Now, avamadina-2— dvamadina-l

=^avamadina or omitted tithis corresponding to lunar days between

the end of the last solar year and the sunrise of the given day plus the

residue or avamasesa at the end of the last year. The above lunar

days are tithis elapsed minus suddhi. In 703 lunar days there are 11

omitted tithis. So, the omitted tithis {tithis—suddhi)

, , . avamasesa
and the avamasesa in civil units= 793™" *

Hence laghvahargana or civil days in the current year= (tithis—

Srlpati gives exactly the same method in S&e, ii. 40-41 ab.

Brahmagupta deals with the subject in BSS, i. 42-44 and Bhaskara II

in S&i, I, i. e. 12 cd-13. Bhaskara I deals with suddhi and laghvahargana

in MB, i. 22-30.

33. To find the Sun's mean longitude during the current year.

In a yuga of 43,20,000 solar years or of 1,57,79,17,500 civil days }

[ Lord of the day ]

[ Sun etc. from Laghvahargana ]
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then by the number of seconds obtained from twice the ahargana

divided by 5, gives the mean longitude of the Sun in degrees, etc.

(during the current year).

34. To the mean longitude of the Sun add the number of

degrees equivalent to 12 times the tithis (elapsed since the last

amdvasya). Add to the sum the minutes equivalent to the avamasesa

increased by its ^ part. The result is the mean longitude of the

Moon.

the Sun travels 43,20,000 X 360 degrees or 1,55,52,00,000 degrees.

1 ,55,52,00,000= 1 ,57,79, 17,500—2,27, 1 7,500

Thus, during 1,57,79,17,500 civil days 2,27,17,500 degrees must be

subtracted to get the Sun's motion.

Now, if A is the number of civil days elapsed since the beginning

of the year till the day when the longitude is required, the required

longitude

2,27,17,500~A~
1,57,79,17,500 ' degrees

-A-— 2,27,17,500 \
70 +V 70 1^777977^007

A d6greeS

7(f) degrees—I A sec<>nds, nearly.

>

This fonnula is 8iven »n MB, i. 31 ; BSS, i. 45 ; and S&e, ii. 43.

34. To find the longitude of the mean Moon when the mean
longitude of the Sun is known.

On the day of the amavasyn the Sun and Moon coincide. So, at
sunr,se °n any

«iven day the longitude of the Moon is equal to that
of the Sun plus the degrees gained by the Moon during the tithis
between the end of the last amavasya and the sunrise of the given day.

Now, these tithis consist of a complete number of tithis plus the
paction of a tithi between the end of the last tithi and the given sunrise

.

^

is called avamasesa or residue of omitted tithis. It is calculatedm the following manner :
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35. Divide the ahargaqa by 2. Increase the result by £T of
itself. Add the sum in degrees to the dhruva of Mars (at the end
of the previous year). Then add the minutes obtained from dividing

the ahargana by 80. The result is the mean longitude of Mars in the

current year.

In 703 lunar days there are 11 omitted tithis. So, in the above

tithis, (say A), there are A omitted tithis.

Y\\ A omitted tithis = omitted tithis+ residlie (civamaksa)

So, ft7/2/s=complete number of tithis+ f^^_
(civi i units)

=tm+tt. "^r- <
lunar units>

So, meanMoon=Sun+ 12 (///A/j+ff.
ava^a

^ degrees

—S+(l2 tithis) degrees + f| avamasesa minutes, nearly.

The form in BSS, i. 46 and in SSe, ii, 44 can be derived from
the above.

35. To find the mean longitude of Mars. Let A be the

laghvahargana or civil days from the beginning of the current year.

Then, the longitude of Mars= Dhruvaka of Mars -f- motion in

A days

« k js
22,96,824

Motion in A days = . 360 A degrees

A /j\ 22,96,824 \=
2 ~ \ 2

~
£$7,79,17,500 * 360 A

J
degrees

A A / A 37,89,739 \
~"

2
+

42 \42 X57,79,17,500
A
)

degrees

f
A 1 . A \ A

.=
I
2~+~21 ~2~

I
deSrees + gQ" minutes, nearly.

According to Brahmagupta it is Ji A degrees +^ A minutes

(BSS, i. 47 ab).
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36. (To obtain) the sighrocca of Mercury add 4 +^ degrees

daily to its dhruva (at the end of the previous year).

(The mean longitude of Jupiter is obtained) by adding to its

dhruva (at the end of the previous year), the minutes equivalent to

5 times the ahargana diminished by its part.

37 The ahargana multiplied by 8 and the product divided

severally by 5 and 62, gives results, respectively, in degrees and minutes.

36 ab. To find the longitude of the sighrocca of Mercury.

Let A be the laghvahargana or civil days during the current year.

So, the required longitude = Dhruvaka + motion in A days

*• la 1,79,37,020
Motion m A days

=

-J^~ X 360 XA degrees

. 6x2,42,762-4A+
T,57.79,175 X A de«rees

—4A+6%- A degrees, nearly.

Brahmagupta gives the same formula in BSS, i. 47 cd.

36 cd. To find the mean longitude of Jupiter. Let A be the
hghvahargana or civil days during the current year.

Then, the longitude of Jupiter=dhruvaka+ motion in A days

Motion in A days = 3,64,224

1*57,79,17,500 x360x60
- A minutes

=A._JLx2!23,4jH n

V 5X1,57,79,175 ) A mmut"
=

(5~~3l 3) A minutes, nearly.

i 48 ab^oT k

35
!'

BrahB,Wa ^es the same form in BSS"8 ab
,

only he has 354 instead of 353.

be the to* ^
findthe,on8»»deof the Hghrocca of Venus. Let A*»*«*•Wa or civil day8 in the curren, yeM

Then, the required longitude motion in A day,

. Tr, 4
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Add these to the dhruva (at the end of the previous year) of the

ilghrocca of Venus The result is its mean longitude.

38-39. To the dhruva of Saturn (at the end of the previous

year) add the minutes obtained by increasing twice the ahargana by

of the product. (The result is the mean Saturn).

To the dhruva of the Moon's apogee (at the end of the previous

year) add the degrees and minutes obtained from dividing the ahargana

by 9 and 61, respectively. Add 3 signs to the result. (The sum is the

Moon's apogee).

. • * * 70,22,388 „,rt A J
Motion in A days—

j g? ?9 1? 5
~ x 360 XA degrees

„ . J . 12,71,880x8 ^ A .
-

=f A degrees^
W95j8?5

X A minutes

=f A degrees+g82 A minutes, nearly.

Brahmagupta gives the same formula in BSS, i. 48 cd.

38-39. Formulas for Saturn, Moon's apogee and node.

Let A be the laghvahargana or civil days in the current year.

Then, Saturn's required longitude =dhruvaka-{- motion in A days

1 46 564
Motion in A days=

t 1? S0Q
X 360x60 A minutes

2 X 49 737
=2A+ 1,57,79,175 '

Aminutes

2A
=2A+ yp^minutes, nearly.

The formula gives 315. Brahmagupta also gives 315. (BSS t

i. 49 ab).

Now the Moon's apogee. Let A be the laghvahargana or civil

days in the current year.

Then, Moon's apogee= dhruvaka-}- motion in A days+3 signs

(since it was 3 signs at the epoch)

4,88,219 . ,

x 360 x A degrees
1,57,79,17,500
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To the dhruva of the Moon's node (at the end of the previous

year) add the degrees and minutes obtained from dividing the ahargana

by 19 and 48, respectively. Add 6 signs to the result. Then subtract

the sum from 12 signs. (The remainder is the Moon's node.)

[ Daily motions of Sun etc. ]

40-41, The daily mean motions of the Sun, (Moon, Mars,

fiighrocca of Mercury, Jupiter, Stghrocca of Venus, Saturn, and Moon's

apogee and node) are, respectively, 59' 8*. 790' 35", 31' 26*, 245' 32*,

5' 0", 96' 8", 2' 0", 6' 41» and 3' 11".

The mean longitudes of planets, (as calculated above), when

diminished by half of their respective daily motions, give the longitudes

at the previous sunset.

_ A / A 4,88,219 x360xA \

~9 \T 1,57,79,17,500 )
degreeS

A A
=~<p degrees+~

6
~y~ minutes, nearly.

Brahmagupta gives the same ; only instead of 61 it is 67 (BSS,

I 49 cd).

Now the Moon's node. Let A be the laghvaharga^a or civil

days in the current year.

Then, Moon's node =dhruvaka-\- motion in A days+6 signs

(since at the epoch it was 6 signs).

Since the motion is in the opposite direction, the final result

should be deducted from 12 signs.

Motion in A days =j^^^^^x360XA degrees

=A 2,32,226 X 360 X A \ A
19 V 19 "^7,79,17,500"-; degrees

IK A~~
19

degrees + minutes, nearly.

Brahmagupta gives 45 instead of 48 (BSS, i. 50).

Bhaslfara in MB, i, 31-40 gives formulas to calculate the positions
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[ Difference in Terrestrial longitude ]

42. The mean longitudes (of the planets calculated above) are

for places on the meridian line passing through LankS, Ujjayinl and

Himalaya. When to these longitudes are applied corrections for

difference in terrestrial longitudes, the results are longitudes for places

east or west (of the meridian line).

of planets during the current year. The forms of these formulas, excep-

ting that of the Sun, are different from those of Lalla. The principle,

however, is the same. Srlpati and Bhaskara II both give formulas to

find the longitudes of the planets in the current year. Their formulas,

though based on the same principle as that of Lalla, are given in

different forms. (S&e, ii. 45-50 S S&i, I. i. e. 15-21).

42. According to the Indian astronomers the meridian line

passing through Lanka, Ujjayini and Himalaya was considered as the

prime meridian. Lanka is an imaginary place on the intersecting point

of the terrestrial equator and the Indian prime meridian. Bhaskara I

in MB, ii. 1-2, names the following cities on the prime meridian

from Lanka towards the north : Kharanagara, Sitorugeha, Panama,

Misitapuri, Ataparni, Sitavara (mountain), Vatsyagulma, Vananagari,

Avanti, Sthanesa, and then Meru (north pole).

In LB, Bhaskara I does not give all these places but his commen-

tator gankaranarayana gives the following names in the commentary

on i. 23 : LankS, Kharanagara, Nisitapurl-parvata, Vatsyagulma-nagara,

Ujjayini, SfhaneSvara and Meru.

Amaraja in his commentary on Khan4akhadyaka {KK), i. 13, says :

'Lalla gives in his commentary, Khan4akhMyapaddhaii, (the following

places) : Lanka, KumaTi, Kaflci, Parnata, Krsna, Svetasaila, Vatsya-

gulma, Ujjayini, Gargarafa, Asraya, MSlavanagara, AyuSiva, Rohitaka,

Kuruksetra, Himavat and Meru (BMJ, i.e., Babua Misra's ed., p. 27).

These names occur in verses in some of the MSS of KK of the longer recen-

sion {KK, with Bhattotpala's comnmtary, Ed. Bina Chatterji, Volume

II, p. 9). Both Bhattotpala and Amaraja, in their respective commentaries

, on KK, have quoted Pulisaclrya as saying : 'Ujjayini, Rohitaka, Kuru,

Yamun5, Himalaya and Meru arc on the prime meridian of Lanka's
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43. The (mean) circumference of the earth is 33CO yojanas.

Its diameter is 1050 yojanas. The (mean) circumference multiplied by

12 and divided by the hypotenuse of the equinoctial shadow (palakarna)

of a
r
place, gives the corrected circumference of the earth (at that place).

(KK, BMJ's ed., p. 26 : KK, Bhatfotpala's commentary, Volume II,

p. 8).

£rlpati in S&e has given the following names : Lanka, Kumart,

KancI, Pann3t.a, Sitadri, Sadasya, Vatsagulma, Mahismati, Ujjayinl,

ASrama, PattaSiva, Gargara;, Rohita, SthanvlSvara, Himalaya and Meru

(S&e, ii. 95-96).

Bhaskara II in his commentary on the above verse has named

the following places : 'Lanka, Kumart, Vatsagulma, Mahi§matl, Ujja-

yini, GargarSt, Kuruksetra and Himacala'.

Mallikarjuna in his commentary has given the following names :

Lanka, KancI, Kumarl, Vatsagulma, Mahismati, Ujjayini, Gargarat,,

Kuruksetra, Himavat, etc. (text, p. 26).

According to SS, i. 62, Lanka, Rohltaka, Avanti, Kuruksetra and

Meru are on the meridian.

43. If the circumference of the earth is 3300 yojanas and the

diameter is 1050 yojanas, v =?JJg= 2
:£.

Aryabhaja gives the diameter of the earth in ABh, DasagUika, 7

(Sun 4410, Moon 315). Bhaskara I takes (3299— yojanas as the

earth's circumference in MB, ii. 3-4, but 3299 in LB, i. 24. Brahma-
gupta gives 5000 yojanas as the circumference (BSS, i. 37). If so,

the diameter will be 1581 ^n^, taking w= 10 according to the

rule vyasavargad dasagunat padam bhuparidhir bhavet, 'the circumference of
the earth is the square root of 10 times the square of the diameter.'

In KK, Psrvabhaga, Brahmagupta he gives the circumference as 4800
yojanas (KP, i. 15) but in KK, Uttarabhaga, he gives it as 5000 (KU,
1. 6. Brahmagupta criticises Aryabhafa's measurement of the diameter,
but does not give any reason (BSS, xi. 15).

According to Srlpati, the circumference is 5C00 yojanas and the
diameter 1581, (SSe, ii. 94). Bhaskara II says that the circumference
is 4967 yojanas and the diameter 1581, (S$i, I. i. g. 1 ab).

So Tr=3'14I6, -nearly.
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44-45. Ascertain the shortest distance in yojanas between a

place on the meridian line (passing through Lafika) and the observer's

station. Multiply the degrees in the difference of latitudes of these

two places by 3300 and divide by 360.

Square the result. Subtract it from the square of the yojanas

The second part of the verse gives correction to the mean circum-

ference. This follows from the proportion :

Radius : mean circumference :: R sin colatitude (of the

place) : ?

or hypotenuse of noon equinoctial shadow : mean

circumference :: 12 : ?

This follows from similar triangles U, Z enunciated in the

Introductory Notes to Ch. IV, below.

The first correction is given by Bhaskara I in MB, ii. 10 cd, and

LB, i. 24, by Brahmagupta in KU, i. 6 and by SS in i. 60. Both the

corrections are given by Bhaskara II in S&i, I, i. g. 2, and by Sripati in

SSe, ii. 101.
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(found above). Find the square root. This is the distance (in yojanas)

between the meridian lines passing through the two places.

Multiply it by the mean daily motion of a planet and divide by

the corrected circumference of the earth. The result in minutes should

44-45. Formula for calculating the terrestrial longitudinal

correction.

P

6

FIG 1

Let PAP' be the prime meridian, PSP' the meridian through S,
the observer's station, BC the equator, and A, a place on the prime meri-
d,an. Let AD be parallel to BC. AD is required. AS is known.

arcSD=arcSB—arc BD
So SD^yojanas corresponding to latitude at S

—

yojanas correspond^
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be added (to the mean longitude of a planet), for places to the west of

the meridian line of Lanka and subtracted for places to the east.

t , j * circumference of earth . . .... . c
to the latitude at D= — X (latitude at S

—

360

latitude at D). Thus SD is known.

The plane triangle ASD is right-angled at D.

So, AD2=AS2—SDa

and AD— v'AS 2—SD2
, which is the correction.

This is known as DeiSntarayojanas.

Mallikarjuna in his commentary on these verse says, "By tradition

one should know the distance in yojanas between the place on the

prime meridian and the observer's station" (text, p. 27).

Then, from the proportion :

Corrected circumference of earth in yojanas

: daily motion of planet :: AD : ?,

the motion of the planet corresponding to the longitudinal correction is

found. This is called DesSntaraphala or simply Desantara.

The ahargana calculated above is for sunrise at Lanka. So,

the mean longitudes of the planets calculated from this ahargana are

for sunrise at Lanka. When these longitudes are corrected

by the/espective Desantara of the planets, the results are their mean

places at sunrise on any other meridian line, east or west of

the prime meridian line, but at the same latitude as that of Lanka.

The Desantara is subtractive in the Case of places to the east of the

prime meridian and additive to the west of the prime meridian.

This method is given by Bhaskara I in MB, ii. 3-4, and LB, i.

25-26, 33, by Brahmagupta in BSS, i. 37-38, by Sripati in S§e, ii.

99-100 and by Bhaskara II in SSi, I. i. g. 3. Bhaskara I (MB, ii. 5;

LB, i. 27) and Sripati (S§e, ii. 104) have, however, pointed out the

incorrectness of this method because of the sphericity of the earth and
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because of the probable inaccuracy in determining the distance between

two places.

The method to determine the longitudinal correction by means

of a lunar eclipse is more trustworthy- The difference between the

calculated and the observed time will be the Desnntaraghati. This also

is given by Bhaskara I in MB, ii. 9, and LB, i. 29-30, by Brahmagupta

in BSS, xvi. 27-28, by gripati in S&e, ii. 105, by BhSskara II in SSi,

I, i.g. 4-5, and SS, i. 63-65. Bhaftotpala, in his commentary on KP,

i. 15, quotes the above two verses of Brahmagupta and states that this

msthod of calculation is m:>re accurate (KK
t
II, p. 10).

Thus ends Chapter One

on

MEAN PLANETS

&$ya. tr.-5



CHAPTER II

TRUE SUN AND MOON

[ R sines and Versed sines ]

1-4. 225, 449, 671, 890, 1105, 1315, 1520, 1719, 1910, 2093,

2267, 2431, 2585, 2728, 2859, 2978, 3084, 3177, 3256, 3321, 3372, 3409,

3431 and 3438 minutes are, respectively, the R sines (or jyas of arcs of

225', 450\ 675' etc.) as given by Aryabhata.

5-8. 7, 29, 66, 117, 182, 261, 354, 460, 579, 710, 853, 1007, 1171,

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-8. These verses give the tables of R sines and R versed sines.

34
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1345, 1528, 1719, 1918, 2123
, 2333, 2548, 2767, 2989, 3213 and 3438

minutes are, respectively, the R versed sines (or utkramajyas of 225',

450', etc.).

It is said that 3438, the R sine (fya) of an arc of 90°, is also

the radius of the circle whose circumference is 360° or 21600'.

9. It is given that the square of the R sine of an arc of 90°,

(=3438), is 1,18,19,844. The R sine of an arc of 24° is 1397. The

Sun's apogee is 78°.

[ Sine and Cosine ]

10. When the apogee (mandocca or apex of slow motion) of

According to Indian conception, E
x
F

Jf
O Fi and A Fx in the

above figure are, respectively, the jya, kotijya and utkramajyU of arc

AEl Similarly, E 2 F*, O F3 and B Fa are, respectively, the jya, kotijya

and utkramajya of arc AE
a . And so on. The radius or jya 90° is trijya.

Jya is, therefore, radius multiplied by modern sine, or R sine ; kotijya is

R cosine
; and utkramajya is R versed sine.

As Laila himself acknowledges, the table of R sines is the same
as that given by Aryabhata in ABh, Dahgitika, 12. Bhaskara I has also
used this table. In MB, vii. 16, he says, jiva makhyadayo matah, 'the

R sin differences are makhi (225), etc'

Both Aryabhata and Bhaskara II I, ii. 3-9), take 3438 units
as the radius of the circle with a circumference of 360°. This will be so
when 7r=3.14l6. SS uses the sama table (ii. 17-27) Brahmagupta takes
3270 units as the radius (BSS, ii. 5) and gripati 3415 units {sSe, ii. 6)
when the circumference is 360°.

For a detailed analysis of Aryabha?a's table of R sines see
PpendixVl in volume I of KK with Bhattotpala's commentary

(PP. 176-221).

9 cd. See Table III, below.

JQ--H. The concentric is divided into 4 anomalistic quadrants
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a planet is deducted from its longitude, the remainder is called

its mean anomaly (mandakendra, after mandocca). When the

longitude of a planet is deducted from iis sighrocca (or apex of

quick motion) the remainder is called iighrakendra, (after sighrocca).

Each anomalistic quadrant consists of three signs. The odd and even

quadrants are, respectively, called bhuja and kofi.

11. When an arc is greater than 90° (but less than 180"),

subtract it from 180°. When it is greater than 180° (but less than

270°), subtract 180° from it. When it is greater than 270°, subtract

it from 360°. The remainder in each case is known as the bhuja of the

arc. So say the (wise astronomers), who know.

12. (To find the R sine of a given arc) express the arc in

minutes. Divide it by 225. (The quotient gives the number of arcs of

. 225') already passed. Multiply the remainder by the difference of the

last R sine passed and the next to be passed and divide the product by

525. To the result add the R sines of the arcs passed. (The sum is the

required R sine).

13. (To find the arc corresponding to a given R sine), subtract

from it as many R sines (of arcs of 225' ) as possible. Multiply the

remainder by 225 and divide by the difference between the R sine last

subtracted and the next R sine. Add the result to the product of 225

and the number of R sines subtracted. The sum is the required arc.

or pada-s of 90° each and into 12 anomalistic signs of 30° each. The

signs are given the same names as the signs of the zodiac, namely,

Aries, Taurus, etc. The same definitions of bhuja and kofi are given in

other astronomical treatises also.

12-13. These give rules for the determination of the R sine of

a given arc and vice versa by means of simple ratio. These are the

general methods.

Brahmagupta, however, is the first mathematician in the world to

use the method of interpolation up to the second order (KU, i. 4 ;

see edn fl vol. I, p. 73, pp. 137-39 ; vol. II, pp. 177-81), The same
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[ True Moon ]

14. Multiply the R sines of the mean anomalies (of the Sun

and the Moon) by 3 and 7, respectively, and divide each product by 80.

The results (called mandaphalas or corrections to be given to the mean

longitudes) are in minutes. Add or subtract the results (to or from

the mean longitudes of the Sun and Moon) according as their mean

anomalies are within 6 signs beginning from Libra or within 6 signs

beginning from Aries, (that is, greater or less than 180°). Thus are

obtained their true longitudes.

[ True motion of Sun and Moon ]

15. Divide the bhogyakhanda of the Sun by 101 and multiply

that of the Moon by 10 and divide by 33. (The results called manda-

gatiphalas or corrections to be given to the mean motions) should be

applied to their respective mean motions negatively, if the respective

mean anomalies are within six signs beginning with Capricorn, and

positively if they are within six signs beginning with Cancer ;
(that is,

negatively, positively, positively or negatively, according as their mean

anomalies are in the first, second, third or fourth quadrant). Thus are

obtained their true motions.

[ Correction for longitude and precession ]

16. The mean daily motion of a planet multiplied by the Sun's

equation of the centre in minutes {mandaphala) and divided by 21,600,

verse occurs in the Dhyanagraphopade'sadhyayd of BSS, xxv. 17.

Bhaskara II follows this remarkable method and proves it in his

on I. ii. 16.

14-15. The methods to find the true longitudes of the Sun and

Moon and their true motions are explained in Appendix III,

below.

16. The formulas in the first chapter give the mean longitudes

of the Sun, Moon and planets at the time when the mean Sun rises. So,

these longitudes must be corrected to obtain those at the time when the

True Sun rises. This correction is known as Bhujdntara or correction

for the equation of time due to the eccentricity of the ecliptic. The
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gives in minutes, etc. the correction for the difference between the Sun's

mean and true longitudes or bhufintaraphala. It should be added to or

subtracted from the longitude of the planet, according as the equation

of the centre is added to or subtracted from the Sun's longitude.

difference between the True Sun and the Mean Sun is the mandaphala

or equation of centre. So, one must obtain the motion of planets

during the time taken by the celestial sphere to turn through an arc

equal to the Sun's mandaphala. This follows from the proportion :

360*60 : planet's motion :: mandaphala : ?

The longitude of the planet corrected by this result is the longitude at

the time of true sunrise.

This rule is given in MB, iv. 7, LB, ii. 4 cd and 22; BSS, ii. 29

ab; SSe, iii. 46 ab; and in SS, ii. 46. Bhaskara IPs rule (SSi, I, ii. 61)

is more correct.

While commenting on verse 16, Mallikarjuna has given a rule for

determining ayanamsa or precession of the equinox. The verse is his own.

The rule is as follows : The total number of years from the beginning

of the Kaliyuga, multiplied by 3 and divided by 200, gives a result in

degrees. This should again be divided by 54 and the remainder, say

x, is subtracted from 54. The result is, say, y. Of x and yt the smaller

amount is the ayanSmsa.

3 54 A-degrees.
200 60x60

Thus, Mallikarjuna takes 54" as the annual rate of precession.

Then, according to the belief of one school that the equinox has a

pendular movement, 27° to the west and back and then again 27° to the

east and back, when is multiplied by the solar years and divided by

54 the remainder is the precession. If 54 minus this remainder is less

than the remainder, then this difference is the precession.

Mallikarjuna then adds that the precession is additive in the even

quadrants and subtractive in the odd. This can be determined by

observation. If the midday shadow when the Sun is on the first point
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17. The R sine of the true longitude of the Sun multiplied by
the R sine of 24° and divided by the radius gives the R sine of the

declination. This multiplied by the equinoctical midday shadow and
divided by 12, gives the earth-sine or kfitijya.

I Ascensional difference ]

18. The square root of the difference of the squares of the

R sine of the declination and of the radius is the radius of the day-

circle. The product of the earth-sine and radius divided by the radius

of the day-circle, gives R sine of the ascensional difference,

19. The corresponding &rc is the ascensional difference in asus

(caradala). The daily motion of a planet multiplied by the ascensional

difference (at the observer's station) and divided by the number of
minutes in 360« (=21,600'), gives in minutes (the planet's caraphala or

of Aries is longer than that when the Sun is on the first point of Libra,
the precession is additive

; otherwise subtractive. Mallikarjuna quotes
this very verse in his commentary on SS, ii. 28. There he adds
another verse :

mesasankrama-madhyzihnacchayto'bhyadhika yadi j

tulamadhyandinachhaya calarpsah syur dhanam tatha,
//
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17-19. These verses give the method to find the ascensional

difference or half the variation of the day from 30 ghatikas or

caradala.

Let AC be the ecliptic and AQ the celestial equator. Let P be

the pole and S the Sun. AS is the Sun's longitudes Let PSM be a

secondary through P and S, and PCQ a secondary through P and C, so

that arc AC is 91°. Then SM is the Sun's declination, CQ the obliquity

of the ecliptic or 24% and PC 65°.

, . . R sin ASXR sin CQ
Then, R sin declination= R sip AC

~

R sin longitude X R sin 24°

R •

The triangle with sides R sin declination, 'earth-sine' and R sin

amplitude is similar to the triangle with sides 12 gnomon, equinoctial

midday shadow and hypotenuse of equinoctial shadow.
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or correction for ascensional difference). It should be added to the

longitude of the planet at sunset and subtracted at sunrise, if the Sun is

in the half of the ecliptic beginning with Aries. If it is in the half

beginning with Libra, the process must be reversed.

So earth sine—
R s*n declina tj°n x equinoctial shadow

12

Now, day-radius= n/R2—(R sin declination)
2

P

Let AEMQ be the celestial equator and P its pole. Let DSB be

the day-circle of the Sun at S. Let H E S K be the horizon, P L E the

six o'clock circle, and PSM the secondary to the equator through S.

[Let R be the radius of the celestial sphere and R' the radius of
the Sun's day-circle.]

&?ya. Tr. 6
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[ Measure of day and night ]

20-21. ( The ascensional difference ) in asus divided by 6

Then R' sin arc LS is earth-sine and R sin arc EM is the R sin

ascensional difference.

R sin arc EM _ R sin arc PM
NoW

» R* sin arc LS R sin arc PS

So, R sin (ascensional difference)

R. earth-sine
~~"

radius day-circle
*

Hence the ascensional difference in asus.

Then from the proportion :

21,600 asus (=60 ghatikas) : planet's daily motion= ascen-

sional difference : ?,

the motion of the planet during this time is obtained, This is known

as caraphala.

The longitude of a planet at sunrise or sunset at the latitude of

Lanka, when corrected by its caraphala, gives the same at sunrise or

sunset at the observer's latitude.

For the proof of the method of application see, below, ch. xvi,

vv. 9-10.

The same method for calculating and applying caraphala is given

in MB, iii. 6-7 and iv. 26-27, in LB, ii. 16-20, in BSS, ii. 55-59,

in S&e, iii. 63-67, 69, in S&i, I. ii. 47-49 ab ( 53 and in SS, ii. 28, 61-63.

In the commentaries on the above verses, both MallikaTjuna

(text, p. 35) and Bhaskara II have said that the Sun's longitude should

be first corrected for the precession of equinox and then used for further

calculations.

20-21. To find the length of a day and night at any latitude by

using the ascensional difference. This is the method followed in other
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becomes vinafi ; and (further) divided by 60, it becomes ghatiks. When

the ascensional difference in ghatika is added to and subtracted from 15

ghatikSs, and the results doubled, the lengths of the night and day are

obtained (at the observer's station), provided the Sun is in the southern

hemisphere beginning with Libra. The same give the lengths

of the day and night, if the Sun is in the northern hemisphere beginning

with Aries,

[ Computation of Tithi ]

22. When the true longitude of the Moon is lessened by that of

the Sun, and the remainder, expressed in minutes, is divided by 720, the

quotient gives the number of tithis passed. (The remainder, which is

the portion of the current tithi) passed, when divided by the difference

of the true motions of the Sun and Moon, gives the day (since the tithi

began).

works. Bhaskara II in his commentary on the above verses has denned

prana or asu. He says that ths time of the breath of a healthy man is

prdna.

22. This is the usual formula for calculating the tithis, based on

the definition of a tithi. During this period the Moon gains 12° over

then Sun. If T denotes tithis, then,

x (M-S) .
fT=

12° (=720')
minutes '

The remainder gives the portion of the current tithi passed, and

720' minus remainder gives the portion to elapse. Both these portions

divided by the difference of the motions of the Sun and Moon, would

give the times.

This is the usual procedure and is given in all astronomical

treatises. In addition to this method, Brahmagupta has given another

in B$S
f

xiji. 23-25, which is followed by gripati in S&e, iii. 72-74,
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[ Computation of Yoga ]

23. The true longitude of a planet expressed in minutes, and

divided by 800, gives the number of naksatras (beginning with Atoka,

passed by the planet). When the portions of the current naksatra

passed and to be passed are divided by the true motion of the planet,

the results are days (elapsed since the planet entered the naksatra and to

elapse till the planet completes it).

When the sum of the true longitudes of the Sun and Moon,
expressed in minutes, is divided by 800, the quotient gives the number of
yogas passed. (When the portions of the current yoga passed and to

be passed) are divided by the sum of the true motions of the Sun and

Moon, (the results are, respectively, the number of days elapsed since the

current yoga began and to elapse till it lasts).

23 ab. This formula is based on the general assumption that

the zodiac is equally divided among 27 naksatras or asterisms, each

occupying 800'. Thus, the longitude of a planet in minutes divided by

800' gives the number of naksatras passed, and the remainder gives the

portion of the current naksatra. That subtracted from 800' gives the

portion of the naksatra to be passed. Hence the days can be calculated

by dividing the portions by the motion of the planet. This is the usual

rule followed by the astronomers.

Brahmagupta has also given another method in BSS, xiv. 46-54,

where the zodiac is unequally divided among 28 naksatras, the addition

being Abhijit. The extension of 15 each is the same as the motion of

the Moon, 790' 35*; the extension of 6 each is \ of 790' 35*
; and the

extension of another 6 is \\ of 790' 35* each ; and the remaining portion

of the zodiac is that of Abhijit. Brahmagupta adds that this division

is given in Pauli'sa, Romaka, Vasistha, Saura and Paitamaha Siddhantas

and also in the Gargasamhita and other Samhitas. This division is also

given by Brahmagupta in KU, i. 7-11 (vol. II, pp. 183-186).

In 51 cd-52 ob, Brahmagupta gives another method for
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[ Computation of Karana ]

24-25. Subtract the true longitude of the Sun from that

of the Moon and divide the remainder, expressed in minutes, by 360.

Subtract 1 from the quotient and divide the remainder by 7. (The

remainder gives) the karana (beginning with Bava), Remember that the

method (to find the time etc.) is the same as that in the case of

tithis.

Abhijit. Srlpati gives both these methods in SSe, iii. 78-80, 81 (nod.

77) and Bhaskara II only the first in SSi, I, ii. 71-75. For proof

BhSskara says that it is the traditional belief.

23 cd. The formula in respect of yoga is based on the definition

of a yoga. This is the period during which the Sun and Moon together

complete 800' of the zodiac. Hence yoga^S^^ minutes
- Tne

800'

quotient gives the number of yogas passed and the remainder the portion

of the current yoga passed. That subtracted from 800' gives the portion

to be passed. These portions, divided by the sum of the motions of

the Sun and Moon give the corresponding times. This is the usual

method followed by astronomers.

There are 27 yogas. They are Viskambha, Prlti, Ayusman, Sau-

bhagya, Sobhana, Atiganda, Sukarma, Dhrti, Sala, Ganda, Vrddhi,

Dhruva, Vyaghata, Harsana, Vajra, Siddhi, Vyattpcita, VariyQn, Parigha,

Siva, Siddha, Sadhya, Subha, Sukla, Brahma, Indra and Vaidhxta.

Lalla has given this list in his Ratnako'sa in the Section

Yogaprakarana.

24-25. A karana is half of a tithi. There are 60 half tithis in

a lunar month and each karana is of the duration during which the

Moon gains 6° over the Sun", 4 karanas, as given in the verse, are
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(In the dark half of the lunar month) when the Moon decreases,

the second half of the fourteenth tithi is always called &dkuni. Following

Salami come Catttspada and Naga, the first and second half, respectively,

of the amavasya. Kimstughna is the first half of the next tithi Pratipad.

So (the wise) say.

[ New and Full Moon ]

26-27. The true motions of the Sun and Moon should be

multiplied by the ghafikHs passed since the end of the

fifteenth tithi and divided by 60. One should subtract the

results (in minutes) from the respective minutes ( in their true

longitudes). The longitudes then have the same signs, degrees, minutes

and seconds, if the fifteenth tithi is amSvasyu (New Moon) and the same

degrees, minutes and seconds, if it is pUrqima (Full Moon).

fixed. Out of the remaining 7 movable ones, each occurs 8 times in a

lunar month. Hence the formula.

As regards the four fixed karanas, Bhaskara II says in his commen-

tary, 'these karanas are so placed according to tradition. There does

not appear to be any specifie reason'. This is in general the method

for determining the karanas.

The movable karanas are Bava, Balava, Kaulava, Taitila, Gara,

Vanij and Visti.

26-27. On the day of amavasya or new Moon, the Sun and

Moon coincide, and on the day ofpvrnima or Full Moon, their distance

is 180°. At the end of a tithi their longitudes diflFer by multiples

of 12°.

Hence follow the rules to calculate their true longitudes at

these times,
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(The results obtained in the same manner from the) gha\ikas

elapse till the fifteenth tithi, should be added.

(The same procedure should be followed for any other tithi).

the end of every other tithi, the Sun and Moon are equal in respect

minutes and seconds.

Thus ends Chapter Two

on

TRUE SUN AND MOON



CHAPTER lit

TRUE PLANETS

[ Degrees of Apogees and Anomalies of the planets ]

1. The apogees of Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn

are, respectively, 118°, 210°, 180°, 90* and 236°.

The (circumferences of their manda epicycles divided by 4J) or

mandagunakas are 14°, 7°, 7°, 4° and 9°, respectively.

The (circumference of their sighra epicycles divided by 4§) or

tighragunakas are, respectively, 53°, 31°, 16°, 59° and 9°.

2. Multiply the R sines of the anomalies (mandakendras) of

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, respectively, by 4, 2, 1, 2 and

4 and divide each product by the radius (3438). The results added to

the mandagunakas (see above) of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn and subtrac-

ted from those of Mercury and Venus, make them (viz., mandagunakas)

more correct.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-2. Aryabhata gives the same apogees in ABh
t Dahgitika, 9 cd.

(See Table III, below).

While commenting on the apogees, Mallikarjuna says that there is

an alternate reading ac coiding to which the apogees of Mars, etc. are

128°, 220°, 172\ 80° and 238°, respectively. The sentence quoted by

Mallikarjuna occurs in Va also. But there is no commentary on this

reading by Bhsskara II. Bhaskara II in his commentary on these

two verses says that as the motioa of the apogees is very little during a

comparatively long period, the Acarya reads them as if they were fixed.

43
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Multiply the R sines of the iighrakendras of (the above planets),

respectively, by 2, 2, 1,2 and 1 and divide each product by the radius.

The results subtracted from their respective slghragunakas (see above),

make them more correct.

According to Aryabhata, the mandaparidhis or manda epicycles of

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, each divided by 4$, are,

respectively, 14,° 7°, 1°, 4°, and 9° in the first and third quadrants and

18°, 5*, 8°, 2° and 13°, respectively, in the second and fourth quardants

(iBh, Dasagitlka, 10-11 ; see Table IV, below).

Lalla gives the first series as mandagunakas, as he calls them.

Then he gives the method to find the change in the circumference for

every mandakendra or mean anomaly. It follows from the proportion :

Radius : Aryabhafa's difference between the odd and even quadrants

: : R sin mean anomaly : ?

The result added to or subtracted from the given mandagunaka gives the

corrected mandagunaka or sphuta-mandagunaka. It is added when the

mandaparidhis in the first and third quadrants are less than those in the

second and fourth
;
otherwise it is subtracted.

Again, according to Aryabhata, the circumferences of the sighra

epicycles or sighraparidhts of Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn,
each divided by 4i are, respectively, 53°, 31°, 16°, 59' and 9° in the
first and third quadrants and 51°, 29°, 15°, 57° and 8°, respectively, in
the second and fourth quadrants (ABh, Dategittka, 10-11

; See Table V,
below).

Lalla gives the first series as sighragunakas, as he calls them.
Then he gives the proportion from which one finds the correction for
every Hghrakendra. It is :

Radius : Aryabha^a's difference between the odd and even
quadrants :: R sin Hghrakendra : ?

Sisya, Tr. 7
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[ Manda and Sighra hypotenuse ]

3. The square root of the difference of the squares of the R

sine of 90° and R sine of an arc, is the R cosine {kotijya) of the arc.

Or, the R sine of the difference of 90° and an arc is the R cosine

(kotijya) of the arc.

When the R sine and R cosine of the mandakendra and the

sighrakendra of a planet are multiplied by the planet's corrected

mandagunaka and sighragunaka, respectively, and divided by 80, the

results are, respectively, called dohphala and kotiphala. From these the

hypotenuse or Jirti (or karna) should be calculated.

[
Computation of True planets ]

4-7. Subtract the longitude in degrees of the apogee of a planet

from its mean longitude. (The remainder is the mean anomaly. It

should be reduced to the) first quadrant. Find its R sine and hence

the dohphala (as given above). Find the corresponding arc, (which

is the mandaphala). Add or subtract half of it to or from the mean

longitude of the planet, according as the mean anomaly is (greater or

less than 180°). (The result is the longitude of the planet after the

first correction) or anas\a.

Subtract (anasta) from the longitude of the planet's Hghrocca.

The remainder is called Sighrakendra. Find its R sine and R cosine

and hence the dohphala and kotiphala (as above). Add or subtract

the kotiphala to or from the radius, according as the 'sighrakendra

This result subtracted from the sighragunaka gives the corrected sighra-

gunaka or sphuta-sighragunaka.

The rule for correcting the circumference of manda and 'sighra

epicycles is given in MB, iv. 38-39 ab, LB, ii. 31-32, BSS, ii. 13, SSe,

iii. 22 and in SS, ii. 38. BbSskara II has discussed this point in &Si, I,

ii. 23-25.

3-8. See Appendix IV, below.
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is in the first and fourth or second and third quadrants. (The result

is called sphutakotf). The hypotenuse or karna is the square root of

the sum of the squares of the dohphala and sphutakoti.

Multiply the dohphala by the radius and divide by the hypotenuse.

The arc corresponding to the result as R sine is called 'sighraphala.

Add or subtract half of the sighraphala to or from the once-corrected

longitude of the planet {anasfa), according as the sighrakendra is in the

first and second quadrants or in the third and fourth. (The result is

the longitude of plaaet after the second correction).

From the twice-corrected longitude calculate the mandaphala as

before and apply the whole of it to the mean longitude. (From the

longitude of the planet thus corrected) calculate the sighraphala as

before and apply the whole of it to the (thrice-corrected longitude of)

the planet. The result is the true longitude of the planet.

8. Or, (first calculate the iighraphala from the planet), and

apply half of it to the longitude of the planet. Then (calculate the

mandphala from the corrected longitude) and apply half of it to the

corrected longitude. Then, as before, calculate and apply the whole of the

mandaphala and sighraphala. Thus corrected, the planet's true

longitude is obtained.

9. Some say that the true longitudes of Mercury and Venus

(should be obtained in the following manner) : The mandaphala

(calculated) from the difference between the mean planet and its

9. This verse gives a method for Mercury and Venus only. This

is as follows : First calculate the mandaphala from the difference in the

longitude of the mean planet and that of its apogee. Apply the whole

of it to the longitude of the planet according to the rule given before.

Then calculate the iighraphala from the difference in the longitude of the

mean planet and that of its Ughrocca. Apply the whole of it to the

corrected planet.

In his commentary Mallkarjuna does not say that the method

should be repeated, as given in Bhaskara IJ's commentary on this verse.
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apogee, should be first applied to the planet. Then the sighraphala

(calculated) from the difference between the planet and its iighrocca,

should be applied to the corrected planet. (The results are correct

Mercury and Venus)

.

10. When the true longitude of Venus (as calculated above)

is diminished by half the maximum mandaphala of the Sun, the

longitude is correct,

Subtract the Sun's apogee from the fighrocca of Mercury. From

the remainder calculate the mandaphala using the Sun's equations.

Apply it to the (twice-corrected) Mercury in the same manner as it

would be applied to the Sun. (The result is more correct).

[ Manda and Sighra motion ]

11-14. The mean motion of a planet multiplied by the

bhogyakhanda resulting from its mean anomaly and also by the

A similar rule is given by Brahmagupta in BSS, ii. 35, not only

for Mercury and Venus but also for Jupiter and Saturn. The process

there is repeated. While commenting on it, Prthndaka says that the

once-corrected planet is called 'madhyama by Brahmagupta but we shall

call it 'mandasphuta'. This mandasphu\a should be subtracted from the

sighrocca of the planet. (BSS, R.S. Sharma's edition, p. 204). Bhaskara

II gives the rule as interpreted by Prthudaka in SSi, I, ii. 34 cd-35 ab.

In this connection, see the paper, 'The Pancasiddhantiku etc.', Ganita,

June, 1973.

10. The tenth verse gives further corrections to Mercury and

Venus.

In the very beginning of the chapter Mallikarjuna says (text,

p. 4l) that various methods for calculating the true longitude of a planet

had to be prescribed from time to time so that there is accord between

the calculated and observed results. Iryabhafa, therefore, prescribed

several methods. Mallikarjuna, however, neither mentions these methods
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corrected mandagunaka and divided by 225 and 80 gives in minutes the

correction to motion or mandagatiphala. It is to be applied to the

mean motion as explained before. (The result is the motion corrected

once).

Subtract it (vi'z., corrected motion) from the motion of the highrocca

of the planet. The remainder multiplied by the bhogyakhantfa resulting

from the sighrakendra, the radius and the corrected Hghragunaka

and divided by 225, 80 and the hypotenuse, gives the second correction

of sighragatiphala.

When it is applied to the once-corrected motion, (i) positively,

(ii) negatively, (iii) negatively and (iv) positively, according as the

sighrakendra is in the first, second, third or fourth pada (see the next

verse), the result is the true motion.

When the result is negative, the motion is said to be retrograde.

The first pada extends from 0° to 90° plus 45°, 31°, 20°, 50° and

6° for Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn, respectively. The

third pada extends from 180° to 270* minus 45°, 31°, 20°, 50° and 6°,

respectively, for these planets. This dsfiniton of pada should be kept in

view whiie applying the sighragatiphala positively or negatively to

the motion.

nor names the works wherein these are mentioned. They are not

in ABh.

While commenting on the tenth verse, Mallikarjuna states that

these special methods were given by some of the pupils of Aryabhafa.

But Bhaskara II in his commentary on the above two verses does not

say anything. See also the article refered to in verse 9.

11-13. See Appendix V, below,
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14, The following table illustrates the rule :

Planets Sighrakendra

fin Hpotpcsi

raaa o lg«ruguiipnaiu

Mars — 135 1 -f ve

1 jj 18U j —— ve

180—225 3 — ve

225—360 4 + ve

Mercury
rv ill— 121 tl 4- ve

-f- ve

111 1 o(\121— loU VP

1 oil

—

£5y aj — ve

239—360
A4 4- vp

-f- ve

Jupiter 0—110 1 + ve

110—180 2 — ve

180—250 3 — ve

250—360 4 + ve

Venus 0—140 1 + ve

140—180 2 — ve

180—220 3 — ve

220—360 4 + ve

Saturn 0— 96 1 + ve

96—180 2 — ve

180—264 3 — ve

264- 360 4 + ve

Maliikarjuna in his commentary explains that the correction to

the motion should follow the same pattern as that to the longitude of

a planet. Accordingly, at first, half of the mandagatiphala should be

applied, then half of the sighragatiphala ; then both again completely,

in the same order.
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[ Motion of the Mood and other planets ]

55

15. If the mean longitude of a planet is greater than its true

longitude, add half of their difference to the planet's iighrocca ;

otherwise subtract. From this sighrocca subtract the true longitude.

If the remainder is within 4, 6 and 8 signs, the motion of the planet is

known as vakra (beginning of regression), ativakra (maximum regression)

and kutila (end of regression), respectively.

16. The pupils of Aryabhata calculated the mmdagatiphala or

correction to the Moon's motion by dividing the motion of its mean

anomaly by 225. But this method gives the true motion for the

previous day. It should not be used to calculate the motion for the

present day.

17. In the case of the Sun and Moon, multiply their

mandagunakas by their respective manda hypotenuse and divide each

product by the radius. The results are corrected mandagunakas. Hence

Mallikariuna notes here that on the last days of the first and

fourth padas, the Hghragatiphala is positive and maximum, and on the

last days of the second and third padas, the Hghragatiphala is negative

and maximum. On these days, the mandasphutabhukti becomes the

true motion.

15. This verse defines Vakra, Ativakra and Kutila motions of

a planet. The same definition is given in MB, iv. 56-57, BSS, ii.

50-50, and in SSe, iii. 59. According to SS, ii. 12 there are 8 kinds

of motion of planets. They are retrograde, maximum retrograde, end

of retrograde, slow, slower, mean, fast and faster. The last five are

direct and the first three are indirect or retrograde.

16. While commenting on this verse, BhSskara II says that

Lai la here criticises the methods given by Prabhakara and others.

17-18, She Appendix IV. below.
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find their dohphalas and kotiphalas and hence their mandd hypotenuse.

Repeat the process till the mandagunakas and the hypotenuse

are fixed,

18-19. When the mean daily motion of a planet is multiplied

by the radius and divided by the manda hypotenuse, the result is the

motion once-corrected.

Subtract it from the motion the slghrocca. (The remainder is the

motion of the slghrakendra). Multiply it by the radius and the

bhogyakhanda resulting from the Hghraphala and divide by the sighra

hypotenuse and 225, the R sine of the first arc. Subtract the result

from the motion of the slghrocca. The remainder is always the true

motion of the planet (by another method).

If the above quotient is greater than the motion of the slghrocca,

the-planet is said to have a retrograde daily motion.

While commenting on these verses Mallikarjuna says (text, pp.

49-53), that these methods for calculating the true motions of the Sun,

Moon and the five planets give more accurate results. He continues

that the methods for calculating the true longitude are different in

different Siddhantas, Tantras and Karanas, simply because the teachers

wanted to synchronize the calculated and the observed results. There

again, the methods given in the SomasiddhQnta are respected by many.
The methods given in the Suryasiddhanta for calculating the mean
planets are agreed to by all. As regards the Khandakhadyakarana, here

the positions of the mean planets as in the Snryastddhanta have been
used, after giving some corrections, for obtaining their true longitudes

in accordance with the Somasiddhanta.

Then Mallikarjuna gives twelve verses composed by him setting

out the rules to find the true longitudes and motions of the planets

which would agree with those in the Somasiddhanta. His constants

are as follows : The apogees given by him are : Mars 127°, Mercury
220°, Jupiter 170°, Venus 80° and Saturn 240°.
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[ Retrograde motion ]

20. The retrograde motion of the planets beginning with

Mars (viz., Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn) commences

when their sighrakendras are, respectively, 163°, 145°, 125°, 165° and

113°. When the Sighrakendras are, respectively, 360° minus each of

these values, their retrograde motion ceases.

21
.

It is said that the retrograde motion of Mars, (Mercury,

Jupiter, Venus and Saturn) lasts for 66, 21, 112, 52 and 134 days,

respectively.

22-25. When the sighrakendras (of Mars, Mercury, Jupiter,

Venus and Saturn) are, respectively, 28°, 205°, 14°, 183° and 20°, they

rise in the east. When their sighrakendras are 360° minus these values,

respectively, they set in the west.

When their Sighrakendras are, respectively, 51° and 23°, Mercury
and Venus (when direct) rise in the west. When they are 360° minus
these values, respectively, they set in the east.

Mercury and Venus, once set, rise again 32 and 71 days, res-
pectively, after setting.

For 120, 16, 30, 8 and 36 days, respectively, Mars, etc. remain
invisible in the west. They set 660, 37, 372, 251 and 342 days, res-
pectively, after rising.

He calculates mandaphala as equal to R sin mean anomaly x 1

tu j. • manda divisor
These divisors are Sun 263, Moon 114, Mars 51, Mercury 128, Jupiter
H2, Venus 263 and Saturn 75.

He calculates the highraphala as given in the text His
Wragunakas are, however, Mars 51° 55', Mercury 31° 15*, Jupiter
16 3 , Venus 57° 57' and Saturn 8° 50'.

20-25. See Table VI, below.

&?ya. jr. 8
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[ Heliacal rising and setting of planets ]

26. The difference in minutes between the (last) iighrakendra

of a planet (obtained while calculating its true longitude), and that for

its heliacal rising, setting or retrograde motion, when divided by the

difference in minutes between the motion of the Hghrocca and the

planet's motion after correction or mandasphutagati, gives the days

passed or to be bassed in respect of any of the above phenomena.

Thus ends Chapter Three

on

TRUE PLANETS

26. This follows from : (Given slghakendra for any

phenomena — iighrakendra on any day) -f- motion of sighrakendra.

The result is days passed or to pass.



CHAPTER IV

THREE PROBLEMS RELATING TO DIURNAL MOTION

[ Direction from the 12-digit gnomon shadow ]

I. When a gnomon 12 ahgulas high and cylindrical in shape

is placed vertically at the centre of a circle drawn on a smooth surface,

the points (on the circumference of the circle) where the shadow of the

gnomon comes inside the circle and goes outside itf are, respectively,

known as the west and the east points.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

Introductory

Before explaining the formulas, certain similar right-angled

triangles might be described.

59
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2

M

Let ZANB be the meridian with Z as zenith. Let ACB be the

diameter of the horizon, ECF that of the celestial equator, with P and

P' as the poles. Let PCP' represent the six O'clock circle. Let GH
be the diameter of a diurnal circle of the Sun meeting the diameter

of the prime vertical ZN at K, PCP' at L, and ACB at O. Let EM be

perpendicular on ACB.

Now, EZ would measure the latitude of the place or ak$amsa, and

AE the colatitude or lambawsa*

Thus, CM is R sin latitude, EM is R sin colatitude and CE is R.

CME is then a right-angled triangle, with R sin colatitude, R
sin latitude and R as sjdcs. Let this triangle be called U,
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CL is the distance between the celestial equator and the diurnal

circle of the Sun. It is, therefore, R sin declination. L is the point

of intersection of the diurnal circle and the six O'clock circle and LO

is the perpendicular drawn from that point on the line of intersection

of the diurnal circle and the horizon. Thus LO is earth-sine or kujya.

And CO, which lies on the horizon, is the distance between the east-

west line and the rising and setting line. This is called the R sin Sun's

amplitude or agrajya. Thus, the right-angled triangle CLO having R

sin declination, earth-sine and R sin amplitude as its sides is similar

to U. Let it be called V.

When the Sun is at K, it is on the prime vertical. KC is then

the R sin prime vertical altitude or samasahku, CO is R sin amplitude

and KO is the prime vertical hypotenuse or taddhrti. This right-angled

triangle KCO, having R sin prime vertical altitude, R sin amplitude

and prime vertical hypotenuse as sides, is similar to U and V. Let it

be called W.

When the Sun is at K', K'C' is R sin altitude at any time or

sanku. CO is the base or sahkutala and K'O the hypotenuse at that

time or istahrti. The right-angled triangle K'C'O, with these three as

sides, is similar to U, V and W. Let it be called X.

KL=KO—LO
= taddhrti—kujya or kujyona- taddhrti.

The right-angled triangle KLC having sides kujyona-taddhrti, R sin

declination and R sin prime vertical altitude as sides, is similar to U,

V, W, X, Let it be called Y.

Now, suppose the Sun is at E, the equinoctial point. Let CR
be the gnomon of 12 angulas. Then RT is the midday equinoctial

shadow or palabha and CT the corresponding hypotenuse or palakarna.

The right-angled triangle CRT, with gnomon, shadow and the hypotenuse

as sides, is similar to U, V, W, X and Y. Let it be called Z.

Thus the triangles U, V, W, X, Y and Z are six right-angled

similar triangles,
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2-3. (Mark) the extremities of three shadows of the gnomon
(on any day, two being the two above and the third, the extremity of

the midday shadow). Draw two fish-figures (by means of intersecting

arcs of circles drawn with the first and second points as centres and with

They are as follows :

1. With sides lambajya, aksajya and trijya (U).

2. With sides krantijya, kujya and agrajya (V).

3. With sides samasahku, agrajya and taddhrti (W).

4. With sides sahku, sahkutala and istahrti (X).

5. With sides kujyona-taddhrti, kmntijyd and samasahku (Y).

6. With sides sahku, palabha and palakarna (Z).

These triangles are generally used in all the astronomical works.

Triangle nos. 1-3, 5 and 6 are given by Bhaskara II in S&i, I. iii.

13-15; see also BSS, iii. 7-12, and SSi, II. vii. 42-48.

1-3. These verses give the method to determine the directions

and the locus of the extremities of the shadow of the gnomon.

On any level surface draw a circle with any point as the centre

and any length as the radius. Place the vertical gnomon of 12 ahgulas

at the centre. This circle is the dial.

Malliksrjuna gives the following procedure in his commentary
(Text, pp. 58-59) : Let the radius be 24 angulas in length and let the

cylindrical gnomon be 12 angulas in height.

Now, in the forenoon, mark the point on the circumference of

this circle when the extremity of the shadow of the gnomon just

touches it. This is the west point. Then, in the afternoon, mark the

point on the circumference of this circle where the extremity of the

shadow again just touches it. This is the east point. These are the

east and west points. Here, the declination of the Sun is assumed to

remain fixed during the interval. The inaccuracy thus caused is

negligible for practical purposes,
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a radius of any length and again with the second and third points as

centres and a radius of the same length as before). Draw the two

straight lines (passing through the points of intersection of these arcs)

known as mouths and tails of the fish-figures. Their point of inter-

section, the Sun being in the northern hemisphere, is the southern

direction, the extremity of the midday shadow being to the north, that

is, in the direction of the polar star. The point is the northern direction

(the Sun being in the southern hemisphere and the midday shadow

falling to the south. The line joining the north or south point to

the foot of the gnomon is the north-south line). Then, the straight line

drawn at right angles to the north-south lines by means of a fish-figure

The line passing through the foot of the gnomon and parallel to

the line joining the east and west points is the east-west line in the

dial. The line at right angles to this line and passing through the

foot of the gnomon will be the north- south line. The points

where these lines cut the circumference of the dial are the four

cardinal points.

Prthfldaka, while explaining Brahmagupta's relevant verse,

considers the change in the declination and says that the real east

point will not be the point where the shadow leaves the dial, but a

little away from it. The correction would be :

hypotenuse shadow
.

~R sin colatitude
" X R sm d,fference of declinations,

when the shadow enters the dial and when it leaves it.

In his commentary (Text, p. 59), Mallikarjuna takes the three

shadows as the shadow when it enters the circle, the midday shadow
and the shadow when it leaves the circle. He draws three circles with
each point as centre and radius equal to half the distance between the

east and west points. Then the point of intersection of the lines

joining the points of intersection of the above arcs is the south point
in respect of the gnomon, if the Sun is in the northern hemisphere and
the north point in the southern hemisphere. The end of the midday
shadow is north in the first case.and south in the second case.
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(through the foot of the gnomon) is the east-west line.

Describe the circle with the above point of intersection as the

centre and passing through the three extremities of the shadows. The
shadow (of the gnomon) never falls outside this circle, just as a woman
of a noble family never abandons her family tradition.

[ Equinoctial shadow ]

4. One-half of the sum of the lengths of the two midday

shadows of the gnomon, when the Sun is at the first points of Aries and

Libra, is the palabha or 'equinoctial midday shadow*. The square

root of the sum of the square of 12 (gnomon) and the shadow is the

palakarna or the hypotenuse of the equinoctial midday shadow. The
square root of the difference of the squares of the hypotenuse and 12 is

the equinoctial midday shadow.

[ Local latitude and colatitude
]

5. The radius severally multiplied by the equinoctial m'dday
shadow and 12 (gnomon), and divided by the hypotenuse of the

Generally, according to Indian astronomers, the locus of the
extremity of tie shadow of the gnomon on any day is determined by
marking the extremities of the shadows at three different times on the
day and drawing a circle to pass through them. An arc of this circle
is the locus.

For determining the directions and the locus of the extremity
of the shadow the astronomers follow more or less the same methods.

The change in the declination has been hinted at by Brahmagupta
and has been specifically mentioned by grlpati and BhSskara II.

See MB, Hi. 1-3 ; LB, iii. 1 ; BSS, iii. 1-3
; S$e, iv, 1-6 ab ;

SSt, iii. 8-9 ; and SS, iii, 1-4.

4. The second rule follows from the right-angled triangle Z.

5. These results follow., from the similar right-angled trianetesU and Z,
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shadow, gives, respectively, the R sine of the latitude of the place

and the R sine of the colatitude. Their arcs, divided by 60, gives,

respectively, in degrees (the latitude and the colatitude). The latitude

is always to the south. The direction of the declination of the Sun

depends on its (i.e., the Sun's) position.

[ Samamandala-Saftku and Hrti ]

6. When the hypotenuse of the equinoctial midday shadow is

multiplied by the R sine of the declination of the Sun and the product

divided severally by the gnomon (of 12 ahgulas) and by the equi-

noctial midday shadow, the results are, respectively, the R sine of the

amplitude of the Sun or R sine of the agra or agrajya, and the R sine

altitude of the Sun when on the prime vertical or samatanku. The
square root of the sum of the squares of the R sine agra and samasanku
is the hypotenuse or taddhrti.

[ Ascensional differences ]

7. Taking the Sun's longitude as 1, 2 and 3 signs (that is,

assuming it at the end of Aries or Taurus or Gemini), calculate the

three corresponding ascensional differences (at the observer's station).

The first, the difference between the first two, and the difference between
the third and second, are, respectively, the ascensional differences

corresponding to the first, second and third signs at the observer's

station.

[ Times of the Rsing of the signs at Lanka ]

8. Multiply the R sines of 30°, 60° and 90° by R sine of 66°
and divide each product by the corresponding radius of the day circle.

6. The first two formulas follow from the similar right-angled
triangles V and Z, and Y and Z. The third follows from the right-
angled triangle W.

7. The calculation of ascensional difference has already been
explained earlier in ch. iii, vy. 17-19.

&$ya. Tr. 9
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Find the arcs corresponding to the three quotients as R sines. The first

quotient gives, in asus, the time of the rising of Aries in Lanka
; the

second diminished by the first gives that of Taurus ; and the third

diminished by the second that of Gemini. So say the wise.

8. This gives the method to find the time of rising of a sign of

the zodiac or rHii at the equator (Lanka).

fit. 6

Let AB and AC be the quadrants of the ecliptic and the equator,

respectively. Let P be the pole. Let D and E be the ends of the

first and second signs of the zodiac, respectively. Then B is the end

of the third sign. Let PDF, PEG and PBC be secondaries to the

equator, cutting AC in F, G and C, respectively. Then, AF represents

the time, measured in asus, taken by the first sign AD to rise above the

horizon at the equator ; that is, AF is the equivalent of the first sign

in right ascension in the right sphere.
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9. These three times are, respectively, 1670, 1795 and 1935 asus.

When these are diminished, respectively, by the three corresponding

ascensional differences at the observer's station, the remainders

are the times of rising of the first three signs of the zodiac at the

same place.

When the ascensional differences at the observer's station are

written in the reverse order and are added to the three times (at Lanka),

also written in the reverse order, the results are the times of rising of the

next three signs at the same place.

These six times written in the reverse order are the times of rising

of the last six signs.

Nqw R sine AF R sin PB

So, R sin AF=

R sin AD R sin PD

R sin PBxR sin AD
R sin PD

R sine 66° X R sin 30°

radius of day-circle

when the longitude is 30°. So, AF is the corresponding arc.

Similarly, AG and AC may be found and hence FG and GC.

The same rule is given in MB, iii. 9 ; LB, iii. 4 ; BSS, iii. 15 ;

SSe, iv. 15 ab ; SSi, I. ii. 57 ; and SS, iii. 41-42 ab.

9. This gives the method to find the time of rising of a sign of

the zodiac at any other latitude or its equivalent in oblique ascension.

From the above, the times will be approximately 1670, 1795 and 1935

asus at the equator. By applying the local ascensional differences,

the corresponding times at that latitude are obtained. The same
times and the same methods of application are given in MB,
i«. 10 ; LB, iii. 5-6 ; SSe, iv. 17, 15 cd ; and SS, iii. 42 cd-44.

BSS, iii. 17 gives the application for local latitudes. SSi, I. ii. 58-59 ab

gives times and application. FJere, the tunes are 1670, 1793

and J937 asus.
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[ Rising point of the ecliptic ]

10. Whatever portion of a sign of the zodiac has arisen in the

east above the horizon, the same portion of the sign (seventh from it),

has set in the west.

When the orient ecliptic point or lagna for any time in the day

is calculated, the true longitude of the Sun at that time is considered.

But when the orient ecliptic point at any time in the night is calculated,

the true longitude of the Sun is increased by 6 signs.

[ Rising point of the ecliptic at any time ]

11-12. Multiply the remaining degrees etc. of the sign of the

zodiac in which the Sun is by the time of rising (in asus) of that sign

and divide by 30. Subtract the quotient in asus from the given time,

also in asus. Add the remaining degrees etc. of the sign to the

longitude of the Sun. (Call the result U).

From the remaining asus subtract as many times of rising (asus)

of the signs as possible (beginning with the one next to the Sun), and

add the same number of signs to l lt (Call the sum 1 2).

Multiply the remaining time (in asus) by 30 and divide by the

time of rising (in asus) of the sign next to the one subtracted. Add the

quotient in degrees etc. to 1 2 .

10. The same rule occurs in MB, iii. 33 cd ; and S&i. I,

ii. 59 cd.

11-12. These indicate the method to calculate the longitude of

the orient ecliptic point or lagna.

Let AB and AC represent the ecliptic and the equator, res-

pectively. Let D, E. B be the ends of the first three signs, respectively.

Let S be the position of the Sun at / asus after sunrise. Let KLMN
be the position of the horizon at that time, meeting AB in L and AC
in M. Then, L is the position of the orient ecliptic point or lagna

at the time at which the longitude is required.
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Verses 11-12 ]

The final result is thus the longitude of the orient ecliptic point or

rising ecliptic point.

F\ 7

Let F, G, H and O be the points on the equator which rise at

the same times as S, D, E and B
f

respectively. Then AG, G H and

HO are the equivalents of the first three signs in oblique ascension or

the times of rising of the first three signs at the observer's latitude. FM

represents t asus after sunrise.

Longitude of L=arc AS+ arc SL

= Sun's longitude+ arc SD+arc DE-f arc EL

= Sun's longitude + (30°—Sun's longitude)

+ second sign + arc EL

Arc FG arc SDxarc AG
arc AD

__ (30°—Sun's longitude) X time of rising of first sign

30"

Arc HM=arc FM—arc FG—arc GH

= t asus—arc FG—time of rising of second sign,

arc EB X arc HM
Now, arc EL=

arc HO
30° X arc HM

time of rising of third sign
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So, longitude of L=Sun's lor,gitude+ (30°— Sun's longitude)+

second sign+EL (known).

This is the general rule to find the position of the orient

ecliptic point or the point of the ecliptic on the eastern horizon.

The same rule is in MB, iii. 30-32
;
LB, iii. 17-19 ; BSS, iii.

1 8-20 ; S$e, iv. 1 8-20 ab ; and S&i, I. iii. 2-4. See also SS, iii.

45-47.

Bhaskara II and SS have, in this connection, mentioned the

correction due to the precession of equinox. So has Mallikarjuna in

his commentary.

The calculation of the longitude of the orient ecliptic point is an

important topic in the Indian astronomy. The following is a brief note

on the subject.

Verses 11-12 give the method of calculation when the time is

after sunrise. But when it is before sunrise the method as given below

should be followed.

The true longitude of the Sun at that time with all the necessary

corrections as given before should be found first. Then the portion of

the sign of the zodiac covered by the Sun expressed in minutes should be

multiplied by the time of rising of this sign and divided by 1800. This

time should be subtracted from the given time. The elapsed portion

of the sign should be subtracted from the longitude of the Sun.

Let l x be the result. Then, from the remaining time the times of rising

of as many signs as possible, beginning from the one next to that in

which the Sun is, and going in the reverse direction, should be sub-

tracted, and the number of signs thus sbutracted should be subtracted

from li. The remainder is, say, l a . The remaining time should be

multiplied by 30 and divided by the time of rising of the sign next to

the one (in the reverse order) last subtracted. The quotient should be

subtracted from 1 2 . The result is the longitude of the orient ecliptic

point at the given time before sunrise.
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[ Time elapsed from Sunrise ]

13. When 180° is added to the longitude of the orient ecliptic

point, the result is the longitude of the setting point of the ecliptic or

asta-lagna. So they say.

Multiply the number of degrees etc. passed by the orient ecliptic

point in the sign of the zodiac by the local time of rising (in asus) of

the sign and divide by 30. The quotient is the time in asus. Then,

If the given time is after sunset but before midnight, the true

longitude of the Sun should be increased by 6 signs. Then the method

for the time after sunrise should be followed.

If the given time after sunrise is shorter than the calculated time

which is to be subtracted, then as the rule in 14 ab says, the given

time should be multiplied by 30 and divided by the time of rising of

the sign in which the Sun is and the result should be added

to the longitude of the Sun. The result is the longitude of the

ecliptic point.

13. The setting point of the ecliptic is the point of the ecliptic

on the western horizon. See MB iii. 33 ab.

The second part of the verse gives the method to find the time

elapsed since sunrise, when the longitudes of the Sun and the orient

ecliptic point are known.

In the above diagram (Fig, 7, p. 69) , arc AS and arc AL are

given. To find arc FM.

Arc FM=arc FG+arc GH-f arc HM

Arc FG is found as before. Arc GH is known. Arc EL
is the given longitude of the orient ecliptic point omitting the signs.

Arc HM-arcHQXarc EL
arc EB

— time of rising of third sign x arc EL
~~

30 :
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find (as before) the time of rising of the remaining portion of the sign in

which the Sun is- Add both these times and to the sum add the

local times of rising (in asus) of all the signs intervening between

the orient ecliptic point and the Sun. The sum is the required

time (in asus, calculated) from the given orient ecliptic point.

14. If the given time (when the longitude of the orient ecliptic

point is required) is less than the time of rising of the remain-

ing portion of the sign of the zodiac in which the Sun is, as

calculated above, multiply the given time by 30 and divide by the time

of rising of this sign. When the quotient in degrees etc. is added to

the true loDgitude of the Sun, the result is the longitude of the orient

ecliptic point.

If the Sun and the orient ecliptic point are in the same sign of

the zodiac, multiply the difference in their longitudes by the time of

rising of this sign and divide by 30, The quotient gives the required

time (in asus).

Thus the time is known. This rule is given in MB, iii. 34-36 ;

and LB, iii. 20. See also BSS, iii. 21-23 ; SSe, iv. 20 cd-28 ;

I. iii. 5-7 ; and SS, iii. 49.

14. In the case when the Sun and the orient ecliptic point are

in the same sign of the zodiac, their difference in degrees should be

multiplied by the time of rising of the sign in which they are and

divided by 30. The result would be the time required. This rule is

explained in the second part of verse 14.

In case the longitude of the Sun at midnight is given and the

time is required, then the time should be calculated from the

midnight Sun as given above. The longitude of the Sun for that

time should be found. Hence again the time. The process should

be repeated till the time is fixed.

Bhattotpala jn hjs commentary on KK. iii. 5 has given the

details in a lucid manner (vol. II, pp. 91-94). See also S&e,

iv. 18-20.
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[ Meridian zenith distance ]

15. The sum of the declination of the Sun and the colatitude

of the observer's station is the meridian altitude or unnatam'sa of the

Sun when it is in the northern hemisphere and on the meridian. The

difference is taken when it is in the southern hemisphere. When the

altitude is subtracted from 90°, the remainder is the meridian zenith

distance or natamsa.

16. Or, the sum of the declination of the Sun and the latitude

(of the observer's station) is the meridian zenith distance or natamsa of

15-16. These verses explain how to find the Sun's meridian

zenith distance.

Let Z A N B be the observer's meridian and A C B the horizon.

Let ECF be the celestial equator and P and P' the north and south

&?ya. Tr. 10
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the Sun when it is in the southern hemisphere. But their difference is

the meridian zenith distance when the Sun is in the northern hemi-

sphere. When the zenith distance is subtracted from 90° , the remainder

is the altitude or unnatBrpsa*

poles, respectively. Let S be the position of the Sun to the north of

the equator and S' to the south.

EZ denotes the latitude of the place and EA the colatitude. SE

is the Sun's declination in the northern hemisphere and S'E in the

southern hemisphere.

Then, when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere,

SA=SE+£A= declination+ colatitude

= unnatamsa or meridian altitude

and SZ = 90° — (SE + EA) = naWmsa or meridian zenith distance.

In the southern hemisphere,

S'A = AE — S'E = colatitude — declination

—unnatOmia or meridian altitude

and S'Z = 90°— (EA—S'E) = natarpsa or meridian zenith distance

(2)

(1) can written as :

Meridian zenith distance or natam^a

= EZ — SE = latitude — declination

and (2) can be written as :

Natam&a = EZ -f S'E = latitude + declination.

The rule in verse 16 is given in MB, iii. 11, BS&, iii. 13, 47 ;

and in SS, iii. 20. Both the rules are in S&e, iv. 42-43 j and in

S& i, I. iii. 32.

While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna observes that

the equinoctial midday shadow to the north of the Vindhyas is 5-£$

ahgulas. He further states : South declination + latitude = meridian
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[ Midday shadow and hypotenuse ]

17. When the Sun is on the meridian, multiply the R sine of its

zenith distance and the R sine of 90', each by 12 and divide each

product by the R sine of its meridian altitude. The quotients are,

respectively, the midday shadow (of the gnomon) and the corresponding

hypotenuse.

18, The radius of the day-circle of the Sun increased or

diminished by the earth-sine and the radius increased or diminished by

the R sine of the ascensional difference, according as the midday Sun is

zenith distance (to the south of zenith) ; north declination <~ latitude

s= meridian zenith distance, which is to the south of the zenith if the

declination is less than the latitude and to the north if the declination

is greater than the latitude.

17. This explains how to find the midday shadow and the

hypotenuse.

In the above diagram (see p. 73), let CG be the gnomon of 12

ahgulas and GK the perpendicular to ZN meeting SC produced in K.

Then, GK is the midday shadow and CK the hypotenuse. Let

SH be perpendicular to ZN. Then, SZ is the meridian zenith distance

or nataiflsa or z, SH is its R sine or natamsajya. SA is the altitude

or unnatamsa or a, CH its R sine or unnatarn'sajya,

Then,GH^^CG

So, midday shadow = R **" z X 12

R Sin a

andCK = SCXCG
CH

or hypotenuse = Rxl2
R sin a

These formulas are in BSS, iii. 28 ab and 29 ab ; S&e, iv. 45
;

SS, iii. 21 ; and S$i, I, iii. 40 ab.

18, This defines antyS .and antyakq.
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in the northern or southern hemisphere, give, respectively, the midday

antyS and the antyaks.

N

Let Z A N B be the observer's meridian, A C B the diameter

of the horizon, Z the zenith, ECF the diameter of the equator, PCP'

the diameter of the six O' clock circle, GKLOH the diameter of

a day-circle of the Sun, and POM a vertical circle through O.

Then, GL is the radius of the day-circle or dyujya, CM is the

R sin ascensional difference or carajaya, and LO earth-sine or kujyn.

Let the Sun be at G.

Then, GO = GL + LO

= radius of diurnal circle + earth-sine

= antya or cheda,

and EM= EC+CM = R + R sin ascensional difference

s?= (intyakH or hdrakg.
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19. They are also called cheda and haraka, respectively. When

the haraka is multiplied by the radius of the day-circle of the Sun and

divided by the radius, the result is cheda. By the reverse process,

{cheda is converted into haraka).

[ R sine of the midday altitude ]

20. Cheda multiplied severally by the R sine of the colatitude,

Brahmagupta calls GO 1
dyudalantyti and EM, 'antya'

(BSS. iii. 34). grlpati calls GO, 'antyaka and EM, 'antya' (S§e, iv.

46 ab) . In SS (iii. 34 ab), EM, is 'antya. Bhaskara II calls GO,

'hrti' and EM 'antya* (SSi. I. iii. 34 cd). In his commentary on

the above verse, however, he keeps the names antya and antyaka.

Cf. : 'When the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, antya — radius

of the day-circle — earth-sine, and antyaka = R — R sin ascen-

sional difference'.

19. This explains how to express cheda in terms of haraka and

vice versa.

In the above diagram, (fig. 9), let GQ be perpendicular to AB.

Draw LR parallel to AB meeting GQ in R. Draw ET perpendicular

to AB and produce it to meet MX parallel to AB at X. Then, GQ
is R sin altitude or sahku, QO is sahkutala or base, and GO is antya

or cheda. It is evident that the triangle GQO is similar to the

triangles U, V, W, X, Y and Z. Let it be S.

From the four similar triangles EMX, ECT, GLR and GOQ, it

follows that

EM = EC
GO GL

or, antyaka or haraka R
antya or cheda radius day-circle

. . haraka X radius day-circle
or cheda = s— .

This formula is in &Si, I. iii. 35.

20. This gives four different ways of finding the Sun's R sin

midday altitude.
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12, R sine of the Sun's altitude when it is on the prime vertical, and

by the R sine of declination, and divided respectively by the radius, the

hypotenuse of the equinoctial midday shadow, taddhxti and by the

R sine of the Sun's amplitude, gives in each case the R sine of the Sun's

midday altitude.

[ Midday shadow and hypotenuse : Alternate method ]

21, When the altitude of the Sun at midday or unnatdrji'sa is

subtracted from 90°
, the R sine of the remaining arc is called drgjyS

or R sine meridian zenith distance. This multiplied by 12 and

divided by the R sine meridian altitude, gives the midday shadow.

22. When the Sun is on the meridian, divide the R sine

meridian altitude by 12 and then divide the R sine of 90° by this result.

The final result is the hypotenuse of the midday shadow in angulas.

(So the wise) say.

R sin midday altitude - cheda x sin "fatfftftfo

R (1)

R sin midday altitude=-
chedaX 12

hypotenuse of the equinoctial shadow (2)

R sin midday altitude = cWflXR sin Prime vertical altitude

taddhrti (3)

t> • -j j ..... j cheda X R sin declinationR sin midday altitude = —

—

-. p—-=

R sin amplitude (4)

(1) follows from triangles U and S ;

(2) follows from triangles Z and S ;

(3) follows from triangles W and S ;

(4) follows from triangles V and S
;

(1) is noticed also in SS. iii. 34 cd-35 ab and $Se, iv. 34

ab, (2) in BSS, iii. 27 ab and $Se. iv 32 cd, (3) in &Se iv. 33 cd ,

and (4) in &Se, iv. 31 ab.

21-22. The formulas are the same as those given earlier in

verse 17 of this chapter. V?gjy& is another name for 'R sin meridian
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[ Hour angle ]

23. That part of the sky which is to the east (of the observer's

meridian) is the eastern hemisphere and the part to the west is the

western hemisphere. So the wise say.'

When the Sun is in the eastern hemisphere, the time passed

since its rising is called unnatakala, and the time to pass (till it reaches

the meridian) is called nataksJa or hour angle.

(When the Sun is) in the western hemisphere, the time to pass

before it sets is called unnatakala, and the time passed (since it crossed

the meridian) is called natakala or hour angle.

[ Shadow at any time ]

24-25. When the Sun is in the northern hemisphere, subtract

the local ascensional differnce from the time elapsed since sunrise or to

elapse till the Sun sets and add when the Sun is in the southern

hemisphere. Find the R sine (of the result). Multiply it by the

radius of the day-circle of the Sun and divide by the radius. The

result increased or decreased by the earth-sine, (according as the Sun is

in the northern or southern hemisphere), is the divisor or cheda at the

given time or itfaccheda. From this one can find the R sine altitude,

shadow and the hypotenuse at any time, by the method given above.

The drgjya or R sine zenith distance (at any time) is the square

root of the difference of the squares of the radius and the R sine

altitude.

zenith distance' or natam'sajya. Drgjya or Drg-guna is also used for

R sin zenith distance.

24-25. These explain how to find cheda1
at any time or i§tahrti

1
. The cheda or itfahfti is the distance of a heavenly body from

its rising-setting line. —KSS
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(i§ta-cheda) and hence the shadow at a given time.

F i G .to

(Diagram borrowed from SS, translated by Burgess, p. 133)

Let CDEF be a portion of [the plane of] the equator, C the centre

and CD its line of intersection with [the plane of] the meridian. Let

CABG be the corresponding portion of [the plane of] of the day-circle,

C the centre and CA its line of intesection with [the plane of] the

meridian. Then CD=CE=R, and CA=CB=radius day-circle. Let

CK be R sin ascensional difference, and arc FE the ascensional

difference. Let CL be earth-sine. Let S be the Sun and CS extended

to meet the equator in S\
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26. Or, find the R versed sine of the nataknla or Hour-angle

(at the given time); Multiply it by the radius 6f the day-circle of the

Then, arc S'D denotes the hour-angle or nataknla, and FD is half

the day when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere and FS' is the da^

passed or unnataksla.

Let SM, S'N be perpendiculars on CD, and let SP and S'(J be
1

perpendiculars on LG and KF, respectively*

Now, time passed—ascensional difference=FS*—FE=ES'

R sin ES'=S'R

From the similar triangles CST, CS'R,

„T CSxS'R_ radius day-circle X S'Rai~~CS^ R

Now, ST-j- earth-sine= ST -|-TP= SP

=

cheda at any time Of
tftOcheda.

This is the hypotenuse of the triangle S (p. 77). Then, from
the triangles U and S, the altitude can be found.

From the right-angled triangle SCH (fig. 8, p. 73),

SH'^SC2—CH2

So, SH = v'SC'-CH*

So
> fygjya = V^-R8 sin2 altitude

or R sin meridian zenith distance

= v/K5!—

R

2 sina altitude

This relation will obviously hold good even if the Sun is not on
the meridian. When the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, the
ascensional difference should be added and the earth-sine should be
subtracted.

This rule is given in MB, iii. 18-20 . LB, iii. 7-10
; and BSS,

»». 25-26. See also S$e, iv. 32, 34, and S&, I. iii. 53-54.

26. Another method to find the cheda at any time. See the

. Tr. 11
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Sun and divide by the radius. Subtract the quotient from the midday

cheda. The result is the cheda at the given time or istaccheda

27. Find the R sine of the time passed since sunrise or of the

time to pass till sunset, increased, or diminished by the local ascensional

difference, according as the Sun is in the southern or northern hemi-

sphere. Increase or decrease it by the R sine of the ascensional diffe-

rence, (according as the Sun is in the northern or southern hemisphere).

The result is the hQraka at the given time. This should be used to

find other values as said above, (that is, cheda, etc.).

28. Or, subtract the R versed sine of the hour-angle expressed

in asus from the haraka at midday. The remainder is called hQraka

fig. 9, p. 76. S'D is the hour-angle or natakOla. S'N is its R sine

and CN is its R cosine.

DN=CD—CN=R—R cos hour-angle

=R versed sin hour-angle or natakabtkramajys

Then, from CS' : DN : : CS : ?, or R : DN : : radius

day-circle : ?, AM is obtained, Thus :

... R versed sin hour-angle X radius day-circle—
R

—
Now,AL=CA+CL

= radius day-circle+ earth-iine

—cheda at midday {verse 18, above)

So, AL—AM=cheda at midday—AM=SP

= cheda at any time.

The altitude, shadow, etc. may be obtained as before.

27-28. These explain how to find haraka at a given time. In

fig. 10, F'S is the time passed since sunrise or unnatakalo or dinagata.

FS'—FE=time passed—ascensional difference
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at the given time. So they (the astronomers) say. Other values can

be obtained as before.

29. If the given time in asus is less than the Sun's ascensional

difference, subtract the former from the latter when the Sun is in the

northern hemisphere. Find the R sine of the remainder. The R sine

of the ascensional difference diminished by it is called haraka.

The same multiplied by the radius of the day-circle of the Sun

and divided by the radius, is the cheda at the given time.

R sin ES'^S'R

S'R+RQ=S'R+R sin ascensional difference

= S'Q= haraka at a given time.

If the Sun is in the western hemisphere, the time to pass till sun-

set or dinase$a is used instead of dinagata.

This rule is in MB, iii. 23 ab ; BSS, iii. 29 cd ; and in SSe,
iv. 37.

Coming to the next verse, v. 28, haraka at midday=R-f-R sin

ascensional difference, when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere

(v. 18). Thus DK is haraka.

So, haraka at any time—S'Q=NK=DK—DN
= haraka ai midday—R versed sine hour-angle.

29. The case when the Sun's ascensional difference is greater

than the given time is treated here. The time should first be subtracted

from the ascensional difference and then the R sine should be found.
This should be subtracted from the R sine ascensional difference. The
result would be the haraka. Then from v. 19,

Cheda at given rim» Xradil» <*ay-circle

radius

This rule is in MB, iii. 25 ab ; LB, iii. 11 ab ; BSS. iii. 33;
**nd SSe, iv. 41,

.
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30. Multiply the chtda and the haraka, both at midday,

severally, by the hypotenuse of the shadow at midday. Divide the first

product by the cheda and the second product by the haraka, both at

30. This gives the formula to find the hypotenuse of the shadow

cast by the gnomon at any time, and hence the shadow, from the Sun's

zenith distance*

It is evident that the triangle with its sides as gnomon of 12

angulas, its shadow at any time and the corresponding hypotenuse is

similar to the triangle with sides as Sun's R sin altitude, R sin zenith

distance at that time and R.

So, hypotenuse or chsyakarna at given time

=.. ..
RX 12

R sin altitude

Rxl2
12X cheda at given time

hyp. equi. shadow

R X 12 X hypotenuse equinoctial shadow ^
12 X cheda at given time

R sin midday altitude

R sin midday altitude

RX.2
_ xR sin midday altitude

hypotenuseX R sin midday altitude

12
X

1

cheda at given time

= hypotenuse at midday (v. 17) X cheda (triangles Z and S) X

cheda at given time

chedaX hypotenuse at midday

cheda at given time

Tfois is one formula. ?4ow
f
ttie other formula ;
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the given time* Each result gives the hypotenuse of the shadow at the

given time.

( Time from Shadow ]

31. Multiply the square of the radius by the hypotenuse of the

equinoctial midday shadow and divide by the product of the hypote-

nuse of the shadow at the time required and the radius of the Sun's

day-circle. Increase or diminish the quotient by the R sine of the

ascensional difference, according as the Sun is in the southern or

northern hemisphere. Find the corresponding arc. This arc, increa-

sed or diminished by the ascensional differnce, (according as the Sun

is in the northern or southern hemisphere), is the number of asus in

the day passed since sunrise, (if it is befere midday), or that to pass

till sunset, (if it is after midday).

32. (If the above quotient is less than the R sine of the

ascensional difference), and so the latter cannot be subtracted, subtract

Hypotenuse or chayakarqa (from above)

=hypotenuse at midday X cheda x ~~r~^
—

.
' cheda at given time

u . . ... w haraka X radius diurnal circle= hypotenuse at midday X R

(v 19W —
v

' J radius diurnal circle X haraka at given time

hypotenuse at midday xhuraka

haraka at given time

31-32. These give the method to find the time when the

shadow is known. From the previous verse, hypotenuse of the shadow
at any time

__ Rx hypotenuse equinoctial midday shadow

cheda at given time

So at given time,

cheda= R * hypotenuse of equinoctial shadow
hypotenuse at given time
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the former from the latter. Find the arc of the remainder and sub-
tract it from the ascensional difference The remainder is the day
passed since sunrise, (if it is before midday), or that to pass till sunset,

(if it is after midday).

From fig. 10, p. 80,

SP=cheda at given time

_ R X hypotenuse of equinoctial shadow
hypotenuse

Again, from the similar triangles CS'Q, CSP, S'Q

—haraka at given time

_ SPXCS'
CS

^_R X hypotenuse of equinoctial shadow XR
hypotenuse X radius diurnal circle

_ R2
hypotenuse equinoctial shadow

hypotenuse x radius diurnal circle

Now, S'Q—RQ = haraka at given time—R sin ascensional

difference

= S'R (sutra)

When the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, sutra is haraka at
the given time+R sin ascensional difference. The arc corresponding to
S'R as R sin is S'E. So, the time passed since sunrise (dinagata)

=S'F=S'E+EF (ascensional difference)

If it is after midday, the result will be the time to pass till sunset.

If the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, the ascensional difference
should be subtracted.

Verse 32 indicates that when haraka at the. given time is less than
R sin ascensional difference, the former should be subtracted from the

latter and tbe corresponding arc should be subtracted from the ascen-
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33. Or, multiply the haraka by the difference between the

hypotenuse of the shadow at midday and the hypotenuse of the shadow

at the time required and divide the product by the latter. Find the

are corresponding to the quotient as the R versed sine. The result is

the hour-angle in asus.

[ R sine altitude in an intermediate direction ]

34-35. When the Sun is in the southern hemisphere and on a

konavrtta or a vertical circle in an intermediate direction, add its R sine

amplitude or agrajya to the assumed length of the sankutala or the

sional difference. See LB, iii. 12-15
; BSS, iii. 41-43 ; and SSe,

iv. 52-54.

33. This gives a method alternative to that in verse 31. From
verse 30, hypotenuse at the given time

_ hypotenuse at midday X haraka

haraka at the given time

So, hypotenuse at the given timtxharaka at the given time

= hypotenuse at midday X haraka

So, hypotenuse at the given time (haraka at midday—R versed
sin hour-angle)

= hypotenuse at midday X haraka (v. 28)

So,
haraka (hypotenuse at given time-hypotenuse at midday)

hypotenuse at given time

=R versed sine of hour-angle.

So, the hour-angle is the arc corresponding to the left hand side
as R versed sine. This rule is to be found also in BSS, iii. 44.45 . ands$e, iv. 55.

34-35. These give the formula to find the kona'sahku or R sin
altitude of the Sun on a vertical circle in an intermediate direction
when its longitude is known.
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base of the altitude. Square the result, double it and subtract from

the square of the radius. The square root of the remainder is the R
sine altitude at that time or konasahku. Multiply it by the equinoctial

midday shadow (at the observer's station) and divide by 12. The

result is a more correct (base). Add it to the R sine amplitude or

Consider fig. 5, on p. 60. Suppose the Sun is at K.'. Then,

K'C' is R sin altitude and C'O is the base or sankutala.

c'o^c'c+co.

So, base=R sin of the Sun's distance from the prime vertical

+

R sin amplitude —bhuja-^-K sin amplitude.

So, Sun's distance—base—R sin amplitude.

Similarly, when the Sun is to the south of the equator,

Sun's distance=base -f R sin amplitude.

Thus, Sun's distance =base±R sin amplitude.

When the Sun is on any of the vertical circles in an intermediate

direction the same relation holds good. When the Sun is on any of

these circles, it is equidistant from the meridian and the prime vertical.

So, R sine of its distance from the former is the same as the R sine of

its distance from the latter. That is,, bhuja also denotes the R sine of

its distance from the meridian.

Now, these two R sines are at right-angles and the hypotenuse

of this right-angled triangle is the R sine of the meridian zenith distance

or drgjyu.

So, drgjya2= bhuja9 -fbhuja
2— Ibhuja

2

Now, R sin meridian zenith distance, R sin meridian altitude

and R make a right-angled triangle. So, in this case, when the Sun is

on the vertical circle in an intermediate direction,

(R sin meridian zenith distance)
8=R2—(R sin altitude)

2

Or, (R sin altitude)
2=R'—2 bhuja*
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agrajya and repeat the process till the R sine altitude is fixed. When

the Sun is in the northern hemisphere, R sine amplitude should be

diminished by the assumed (base). This is the rule.

=R2—2 (base±R sin amplitude)' (l)

(1) is a quadratic equation in terms of konasahku which, when

solved, will give the required length.

Now, the method that Lalla follows to calculate the length of

the konasahku when the longitude of the Sun and the latitude of the

place are given but the length of the base is not known, is as follows :

First find the Sun's declination from its longitude. Then, from

the similar triangles U and V, find the Sun's R sin amplitude. Then

assume some length as the base of the konasahku. From (l) find

konasahku in terms of this assumed base. Let it be ki. Then, from

the similar triangles X, Z,

, equinoctial shadow X kx

12

Use this value of the base to find again the konaiahku. Repeat the

process till the length is fixed,

grlpati gives Lalla's method in S$e, iv. 72-73.

MallikSrjuna's commentary explains the verse in the following

manner : Instead of assuming some length of the base in the first

instance, he takes it as zero. Then from (l)

R sin altitude

=

V/R1^2 (R sin amplitude)8

=klf say.

So, 1st w.- equmt)ctial shadow xki
12

2nd base ^ equi^tial shadow xka

12

For the third step, MallikSrjuna takes the base equal to the half
the sum of the first base and the second base.

&$ya. Tr. 12
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[ Shadow of R sine altitude in an intermediate direction ]

36. When the Sun's declination is to the north and is less than

the latitude (of the observer's station), the Sun then enters the prime

vertical. From the then R sine altitude and from the R sine altitude

when the Sun is on the konavrtta or a vertical circle in an intermediate

direction, the shadows and their hypotenuse can be calculated as

above.

The rest is as in the text.

Bhaskara II follows MallikSrjuna's method, omitting the special

method in the third step, in SSi, I. iii. 30 (see commentary).

While explaining these verses, Mallikarjuna gives an alternate

method which is the same as that given in SS, iii. 28-32 ab ; BSS,

iii. 54-56 and also in SSe, iv. 74-75.

This method is as follows :

(72+ equinoctial shadow8
)

(12 X equinoctial shadow) X R sin amplitude

(72+equinoctiaI shadow2
)

P ala

\/phala*+karari] =#, say,

x±phala is konasahku.

(For proof see the translation of SS, iii. 28-32, by Burgess).

While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna remarks that

when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere, in the land to the north

of the Vindhyas,. wherever the latitude is more than 24°
f

there will be
only the SE and SW konasahkus. And, when the Sun is in the

northern hemisphere and when the north declination is less than the

latitude of the place, there will be SE and SW konasahkus in the regions

to the south of and in the Vindhyas. When the north declination is

greater than the latitude, there will be NE konasahku in the morning
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[ True Sun from midday shadow ]

37-38. When the Sun is on the meridian, assume the shadow

of the gnomon at that time as the equinoctial midday shadow.

Hence find the latitude by the method given above. The difference

between this latitude and the actual latitude of the place is the decli-

nation of the Sun. Their sum, however, would be the declination, if

the shadow is to the south of the gnomon. The R sine of 90° multi-

plied by the R sine of the declination and divided by the R sine of

the maximum declination gives the R sine of the longitude of the Sun.

The corresponding arc is the longitude of the Sun.

Note that if it is in the first quadrant, that is, in the first quarter

of the year, it is the longitude ; if the arc is in the second quadrant,

the remainder after subtracting it from six signs, is the longitude

;

and NW konasanku in the afternoon. In the country to the south of

and in the Vindhyas, when the Sun is in the southern hemisphere,

there will be SE and SW konasankus.

Bhaskara Il's remarks can also be noted in this connection. He
says (vide the above reference) that the place where the R sin amplitude

is greater than 2431 (R sin 45°), there is no konasanku when the Sun
is in the southern hemisphere. When in the northern, all the four

konasankus occur, provided that the equinoctial midday shadow is

greater than 17 angulas.

37-38. These give the formula to find the longitude of the Sun
from the midday shadow. First observe the midday shadow. Assume
it to be the midday equinoctial shadow. Then, using the similar

triangles U and Z, calculate the latitude. When the Sun is on the

equinox, this would be the meridian zenith distance. Then the difference

of these two latitudes would be the declination of the Sun on the given

day. Hence, as before, find the longitude of the Sun. The second

part follows from ch. ii, verse 11, above. Also note the rules in §S
f

iii. 18-19, and BSS, iii. 61-6?.
'
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if in the third quadrant, 6 signs should be added to it and the sum

would be the longitude ; and, if in the fourth, the remainder after

subtracting it from 12 signs, is the longitude of the Sun.

[ Declination from shadow ]

39. Find the distance between the extremity of the shadow at

any time and the east-west line. Subtract it from the equinoctial

midday shadow when the Sun is in the northen hemisphere and add

when it is in the southern hemisphere. The result multiplied by the

R sine of the colatitude (of the observer's station) and divided by the

hypotenuse of the shadow, gives the R sine of the declination of

the Sun.

Mallikarjuna, while commenting on this verse, says, that the

longitude of the Sun obtained from the shadow is called chayarka. If

this is greater than the longitude of the Sun otherwise calculated, the

difference is the ayanSmsa or movement of equinox. If less, the

difference is subtractive ayanamsa. But this will be so only 7200 years

after the beginning of the Kaliyuga, according to tradition. The same

remark he makes also in his commentary on SS, iii. 11. According to

SS, iii. 11, if chSydrka is greater than the calculated longitude, the

ecliptic moves to the east ; if less, it moves to the west.

39. This gives the method to find the declination of the Sun

from the shadow at any time.

Consider fig. 5, on page 60. Let the Sun be at K\ Then K'C'

is R sin altitude of the Sun, C'O is base, C'C is bhuja and CO is R sin

amplitude or agrajya.

CO=CO— C'C, or, R sin amplitude=base

—

bhuja.

When the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, R sin amplitude

= base + bhuja. So, R sin amplitude

=

bast±bhuja

Now, here R sin amplitude, base and bhuja are all in a circle,

the radius of which is R. They are to be reduced to the circle, the

radius of which is the shadow of the gnomon placed at the centre of
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the face of the dial at the given time. This radius is called chaydkarpa.

The agrajyn will be the agrajya in the new circle and is known as

chayakarnagoliydgrajya. The bhuja, which is the R sin of the Sun*s

distance from the prime vertical, will be the distance of the extremity

of the shadow from the east-west line, when reduced to the smaller circle.

Now, to find the sankutala or base in the new circle : From

verse 30,

K'C or R sin alttade^^^akarw) (0

The base in the smaller circle will be found from the proportion :

R : base : : hypotenuse : ?. Let it be x.

base X hypotenuse
Then, x*= —

R
_R sin altitude X equinoctial shadow hypotenuse

12 X R

(c/., similar triangles X, Z)

_^ 12XR y equinoctial shadow ^ hypotenuse

hypotenuse 12 R

(froml)

=equinoctial shadow.

So, new agrajya=new base—new bhuja

bequinoctial shadow— distance of the shadow from

east-west line.

The first part of the verse finds the value of the reduced agrajya.

Then, from the proportion, hypotenuse : new agrajya : : R : ?, agrajya

in the big circle is found.

. _ agrajya in the new circle X R
J

hypotenuse

Then, from similar triangles U, V,

agrajyii X R sin colatitude
R sin decimation=
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[True Son from shadow in an intermediate direction]

40. Find the shadow from the R sine of the altitude when the

Sun is on the north-east or north-west vertical circle (konasanku), square

it and halve the result. Find its square root, If the iankutala or the

base is to the north, add the result to the equinoctial midday shadow

(at the observer's station) and subtract, if to the south. The result

multiplied by the R sine of the colatitude (of the observer's station)

and divided by the hypotenuse of the shadow gives the R sine of the

Sun's declination. This multiplied by the radius and divided by the

R sine of 24°, gives the R sine of the Sun's longitude.

__ agrajya in the new circleXR ^ R sin colatitude

hypotenuse R

agrajya in the new circle X R sin colatitude—
hypotenuse

and hence the Sun's longitude.

gripati gives this rule in S§e, iv. 65. He repeats the process for

a better result.

40. This gives the method to find the longitude of the Sun

when on an intermediary vertical circle or konavftta, if the length of the

shadow of the gnomon at that time is known.
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N

s

Let NWSE represent the plane of the dial. Let NS be the

north-south and EW the east-west lines. Let C be the base of the

gnomon. Let CD be the equinoctial shadow. Let FDG be parallel

to WCE. Let the Sun be on the north-east circle. Then CH, the

shadow of the gnomon, coincides with the north-east line. Let HK be
perpendicular to EW.

Then, HK2+CK2=CH2

or 2 HKa=CHa

So HK2= C-~
2

HK is the distance of the extremity of the shadow from the
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[True Son from midday shadow : Alt method]

41. The radius multiplied by 12 and by the R sine of the

latitude (of the observer's station) and divided by the hypotenuse of

the shadow when the Sun is on the prime vertical, and also by the R

sine of 24°, gives the R sine of the longitude of the Sun. The corres-

ponding arc is its longitude.

east-west line or bhuja reduced to the smaller circle. (See the previous

note). The remaining part of the rule is the same as that in the previous

verse. Sripati gives this rule in S&e, iv. 64.

41. This gives the method to find the longitude of the Sun

when the shadow of the gnomon at the time when the Sun is on the

prime vertical is known. When the Sun is on the prime vertical, the

distance of the extremity of the shadow from east-west line is nil. So

bhuja is nil.

So, reduced agrajya=equinoctial shadow.

Now from iii. 39,

reduced agrajya X R sin colatitude
R sin declination= r— , nnam

—
hypotenuse

equinoctial shadow X R sin colatitude
~~

hypotenuse

^12xRsin latitude
( similar^ j „ z)

hypotenuse
v J 1 '

So, R sin longitude of the Sun

R sin declination X R~ R sin 24°

12 X R sin latitude XR
hypotenuseXR sin 24*

Thus, the corresponding arc is the longitude.

Sripati gives this rule in S&e, iv. 66. See also BSS, iii. 57-62.

While commenting on this verse, MallikSrjuna again mentions

that the difference between the longitude of the Sun calculated in the
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42. Multiply the R sine of the Sun's declination by the hypo-

tenuse of the shadow at any time and divide by the R sine of the

colatitude (of the observer's station). This quotient increased or

diminished by the equinoctial midday shadow, according as the Sub

is in the southern or northern hemisphere, is called bShn or bhuja.

The square root of the difference of the squares of the shadow and

the bhuja is called koti or perpendicular* This line is the east-west

line in the circle, the Centre of which is the point of intersection of

the lines indicating the directions (in the plane of the dial)* and the 1

radius is the shadow (of the gnomon at the centre).

usual manner and that calculated from the shadow is the movement of

the equinox.

Thus, verses 37-41 give four methods for calculating the longitude
of the Sun from four kinds of shadows t (l) midday shadow ;

(2) shadow at any time
; (3) shadow when the Sun is on an

intermediary vertical circle ; and (4) shadow when the Sun is on the

prime vertical.

42. From verse 41 above, R sin declination

^agrajya reduced to smaller circlexR sin colatitude

hypotenuse
~~

"

So. reduced ^/vfl==
R sin declination X hypotenuse

R sin colatitude

As seen before,

Reduced agrajys= equinoctial shadow ± distance of the shadow
from east-west line.

So, distance of the shadow=reduced agrajya± equinoctial shadow.

If is called bahu or bhuja and is HK in the diagram on page 96.

The remaining part of the rule, to find CK, follows from the
right-angled triangle CHK. Now,

CK*=CH2—HK2
. So

9 CK=V CHa-HK8

6i|y», Tr. 13 -
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X Path of the Shadow 1

43-45.. Then from the two ends of the shadow* drawn through

the centre (and ineeting the above circle), two thujas must be draw*

in directions opposite to their own. Then the midday shadow should

be laid from th* point of intersection of the directions along the north*

south line in a direction opposite to the midday Afatfo. The points of

extremities of these three shadows should be marked, and hence three

intersecting arcs resembling two fish-figures. Join the mouth and

tail of each figure. With the point of intersection of the two lines

thus formed describe a circle passing through those three extremities.

That is the path along which the extremity of the shadow moves.

The locus of the foot of the sanku is a circle drawn in the same

way but the bhuja and the midday shadow are fixed in a manner

.contrary to the above.

46. The extremity of the shadow of the gnomon placed at the

centre of the dial, that is, at the point where the lines of the directions

meet, should not go beyond the above circle, (viz., the locus), while

the shadow moves.

The gnomon moves in such a manner that, while moving, the

extremity of its shadow always passes through the point where the

lines of the directions meet.

This is the east-west line. This is explained also in S&e, iv. 80.

43-46. The bhuja and koti are defined in verse 42. These four

verses now describe the locus of the extremities of the shadow of the

gnomon placed at the centre of the face of the dial, where the lines of

the directions meet and also the locus of the foot of the gnomon.

gripati gives the same method in S&e, iv. 80-82. That the locus

of the extremity of the shadow on a given day is a circle is refuted by

BhSskara II in S&i, II, xi. 38.
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1 Nalaka instrument J

47-48. (In the chaySvrtta or a circle with the shadow as radius,

mark the north-south and east-west lines. From their point of

intersection along the east*west line measure off the koti of the shadow

cast by the planet at the time of observation. If the planet is in the

eastern hemisphere, the koti must be marked to the west ; but to thf

east, if the planet is in the western hemisphere). At the extremity of

the koti draw the bhuja in its own direction. Place a bamboo joining

the extremity of the bhuja to the centre, (to represent the shadow).

Connect the point of intersection of the bhuja and the shadow to

the top of the gnomon by a bamboo. Then, the planet will be

visible along this line on the top of the gnomon (after fixing the

nalaka instrument).

Then, at the end, fix the nalakayantra on two bamboo sticks, so

that it (i.e., its hollow) is in the same direction as the joining line, and

its height is that of the observer's eye. Now, the observer shall look

through the instrument and he will see in the sky the eclipse, the rising

Moon or the planet. The reverse process must be followed for

visibility in water.

49. On any given day, multiply the Sun's R sine altitude or

sanku by the equinoctial midday shadow and divide by 12. The result

is the sahkutala or hahkvagra or base of the altitude. This is to the

south (from the rising and setting line). In the night, because of

different spheres, the sankvagra is the Sun's north agrajya.

When the end of the shadow is to the south, the degrees in the
latitude are to the north.

[ R versed sine of the hour angle and its arc ]

50. When the hour-angle is greater than 5400 asus, find the

47-48. These give instructions to use a Nalakayantra to view a
planet grlpati gives the same method in S&e, iv. 84-85, and Bhaskara
in S&i, I. iii. 105-108.

50. This js base^ on the formula R versed sin (90°+ A)=R4-$
sin A,

.
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100

R sine of .heir difference. Add to i. the R sine of 90". The result i.

the R versed sine of the hour-angle.

Asain if the R versed sine of the hour-angle is greater than the

RsineS, And the arc corresponding to the excess as the Rsme

ToZ result add 5400 asus. The sum is the arc correspond to the

R versed sine of the natakaK

[ Shorter methods ]

51 (^ta is a number and VikalS is another expressed as its

.wtleth carrt Sqnare viMJ and divide the result by 60. To the

ITdf.^ the product of flfcB/S and «*. Divide the sua.

ZT To the quotient add the square of *#U The result .s the

square of the sum of akala and rikala.

H Find the integral portion of the square root of a non-

square number as usual. Add 1 to the remainder. Multiply .t by 60

Add the nkala to it. Divide the sum by twice the square root mcreased

by 2. The result is the fractional portion of the square root.

[53. In order to obtain the square of seconds only, minutes

being absent, multiply the seconds by themselves and then divide (the

resulting product) by 60 : the resu.t is the square of the g.ven seconds.

(Conversely), in order to obtain the square root of Seconds only,

Minutes being absent, multiply the Seconds by 60 and then take the

square root (of the resulting product) i the result is the square root m

terms of seconds. ]

51-54. These give simple algebraical formulas.

[ 53. Let us denote square minutes by Minutes (writing the initial

m with the capital letter) and sixtieth parts of square minutes by Seconds

(again writing the initials with the capital letter). Then,

i> seconds)
2=(-^y square minutes

Minutes
60X$Q
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54. Take a number. Add to it some other number. Multiply

the sum by their difference. To the product add the square of the

second number. The result is the square of the first number by a short

process.

Thus ends chapter Four

THREE PROBLEMS

RELATING TO DIURNAL MOTION

Seconds
60

Conversely,

4
tJ ___
° Seconds— \/b2 square seconds
60

=b seconds.

Tl)is is fte usual method which has been employed in India.



CHAPTER V

LUNAR ECLIPSE

[ Time of the eclipse ]

1. If one wants to ascertain (the time of ) a lunar eclipse, one

must find the true longitudes of the Sun, Moon, and its ascending node,

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

In the beginning of the chapter Mallikarjuna gives ten verses

composed by him, (1) to determine the possibility of the occurrence of

an eclipse and (2) to ascertain the deity presiding over the several

days of the fortnight, the lords of the year, month and hor3 (i.e.,

2J nafis). Application of terrestrial longitude correction and the

cycle of Jupiter's era are also dealt with.

As regards the deity presiding over an eclipse, he says that the

true longitudes of the Sun and Rahu (Moon's node) should be calculated

and (after applying the necessary corrections) should be added together

and the sum converted into degrees. This should then be divided

by 180. The quotient divided by 7 gives the number of groups of seven

deities, Brahma, Moon, Indra, Kubera, Varuna, Agni and Yama, passed,

and the remainder, the deity counted from Brahma.

Then Mallikarjuna draws attention to the Bfhatsamhita of Varaha-

mihira where the effects of each deity are given (C/., BS, v. 19-23 and

the commentary thereon by Bhattotpala).

The remainder, after dividing by 180, gives the time of the

present deity passed, and when subtracted from 180, the result gives the

time to be passed. If either of these is less than 14°, there is the possi-

bility of a lunar eclipse on the Full Moon day j if less than 18°, there

is the possibility of a solar eclipse on the New Moon day ; if it is equal

JQ3



on the fifteenth tithi (i.e., Full Moon day) in the light half of the lunar

month, at sunset.

to 14* or greater than 14\ there is no pbssiblity of a lunar ellipse ; and

if it is equal to 18° or greater than 18% there is no possibility of a

solar eclipse.

Now, the lord of the year* Calculate the ahargana from the

beginning of the Kaliyuga and subtract 373 from it. Divide the

remainder by 360. Multiply the quotient by 3 and add 1 to it. Divide

the sum by 7 and the remainder gives the lord of the year counting

from the Sun. The remainder obtained in the division by 360 gives the

days passed when the present lord began.

Next, the lord of the month. Subtract as before, 373 from the

ahargana and divide the remainder by 30. Multiply the quotient by 2
and add 1 to it. Divide the result by 7. The remainder gives the

lord of the month counting from the Sun. The remainder obtained in

the division by 30 gives the days passed when the present lord began,

Mallikarjuna says that the distance in yojanas between a place on
the prime meridian and the observer's station divided by 80 gives the

difference in ghatikSs. He calls these desantara-ghat/kas.

A horn is equivalent to 2l ghafikas. Thus, there are 24 horns in a
day of 60 ghapkas and there will be 24 deities, one presiding over each
hors. If one wants to find the deity of a particular hora, one should
first calculate the number of ghatikQs elapsed since sunrise at that

particular time. They should be doubled and then divided by 5. The
quotient would give the lord of the hour. The lord of the first horS is

the lord of the day. The lord of the second hora would be the sixth
from it. And so on. The order is Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn,
Jupiter and Mars.

The lords of the year, month and horn have been very lucidly

explained by Bhaftotpala in his commentary on the Khan4akhadyaka
towards the end of the first chapter (Edn., Pt, II, pp. 39-41). See also
BSS, xilu 41, 43-46 ; SS, ii. 87-90,
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[ Circumference of the sky ]

2-. Multiply 21,600 by 10 and then by the revolutions of the

Moon in a yuga. The result is the yojants in the circumference of the

sky up to which the rays of the Sun reach.

Mallikarjuna then gives the method to calculate Jupiter's year,

vti., the period it takes to pass through one sign of the zodiac.

First find the mean longitude of Jupiter on the particular day and

give the necessary corrections. Then,

(Jupiter's revolutions X 12+the signs in the longitude)—34

'

60

gives the years beginning with Prabhava, etc. From the degrees, etc. of

the longitude, the months, days, etc. can be calculated. Prabhava is

the thirtyfifth year. See SS, i. 55. There, the years are counted from

Vijaya and therefore, 34 is not subtracted.

2. According to this formula, the circumference of the sky is

5,77,53,336X21600X10= 1,24,74,72,05,76,000 yojanas. This is the

measurement given by Aryabhata in iBh, DaiagitikU, 6, and BhSskara

I in MB, vii 20.

According to Brahmagupta, grlpati and Bhaskara II, whose epoch

starts from the kalpa, the circumference of the sky is 18,71,20,69,20,00,-

00,000 yojanas (BSS, xxi. 11 ; S&e, il 59 ; and S&, I. iv. 1 ab).

MallikSrjuna says in his commentary that the above measurement

is kalpita or 'imaginary'. This multiplied by 1000 would be the circum-

ference of the sky when the epoch is kalpa. The measurement given by

Brahmagupta etc. is not so. The rule, however, is the same, but the

result differs because of the difference in revolutions of the Moon in

a kalpa.
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[ Distance of the planet from the Earth J

3. (the circumference of the sky in yojtinas) divided by 72>00d
feives the circumference of the orbit of the asterisms. Again, (the
circumference of the fcky in yojanas) divided by the number of revolution
of each planet in a y*ga

t gives the circumference of the planet's orbit

3 i,24,74,72,05,76,000 ,„,^rtnnd . ,

72,00(T
=17,32,60,008 is the measurement of

the orbit of the stars.

According to the Indian astronomers, a planet's orbit

_ circumference of the sky

planet's revolutions in a yuga

.
5,77,53,336x21,600x10

planet's revolutions

The radius of the planet's orbit is taken as the distance of the
orbit from the centre of the earth or the planet's yojanakarna. The
yojanakarna or radius follows from :

Earth's circumference : earth's radius : :

planet's circumference : ?

or, 3927 : 625 : : planet's circumference : ?

So, planet's r*<Kn*=~ circumference X 625

3927

*=fll^ == 3.1416
( as given by Lalla and Mallikarjuna in the

commentary. This is the value of •* in the table of R sines which is
borrowed from Aryabhafa.

In i. 43, Lalla takes »=y . &!pati takes w= ^10 in S&e, v. 4,
when he calculates the yojanakar^as. The ancient Indian astronomers
generally took ir= ,y/io.

Sisya-Tr, 14



(in yojanas). When this circumference is multiplied by 625 and divided

by 3,927, the result is the distance of the planet from the earth (m

yojanas).

[ Distance of the Sun and Moon from the Earth ]

4. The mean distance of the Sun from the earth's centre is

4,59,585 yojanas and that of the Moon is 34,377 yojanas.

5 When their mean distances are multiplied by their respective

mandasphuta hypotenuse and divided by the radius, the results are their

BhaskaraH gives the same method for calculating the yojana-

harms in SSit
! v'

commentary on the third verse.

While commenting on this verse, Mallikarjuna says that in this

work 2 yojanas are equal to 3 yojanas of the Siddhantas. So, the orb.ts

obtained here, when multiplied by 3 and divided by 2, will give results

equal to those in the Siddhantas, SS, etc.

4 Bhaskara I gives the same distance as Lalla in MB, v. 2 ;

LB iv 2. Since, according to BhSskara II, the Sun's orbit is 43,31 t497|

yojanas and the Moon's orbit is 3,24,000 yojanas, their yojanakarnas are,

respectively, 6,89,377 and 51,566. I.*. 3). STxpati gives the same

orbits as Bhaskara, but as he takes — ^10. according to him the

yojanakarnas are, respectively, 6,84,870 and 51,229 {S&e. U. 63 ;
v. 7).

5. This gives the methods to find the correct distances of the

Sun and Moon from the earth.

First find their manda hypotenuse. Then, from the proportion :

R : manda hypotenuse : : distance in yojanas : ?

,

the more accurate distance is obtained.

The same rule is in MB, v. 3 ;
LB, iv. 3 ;

BSS, xxi. 31 ;

y.Acd; and in SSi, I. v, 5 ab.
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correct distances. Or, the mean distance multiplied by the mean

motion and divided by the true motion, gives the correct distance

(of the Sun or Moon) from the earth.

6. The diameter of the Moon is 315 yojanas and that of the

Sun is 4410. The Sun's distance from the earth multiplied by 5 and

divided by 16 gives the height of the cone of the earth's shadow.

The second formula follows from the proportion :

True motion : mean motion—K : manda hypotenuse

=distance in yojanas : ?

.

6. This gives the method to calculate the height of the cone of

the earth's shadow.

Let S be the Sun, E the earth, and AB and DF their common

tangents meeting in G. EH is parallel to AB. Then, GE is the height

ES X BE
of the cone of the earth's shadow or mahiprabha, and =

_ Sun's distance from earth X earth's radius ^
Sun's radius—earth's radius

_ Sun's distance X 10/
4410—1050 (given by Lai la, i. 43)

2
~~

Sun's distance X 525
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[ Diameter or the Earth's shadow in yojanas ]

7. The length of the earth's shadow (as found above) diminished

by the correct distance of the Moon from the centre of the earth, then

multiplied by 1050 and divided by itself, gives, as result, the diameter of

the earth's shadow in yojanas (in the Moon's orbit).

Sun's distance X 5 ^\
16 ~ V }

(1) is in MB, v. 71 ; LB, iv. 6 ; BSS, xxiii. 8 ; and in S&e,

v. 8 ab. (2) is in MB, v. 72.

7. This gives the method to find the diameter of the earth's

shadow in yojanas.

Let S be the Sun, E the earth, AB and CD ihe common

tangents meeting at F, and GH the Moon's orbit meeting the tangents

in K and L, and SE produced in M. Then, KML is the path of the

Moon which is within the shadow. Let MN be perpendicular to ABF.
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[ Angular diameter of the Sun etc. ]

8. The diameters of the Sun, Moon and the shadow, (each

expressed in yojarras), and multiplied by the radius and divided, respec-

tively, by the Sun's distance from the earth, the Moon's distance and

the Moon's distance, (in yojanas), give the respective angular diameters

in minutes, whence the arcs corresponding to the quotients as R sines

are found. The results can also be treated approximately as diameters

(without finding the arcs).

Then the diameter of the earth's shadow within the Moon's path is

measured by 2 MN, approximately.

Now, MN B EB * FM
' FE

^ earth's radius (FE—ME
)

FE

So 2 MN= -
(earth's shadow—Moon's distance)

' earth's shadow

This formula is in MB, v. 72 cd-ll ab ; LB, iv. 7 ;
BSS, xxiii.9

and in SSe, v. 8 cd.

8. This gives the method to convert the diameters of the Sun,

etc., expressed in yojanas, into minutes. From the proportion :

Sun's distance : Sun's diameter : : R : ?,

the R sine of the Sun's angular diameter is obtained. The correspon-

ding arc in minutes is the angular diameter. Or, the result from the

proportion could also be treated as the angular diameter, approximately.

Similarly, for the Moon and the earth's shadow.

This rule is given in MB, v, 5 ; LB, iv. 5
;
BSS, xxi. 34 ; SSe,

v. 6, and in Sfo, I. v. 7,
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9. Or, the true motion of the Moon multiplied by U and

divided by 272 gives its angular diameter in minutes. That of the Sun

is obtained by multiplying its true motion by 11 and dividing by 20.

The difference between 8 times the true motion of the Moon and 25

9. This gives the rule to find the angular diameters of the Sun,

etc. from their respective true motions.

Let S be the Sun, E the earth and ET the tangent. Then,

twice the angle SET is the angular diameter of the Sun.

R sin SET=-^|^

Sun's radiusX R
Sun's distance

4V° Xtrue motion

7906=1,24,74,72,05,76,000 mean motion,

1,57,79,17,500



times that of the Sun, divided by 60, gives the angular diameter of the

shadow (in minutes).

[ The eclipser and the eclipsed 1

10, The shadow is the Moon*s obscuring body and the Moon

is the Sun's obscuring body. There are total and partial eclipses of the

_ true motion X 4V°-r 4
t|°

7906-r
4£$-°

1 1 true motion
nearly.

40 '

So, 2 SET=|J true motion, in minutes, nearly.

Similarly, the Moon's angular diameter

_ 2 X true motion X 3
J
5 -r *4i

7906^-V2
5

=~^~ true motion, in minutes, nearly*

It would be 272 if the diameter is 320.

Similar rules are in MB. v. 6-7 ; BSS, iv. 6 ab
;

S§e, v. 9 ab,

and SSi, I. v. 8.

The earth's shadow

F>g.>5
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obscured body caused by the obscuring body* (The eclipse) is nattked

after the (eclipsed portion of the) obscured body.

Let S be the Sun> E the earth> and trKMLfc tbe Moon*s orbit

cutting the common tangents AB and DF at K and L> respectively. Let

EK be joined and EN be parallel to AB. Then, twice KEC is the

angular diameter of the shadow.

R Sj.SEN=
SNxRsinSNE

SE

__ R (Sun's radius—earth's radius)

Sun's distance

_ Rx Sun's radius R x earth's radius

Sun's distance Sun's distance

=| Sun's angular diameter—Sun's horizontal parallax.

So, angle SEN= the same, nearly.

Again, R sin EKB

^ EB X R sin KBE
EK

Rx earth's radius

Moon's distance

—Moon's horizontal parallax,

So, angle EKB =• the same, nearly.

So, 2 angle KEC= angular diameter of the earth's shadow

=2 (angle EKB—angle ECK)

=2 (angle EKB—angle SEN)

=2 Moon's horizontal parallax—2 X £ Sun's angular diameter

-j-2 Sun's horizontal parallax

Moon's true motion n c » *—2 x — —f£ Sun's true motion

•fy^ Sun's true motion
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[ Latitude of the Moon ]

II. When the Moon is equal to the Sun in respect of minutes

etc., subtract from its longitude, the longitude of its ascending node.

Find the R sine of the remaining arc, multiply it by 15 and divide by

8 Moon's true motion-33 Sun's true motion+8 Son's true motionSS- — — — „ l '-Lz ,, .

~
.

.

60 J-

Moon's true motion—25 Sun's true motion

60

(According to Indian astronomer's the horizontal parallax is ^ of the

planet's true motion).

The same formula is given BSS, ir. 6 cd ; S$e, v. 9 cd j and
&Si

9 1, v. 9.

11. This gives the method to find the Moon's latitude.

*tya. Trf 1$
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i

191. The result is the latitude of the Moon and its direction is

according to the hemisphere in which the Moon happens to be diminished

by its node.

Let BEC be a quadrant of the ecliptic and K its pole. Let

BMD be the Moon's orbit or viman4ala
t
B its node and KME and KDC

the verticals. ME is the latitude and DC the maximum latitude or 270',

Then, R sin ME= R sin DCXR sin BE
R sin BC

DC (nearly) XR sin d
where d

.

g ^ difference
R

the Moon's and the node's longitudes

270 X R sin d
~~

3438
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[ Obscured portion at mid-eclipse ]

12. When this latitude is subtracted from the sum of the semi-

diameters of the obscuring and the obscured bodies, the remainder is

the portion obscured (at the time of mid-eclipse). When the portion

is greater than the obscured body, the latter is said to be completely

obscured.

_ 15 XR sin d
191

So, ME=j1
9
5
1-XR sin d minutes, nearly.

Similar formulas are given in MB, v. 30 ;
LB, iv, 8 ; BSS,

iv. 5 ; SSe, v. 10 ab and S&l, I. v. 10.

12. This gives the method to find the obscured portion at

midcclipsc.
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Let AB be the ecliptic, C the centre ol the earth's shadow and

M the Moon. At mid-eclipse the centre C and the Moon M will

lie on the same vertical to the ecliptic or the same kadambaprota. Thus,

CEDM is perpendicular to ACB.

Now, DE=obscured portion

=CD+ME—CM
=sum of the radii—latitude.

The same formula holds $004 in a solar eclipse as well,
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13. Or, subtract half the difference of the diameters of the

obscuring and the obscured bodies from the latitude of the Moon. The

remainder is the portion not obscured. If there is no remainder, the

obscured body is completely obscured.

[ Half-duration of the eclipse ]

14-15. Take the sum or difference in the semi-diameters of the

obscuring and the obscured bodies. Square it and subtract from it the

square of the Moon's latitude. Find the square root of the remainder.

Multiply it by 60 and divide by the difference of the true motions

in minutes of the two bodies. The results are, respectively, the

approximate half durations of the eclipse and the total eclipse in

ghafikas.

When these times are severally multiplied by the true motions of

the Sun, Moon and its node and each product divided by 60, the results

are, respectively, the motions of the Sun, Moon and its node during

these times.

16. The Sun's and Moon's motions in minutes should, respec-

tively, be subtracted from their longitudes and the node's motion added

to its longitude, if the first half of duration of the eclipse or of the total

eclipse is required ; the reverse process is to be followed if the second

half is required.

From these longitudes, again calculate the half duration of the

13. The formula follows from the above diagram, fig. 17.

These are the usual methods.

14-16. These indicate how to find the durations of the first half

and second half of either a partial or a total eclipse.
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17. When the first half of the duration of an eclipse is subtracted

from the time of the Full Moon, the remainder gives the time when
the eclipse began. When the second half of the duration of an eclipse

is added to the time of the Full Moon, the sum gives the time when
the eclipse ends. So the wise say.

The sum of the first and second half of the duration of the

ecljpse is its total duration. The sum of the first and second half of
the duration of the total eclipse is the duration of the complete

disappearance of the Moon.

Let AB be the ecliptic, C the centre of the earth's shadow, M
the Moon touching the earth's shadow externally in fig. 18a and inter-

nally in fig. m. Let ME be the Moon's latitude.

Then, assuming the latitude to be fixed, when CE in fig. 18a is

covered by the Moon, there is mid-eclipse
; and when CE in fig. 186

is covered by the Moon, there is mid*total eclipse. CE can be found
from the right-angled triangle CEM. Then the corresponding time can
be found from the proportion :

Difference in daily motions of the Moon and the Sun : 60 : ; CE : ?

Thus the half duration of an eclipse and that of a total eclipse

are obtained.

The latitude of the Moon, however, is not constant and, so, the
above times are only approximate. In order to get more accurate times,
the longitudes of the Moon and its node at the beginning and end of
an eclipse or of a total eclipse must be found ; and hence the Moon's
latitude. Then the half durations should be calculated. The process is
to be repeated till the times are fixed.

The same method is used in the case of the solar eclipse, when
the Sun's longitude should also be calculated.

While commenting on verse 15, MallikaYjuna says that in a solar
eclipse, when the Moon's " latitude is f the half duration of a total
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18, The end of the Full Moon is the time of mid-eclipse. That

time, diminished by the first half of the duration of the total eclipse,

gives the time when the Moon is completely obscured. Again, that

time added to the second half of the duration of the total eclipse,

gives the time when the Moon begins to reappear. So say those

who know.

[ Obscured portion at any time ]

19. When the given time (during an eclipse) is subtracted from

the first or second half of the duration of an eclipse, and the remainder

is multiplied by the difference in minutes of the motions (of the

obscuring and the obscured bodies) and divided by 60, the result is

eclipse is i of a ghatikd. This same eclipse, when the Sun's diameter

is large, is known as kahkanagraha$a.

The above method is in MB, v, 75-76
; LB, iv. 10-13

;
BSS,

iv. 8-9 ; S&e, v. 12-13
;

S&it v. 12-14 and SS, iv. 12-15.

19. This gives the method to find the obscured portion at any

given time elapsed after the contact or to elapse before separation.
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called bhufa or base. The latitude of the Moon at that time is called

kali or perpendicular. The square root of the sum of the squares of

the base add the perpendicular is the hypotenuse at that time.

Let AB be the ecliptic, C the centre of the earth's shadow, M the
Moon, and ME its latitude. CE is called bhufa or base, and ME the
kon or perpendicular. CE is found from the proportion :

Difference in the motions of Moon and Sun : 60 : : CE : given time.

ME is then calculated for that time. Then CM is calculated from
the right-angled triangle CEM thus : CM= VCE*+ME'. When CM is
subtracted from the sum of the radii of the Moon and the shadow, the
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20. In the same way, when the first or second half of a total

eclipse is multiplied by the difference of the true motions (of the

obscuring and the obscured bodies, and the product is divided by 60,

the result is the base). The latitude of the Moon at these times is the

perpendicular. (The square root of the sum of the squares of the base

and the perpendicular) is the hypotenuse at the beginning of the total

eclipse (if the first half is taken), and is the hypotenuse for the end

of the total eclipse (if the second half is taken).

(In both cases), when the hypotenuse is subtracted from the sum

of the semi-diameters of the two bodies, the remainder is the obscured

portion.

[ Time from the obscured portion ]

21-22. Subtract the given obscured portion from the sum of

the semi-diameters of the two bodies. Square the remainder. Subtract

from it the square of the Moon's latitude (at the time of mid-eclipse).

Find the square root of the remainder. Multiply it by 60 and divide

by the difference of the true motions of the two bodies. Subtract the

result from the first half of the duration of the eclipse, if the observed

portion is between the beginning of the eclipse and the mid-eclipse.

But if it is between the mid-eclipse and the end, subtract the quotient

difference is the obscured portion at the given time. The same method

is used also for the solar eclipse.

This rule is given in MB, v. 62-63
; BSSt iv. 11-12 ; S&e, v. 14,

S&i, I. v. 15-17 ab and in SS, iv. 18-20.

20. In the same way, in the case of a total eclipse, the

hypotenuse in the beginning and end can be calculated*

21-22. These give a process converse to that given above, that

is, to find the time when the obscured portion is given. As the

Moon-'s latitude at the time when the portion is obscured is not known,

its latitude for the mid-eclipse is used and by the converse of the
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from the second half of the duration of the eclipse. The result is

approximately the time when the given portion is obscured.

Find the Moon's latitude at this time and repeat the process till

the time is fixed. (This then is the correct time).

[ Valana : Deflection due to latitude and declination ]

23. Multiply the equinoctial midday shadow by the R versed

sine or the utkramajya of the hour-angle at the beginning of the eclipse,

etc. and divide by the hypotenuse of the equinoctial shadow. Remember

that the arc corresponding to this quotient as the R sine, (which is

called ak^avalana), is to be taken as north or south according as the

obscured body is in the eastern or the western hemisphere.

24. In a lunar eclipse, the Moon, (the obscured body), is said

to be in the eastern hemisphere from midday till midnight. From

midnight till midday it is said to be in the western hemisphere. In a

solar eclipse, (for the Sun, which is the obscured body), the contrary is

the case.

25. Increase the number of degrees in the longitude of the

obscured body by 3 signs and then find its R versed sine or utkramajya.

Hence find, as before, the R sine of the declination. The corresponding

arc {ayanavalana) has the same denomination as that of the Moon

method explained above, an approximate time is calculated. Then the

longitudes of the Moon and its node are calculated for this time and

hence the latitude. Again the time is calculated. The process is

repeated till the time is fixed. This then is the required time.

The same method is followed in the case of the solar

eclipse also.

This rule is in BSS, iv. 13-14 ;
S§e, v. 15 ; S&i, I. v. 17 cJ-18.

See also SS, iv. 22-23,

23-26. These give the method to find the valana. Valana is the

Variation pf the eastward direction of the ecliptic from the eastward^
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increased by 3 signs. The latitude of the Moon has the same denomi*

nation as that of the Moon diminished by its node.

26. The aksavalana, the ayanavalana and the Moon's latitude,

all in minutes, should be added together if they are of the same

denomination but their difference must be taken when of different

denominations. Then find the R sine of the sum or difference, as the

case may be. The result is the R sine of the valana or variation of

direction of the disc of a planet. According to Indian astronomers

it is measured on the arc of a circle which is at a distance of 90° from

the place of the planet on the ecliptic. It consists of two arcs, viz.,

(1) the arc between the east point on the ecliptic and that on the

celestial equator, and (2) the arc between the latter point and the east

*

point on the prime vertical. The first is called ayanavalana and the

second aksavalana. Thus the ayanavalana is also measured by the

angle between the secondaries to the ecliptic and the equator, and the

aksavalana by the angle between the secondaries to the equator and

the prime vertical.
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the eastward direction of the ecliptic from the eastward direction of the

disc of the obscured body.

The correct calculation of the valana is as follows :

F^
. Zo

Let SZPN be the meridian, ZE the prime vertical, EQ the equator

and CL the ecliptic. Let Z be the zenith, P the pole of the equator

and K the pole of the ecliptic. Let N be the north point, and M the

Moon. Through M and N, PtndK draw secondaries to the prime

vertical, equator and ecliptic. Then, the angle NMP measures the

Hkmalana and PMK the ayanavalana.

Now, in the spherical triangle PNM,

H sin NMP- R*™M * Rai,lNP
R sin PM
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Angle PNM is the Moon's zenith distance on the prime vertical,

NP the latitude of the place, and PM the complement of the Moon's

declination.

So, R sine NMP or uksavalanajyS

_ R sin Moon's zenith distanceXR sin latitude

radius day-circle (=R approximately)

_ R sin Moon's zenith distance X equinoctial shadow

equinoctial hypotenuse

(from the similar triangles U and Z) (1)

So, aksavalana is the arc corresponding to (l) as R sine.

Again, from the spherical triangle PMK,

R sin PMK^ Rsin PKMxRsin PK
R sin PM

Angle PKM is 90°+ Moon's longitude, PK is 24° or measure of

obliquity or maximum declination.

Then, R sin PMK or ayanavalanajya

_ R sin (90°+ Moon's longitude) XR sin 24°

radius day-circle (=R approximately)

=R sin declination of the planet increased by 90°

So, ayanavalana= declination of the planet increased by 90°.

Brahmagupta gives the above formulas both in BSS, iv. 16-17

and KP, iv. 7.

According to verse 23, Lalla's formula for aksavalana is the arc

corresponding to i

R versed sin of the hour-angle X equinoctial shadow
hypotenuse equinoctial shadow

as R sine. This is wrong, as the above proof shows.

Then, according to verse 25, Lalla's formula for Hyanavalana is

the arc corresponding to

^Rjiin 24° X R versed sine (90°+ longitude)_ _

as R sine. This also is wrong, as the above proof shows.

BhSskara I also uses versed sine in MB, v. 42-45 and LB,

iv. 15-17. Prthndaka follows Lalla in the use of hour-angle and R
versed sine (see his commentary on the above verses in BSS, and his
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27. Divide the R sine of the valana and 3438, the radius, by

110, to convert them into angulas. When the altitude in time

(unnatakala) on any day at any given time, is divided by half the

duration of the day and 21 added to the result, the sum is the number
of minutes equivalent to 1 angula.

commentary on KP, iv. 7. Cf. also (KSG, pp. 99-100). So does
Bhajtotpala (see his commentary on KP, iv. 7 ; KK vol. II, pp. 116-19).

AmaSarma follows the same practice (KBM, pp. 134-36). gipati
also follows Lalla in S&e, v. 19-20.

Aryabhata does not appear to have used the versed sine. {Abh,
Golapada, 45). Readings, however, differ ; according to some it is

R sine and according to others it is R versed sine.

Bha kara II has given a more accurate method in SSi, I.

v. 20-23. He has criticized the use of versed sine (above reference) an
also in II, ix. 16-22. Yet while explaining Lalla's verses in his
commentary he argues in favour of the versed sine. SS uses natakala
a changed into degrees but not versed sine (iv. 24-25).

Lalla corrects the total valana with the Moon's latitude and thus
obtains the corrected valana. grlpati follows him, as mentioned above
(S$e, v. 19-20). Thus Lalla differs from Brahmagupta (iv. 18) and
Bhaskara II (above references). See also Bhaskara Fs rules (MB,
v. 46-47 and LB, iv. 18-20).

rtf *k

Va
!
an° h U?ed f°r Pr°Jection of an eclipse. It shows the direction

oi tne ecliptic and hence the position of the obscured body.

i m
11

'
T° Gonvert R sine valana and R into angulas. Lalla assumesHO units as equivalent to 1 angula.

The second formula relates to the conversion of minuteswto angulas.

According to Indian astronomsrs, 2\ minutes are equal to 1
onguh, when the body is on the horizon, and 3£ minutes are equal to
1 angula, when the body is on the merdian. Thus, if the time elapsed
after rising is Xf the variation is obtained from the proportion •

Half day : 1 : ; x ; ? .
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I Conversion of angular deflection to linear deflection ]

28. The sum of the radii of the obscuring and the obscured

bodies, the latitude of the Moon, the obscured portion, the hypotenuse,

the base and the perpendicular, (expressed in minutes) should be divided

by the number of minutes in 1 angulas.

[ Graphical representation of the eclipse ]

29. In a lunar eclipse, contact takes place in the eastern portion

of the disc of the Moon and separation in the western portion. The

contrary is the case in a solar eclipse.

The latitudes of the Moon should always be drawn in a direction

contrary to their own (in the projection) of a lunar eclipse. (But in

the projection) of a solar eclipse, the latitudes should be drawn in their

own direction.

30-33. Draw three (concentric) circles, with radii respectively

equal to the radius of the obscured body, the sum of the radii of the

obscuring and the obscured bodies, and the radius (trijya). Mark the

directions (north, etc.) in these circles. (In the projection) of a lunar

eclipse, for contact, the valana or deflection should be marked along

Let it by y.

Then, the variation j=
half day

x
So, at that time 1 ahgula^lk-^

half day
minutes.

Bhaskara fs formula is in MB, v. 53 cd and in LB iv. 22. Lalla's

formula is given by 6npati in SS, v. 23 and by Bhaskara II in S&i, I.

v. 24 cd.

28. This conversion is required for drawing the projection of an

eclipse.

29-35. These give the construction for the projection of an

eclipse, It is clear from the translation.

On the same topic, see MB, v. 48-67, 77 : LB, iv. 23-32
;
BSS,

14-18 $ v. 25-38 ; S&i, I. v. 26-35 and SS, vi.
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the third circle, from the east point, in its own direction. For separation,

it should be marked from the west point in a direction opposite to its

own. In both the cases it should be expressed as an R sine.

In a solar eclipse, for contact, the valana should be marked from

the west point in a direction opposite to its own ; and for separation,

it should be marked from the east point in the same direction as its

own. Here again, it should be expressed as an R sine.

In the projection of a solar eclipse, at the time of mid-eclipse,

if the Moon's latitude is north, the valana or deflection should be

marked from the north point eastward, if its own direction is opposite

to that of the latitude, and westward, if its own direction is the' same.

Again, if the Moon's latitude is south, the valana or deflection should be

marked from the south point eastward, if its own direction is opposite

to that of the latitude, and westward, if its own direction is the same.

In the projection of a lunar eclipse, the contrary is the case.

(In each case, from the end of the valana or deflection thus

marked ), draw a straight line passing through the centre of the concentric

circles. (This is called valanasQtra). Mark the point where it cuts

the circle with radius equal to the sum of the radii of the obscuring

and the obscured bodies. From this point mark along the same circle

the latitudes for contact and separation, each expressed as R sine.

In a solar eclipse the latitudes should be drawn in their own direction

and in a lunar eclipse in the opposite direction.

At the mid-eclipse, the latitude should be marked along the

valanasutra from the centre of the (concentric) circles, (towards the

valana).

In each case, with the extremity of the latitude as the centre

and the radius of the obscuring body as radius, describe a circle (cutting

the obscured body). Thus are known the points of contact and

separation and also the obscured part at the mid-eclipse.

34-35. (Mark) the three extremities of the latitudes, (at the

beginning, middle and end of the eclipse). (Draw) two fish-figures,

(one passing through the first two points and the other through the

&*ya-Tr. 17
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last two points). Draw two lines passing through the mouth and tail

of each fish-figure. (With the point of intersection of these two lines

as centre) draw a circle passing through the three extremities of the

latitudes. This is the path of the obscuring body. Then place the

hypotenuse from the centre (of the concentric circles) just touching

the path.

(In the projection of a lunar eclipse, when the obscured portion

is increasing, that is, between the beginning and middle of the eclipse),

the hypotenuse must be drawn eastward. But when the obscured

portion is decreasing, (that is, between the middle and end of the

eclipse), the hypotenuse must be drawn westward. In the projection of

a solar eclipse, the contrary is the case.

With this point of intersection as the centre, draw the obscuring

body. Thus is found the obscured portion at any time.

[ Colour of the eclipse ]

36. At the beginning and end of an eclipse, the Moon is of

dense smoky colour. In a partial eclipse, it is always dark as a mass

of collyrium. When the obscured portion is greater than half, it is

dark red. When it is completely obscured, it is tawny.

The ends Chapter Five

on

LUNAR ECLIPSE



CHAPTER VI

SOLAR ECLIPSE

[ Data for computing the Solar eclipse ]

1. One intending to ascertain a solar eclipse must first find

the true longitudes of the Sun, Moon and its ascending node, on the

fifteenth day of the dark half of the lunar month at sunrise.

[ Meridian ecliptic point ]

2. (To find the meridian ecliptic point or madhyalagna), the

time when the amavdsyll or New Moon ends, if before midday,

should be added to half the duration of the night and the true

longitude of the Sun should be increased by 6 signs. The lagna

calculated from these by means of the times of rising of the signs of

the zodiac at Lanka, according to the methods given above, is called

meridian ecliptic point by the wise. If the time when the amavasya

ends is after midday, it should be diminished by half the duration of

the day and the true longitude of the Sun should be considered with-

out any chage and the lagna calculated. (This, again, would be the

meridian ecliptic point).

[ R sine altitude at the Meridian ecliptic point ]

3. The latitude of the observer's station, expressed in

degrees, increased or diminished by the declination corresponding to

the longitude of the meridian ecliptic point, according as they are in

the same or opposite directions, is called madhya. Its R sine is called

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-7. These verses explain how to calculate the longitudinal
parallax or lambana. The first verse prescribes the determination of

131
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madhyajya. The R sine of 90° minus the madhya is called the sanku

or R sine of the altitude of the madhya.

[ R sine amplitude of the rising point of the ecliptic ]

4. Calculate the lagna for the time between sunrise and the end

of the amavdsya, using the local times of rising of the signs of the

zodiac. Multiply the R sine of the longitude of this lagna by the

the longitudes of the Sun, Moon and its node at sunrise on the New

Moon day.

. Hi-'

(Figure taken front PS, translated by Thibaut)

Let NWSE be the horizon, NS the meridian, Z the zenith, AL
the ecliptic, and K its pole. Let KZV be a secondary cutting AL in

V. Thus V is the nonagesimal or vitribha. Let AL cut the meridian

in M, so that M is the meridian ecliptic point or madhyalagna. Let
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R sine of 24° and divide by the R sine of the colatitude. The result

is called udayajya (or R sine of the amplitude of the rising point of the

ecliptic).

[ Ecliptic zenith distance ]

5. When the udayajya is multiplied by the mddhyajya and
divided by the radius, the result is called bahu or base. The square

AL meet the horizon in L ; then L is the orient ecliptic point. Let

S' be the position of the Sun on the ecliptic and S* its position under
parallax. Let KS', KS' be two secondaries through S' and S\ Let
ZC be parallel to VS' meeting KS' in C.

Now, verse 2 gives the method to calculate the longitude of M
which is already explained in iv. 11-12. (see above, pp. 68-71).

Verse 3 gives the method to calculate ZM, the zenith distance

of M or madhya. From the longitude of M calculate its declination

(cf., verse ii. 17ab) and hence its zenith distance (cf, verse iv. 16) and
altitude. R sine of this distance is called madhyajya and- R cosine is

madhyalagnasahku.

Verse 4 calculates the longitude of the orient ecliptic point L or
lagna (cf., above, iv. 11-12) at the time of the conjunction of the Sun
and Moon. Then it gives the method to find LF, the perpendicular from
L on EW. This is R sin amplitude of L or agrajya. This is called

udayajya.

From the similar triangles U and V,

R sine LE or TF— R sm declination of LXR
R sin colatitude

__ longitude of L X R sin 24° X R , - ..
f
_ .

,

R. R sin colatitude
(c/

" 1?ab)

So, udaynjy^l0^itude of L X R sin 24"

R sin colatitude

Verse 5 gives the method to find R sin VM or bahu. From
fig. 21,

R sin VM or W, t

- R sin GS X R sin ZM
R sin ZS
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root of the difference of the squares of the madhyajyn and the bahu is

called drkksepajya (or R sine of the ecliptic zenith distance).

__ R sin LE xR sin ZM
(sjnce arc ES== go«=arc GL)

R v

udayajyeLKmadhyajya

R

Then, considering the triangle ZVM as plane,

R sin ZV= v^R sin ZM)2—(R sin VM)2

R sine ZV is the R sine zenith distance of the nonagesimal. It

is called drkk$epajya.

In verse 6, the author first finds R sin ZC. R sin S'H is

calculated from the proportion R sin LV : R sin VG : : R sin S'L :

R sin S'H. So, Ris ZS'=R sin (90°— S'H) is found. This is called

drgjya or the Sun's R sine zenith distance. Then R sin VS' is obtained

from,

R sin VS'= V(R sin ZS')2—(R sin ZV)a

and R sin ZC is approximately taken to be equal to R sin VS'. This is

called drggatijyn or simply drggatu

The second part of this verse and the next verse give the method

to find S'D, the longitudinal parallax of the Sun. In the triangle

S' S
ff D,

„ . c , r, R sin S'S"D X R sin S'S" mR sin S D=— _, . W
R sm S DS

Now, Rsin S'DS"=R sin 90°^R and R sin S' S"=R sin

vertical parallax or drglambanajya

_ R sin maximum parallaxXR sin ZS'

r
- -

maximum parallax (nearly) X R sin ZS'=
R

__ radius of earth X R
x

R sin ZS* ^
Sun's distance R

525 X R sin ZS'
~~

Sun's distance
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[ Syzygy corrected for Parallax in longitude ]

6*7. The difference between the square of the drkksepojya and

that of the R sine of the Sun's zenith distance at the end of the

amavasyd, is called the square of the drggatijya. Find its square root

and multiply it by 525. Divide the product severally by the distances

of the Sun and the Moon from the earth.

Again, R sin S'S" D—R sin (90°—S"S'D)

==R sin (90°—ZS'V)

= R sin ZS'C

From the right angled triangle ZS'C,

R sin ZC X R sin ZCS'R sin ZS'C=-
K sin ZH'

(3)R sin ZS'

So, from (1) R sin S'D= *-si" ZC * R
X
«jxRrinZS^w R sin ZS' Sun's distance R

_ R sin ZCX525
~~

Sun's distance

c o/r* o > ,, 525 Xravidrggati . x .

So, S'D or Sun s parallax=— —-— minutes, nearly.
Sun s distance

Similarly, Moon's parallax

525 X candradrggati

Moon's distance
minutes, nearly

525 X candradrggati .— -^n r~s- J — minutes, nearly.
Moon s distance

(Note that at the time of conjunction, the longitudes of the Sun

and the Moon are the same.)

So, total parallax

= 525X drggati ( ~__-_L__ — — I _ ) minutes
V Moon s dist. bun s Gist. /

= 525 X drggati X -™ ~ ghatikas.
VM'S S'S/ difference m motion

A similar method is followed by Bhaskara I in MB, v. 8-27,

and LB, v. 2-10, the difference being that whereas Lalla takes the same
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Find the difference of the two quotients. Multiply it by 60 and

divide by the difference of the motions of the Sun and the Moon. The

result is the parallax in longitude in ghatikas or lambana (at the mid-

eclipse). It should be applied positively (or negatively as the case

may be), to the calculated time when the amavasya ends. The parallax

should -be repeatedly calculated (and applied till the time is fixed).

8. Or, R sine of the hour-angle at the amavSsya multiplied by

the R sine altitude of the meridian ecliptic point and divided by

29,54,961, gives the parallax in ghatikas at the mid-eclipse.

R sines for the Sun and Moon, Bhaskara calculates them separately

for the Sun and for the Moon. See also ABh., Golapada, 33-34, PS, ix.

17-23 and SS, v. 3-9.

Brahmagupta criticises Lalla's (Aryabhaja's) method in BSS, xi.

23-32, and gives a better method in v. 4-5. This method is given by

Sripati in SSe, vi. 2-3 and by BhSskara II in SSi, I. vi. 3-4.

While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna has noted that

the horizontal parallax of the Sun is 4' and that of the Moon is 53'.

8. This gives another method for the parallax.

The proof is as given by Bhaskara II in his commentary on this

verse. From the proportion :

R sin altitude (=trijyu) : maximum parallax

:: given R sin altitude : ?,

t x given R sin altitude x 4
the parallax (say x)= ^—

Then again, from the proportion,

R sin natakala (hour angle) (=trijya) : x=given R sin natakala : ?,

• j R sin natakalaXR sin altitude
parallax required= ^—

_ R sin hour-angle X R sin altitude
~~

1719^ (-29,54,961)
~
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9. Or, the drggatijya divided by 860 gives the parallax in

ghatikas. It should be added to the calculated time when the amdvasya

ends, if the Sun is in the western hemisphere, and subtracted, if in the

eastern hemisphere. (The result is the time once corrected). The

longitudes of the Sun and Moon must be found for this corrected time

by adding or subtracting the minutes resulting (from the motions

according as the parallax is additive or subtractive) and hence again

the parallax. This process must be repeated (till the parallax and the

time are fixed).

10. When the Sun is on the meridian, the parallax, if any,

should be added to the (calculated time) when the amavasya ends,

9. This verse gives another method for the parallax. From

(1) above

R sin S'S"DXR sin S'S*
R sin S'D= R sin S' DS"

RsinZCxR ^ maximum parallax XR sin ZS' ^ 1

RsinZC R R

[using (2) and (3) above]

So, S'D—
^

3

S

^"g
ZC

X maximum parallax, nearly

4

(According to Indian stronomers the maximum parallax is nearly

4 ghatikas )
—

• ^ff.^* ghatikas, nearly.

Here, for the application for the parallax the meridian is taken as

the dividing line. The commentator says that when the Sun's longitude

is greater than that of the meridian ecliptic point, the parallax should be

subtracted from the time when amavasya ends ; otherwise added.

10. In verse 9 Lalla takes the meridian as the dividing line for

the application of the longitudinal parallax. Here, obviously, he is taking

&sya-Tr. 18
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provided that the Moon is to the south of the Sun. If the Sun is to

the south of the Moon, the parallax should be subtracted.

11. Multiply the dtkksepajya by 525 and divide severally by

the distances of the Sun and Moon from the earth. The difference of

the results in minutes is called nati or parallax in latitude. Its

direction is the same as that of the madhyajyct.

something else as the dividing line. Is he referring to the school

of Brahmagupta, according to which the drkksepavrtta, the great circle

passing through the zenith and the nonagesimal, is the dividing line ?

Brahmagupta's formula for longitudinal parallax is :

R sin difference of Sun and nonagesimal

Here, paraHax is nil when the Sun is on the nonagesimal. Hence

there can be parallax when the Sun is on the meridian.

Bhaskara II in his commentary on this verse says that Brahma-

guptamatam a'srityacaryena lambanasambhava uktah, 'this possibility of

the occurrence of parallax is according to Brahmagupta's formula'. Again,

while commenting on 14cd, he says that according to Brahmagupta

parallax is possible when drkksepa and drggati are equal. His words

are : Brahmaguptamatena drkksepadrnnatisamatve'pi lambanasambhavah.

(Bhaskara H's drhnati is the same as Lalla's drggati.)

While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna also mentions

that in these cases parallax is possible only when drkksepavrtta is assumed

as the dividing line. (See text, Pt. I> pp. 114-16).

11. This gives the method to find the latitudinal parallax or

nati of the Sun and the Moon.

In the above diagram, DS" is the Sun's latitudinal parallax*

In the spherical right-angled triangle S'DS"

[ Parallax in latitude ]

(BSS, v. 4-5).

R sin altitude nonagesimal

=R sin DS'
Rsin S'S'DxR sin S'S'

R sin S'DS"
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Or, the drkksepajya multiplied by the difference in the true

motions of the Sun and Moon and divided by 51,570 gives the parallax

in latitude.

The latitude of the Moon increased or diminished by this

parallax, tccording as they are in the same or opfosite directions, is the

corrected latitude,

[ Application of the parallaxes ]

12. Calculate the first and second half of the duration of the

eclipse and of the total eclipse, following the method given for the lunar

eclipse. From the corrected time when the amavasyZ ends subtract

the first and add to it the second half of the duration of the eclipse. (The
results are approximately the times when the eclipse begins and ends,

respectively). Then, from these times calculate the parallax at the

beginning and end of the eclipse, and apply them (in the manner given

in the next two verses) to the approximately calculated half durations.

sin ZS'VXR sin S'S"

R

= RjfajVxj^njS^? y 525 X R sin ZS' v 1

RsinZS' X
Sun's distaicT ~R
(from the triangle ZS'V and above)

R sin ZVxR. 525

R Sun's distance

drkksepajya X 525

Sun's distance

So,OVor^^*^^ minutes
, marly.

Similarly, Moon's parallax= *-??4J'a—5
- minutes, nearly.Moon s distance '

So, total latitudinal parallax

1 1 \-— 525 x drkksepajya ( —
V Moon's distance Sun's distance

Now the second formula. From the above

m,_Rsin S"S'DXRsin S'S" . x

'

S ~ RlbTsW m,DUteS
'

Dearly*
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Repeat the process till these times are fixed, (which are then the

apparent or sphuta durations of the first and second halves of the

eclipse).

13-14. If the parallax for the beginning of the eclipse is greater

than that for the middle of the eclipse and both are subtractive, and

if the parallax for the end of the eclipse is Jess than that for the

middle of the eclipse and both are subtractive, add their differences to

the approximately calculated first and second half of the approximately

calculated first and second half of the duration of the eclipse.

_ R sin ZVxR sin ZVS' maximum parallax X R sin ZS ' v J^ R sin ZS'
X R R

drkksepajyaXRx maximum parallax_

Jjkksepajya x jL Sun's motion.
R 15

(According to Indian astronomers, the maximum parallax is

of the true motion.)

Similarly, Moon's latitudinal parallax

- drkksepajya X -i- X Moon's motion.
R 15

So, total latitudinal parallax

drkksepajya (difference of Moon's and Suns mo S ions)
! :

51770 (=3438x 15)

Then, the latitude of the Moon should be corrected by this

parallax.

See also MB, v. 28-32 and LB, v. 11-12. Here Bhaskara I calcu-

lates the Sun's and the Moon's drkksepas separately.

13-14. These give the method of application of the longitudinal

parallax or lambana. In fig. 21, KZV is the drkhiepavrtta. It

is clear from the formula that the longitudinal parallax is nil, when

the.Sun is on the nonagesimal; then ZC=VS\ appoximately, will be o;

it is subtractive, when it is to the east and additive, when it is to the

west. It is maximum when the Sun is on the horizon.
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If the parallax for the beginning of the eclipse is less than that

for the middle of the eclipse and both are additive and if the parallax

for the end of the eclipse is greater than that for the middle of the

eclipse and both are additive, then also add their differences respectively

to the approximately calculated first and second half of the duration of

the eclipse.

If the parallax for the beginning of the eclipse is less than that

for the middle of the eclipse and both are subtractive, and if the

parallax for the end of the eclipse is greater than that for the middle

of the eclipse and both are subtractive, then subtract their differences

respectively from the first and second half of the duration of the

eclipse*

If the parallax for the beginning of the eclipse is greater than

that for the middle of the eclipse and both are additive, and if the

parallax for the end of the eclipse is less than that for the middle of

the eclipse and both are additive, then also subtract their differences

respectively from the first and second half of the duration of the eclipse.

If the parallax for the beginning of the eclipse is different in

denomination from that for the middle of the eclipse or if the parallax

for the end of the eclipse is different in denomination from that for

the middle of the eclipse, then always add their sums to the first or

second half of the duration of the eclipse, (as the case may be). The

result in each case is the apparent (sphuta) half duration of the

eclipse.

If there is parallax when drkk$epa and drggati are equal it should

be added to the half duration of the eclipse.

But Lalla does not take the drkksepa\rtta as the dividing line for

the parallax (verse 9). He says that parallax is subtractive when the

Sun is to the east of the meridian and additive to the west. The

method of application is, however, the same as that given by Brahma-

gupta in BSS, v. 14-15. Sripati follows this method in SSe, vi. 11-12.

The detailed proof of this -formula is given in KK
9 I (pp. 127-28).
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t Computation of the eclipse ]

15. The same rule applies for calculating the first and second

half of the duration of the total eclipse. When the apparent duration

for the first half and the second half of the eclipse are respectively sub-

tracted or added to the apparent time, when the amavasya ends., (the

results are the apparent times for the beginning and end of the eclipse,

respectively).

Then calculate the Moon's correct latitude at these times in the

same manner as the latitude at the mid-eclipse is calculated.

When the obscured portion at any given time is required, calcu-

late the Moon's correct latitude for that time, and this is the ko\i or

perpendicular.

16. Then calculate the bahu or base (as above). Muhiply it

by the (approximately calculated first or second) half of the duration

of the eclipse, as the case may be, using the corrected latitude, and

divide by the apparent duration of the first or second half. The result

is the corrected base. The remaining process (to find the obscured

portion at any given time) is the same as that in the case of the

Moon.

Again when the obscured portion is given, and the corresponding

time is required, follow the process as given above. Then multiply this

time by the apparent duration of the first or second half of the

15-16. Verse 15 indicates that the method to calculate the

durations of the first and second half of a total eclipse is the same as

that given in verses 13-14. While commenting this verse, MallikaTjuna

says that generally a total eclipse of the Sun is not possible. If there is,

it is only for £ ghatika.

Verse 16 explains how to calculate the obscured portion at any

time and vice versa, which is a peculiarity in a solar eclipse. The

translation makes the rule clear.

The same method is given by Brahmagupta in BSS v. 18-19, by
Sripati in vi. 14 and by Bhaskara H in S&i, I. v. 18-19,
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eclipse, as the case may be, and using the corrected latitude, divide by
the approximately calculated duration. The result is the more correct

time. This should be subtracted from the half duration. Repeat the

process till the time is fixed,

[ Invisibility of an eclipse ]

17. When of the Sun is obscured, the eclipse cannot be
seen because of the Sun's brightness. But owing to the Moon's clearness

even ^ part of it when eclipsed can be seen.

Thus ends Chapter Six

on

SOLAR ECLIPSE

17. According to SS, vi. 13, owing to clearness even of the
Moon when eclipsed can be seen ; but because of its bright rays even
3 of the Sun when eclipsed cannot be seen.



CHAPTER Vlt

POSSIBILITY OF AN ECLIPSE

[ Possibility of an eclipse at the Sygyzies ]

1. Subtract the longitude of the Moon's node from that of

the Sun. Find the difference between the remainder and 6 or 12 signs.

Divide the result, either greater or less, expressed in minutes, by

the sum of the motions of the Sun and the node. The quotient,

in days, gives the number of days elapsed (since the possibility of

he occurrence of on eclipse, if the above difference is greater than

6 or 12 signs; if less), the quotient gives the number of days to

elapse (before the eclipse takes place).

2. If these days happen to be near amnvasya, then there is the

possibility of a solar eclipse during day time. If they happen to

be near pnrnima, there is the possibility of a lunar eclipse during

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. In a lunar eclipse, the Moon is at a distance of 6 signs

from the Sun. So, if the difference between the longitudes of the

Sun and the Moon's node is 6 signs, the Moon must coincide with

its node and, consequently, its latitude is 0. So, there is the

possibility of a lunar eclipse.

In a solar eclipse, the distance between the Sun's and Moon's

places is zero or 12 signs. So, if the difference between the longitudes

of the Sun and the Moon's node is 12 signs, the Moon must coincide

with its node and, consequently, its latitude is 0. So there is the

possibility of a solar eclipse.

See also BSS, xvi. 29-30, and &Se, vii. 1.

2. According to the formulas in SD, v. 9, above, the sum of

the radii of the Moon and the earth's shadow at their mean distance

144
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night. Subtract the longitude of the Moon's node from that of the

Moon. If the difference between this remainder and 6 or 12 signs

lies within 12°, there is the possibility of a lunar eclipse.

3. This twelve multiplied by 2 gives the latitude of the

Moon in ahgulas. The Sun's true motion multiplied by 4 and divided

is 56'. So there is the possibility of a lunar eclipse, if the latitude of

the Moon is less than 56'. This will be so, if the difference between

the longitudes of the Moon and its node is within 12°.

The sum of the radii of the Moon and the Sun at their mean

distances is 32'. So, there is the possibility of a solar eclipse if the

latitude of the Moon is less than 32'. This will be so if the difference

between the longitudes of the Moon and its node is within 7°.

See S&e, vii. 2 ab, and SSe, I. iv. 3, commentary.

In the commentary on verse 2, Mallikgrjuna says as follows :

(1) In places where the equinoctial shadow is 1 ahgula, there will be

no possibility of a solar eclipse even if the above difference is 12*.

(2) In places where the equinoctial shadow is 5 ahgulas, there will be

no possibility of a solar eclipse if the above difference is 15°. (3) In

places where the equinoctial shadow is 9 ahgulas, there will be no

possibility of a solar eclipse if the above difference is 18°. (4) If the

difference is 12" and if the true motion of the Moon is either equal to

or less than its mean motion, there is no possibility of a lunar eclipse.

(5) If, however, the true motion is greater, there is the possibility of a

lunar eclipse. (6) If the difference is 18°, there is no possibility of a

lunar eclipse.

3. This gives a rule to convert the Moon's latitude etc. from

minutes into ahgulas. The relation taken by Lalla is 2£'= 1 atigula.

From &D, v. 9, Sun's angular diameter

=JJ X true motion in minutes

=|Jxf true motion in ahgulas

&?ya-Tr. 19
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by 17 gives its diameter in angulas. The Moon's true motion

multiplied by 10 and divided by 577, gives its diameter in angulas.

[ Earth's Shadow ]

4. Multiply the Suo's true motion by 5 and divide by 28.

Multiply the Moon's true motion by 2 and divide by 35. The

difference of the two quotients gives the diameter of the earth's

shadow in angulas.

[ Parallaxes in terms of time ]

5*6. The time (in ghatikus) between the end of the amdvasya

and the midday, when multiplied by 6, gives the product in degrees.

4-33 w=4 X true motion in angulas

=jy X true motion in angulas.

From &D
t
v. 9, Moon's angular diameter

=
'£'T2

Xtrue motion in minutes

=2^X1 Xtrue motion in angulas

10.33 . .

*=
i9040~

X true motlon m angulas

=5W Xtrue motion in angulas.

[ T\ is really the penultimate convergent of T
3
¥%, and^ is the

penultimate convergent of Tff4. KSS ]

4. From &D, v. 9, the angular diameter of the earth's shadow

=^ Moon's true motion in minutes—|J Sun's true

motion in minutes

=& x f Moon's true motion—f§Xf Suns true motion

in angulas

~A Moon *
s true motion—

/

¥ Sun's true motion in

angulas.

5-7. These give brief and approximate methods to calculate

the parallax in longitude.
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Subtract it from the then longitude of the Sun if it is in the eastern

hemisphere; otherwise add. (The result is) the longitude of the

meridian ecliptic point. The declination corresponding to the

to sum or difference, when added to or subtracted from the latitude

of the place, (if of the same or different denominations, respectively),

gives the zenith distance of the meridian ecliptic point. Subtracted

from 90°, the remainder is the altitude. Their R sines are the R sine

zenith distance and R sine altitude, respectively. The R sine of the

zenith distance divided by 860 gives the parallax in longitude in

7. (As the parallax obtained thus is approximate), multiply

it by the R sine of the altitude and divide by the radius. The result

First find the time between the amavasya and the midday. Then
this time in ghatikas should be multiplied by 6 to convert it into

degrees. These degrees should be added to the Sun's longitude at the

time of amavasya if it is after midday
; otherwise, the degrees should

be subtracted. The result is the longitude of the meridian ecliptic

point. Mallikarjuna says that this is called 'Kharka'.

Then find the declination of this point. Add it to the local

latitude if both are of the same denomination ; otherwise, find the

difference. The result is the zenith distance (z) of the meridian

ecliptic point. When this is subtracted from 90°, the result is the

altitude (a).

Then, from the proportion

R : maximum parallax in ghafikas :: R sin z : ?,

the parallax in longitude

ghafikds.

i Syzygy corrected for parallax ]

4 x R sin z

3438
ghatikas

R sin z . w
(=860 pearly)

**'**'"
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is the more correct parallax. Apply it to the calculated time of

the amnvasya, positively or negatively according as the Sun is in the

western or eastern hemisphere. Repeat the process (till the parallax

and, hence, the time of amdvSsya, are fixed). This is the method in a

solar eclipse.

[ Corrected Celestial latitude ]

8. The R sine of the zenith distance of the meridian ecliptic

point multiplied by 21 and by tb.3 difference of the true motions of the

Sun and the Moon, and divided by the difference of their mean motions

Then to make it more correct another proportion is used t

R : p : : R sin a : ?.

~ . pxRsin a
So,p= R

p' should be added to or subtracted from the calculated time of

amavBsya, according as it is after or before midday. This process

should be repeated till the parallax and consequently the time are

fixed. This time is the time for mid-eciipse.

The Pauli'sasiddhanta and Romakasiddhanta, as depicted in the

Pancasiddhantika, give a somewhat similar rule to find the parallax

(PS, vii. 1, and viii. 9). There, at first, the hour-angle is obtained by

getting the difference between the midday and the time of conjunction.

This is changed into degrees by multiplying by 6. Then from the

proportion

R : maximum parallax in ghatikas : : R sin hour-angle : ?,

the parallax is calculated.

8. This explains how to calculate the parallax in latitude in

angulas by a short process.

From the proportion

R : maximum parallax in latitude : : R sin z : ?,

. , . , maximum parallax X R sin z
Parallax in latitude= — —
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and the radius, gives the parallax in latitude. Its direction is the same

as that of the zenith distance. The remaining process is the same as

before.

[ Probability of an eclipse at any time ]

9-10. (If one wants to know whether there will bean eclipse

after 6 months), cne must first find the mean longitudes of the Sun,

Moon, its apogee and node on that day. Then one must add to the

first three longitudes 5% 24° 27' 6", 5* 22° 12' 53', 0- 19° 42' 53' - and

subtract 0' 9° 22' 41", respectively (from the longitude of the node).

(The process must be reversed to determine the eclipses of the

previous 6 months).

11. (If one wants to find out whether there was an eclipse

before half a lunar month or there will be one after half a lunar month),

one must first find the mean longitudes of the Sun, Moon, its apogee

and node on that day. Then one must add or subtract 0* 14° 47
r

2",

6' 17° 38' 42" and 100' (=l o
40) 13', respectively, to or from the first

21xRsinz
,g=

R
afigulas

49' is the maximum parallax in latitude and, as shown in the

third verse, 2j' are equal to 1 ahgula. So, 49' will be equal to 21

ahgulas. Mallikarjuna says the same in the commentary on this

verse. This is made more correct from the proportion :

Difference in the mean motions : parallax in latitude : : difference

in true motions : ?.

9-11. Verses 9 and 10 give the mean motions of the Sun,

Moon, its apogee and node, during six months and verse 11 gives

the motions during half a lunar month.

Brahmagupta gives only the six-monthly motions in BSS, xvi.

30-32. gripati gives both in S&e, vii. 3-4. They are slightly different

from those given by Lalla,
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three mean longitudes, according as the eclipse (to be determined) is

after or before half a lunar month
8 (The process should be reversed

in the case of the Moon's node whose motion is) 47' 45'. This is the
rule to determine an eclipse.

Thus ends Chapter Seven

on

THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ECLIPSE



CHAPTER VlII

RISING AND SETTING OF PLANETS

[ Heliacal rising and setting of planets ]

1. The planet, which has a motion slower than that of the Sun,
always rises (heliacally) in the east and sets in the west. The planet
which has a faster motion rises in the west and sets in the east. So,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, (which have a motion slower than that of
the Sun), always rise heliacally in the east and set in the west.
Mercury and Venus, when retrograde, do the same. But when they
have direct motion, (which is faster than that of the Sun), they rise

heliacally in the west and set in the east. And so does the Moon.

(The daily rising and setting) is due to the wind called
Pravaha. Then the planet with a lesser longitude than that of the

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. In the commentary on verse 1, Maltikarjuna explains that
there are two kinds of rising and setting of the planets. One is the
daily rising and setting, which are always in the east and west,
respectively. And this is due to the Pravaha wind.

The other is heliacal rising and setting. In this case, the planet
which has a slower motion than that of the Sun, always rises heliacally
in the east and sets in the west. This is the case with Mars, Jupiter
and Saturn and also with Mercury and Venus when they are retro*
grade.

On the other hand, the planets which are faster than the Sun
always rise in the west and set in the east. This is the case with the
Moon and also with Venus and Mercury when they have direct
motion.

151
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Sun rises before sunrise and sets before sunset ; and that with a greater

longitude rises after sunrise and sets after sunset.

[ Planet corrected for ecliptic deviation ]

2. Multiply the radius diminished by the R sine of the true

longitude of a planet, as calculated, by 1397 and by the latitude of the

planet. Divide the product by 1,18,19,844. The quotient in minutes

etc. should be added to the true longitude of the planet if its latitude

and declination are in opposite directions, and should be subtracted if

they are in the same direction. The result is the longitude of the

planet corrected by the visibility correction due to the ecliptic deviation

or Ayanadrkkarmakala.

The English translation is in accordance with this explanation.

Thus una means less or slower and adhika, greater or faster
; and;

pruk, before or east, and pascSd, after or west.

See BSS, vi. 2 ; Bhattotpala's commentary in the beginning of

chapter vi of AX(edn., vol. II, pp. 135-36), S§e, ix. 2-3, and SSi, I.

viii. 4 cd-5ab.

2-3 cd. These give the method to calculate the ayanadrkkarma-

kala or visibility correction due to ecliptic deviation.



Verse 2 j RISING AND SETTING OF PLANETS

Let EMQ be the equator and P its north pole, and CMD the
ecliptic and K its north pole. Let G be the planet and KGB a secondary
to the ecliptic through K and G, and PGA a secondary to the equator
through PandG. Then, B is the position of the planet on the
ecliptic and A its position after visibility correction due to ecliptic
deviation. Then AB is the correction or ayanadrkkarmakala. MA is
called the polar longitude of the planet. GB is the latitude of the planet
but GA has approximately been taken as the latitude.

So, AB=

The triangle GAB is considered plane.

R sin GXGA
R sin B

&$ya-Tr. 20
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[ Planet corrected for visibility ]

3. Or, multiply the R versed sine of the true longitude of a

planet increased by 3 signs by the latitude and divide by 8461. Add

the quotient in minutes to or subtract it from the true longitude

R sin ayanavalana X latitude

R

_ 1397 X R versed sin (longitude+90°) X latitude
{

.

1,18,19,844 '

_ R versed sin (longitude+90°)x latitude

8461

as given in the next verse 3 (ab). In the form in verse 2, Bhaskara II

in his commentary says that R—R sin (longitude -f- node) is to be taken

as equal to R versed sine (longitude +90°). Bhaskara's words are :

Patagrahabhujajyona trijyd satrirasigrahotkramajyntulyst bhavati.

When the correction is applied to the planet, positively or

negativeiy as the case may be, the polar longitude of the planet is

obtained. The directions of the latitude and declination are in accor-

dance with verse v. 25.

See MB, vi. 2cd-3 ; LB, vi. 3-4 ; and S§e, ix. 4. Brahma-

gupta gives (BSS, vi. 3) :

R sin ayanavalana X latitude

K

0r
R sine (longitude+ 90°) x R sin 24° X latitude

R2 ~

The same is in SS, vii. 10.

Bhaskara II gives a better method in S&i, I. vii. 3-5. He
criticises Lalla for using versed sine and also for considering the

latitude on the secondary to the equator. (S§i, II. ix). But in his

commentary on the verses he supports Lalla's formula.

3cd. The second part of verse 3 gives the method to find the

second correction due to the latitude of the place or aksadrkkarma-

kala.
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[ Planet corrected for visibility ]

3. Or, multiply the R versed sine of the true longitude of a

planet increased by 3 signs by the latitude and divide by 8461. Add

the quotient in minutes to or subtract it from the true longitude

R sin ayanavalana X latitude

R

_ 1397 X R versed sin (longitude+90°) X latitude
{

.

1,18,19,844 '

_ R versed sin (longitude+90°)x latitude

8461

as given in the next verse 3 (ab). In the form in verse 2, Bhaskara II

in his commentary says that R—R sin (longitude -f- node) is to be taken

as equal to R versed sine (longitude +90°). Bhaskara's words are :

Patagrahabhujajyona trijyd satrirasigrahotkramajyntulyst bhavati.

When the correction is applied to the planet, positively or

negativeiy as the case may be, the polar longitude of the planet is

obtained. The directions of the latitude and declination are in accor-

dance with verse v. 25.

See MB, vi. 2cd-3 ; LB, vi. 3-4 ; and S§e, ix. 4. Brahma-

gupta gives (BSS, vi. 3) :

R sin ayanavalana X latitude

K

0r
R sine (longitude+ 90°) x R sin 24° X latitude

R2 ~

The same is in SS, vii. 10.

Bhaskara II gives a better method in S&i, I. vii. 3-5. He
criticises Lalla for using versed sine and also for considering the

latitude on the secondary to the equator. (S§i, II. ix). But in his

commentary on the verses he supports Lalla's formula.

3cd. The second part of verse 3 gives the method to find the

second correction due to the latitude of the place or aksadrkkarma-

kala.
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4. If the second visibility correction is calculated from a

northern latitude (of a planet), it should always be subtracted from the

corrected longitude of the planet on the eastern horizon. If, however,

it is calculated from a southern latitude, it should be added to the

same. The reverse is the process for the western horizon. The planet

thus corrected is called Drggraha.

5. Corrected by the two visibility corrections, the Moon,

Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are heliacal ly visible when separated from

the Sun by a Kalamsa (or degrees of time) of 12°, 17°, 11° and 15*,

respectively. Mercury and Venus (are heliacally visible) when in

direct motion (when separated from the Sun) by a Kalamsa of 13°

colatitude. GB is taken as the approximate latitude of the planet. Then,

in the triangle GCB considered plane,

fir=_R sin BXGB
R sin C

^_ R sin local latitude X latitude - .

R sin colatitude ' '

_ equinoctial shadow X latitude
12 (2)

(triangles U and Z being similar)

As GC is on the diurnal circle, the correction GC is in terms

of asus, which should be changed into minutes by means of the time

of rising of the sign of the zodiac in which B is. But Lalla takes the

asus nearly equal
. to the minutes. iSrlpati gives this correction to the

nyanadrkkarmiisu (S$e, ix. 6).

When this correction is applied to the once corrected planet

(verse 4), that point of the ecliptic which rises or sets with the planet
is obtained.

Both the corrections are very approximate.

See MB, vi. 1-2 (ab) ; LB, vi. 1-2; BSSt vi. 4
;
S&e, ix. 7 ; and

SS, vii. 8-9. Bbaskara II gives a better method in S&l, J. vii. 6-8,

5
t See Table VII, at the close of this volume,
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and 90°, respectively, and, when retrograde, by a Kalam&a of 12° and

8°, respectively.

(If the heliacal rising and setting of a planet) on the western

horizon is considered, the true longitude of the Sun and that of the

dfggraha should each be increased by 6 signs.

6. (Find the Sun's true longitude at sunrise or sunset and the

drggraha whether on the eastern or the western horizon, as the case

may be). From the lesser of the two, find the time to be passed in

asus, and, from the greater, the time passed. To the sum of the two

times must be added the times of rising of the intervening signs of

the zodiac. The result divided by 60 gives the required kalamsa or

degrees of time of the planet.

Remember that when a planet is separated from the Sun by a

kalamsa less than its kalamSa for visibility^ as mentioned above, the

planet remains invisible.

[ Rising and setting corrected by degrees of time ]

7. Find the difference expressed in minutes between the

kalamsa of a planet at any time and the kalamsa for its visibility.

Divide it by the difference of the true motions of the Sun and the

planet, if they are moving in the same direction, and by the sum, if

they move in opposite directions. The quotient in days gives the

time elapsed or to come (as explained in the next verse). This is to

be understood logically.

6-8. Lalla now gives the method to ascertain the heliacal

visibility or disappearance of a planet.

If the rising or setting of a planet is considered on the eastern

horizon, find the true longitudes of the Sun and the planet at sunrise

of the given day. The former is the longitude of the orient ecliptic

point or tatkalikalagna. Then, from the true longitude of the planet,

following the methods given above, calculate the dfggraha or the longi-

tude of the ecliptic that rises (or sets) with the planet. Now, find the
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8. When the setting of a planet is considered, if the given

kalamsa for visibility is greater than its calculated kalamsa, know then

that the planet has set beliacally before the number of days as found

above ; if the former is less, the planet will set after these days.

When the rising is considered, in the former case, the planet will rise

after the days calculated, and, in the latter case, the planet has risen

before the days calculated.

distance in oblique ascension between these two, tatkalikalagna said

drggraha, following the method in iv. 11-12. This distance in in

asus. Dividing by 60, according to Lalla, the result is in degrees or

kalatpia. (Lalla is obviously using the asus as minutes).

If the rising or setting of a planet is considered on the western

horizon, find the true longitudes of the Sun and the planet at sunset.

Then add 6 signs to each. From these calculate the katimsa following

the above method.

Find the difference between this calculated kalamsa and the kalamsa

for visibility as given in the fifth verse. Express it in minutes. Though
this is really the distance between the Sun and the planet in the oblique

ascension, Lalla takes it approximately to be equivalent to the distance

in longitude. Then, dividing it by the rate of approach of the Sun
and the planet, which is the sum of their daily motions if they are

moving in opposite directions, or is the difference otherwise, one gets

the days for visibility or disappearance, as the case may be.

The eighth verse is quite clear. It explains how to decide

whether the rising or setting is over or is yet to take place. Mallikarjuna,

in his commentary, converts the distance in oblique ascension in terms

of longitude in minutes.

The same method is given by Brahmagupta in BSS, vi. 5-7.

But he calculates the days repeatedly till they are fixed. So his result

is more correct. Srlpati and BhSskara II also give the same method,
but they change the distance in oblique ascension first in terms of the

longitude and then divide it by the sum or difference in motions. (See

S$e, ix IQ-U, S$i, I. yjii. 7-13). §i£ also 5$, ix. 10-11.
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[ Corrected time for the rising and setting of the Moon ]

9. If the true longitude of the Moon, (corrected by the two

visibility corrections), is the same as the true longitude of the Sun at

sunset, increased by 6 signs, the Moon rises at the same time as the

Sun sets ; if greater, it rises after, and if less, it rises before sunset*

10. If the true longitude of the Moon (corrected by the two

visibility corrections) and increased by 6 signs is the same as the

true longitude of the Sun while rising, the Moon sets at that time ; if

greater, it sets after and if less, before sunrise. The times (for these

phenomena) should be calculated as before.

11. Multiply the daily motion of the Moon by the number of

hours elapsed or to elapse, as (calculated above), either in the day or

in the night, and divide the product by 60. The quotient should be

added to or subtracted from the true longitude Of the Moon, either

9-1 1 . Here Lalla discusses the rising and setting of the Moon on

pUrnimn or the Full Moon day.

First the case of rising. Find the true longitudes of the Sun and

the Moon at sunset. The Moon's longitude should be corrected by the

two visibility corrections. The corrections should be so applied as it

would be for the eastern horizon. Let this result be x. To the longitude

of the Sun, add 6 signs to find the corresponding point of the ecliptic on

the eastern horizon. Let this result be y. Then it is evident that if x— y,

the Moon will rise when the Sun sets; if x<y, the Moon has risen

before sunset ; if x>y, the Moon will rise after sunset. This time,

which consists of some hours before or after sunset, can be found

approximately by the method given before.

Now, the case of setting. Find the true longitudes of the Sun

and the Moon at sunrise or at the end of the Full Moon. Then correct

the Moon's longitude by the two visibility corrections. The corrections

should be so applied as it would be for the western horizon. Add 6
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at the end of the day or at the end of the night, (as the case may be).

Then again, the longitude of the Moon corrected by the two visibility

corrections should be calculated aod hence the time. The process

must be repeated till the time is fixed.

12. If the true longitude of the Moon, corrected by the two

visibility corrections, is less than the udayalagna or the longitude of

the rising point of the ecliptic and greater than the astalagna or the

longitude of the setting point of the ecliptic, the Moon is visible,

signs to it to find the corresponding point of the ecliptic on the eastern

horizon. Let the corrected longitude of the Moon be u and that of the

Sun be v. Then if u=y, the Moon sets with sunrise ; if u<v, the

Moon will set before sunrise ; if u>v, the Moon will set after

sunrise. This time, which consists of some hoars, before or after

sunrise can be found approximately by the method given before.

In the eleventh verse, Lalla gives the method to find the time

more accurately. Multiply this time, before or after sunrise or

after sunset, by the true daily motions of the Sun and the Moon.
Divide each product by 60. The result from the Sun's motion should

be applied to the Sun's true longitude positively or negatively as the

case may be ; and, the result from the Moon's motion should be

applied to the longitude of the Moon. The results are the true longi-

tudes of the Sun and the Moon at that time.

From this corrected longitude of the Moon, the visibility corre-

ctions should be calculated and applied. Then the time should be

calculated from the corrected longitudes of the Sun and the Moon. The
process should be repeated till the tjme is fixed.

Siipati gives the same method in S&e, ix. 14-15.

12. The following is the method to find, at any given time, the

hours elapsed since the rising of the Moon or its unnataknla.

Find the true longitude of the Sun at that time and hence the

longitude of the orient ecliptic point or the iagna (iv. 11-12). Find



Verse 12 1 RISING AND SETTING OF PLANETS lfel

The time passed since the Moon was on the eastern horizon

and to pass when it will be on the western horizon, can be found

from the longitudes of these points and of the Moon ; and so also

in the case of a planet.

Thus ends Chapter Eight

on

RISING AND SETTING OF PLANETS

also the true longitude of the Moon at that time and correct it by the

two visibility corrections. From these two longitudes calculate the

time (iv. 13). This is the required time,

Si?ya-Tr. 21



CHAPTER IX

CUSPS OF THE MOON

[ R sine declination of the Moon ]

1. The R sine of the longitude of the Moon multiplied by 13

and divided by 32 gives the R sine of the declination of the Moon's

(position on the ecliptic) or its madhyamakrantijya.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-2. These verses give the rule to calculate the true declination

of the Moon.

162
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[ Measure of the Moon's day ]

2. The sum or difference of the Moon's madhyamakr&nti and
its latitude, according as they are in the same or opposite directions,

gives the Moon's sphutakranti or the declination of the Moon's centre.

Find its R sine. The result is the correct R sine declination. Hence
find (the half variation of the Moon's day) following the methods
given before.

Let AB be a quadrant of the ecliptic and AC that of the
equator. Let K and P be their north poles, respectively. Let KPBC
be the secondary to the ecliptic and equator. Let M be the Moon.
Let KMD be a secondary to the ecliptic, so that D is the position of
the Moon on the ecliptic. Let PMF and PDE be secondaries to the

equator. Let DG be parallel to AC.

Then DE is the declination of the Moon's position on the

ecliptic or madhyamakronti and MF is its true declination or sphuta-

kranti.

From spherical triangles ADE and ABC,

R sin DE or madhyamakrSntijya

^_ R sin BCXR sin AD
R sin AB

R sin 24° X R sin longitude of M
R

_ 1397 XR sin (Moon's longitude)

3438

13 XR sin (Moon's longitude),
32 nearly, (1)

So, DE or GF is the arc corresponding to (1) as R sine.

Now, Lalla takes MG nearly equal to MD, which is the latitude.

So, MF or true declination=MD+DE= latitude
-J- mean declination

or the declination of the Moon's centre. When the Moon has a south

latitude, it would be the difference.

From this true declination the Moon's ascensional difference can
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[ Half variation of the Moon's day ]

3. Or, calculate the Moon's half variation of the day (from its

madhyamakrSnti or the declination of its position on the ecliptic) using

the tabular differerces to be given later on. Then add to it or subtract

from it the Moon's second visibility correction, according as the Moon

and its latitude are in the same or different spheres. The result is the

correct half variation of the Moon's day.

[ R sine altitude of the Moon ]

4. As in the case of the Sun, calculate the R sine altitude of

be calculated (ii. 17-18). This would be the ascensional difference of

the Moon's disc or sphutacaradala.

See MB, vi. 8 ;
BSS, vii. 5; SSe, x. 7. Bhaskara II in S&i, II.

ix. 11-15 has pointed out the assumption for real latitude. He calculates

the real latitude in S&i, I. vii. 2 and hence real declination in

vii 13 ab.

3. This gives another method to find the ascensional difference

of the Moon more correctly. It is based on the principle that the

difference between the ascensional difference calculated from the mean

declination and that from the true declination is the visibility correction

due to the local latitude or sk?adrkkarmasu. (For the proof, see notes

on xi, 12-13).

While commenting on this verse Mallikarjuna says that the

following is an easy method for calculating the ak^adrkkarmasu.

Multiply the equinoctial shadow in angulas by the latitude of

the divide by 10. The result may then be applied to the ascensional

difference positively if the Moon and its latitude are in the same sphere,

but otherwise negatively. From this the lengths of the day and night of

the Moon can be calculated (ii. 20-21).

Sripati gives the same rule as Lalla in S&e., x. 8 and Bhaskara

II in S&i, I vii. 6 ab.

4-5, To find the length of the shadow of the gnomon caused
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the Moon for the time passed or to pass in the day of the Moon.

Then find the are corresponding to this as the R sine. Subtract from

it the longitudinal parallax in minutes of the Moon as calculated

before. Find the R sine of the remainder. The result is the correct

R sine altitude of the Moon.

[ Moon's shadow 1

5. When the time equal to half the day of the Moon has passed

since its rising, then it is midday. Find the shadow of the gnomon

caused by the Mocn for that time as explained before (in the case of

the Sun). In the same manner, the shadows caused by the stars and

planets must be found.

by the Moon at midday or at any other time during the Moon's

day.

First at midday. Find the Moon's true declination at midday

as given above. Hence following iv. 16, calculate its zenith distance

and the altitude. Following iv. 17 find the length of the midday shadow

and its hypotenuse.

Now to find the shadow at any other time of the Moon's day.

Find the Moon's sphutakranti or declination of its centre at that time

and hence the ascensional difference (ii. 17-18). Then find the length

of the day (ii. 20-21). Then as in viii. 12 find the time of the Moon's

day that has elapsed or its unnatakala. Unnatakala subtracted from half

the day gives the unnatakala. The altitude and hence the zenith distance

should be calculated according to iv. 24-26.

The longitudinal parallax for the Moon should then be calculat ed

following the method in the case of the Sun given in vi. 1-7. The

altitude should be corrected by the parallax. Hence according to iv. 30,

calculate the length of the hypotenuse of the shadow at that time and

then that of the shadow.

The same method is to be followed for stars and planets.

While commenting on verse 4, MallikSrjuna says that for

parallax 1/15 of the true motion would do, though it will be only
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[ Compilation of the Moon's cusps ]

6. To know fhe cusps of the Moon, one must first find the true

longitudes of the Sun and Moon on the second day of the light half

of the luner month, at sunset.

7. Multiply the R sine of the Sun's declination and fhat of the

Moon separately by the radius. Divide each product by the R sine

of the local colatitude. The results are respectively the R sines of

their amplitudes. (Hence find the amplitudes). Then find the base

of the altitude of the Moon as explained in the case of the the

Sun).

approximate. 1/15 of the true motion is accepted as the maximum

parallax.

In his commentary MallikSrjuna gives two practical observations

According to the first, the Nalakayantra is used to observe the star or

the planet as given in iv. 47-48. The second observation relates to the

Moon. If the then longitude of the Moon is not known, that longitude

of the midnight Moon should be found and then the two visibility

corrections applied. The position of the fourteenth nak§atra from the

one in which the Sun is at the time of sunset should be observed. This

naksatra rises with the sunset. So the time when this nakqatra reaches

the zenith is generally considered midnight. When it is seen to the

east of the zenith, that time should be considered as the Moon's

natakala. The Moon's motion should be multiplied by this time and

the product divided by 60. The result should be subtracted from the

midnight Moon. If the star appears to the west of the zenith, similar

result should be added. Thus corrected, the Moon's longitude would

be for the time when the shadow is required. This longitude should be

used for further calculations.

For the rules in the above verses see also S&e, x. 28-35.

6-12. These give the method to find the measurement of certain

lines required to draw, on a plane surface, a diagram representing the

Moon's illuminated part,
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8. In the case of the Moon, the sum or difference of the

R sine of the amplitude and the base of the altitude, according as

they are in the same or opposite directions, is called bahu {bhuja).

In the case of the Sun, the R sine of the amplitude itself is the the

bahu (bhuja).

First the calculation for the second day in the light half of the

lunar month. The true longitudes of the Sun and Moon on that day

at sunset should be calculated. Then find the R sines of the amplitudes

of the Sun and the Moon from the similar triangles U and V, and

hence the amplitudes. Then, according to the verse 4 above, and using

the triangles U and X, calculate the base of the Moon and hence the

Moon's bhuja. In the case of the Sun, since at the time of rising and

setting, its altitude is nil, the base is also nil. Hence the R sin of its

amplitude is its bhuja. Thus are found the bhujas of the Sun and

Moon, that is, their distances from the east-west line on the second

day at sunset.

The ninth verse gives the rule for finding the bhujas at times

other than the sunrise or sunset. As before, the true longitude of the

Moon at that time is calculated. From the longitude of the Moon and

the given time, the longitude of the then orient ecliptic point is

calculated. From this longitude the R sine of the amplitude is

calculated. If the Moon is in the western hemisphere, the longitude

of the orient ecliptic point should be increased by 6 signs and then the

R sine of the amplitude should be calculated.

The Sahku or R sin altitude in both the cases would be nil and

hence the base. So the R sine of amplitude is the bhuja in each case

and it is to be assumed as the bhuja of the Sun.

From the Moon's longitude corrected by the two visibility

corrections as before, its R sin altitude, R sin amplitude and base are

calculated and hence the bhuja.

The next two verses explain that the sum or difference of the

Sun's and Moon's bhuja's according as they are in the opposite or in

the same direction, is the north-south difference of the two bodies.
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9 (If at any other time besides sunrise and sunset, the cusps

of the Moon are to be known), calculate the lagna for that time

if the Moon is in the eastern hemisphere. But if the Moon is m the

According to the two verses given in the commentary the length

of the perpendicular or koti is calculated as follows.

Let A be the Moon and B the Sun. Let CD be the east-west

line Let AE be the Moon's R sin altitude and BF that of the Sun.

Let BG be perpendicular to AE. Let GH and BK be perpendiculars

to CD. Let GL be parallel to CD meeting BK in L. Then BL is

the difference between the Sun's and the Moon's bhujas.

Now if in the diagram on p. 51, K'Q is drawn perpendicular

to ZN the north-south line, and K'Z is joined, then, as explained

before
'

K'Q or C'C is the Sun's bhuja, K'Z is its R sin zenith distance

or drgjyu, and QZ is its koti Thus the Sun's koti is the square root

of the difference of the squares of the R sin zenith distance and the

tkula. Similarly is obtained the Moon's koti. The sum or difference

of these two kotis, according as they are of different or same denomi-

nation, is the east-west difference of the Sun and Moon.

Now, since in this diagram, GL is perpendicular to BL, and BL

represents the north-south difference of the Sun and Moon. GL
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western hemisphere, increase the lagna by 6 signs. (Each result

should be taken as the longitude of the Sue.) Then calculate the R
sines of the amplitudes as explained in the case of the Sun.

10-11. The Sun's R sine amplitude is its bu.hu (bhuja). If

the bahu (bhuja) of the Moon is in a direction different from the Sun,

find their sum. If their directions are the same, then take their

difference. The result in each case is called the 'corrected bahu'

(bhuja) or sphutabahu.

In the first case, its direction is the same as that of the Moon's

bahu (bhuja). In the second case, its direction is the same as that of

the Moon's bahu (bhuja) if the latter is greater than the Sun's is

bahu {bhuja)) if the Sun's is greater, the direction is opposite to that

of the Moon's bahu {bhuja).

(Subtract the square of the bahu (bhuja) of the Sun and that

of the Moon, respectively, from the squares of the R sines of their

zenith distance. Find the square root of each difference. Find the

represents the difference of their kotis, and according to the first verse,

it is called prathama or 'first*.

AG is the difference of the R sine altitudes of the Sun and the

Moon. At night, when the Sun is below the horizon, the sum of the

R sine altitudes is considered. This is called anya or 'the other*. Let

AL be joined. Then, in the right-angled triangle, AGL,

AL=VAGa+GLa

AL is the koti or perpendicular.

Mallikarjuna, while giving these two verses in the commentary,

says that this is the method according to Brahmasiddhanta. These

two verses are not available in the BSS. The method, however, is

given by Brahmagupta in BSS, vii. 6-9. gripati follows him in SSe,

x. 10-13.

Sisya-Tr. 22
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sum or difference of these results according as the Sun and the Moon
are in the same or different hemispheres. The result is called prathama

or 'first'.

Again, if it is day time, find the difference of the R sine

altitudes of the Sun and Moon. But if it is night, then find their

sum. The result is called anya or 'the other'. The square root of

the sum of the squares of the prathama and the anya is called koti or

perpendicular (and is parallel to the east-west line).

12. Now, they say that the Moon's R sine altitude is the

perpendicular. The square root of the sum of the squares of the base

[bahii) and perpendicular {koti) is the hypotenuse.

When the lengths of the hypotenuse, perpendicular and base

are each divided by 200, the results are respectively the lengths in

ahgulas.

13. The difference in the true longitudes of the Sun and

Moon in degrees, multiplied by the radius of the Moon and divided

According to Mallika"rjuna's commentary these two verses do

not form a part of the SD. They are, however, found in some mss. and

Bhaskara II has commented on them.

In the next verse, number 12 in the text, Lalla says that according

to some the Moon's R sine altitude or sahku itself is the koti, the Sun's

sanku being nil when it is on the horizon. The square root of the

sum of the squares of bhuja or base and koti or perpendicular, is the

karna or hypotenuse. This follows from the right-angled triangle ALB.

Bhaskara II takes the difference of the R sine altitudes of the

Sun and Moon as the koti and criticizes Btahmagupta's method (SSi,

I. ix. 3-4 and commentary).

Bhaskara I gives the methods to calculate bahu and koti in MB,
vi. 9-12 and in LB, vi. 8-13 ab.

13, This gives the usual formula to find the illuminated

portion of the diameter of the Moon.
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by 90, gives the illuminated portion (in the light half). When the

above difference is diminished by 180° and the remainder is multiplied

by the radius of the Moon and divided by 90, the result is the dark

portion in the dark half.

14. Or, multiply the R versed sine of the difference (in degrees)

in the longitudes of the Sun and Moon by the Moon's radius and

When the Moon's distance from the Sun is 180°, its whole

diameter is illuminated. So, for any given distance, say d, the

illuminated portion visible from the earth is :

diameter in ahgulas

In the dark half of the lunar month when the dark portion is

to be calculated, let the difference between the Sun and Moon which is

now greater than 180", first be diminished by 180° and then the above

procedure followed. The illuminated portion calculated above is from

the eighth day in the dark half to the eighth day in the light half of

the lunar month. The dark portion is from the eighth day in the light

half till the eighth day in the dark half.

Brahmagupta gives the same method in BSS, vii. 11 ab : and

Srlpati in S&e, x. 16.

14. This gives a better formula to find the breadth of the

illuminated portion of the Moon which is generally used for measure-

ment in the day time.

180
Xd

radius xd
90

angulas
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divide by the radius. The result is the breadth of the illuminated

portion of the Moon, This may be QQOVfrtec! *nto ^8^as as before,

Let S be the Sun, M the Moon's centre and E the earth. Let

EM be joined and produced to meet the Moon's disc at C. Let AB

be perpendicular to EC, meeting the Moon's disc in L. Let SM be

joined. Let DMK be perpendicular to SM cutting the disc in K and

N. Let MD be R. With M as centre and MD as radius cut AB in

B. Let NF and DG be perpendiculars to AB. Let DB and NL be

joined. Let the angle at E be x, the angular distance of the Moon from

the Sun, and the angle at S be y.

Now, the angle GMD is equal to the angle SMe=x+>' and

measures the portion of the Moon seen illuminated from the earth.

Lalla neglects y and takes angle GMD to be equal to x approxi-

mately.

From the similar triangles MNE and MDG.
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15. Mark a point on a level surface and assume it to be the

Sun. From this point draw a straight line equal to the correct

base (bhuja) and in its own direction. At the end of this line draw

another straight line at right angles to it and equal to the perpendi-

cular. If the Moon is in the eastern hemisphere, the perpendicular

should be drawn to the west. If the Moon is in the western

hemisphere, the perpendicular should be drawn to the east. Then

draw the hypotenuse from this point to the Sun.

NF _ DG
MN MD

orNF=i^LxMN 0)MD

Again, from the similar triangles NFL and DGB,

FL=-5ixNF

=W*MN

So, the breadth of the illuminated portion

* R versed sine GMDX Moon's radius

R

This is given by Bhaskara I in MB, vi. 5 cd-7 and in LB, vi. 6-7.

Brahmagupta and Sripati also give the same in BSS, vii. 1 1 cd-13 and in

SSe, x. 17, respectively.

While commenting on this vferse, Mallikarjuna says that the

method given in verse 13 gives only an approximate result and is suitable

for calculating the phase in the night, whereas the present method is

more accurate and should be used for calculating the phase at night.

He further continues that in the evening the illuminated portion in

both the ways should be calculated and half of their sum taken. That

should give the correct result.

15-18. The correct bhuja or base, the perpendicular or koti

the hypotenuse or karna and the illuminate portion have been obtained.
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16. The Moon's centre is at the point of intersection of the

perpendicular and the hypotenuse, The direction of the hypotenuse

is the east-west line (in the Moon's disc). Draw the north-south line

at right angles to it (and passing through the centre of the Moon's

disc) by means of fish-figures. All this should be drawn with chalk

and very clearly,

17. If the breadth of the illuminated portion as calculated

above is for the bright half of the lunar month, it should be marked

along the hypotenuse from the west paint. From the same point

should be marked the breadth of the dark portion, if it is for the dark

half of the lunar month. Then draw two fish-figures using this point

and the north and south points.

Now a method is given to draw a diagram on plane surface to show
the cusps of the Moon.

Let A be the Sun. AB is the bhuja drawn north, if it is north,

or south, if it is south. AB is then a north-south line on the plane

surface. BM is drawn perpendicular to AB at B and equal to the ko\i or
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18. With the point of intersection of the two lines joining the
mouths and tails of the two fish-figures as centre, draw a circle to
pass through the point marked above. This is the circle which shows
the illuminated portion in the Moon's disc.

19. The lower cusp of the Moon is on that side on which
lies the base (bhuja) measured in aftgulas, and the other is the higher
cusp.

perpendicular. It is drawn ,o the west, if the Moon is to the eastern
hermsphere, and to the east, if the Moon is in the western hemisphereAM ,s;omed and is the <cam or hypotenuse. Then, M is the centre
of the Moon's disc. Let AM cut the disc at W and at E when pro-
duced. Then EW is the east-west line in the Moon's disc Draw NS
at nght angles to WE through M. The* NS is the north-south line.

Now, WE is the line along which the breadth of the illuminated
or dark portion is to be marked. This breadth should be marked fromW
the west point, along WE, if it is the breadth of the i.luminated portion

» for the dark half of the lunar month, then it should be marked from
,he e3S

'
P0int alon« EW -

The dark portion should be marked in the
reverse manner.

Let WC be the Portion. Then a circle is drawn passing throughK C and S. Thus SWNC is the illuminated portion in the Moon's
disc.

Vi 12 c^Z ^ me'h0dS giVe
" iD MB

-
Vi

'
13" 17

'
23-25 "* LB,

BSS xv,, 2 6- and in S&e, x . 24-25. For Bhaskara H's improved
method see SSi, I. ix, 7-9.

AB, thfmja.
" " ^ ^ "*^ and h °° "»- <*

19 cd. gripati gives a similar comparison in S$e, x. 26,
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When the illuminated portion is equal to half of the Moon's

disc which is bisected by the diameter, the Moon has the beauty of

the forehead of a woman belonging to the Lata-desa.

20. The Moon's higher cusp rises first and sets last. The

cusp of the Moon, when its crescent is very narrow, has the rich beauty

of the middle portion (centre) of ketaki flowers.

Thus ends Chapter Nine

on

CUSPS OF THE MOON

20. Mallikarjuna, while commenting on verse 20, says that ofi

the thirteenth and fourteenth days of the dark half and on the second

and third days of the light half of the lunar month, the cusps of the

Moon look as beautiful and white as ketaki flowers.

gripati gives the same comparison in SSe, x, 27.



CHAPTER X

CONJUNCTION OF PLANETS

[ Planetary conjunction ]

1. Find the manda hypotenuse of a planet following thd

method for the sighra hypotenuse. Then multiply it by the sighra

hypotenuse and divide the product by the radius. The wise astronomers

say that the quotient is the distance between the centre of the earth

and the planet.

[ Computation of the time of planetary conjunctions ]

2. If the diameter of the Moon measured in yojanas is divided

by 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, the results are, respectively, the diameters of

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. A method to find the distance of the earth and the planet is

given here. The manda hypotenuse is calculated as in iii. 17 and the

sighra hypotenuse as in iii. 3-7. The formula follows from the pro-

portion :

R : manda hypotenuse : : sighra hypotenuse : ?

The manda hypotenuse is the one calculated in the third operation

for true planets and the sighra hypotenuse is the one calculated in the

fourth operation. This is explained in the commentary by Mallikar-

juna.

Aryabhata gives the same method in ABh., Kalakriyapada, 25,

and Bhaskara I in MB, vi, 48, and in LB, vii. 8.

2. This gives the diameters of the planets in yojanas. Accor-
ding to Lalla, the diameters of Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn and

, 177

Si?ya-Tr. 23
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Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn and Mars (upon the Moon's orbit,

when they are at their mean distances from the earth)i

3; When the diameter of a planet (expressed in yojanas) is

multiplied by the square of the radius and divided by the product of

the distance between the centre of the earth and the planet, and the

Moon's distance from the earth, (both in yojanas), the result is

converted into minutes of the true angular diameter of the planet.

4. Or, (when the diameter of a planet) in yojanas is divided

by 10, the quotient is the mean angular diameter in minutes. This

again, when multiplied by the radius and divided by the distance

between the centre of the earth and the planet, gives the true angular

diameter in minutes.

Mars arc, respectively, 64, 32, 21 J, 16 and 12| yojanas, when the

Moon's diameter is 320 yojanas. In v. 6 if the reading is nakhagunam,

then the diameter is 320 yojanas and if tithigunam then it is 315 yojanas.

Mallikarjuna there takes it as 315 and here as 320 yojanas.

Aryabhat.a gives the same method in ABh., Dasagitika, 7, but

since according to him the diameter of the Moon is 315 yojanas, the

diameters of Venus etc. would be 63, 3l£, 21, 15| and 12| yojanas,

respectively. See Table VIII, below.

3. A method to convert the diameters In yojanas into minutes,

is given here. If D is the diameter in yojanas, then the diameter

in minutes

_ DXR2

Moon's distance X planet's distance

(in yojanas) (in yojanas)

4. Another method to convert the yojanas into minutes is given

here. In v. 2, Lalla assumes that in the orbit of the Moon 10

yojanas are equivalent to 1'. Thus, the mean diameter of a planet

expressed in yojanasy when divided by 10, gives the same in minutes.
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5. The latitudes of Mars, (Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn,

when at their mean distances from the earth), are, respectively, 9, 12,

6, 12 and 12 minutes, each multiplied by 10.

4, 2, 8, 6 and 10 each multiplied by 10, are, respectively, the

degrees (in the longitudes) of the nodes (of the above planets).

6. The nodes of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn become more

accurate when corrected by adding to their longitudes (given above),

or subtracting from them, the respective ftghraphalas of the planets,

according as these are additive or subtractive. But the nodes of

Mercury and Venus become more accurate when corrected by adding

to the longitudes, or subtracting from them, their respective manda-

phalas, according as they are additive or subtractive.

[ Time of conjunction and equality of longitudes ]

7-9. If two planets are moving in the same direction, divide

the difference of their true longitudes in minutes by the difference of

their true daily motions. The quotient gives the days elapsed since

The SS assume 15 yojanas as equivalent to I' (iv. 3, vii. 14).

The second formula follows from the proportion :

Distance of planet from earth's centre : mean diameter in

minutes : : R : true diameter in minutes. See also MB, vi. 58 cd.

5. See Tables IX and X, below.

6. For the proof see the notes on the vefses 9-10 of this

chapter.

7-10. The first two and a half verses deal with the kadamba-

protiyayutt of two planets or when their geocentric longitudes are equal.

The translation makes the rule clear.

See MB, vi. 49-51 ; LB, vii. 4*5 j QSSt
i*, 5-7 • S&, xi. 11-14

;

and I. x t 3-4ab
t
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the conjunction, if the faster of the two planets is ahead. If the slower

is ahead, the conjunction will take place after so many days.

If, again, one planet is direct and the other retrograde, divide

the difference of their true longitudes, expressed in minutes, by the

sum of their true daily motions. If the retrograde planet has the

greater longitude, the conjunction will take place after the days in the

quotient ; if lesser, the conjunction has taken place.

Multiply the difference between the true longitudes of the two

planets severally by the true daily motion of each planet and divide each

product by the sum or difference of their true daily motions, as the

case may be. Add the quotients to the respective longitudes of the

planets if the conjunction is to take place, and subtract if the conjunc-

tion has taken place. If the planet is retrograde, add the quotient if

the conjunction has taken place and subtract if it is to take place.

Then the two planets will have true equal longitudes expressed in

minutes.

Now, in the case of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, subtract the

correct longitudes of their respective nodes from their true longitudes

when thus made equal. But in the case of Mercury and Venus,

subtract the correct longitudes of their nodes from the longitudes of

their respective sighroccas at the time when the planets themselves

have true equal longitudes.

10. Find the R sine of the remainder in each case. Multiply

it by the greatest mean (geocentric) latitude of the planet and divide

by its distance from the centre of the earth. The result is the true

Then is given the method to find the correct geocentric latitude

of a planet. First to find the argument of latitude or viksepakendra.

Then a superior planet, say, Mars.

Argument of latitude of Mars

=its true heliocentric place—node's longitude

—mandaspa?ta Mars—node's longitude (obtained after third

Operation)
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(geocentric) latitude of the planet. This again should be corrected

by the latitudinal parallax of the planet as in the case of the Moon,

following the method given (in the chapter on) solar eclipse.

=mandaspasta Mars ± sighraphala

— node's longitude ^= sighraphala

=true longitude of Mars— (node's longitude ± sighraphala)

(The terms within the brackets prove the method in the sixth verse

above).

=true Mars—(corrected node).

Now, take an inferior planet, say, mercury. In this case before

finding the argument it is necessary to state that according to the

ancient Indian astronomers, the stated revolutions of nodes of Mercury

and Venus should be increased by the motions of their sighra anomalies,

and the sum, in each case, gives the true revolutions of the nodes.

Thus, the argument of the latitude of Mercury

=mandaspasta Mercury—(node's longitude

—

iighra anomaly)

(In this case the sighra anomaly is subtracted because the node's longi-

tude as given by Lalla is measared in the same direction as that of the

planet).

—mandaspasta Mercury—node -{-sighrocca

—mean Mercury

=—(mean Mercury

—

mandaspasta Mercury)

± sighrocca—node

=

—

(±mandaphala)+ sighrocca—node

=sighrocca—[node+( ± mandaphala)]

(The terms within the brackets prove the formula in the sixth

verse).

Thus is calculated the argument of the latitude of a planet.

The next verse gives the method to calculate the true geocentric
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11. The difference of the latitudes (of the two planets of

equal longitudes), when of the same denomination, or their sum when

of different denominations, is said to be the distance between the

centres of the two planets. When this distance is less than the sum

of their radii, the conjunction is called Bhedayuti.

latitude. The method is the same for every planet. From the

proportion :

R : R sin mean maximum latitude : : R sin

argument : ?,

or, R : mean maximum latitude (nearly) : : R sin

argument : ?,

the heliocentric latitude of the planet, say x, is found.

Then again from the proportion :

Distance of planet from earth : x ' R : ?,

the true geocentric latitude of the planet is calculated.

Lalla corrects the latitude by the latitudinal parallax, the method

for calculating which is given in vi. 11. While commenting

on the correction to be givea to the latitude Mallikarjuna says that this

correction is for the case of Bhedayuti only. Astronomers differ from

one another in calculating the argument of the latitude of a planet.

See MB, vi. 52-53 : LB, vii. 6-9 ab ; BSS, ix. 8-10 ; S&e, xi.

15-16
; S&i, II. vi. 21-26 ; and SSt ii. 56-67.

11. This defines the distance between two planets and bhedayuti.

The distance is measured by the sum or difference of the latitudes

(converted into ahgulas). This formula for the distance is given in

MB, vi. 54; LBt vii. 9 cd; BSS, ix. II; SSe, xi. 18; and 55/, I x. 6.

When the distance between the centres of two planets having

equal longitudes is less than the sum of the radii of the planets, the

conjunction is called bhedayuti. In this case, the upper planet is eclipsed

by the lower planet.
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[ Obscuration of the asterisms by planets ]

12. When the latitudes of two planets are of different denomi-

nations, each planet is said to be in the same direction of the ecliptic

as its latitude. But when they are of the same denomination, the

planet having the shorter latitude is said to be in a direction opposite

to that of its latitude with reference to the centre of the other planet.

[ Half duration of planetary conjunctions ]

13. In a bhedayuti (as defined in verse 11) the time elapsed

since the rising of the obscured planet till the moment of equality of

While commenting on this verse, Mallikarjuna says that the

conjunction of planets with equal longitudes is of various kinds,

(l) It is called bheda when the distance between the centres is less than

the sum of the radii. (2) It is called ullekha when the distance is

equal to the sum of the radii. (3) It is called amsumarda when the

distance is greater than the sum of the radii. (4) It is called apasavya

if the distance is greater than the sum of the radii by a number less

than 60. (5) When the distance between two planets is subtracted

from the radii and the remainder is greater than 60, the conjunction is

called samagama.

SS also gives several kinds of conjunction in SS, vii. 18-19.

Bhaskara II deals with bhedayuti in S&i, I. x. 7-9.

12. While commenting on this verse, Mallikarjuna says that

during the conjunction of planets, the planet to the north of the other

planet is called jayi or victorious. But Venus even when to the south

is called victorious. In the conjunctions called ullekha, amsumarda

and apasavya, the planet to the north is the obscuring body and is

called victorious. Then Mallikarjuna gives his own verse regarding

the orbits of the planets from below upwards and comments that in

the case of conjunction the lower planet obscures the upper planet.

13. Just as in a solar eclipse, the tithi is measured from the

rising of the Sun till the end of the anmasya and is used for calculating
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the longitudes is taken to be equivalent to the duration of the tithi

(as in a solar eclipse). From this time the parallax etc. should be

calculated.

[ Direction of planetary conjunctions ]

14. When the north-south distance between the centres of two

planets of equal longitudes is great, (their conjunction as obtained

previously does not agree with observation). This conjunction is

not the same in the eastern and western hemispheres. So, in order

to make the calculated result agree with observation, (one must

proceed as follows).

the parallax etc., in a bhedayuti when the distance between two

planets of equal longitudes is less than the sum of their radii, the time

elapsed since the rising of the obscured planet till the conjunction

with the lower planet is used for calculating the parallax etc. Then,

as in a solar eclipse, the correct time of conjunction etc. should be

determined. &r!pati gives this in S&e, xi. 33-34.

14. This verse says that the kadambaprotiya conjunction, i.e.,

when the longitudes are equal, does not agree with observation,

especially when the distance between the two planets is great.

Mallikarjuna says in his commentary on this verse that not only

in the case of planets, but in the case of certain stars also this is so.

The north-south distance between Citra and Svati is 39°i To the

north of the Vindhyas, Svftti rises first, then Citra. There is con-

junction only in the morning of their day. In the afternoon, Citra"

sets before SvSti. To the south of the Vindhyas, Citra rises before

Svati. They have no conjunction there. It is therefore necessary to

find a method so that calculation agrees with observation.

Brahmagupta has pointed out that kadambaprotiya conjunction

is not correct and so samaprottyayuti (BSS, ix. 12). (&ripati also has

said this in S&e, xi. 19-20).
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[ Visibility correction in planetary conjunctions ]

15. Pot the eastern horizon, the true equal longitudes of the
two planets should be corrected by their respective visibility corrections

(calculated as above) to find their respective udayalagnas or rising

ecliptic points. But, for the Western horizon, their true equal longitudes,

each increased by 6 signs, shoiild be corrected in the same way to find

their respective astalagnas or setting ecliptic points.

16. The sum of the time to pass calculated from the udayatagna,
the time passed calculated from the astalagna and the times of rising

of the intervening signs of the zodiac between the udayalagna and the
astalagna is the measure of the day of the planet. The time calculated

in the same manner from the udayalagna of the planet and the then
orient ecliptic points is the time elapsed since the rising of the planet.
Thus say (the wise).

17-20. Multiply the elapsed portion, expressed in ghatikas,

of the day of the planet which has the shorter day, by the length of
the day of the planet which has the longer day, and divide the product

15-19. Having dealt with the kadambaprotiyayuti of two planets

(that is, when they are on the same vertical to the ecliptic or have the

same longitude), Lalla now gives a method to find their samaprotiya-

yuti or conjunction when they are on the same secondary to prime

vertical, because, as he says in the last part of the fourteenth verse,

the results calculated in this manner would be in accordance with the

observation.

In verse 15 is calculated the udayalagna of each planet or that

point of the ecliptic which rises with the planet, and also the astalagna

of each planet or that point of the ecliptic which sets with the planet.

These are to be found when the planets have true equal longitudes.

The methods are given in viii. 2-4.

&?ya-Tr. 24
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by the length of the shorter day. If the quotient is less than the

elapsed portion of the day of the planet which has the longer day,

the conjunction is to take place ; if greater, the conjunction has

taken place.

The difference between these two is called prathama or 'the first'.

Now, assume a certain time for the conjunction. (Find the longitudes

of the planets at that time, and, hence, as before, the lengths of their

days and the portions of the days elapsed). From these find the

second difference, as above. This is anya or 'the other'.

In verse 16, the length of the day of each planet is found. This

length is obviously the time between the planet's rising and setting and,

consequently, it is calculated from its udayalagna and astalagna following

the method given in iv. 13. In this verse is also given the method to find,

at any time the portion of the day of a planet that has passed. This

is found from the udayalagna of the planet and the orient ecliptic point

at the given time. The method is as given above.

In the next three verses is given the method to calculate the more

correct time of conjunction.

An approximate time has been obtained when the two planets

have equal longitudes (s^e verses 7-9). The length of the day of each

planet and also the portion of the day elapsed at this time are also

found. Let the longer day be a, the shorter b, the elapsed portion of

longer day c, and the elapsed portion of the shorter day d.

Then, from the proportion :

b : d : a : ?, d is converted in terms of a. Let the result be x.

If x—c, there is conjunction.

If x>c, the conjunction has passed.

If x Z-c, the conjunction will take place.

The difference between x and c is called prathama or 'first'.
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If both the prathama and the anya show that either the conjunc-

tion has taken place or will take place, find their difference ;

otherwise, find their sum. Divide by this sum or difference the

product of the prathama and the assumed time. The quotient in

hours etc, gives the correct time of conjunction, before or after the

time, when the two planets have equal longitudes before, if the

prathama shows that the conjunction has taken place, and after, if it

shows that the conjunction is yet to take place.

When the elapsed portion of the day of one planet is multiplied

by the length of the day of the other planet and divided by the length

Then assume some time before or after the time when the longi-

tudes are equal. Find the longitudes of the planets as that time, and

from that the lengths of their days and the portions of the day elapses.

Then convert the elapsed portion of the shorter day in terms of the

longer day. Then find the difference between this result and the elapsed

portion of the longer day. This is called anya or 'the second

difference'.

Then from the porportion :

prathama± anya : assumed time : : prathma : V find the time

when the first difference or prathama is made up. This is the time of

conjunction before or after the time when the planets are of

equal longitude—before, if the prathama shows that the conjunction has

taken place but otherwise after, Lalla has definitely borrowed this

formula from Brahmagupta.

While commenting on these verses, Mallikarjuna says that the

method should be repeated till the time is fixed.

This is the formula given by Brahmagupta in BSS, ix. 22-24 and

by Sripati in SSe, xi. 29-31

.

20. This defines conjunction. Let a be the length of the day

of one planet and b of the other. Let c be the elapsed portion of the

ormer and d of the latter.
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of its own day, and if the quotient is equal to the elapsed portion of

the day of the other planet, the conjunction takes place. Otherwise

follow the method as before.

Thus ends chapter Ten

on

CONJUNCTION OF PLANETS

Then, from the proportion :

a : c J : b : ?, c is converted in terms of b. Let the result be x.

If x=d9 the conjunction takes place.

Brahmagupta gives this formula in BSS, i*. 25 and &ripati in

xi. 32,



CHAPTER XI

CONJUNCTION OF STARS AND PLANETS

[ Positions of the stars in minutes ]

1-3. It has been said by the ancient sages that the positions of

the naksatras, Asvim etc, in their respective portions are, respectively,

48', 40', 56', 54', 52', 20', 72', 70', 44', 48', 36', 44', 78', 66', 62', 72',

52', 8', 6', 4', 4', 19', 18', 40', 42', 12', and 74', each multiplied by

10. They also say that the polar longitude of each naksatra is equal

in minutes to the sum of its portion and 800 times the number of the

naksatras preceding it (that is, its own number less l).

[ Time of conjunction of stars and planets ]

4ab. If the true longitude of a planet is greater than the polar

longitude of a naksatra, their conjunction has taken place ; if less, it

will take place. (This is so, when the planet has direct motion).

When retrograde, the contrary is the case. The method (of finding

the time of conjunction etc.) is the same as that in the case of planets.

[ Latitudes of the stars ]

4c-d. The following are, respectively, the polar latitudes of

the nak$atras, Asvini etc., measured from the ends of their respective

declinations on the ecliptic corresponding to their polar longitudes.

5-7. (They are) 10°, 12°, 5°, 5°, 10% 11°, 6% 0°, 7% 0°, 12\

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-10. Each naksatra is said to occupy 1/27 of the circle, that is,

800% See Tables XI and XII, below.

389
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13°, 8°, 2% 37% 1°3C, 3°, 4°, 8°30', 5°20', 5°, 30°, 36°, 20', 24*, 26°.

and 0°.

1° is equivalent to 24 angulas.

[ Latitudes of Agastya, Mrgavyadha and Abhijit ]

7c-d. The polar longitude of Agastya is 2s 27°. (When the

true longitude of a planet is the same as this), there is conjunction of

the planet and Agastya.

8. The polar longitude of Mrgavyadha (Lubdhaka) is 2 s 26°

and that of Abhijit is 8* 27°. The polar latitudes of Agastya,

Mrgavy^ha and Abhijit are respectively 80° S, 40° S and 64° N.

[ North-South latitudes of the stars ]

9-10. The latitudes of Ardra, AslesS, Jye§t.hs, Uttara-A?5<Jha,

Pflrva-Asadba, Rohini, Mula, Hasta, Anuradha, Citra, Satabhisa,

Mfgasirl and Visakha are to the south.

The latitudes of Pusya, Revati and Magha are each 0% Jhat is,

they are seen at the ends of their respective declinations. The

remaining stars have northern latitudes.

The last quarter of Uttara-Asadha added to the first 4 ghatikas

of Havana is the polar longitude of Abhijit, which is seen here.

[ Occultation of the stars by the planets ]

11. The Moon, when in the middle of the asterism of Rohini,

pierces the Cart (of Rohini), if its southern latitude is 2° 40', and

occults the principal star, Rohini, when its southern latitude is 4° 30'.

11. The occupations of stars are also given in M&, Hi. 7lcd-

75 ab
{
LB, viii. 11-16

;
B~SS, x. 11-12 }

KK, II. x. 15*16
;

xji.

8-9 ; SS, viii, 13,
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Again, the Moon occults the middle star of the asterism, MaghS,

when it has a north latitude of 4° 30'. When it has no latitude, it

occults Revatl, Pufya and Satabhisa.

[ Visibility correction for latitude from half asc, difference ]

12. The R sine of the sum or difference of the declination

of a naksatra, calculated from its polar longitude, (known as

madhyama or mean declination), and the latitude, according as they

are in the same or opposite directions, is the R sine of the correct

declination of the naksatras.

From each of these R sine declinations, (viz., madhyama or mean

and corrected or sphuta), calculate the ascensional difference of the

nak$atra following the same method as that in the case of the Sun.

13-15. Find the sum or difference of the madhyama and sphuta

Lai la's method is more or less the same as that of Brahmagupta.

Bhaskara I's are in greater detail. He also says that these are based on

actual observations made by the instrument Yasti.
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ascensional differences according as they are of opposite or same

denomination.

From the result subtract the tints passed (bhuktaWa) cal-

culated from the polar longitude df the nakjatra. From the remainder

again subtract the times of rising of as many signs of the zbdiac as

possible, (beginning with the one next to that in which the nak^atra

is and) going in contrary direction.

12-15. These give the method to calculate the rising ecliptic

point or udayalagna and the setting ecliptic point or astalagna of a

naksatra. The method given here is more accurate than that given in

viii. 3-4, especially in the case of a nak?atra, which has a considerable

latitude.
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Multiply the remainder by 30 and divide by the time of rising

of the sign that is not subtracted. The result is in degrees ete.

Subtract it from the polar longitude of the nak$atra. Then subtract

from the remainder the degrees etc. in the sign of the zodiac

in which the nak§atra is (i. e„ bhuktabhaga). From the remainder again

subtract the number of signs the times of rising of which have already

been subtracted. The result is the udayalagna of the nakfatra corrected

by the visibility correction when its latitude is to the north.

If the latitude is to the south, calculate the lagna from the

Let AB be the ecliptic, AC the equator, P the north pole, N the

nak$atra and PNFH the secondary through P and N, meeting the ecliptic

and equator in F and H, respectively. Let NE be the diurnal circle of

N meeting EFG, the horizon, in E. Then AF is the polar longitude or

dhruvaka of N, FH its mean declination, NF its latitude and SE the

visibility correction due to the local latitude or nk$adrkkarmasu.

Then, NH=>true declination or sphutakrSnti

=NF+FH
=latitude+mean declination, calculated from AF the

polar longitude.

If N and F were on opposite sides of AC, the true declination

would be the difference between the latitude and the mean declination.

Brahmagupta calls them tatkrunti and svakrmti (BSS, x. 15).

Now, GH is the ascensional difference due to the mean decli-

nation and GK is the ascensional difference due to the true declination

NH or EK.

So, NE=HK=GK

—

GH=tak$adzkkarmHsu.

If N and F were on opposite sides of HC, it would be the sum
of the two.
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polar longitude of the nakfatra (by the direct method). The results

in this case are to be added to the polar longitude. (The final result

is the udayalagna).

To find the astalagna, the polar longitude nak$aira must be

increased by 6 signs» (and the lagna calculated by the direct method).

applying corrections to F using the akfodrkkarmasu or visibility correc-

tion due to the local latitude.

Now, to find the rising ecliptic point and the setting ecliptic point

Let AB be the ecliptic, A the first point of Aries, P the north

pole, N the nak?atra on the eastern horizon or pvrvakptija, which cuts

the ecliptic in U, and let PNF be the secondary through P and N
meeting the ecliptic in F. Then AF is the polar longitude of the nak$a-

tra and U is the rising ecliptic point.
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If the latitude is to the south, a method contrary to this should

be followed.

[ Time of rising and setting of the stars ]

16. Because of the motion of the whirl wind, Pravaha, (round

the universe), the naksatras rise and set with their respective udaya-

lagna and astalagna.

The kalBmsa or degrees indicative of time in ghatikas of a

naksatra is 2J ; that of MrgavySdha is 21 and that of Agastya is 2.

17. When the lagna calculated from the udayalagna or a

The diagram shows that when a naksatra has a northern latitude,

and is on the eastern horizon, its dhruvaka is below the horizon by a

time equal to the visibility correction or aksadrkkarmasu and its rising

ecliptic point has a lesser longitude than its dhruvaka. So, if the

naksatra-dhruvako is assumed as the Sun, and the aksadrkkarmasu

as the time, and the lagna is calculated from these following the

indirect process^ the result will be the rising ecliptic point of the

naksatra.

The astalagna is that point of the ecliptic which is on the

western horizon or pa'scimaksitija. So, it should be found by assuming

the dhruvaka increased by 6 signs as the Sun, the aksadrkkarmasu as the

time and calculating the lagna from these by the direct method as given

in iv. 11-12 above.

It is evident that when the naksatra has a southern latitude,

methods contrary to those for the northern latitude must be followed,

that is, the direct process for the rising ecliptic point and the indirect

process for the setting ecliptic point.

The same method is given in BSS, x. 18-20
; S&e, xii. 13-15 ;

and in S&i, I. vii
s
6-8.

\1. Tbe lagnas calculated by the method given here are called
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Mksatra (for a time equal to the kalamia in ghatikts) following the

additive method is the same as the true longitude of the Sun, the

naksatra rises heliacally with the Sun.

When the lagna calculated from the astalagna of a naksatra

(for a time equal to the kalamsa in ghatikns) following the subtractive

method and diminished by 6 signs, is the same as the true longitude

of the Sun, the naksatra sets heliacally with the Sun.

udayarka and astamaydrka, or the true longitudes of the Sun when the

naksatra rises and sets with it. Suppose the Sun is on the eastern

horizon. Then a naksatra will rise heliacally with the Sun, if its

udayalagna is above the horizon at a distance of 2$ kalatnsaghatikas or

14° kalamsa from the Sun.

Now, to find the true longitude of the Sun in this position. The

Sun is at that point of the ecliptic, which following the udayalagna is at

a distance of 2\ kslamsaghatikas from it. Therefore, the longitude of

the Sun is the lagna calculated from the udayalagna using 2\ kalarnsa-

ghatikas as the time and following the method in iv. 11-12. This is

called udayarka of the naksatra, because when this is the true longitude

of the Sun, the naksatra rises heliacally with it.

Again, suppose the Sun is on the western horizon. Then a

naksatra will set heliacally with the Sun if its astalagna has not yet

reached the eastern horizon, but is still below it by a distance of 2$

kalSmiaghatikas. So, at that time the point of the ecliptic already on

the eastern horizon is the point less than the astalagna by 2\ kdlamsa-

ghafikas. Evidently, it is the lagna calculated from the astalagna using

2\ kalainsaghatikns as the time and following the indirect method.

Thus the true longitude of the Sun on the western horizon is this lagna

minus 6 signs. This is called asiamayarka of the naksatra% because

when this is the true longitude of the Sun, the naksatra sets heliacally

with it. '

See also BSS
f
x. 36-37 ab

J
S$e t

xij. J7 ; and S$i, I. xi
;
12-14.
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[ Time ef heliacal visibility of the stars ]

18. As long as the true longitude of the Sun is between

udayarka or that longitude of the Sun with which the naksatra rises

and astSrka or that longitude of the Sun with which the naksatra sets,

so Jong the naksatra is heliacally visible.

The sum or difference of its correct declination and the local

latitude, according as they are in the same or opposite directions, must

then be less than 90°.

[ Time of heliacal invisibility of the stars ]

19. As long as the true longitude of the Sun is between the

naksatra's astarka and udayarka, so long is the latter heliacally invisible.

The difference between the udayarka and astarka of a naksatra,

expressed in minutes, when divided by the true daily motion of the

Sun, gives the days (for which the naksatra is visible or invisible).

[ Heliacal visibility of stars at any place ]

20. The naksatra, whose asturka is greater than its udayarka,

never sets heliacally. When the declination of a naksatra, corrected

by its latitude and the local latitude, is greater than 90°, the naksatra

is not visible at the place.

18-20. A naksatra rises heliacally with the Sun, when the Sun's

true longitude is the same as its udayarka. Again, it sets heliacally

with the Sun when the Sun's true longitude is the same as its

astamayarka. Consequently, the naksatra remains heliacally visible as

long as the true longitude of the Sun is between its udayarka and

astamayarka and it remains heliacally invisible as long as the true

longitude of the Sun is between its astamayarka and udayarka.

The days of invisibility are obtained by subtracting its astama-

yarka from its udayarka and dividing the remainder by the Sun's true

daily motion, The days of invisibility are obtained by subtracting its
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[ Different view on the rising of Agastya ]

21. Some say that Agastya sets when the true longitude of the

Sun is 2 signs minus the local latitude. And it rises when the true

longitude of the Sun is 6 signs minus this (remainder).

[ Stars passed by Marici and other sages ]

22. Subtract 14 from the years passed since the beginning of

udayarka from its astamayarka and dividing the remainder by the Sun's

true daily motion.

The sum or difference of the mean declination and the latitude

of a naksatra gives its true declination. Again, the sum or difference of

this declination and the latitude of the place gives its zenith distance.

If the zenith distance is less than 90°, the naksatra will be visible at

that place. If it is greater than 90°, it will be below the horizon and

consequently, will not be visible at that place.

While commenting on verse 20, Mallikarjuna says that Svati,

Abhijit, gravana, Dhanist.h3, Purvabhadrapada and Uttarabhadrapada

these six stars, because of their large northern latitudes, do not set in

certain regions.

When the visibility correction of one of these is greater than 14°

and the udayarka is less than 14° and the astarka is greater than 14°,

the star is not visible in the evening even when the udayarka is the

same as the true longitude of the Sun ; but it is visible in the morning.

When the visibility correction is less than 14° and if the astarka is

greater than the udayHrka, the naksatra is not always visible. It is not

visible when its declination is to the south and its zenith distance is

greater than 90°.

In those regions where the equinoctial shadow is 8 ahgulas, there

the southern zenith distance of Agastya is greater than 90° and in those

regions Agastya is not visible.

21. In the commentary Mallikarjuna says that by 'some* is

meant 'pupils of Aryabhata'.

1%, Millikarjuna gives the following example
;
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Kaliyuga and divide the remainder by 100. The wise say that the
quotient gives the number of stars from Rohinl passed by the sages
beginning with Marici, the sages who decorate the sky.

Thus ends chapter Eleven

on

CONJUNCTION OF STARS AND PLANETS

To calculate the nakisatra in the gaka 1035 in which the seven
sages, viz., Marici, Bhrgu, Vasistha, Angira, Atri, Pulastya, and
Pulaha, are.

Number of years passed from the beginning of Kaliyuga in the
iaka =31794-1035=4214

(4214-14)
100

Thus the present wk$aira will be the sixteenth from Rohinl,
which is Mnla.



VYATIPATA AND VAIDH^TA

t Possibility of Vyatipata and Vatdhrta ]

1. When the sum of the true longitudes of the Sun and Moon

is 12 signs and they are in different hemispheres of the ecliptic but on

the same side of the solstitial points, there is Vaidhftayoga. But when

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. This verse defines the Vyatiputayoga and the Vaidhrtayoga. The

mean declination or madhyamakranti of the Moon is that declination

which is calculated from its longitude, and hence it is the declination

of the position of the Moon on the ecliptic. Its true declination or

sphutakranti is the sum or difference of its madhyamakranti and latitude

or viksepa. The Sun has no latitude and so its madhyamakranti is its

sphutakranti or, briefly, krSnti.

According to the Indian astronomers, that whole period is called

vyatipatakala during which the sum of the true longitudes of the Sun

and the Moon is somewhere near 6 signs and the true declination of

any point on the disc of the Moon is equal both in magnitude and in

direction to the declination of any point on the disc of the Sun.

Vaidhrtakala is that period during which the sum of the true

longitudes of the Sun and the Moon is somewhere near 12 signs and

the true declination of any point on the disc of the Moon is equal in

magnitude but opposite in direction to the declination of any point on

the disc of the Sun.

Both vyatipata and Vaidh(ta are denoted by pata
:

200
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the sum is 6 signs and they are in the same hemisphere of the ecliptic
but on the opposite sides of the solstitial points, there is Vyatipataycga.

I Time of mid-pita ]

2. fcmd the difference in minutes (between the sum of the true
longitudes of the Sun and Moon at any given time) and 6 signs or 12
slgns. Multiply it by 60 and divide by the sum of the true daily
motions of the two. The result in ghatikas etc. gives the time elapsed
since the vyatipata or vaidhrta took place or to elapse, (according as
the sum is greater than 6 or 12 signs or less). Then find the true
longitudes of the Sun, Moon and its node for that time.

Patadhruvakakala is the time when the sum of the true longitudes
of the Sun and Moon is exactly 6 or 12 signs. At this time the mean
declination of the Moon is equal to the declination of the Sun. Patama-
dhyakala is the time when the true declination of the Moon's centre
is equal to the declination of the Sun's centre. Patasparsakala is the
time when true declination of the lowest point on the Moon's disc is.
equal to the declination of the highest point on the Sun's disc Pnta
moksakala is the time when the true declination of the highest point
on the Moon's disc is equal to the declination of the lowest point on
the Sun's disc.

Thus, at pataspar&akata and plltamoksakala the difference of the
true declination of the Moon's centre and the declination of the Sun's
centre is equal to the sum of their radii.

See BSS, xiv. 33-34 ; viii. 1-2
; SSi, I. xii. 8 , and SS,

XI.

2. This gives the method to find the time when the true longi-
tudes of the Sun and Moon may be 6 or 12 signs. At any given time
find the true longitudes of the Sun and Moon and then their sum.

Sifya-Tr. 26
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3a- b At that time, if the true declination of the Moon's

centre is equal to the declination of the Sun's centre, both expressed in

minutes^ the time is called middle of pa/a.

[ Equality of declination ]

3c-d. When the Moon's true declination is obtained by sub-

tracting the mean declination from its latitude, even if the true

declination is numerically greater than that of the Sun, it must be

considered as less.

4. If the Moon's true declination at the beginning of an even

If it is near 6 signs, find the difference between the sum and 6 signs.

Then, from the proportion :

Sum of daily motions : 60 : : difference : ?

The number of ghatikas will be obtained when the

sum of the longitudes was 6 signs, if at present it is greater than

6 signs ; or when the sum' of the longitudes will be 6 signs, if at

present it is less than 6 signs. If the sum of the longitudes is near

12 signs, find the difference between the two and hence the time when

the sum will be 12 signs or was 12 signs. *

See BSS, xiv. 35 ; S&e, vii. 5 ; and I. xii. 9-10 ab,

3. Now find the true longitudes of the Sun, the Moon and its

node when the sum is 6 or 12 signs, as the case may be. Hence

calculate the declination of the Sun and the true declination of the

Moon. If the two declinations are the same, the time is paLtumadhyci-

ksla. If this is not the case, the method to find the time, when this

will be so, is given in the verses 6-9. When the Moon's true declination

is obtained by subtracting its mean declination from its latitude,

it is negative. So, even if it is numerically greater than the Sun's

declination, it must be considered less.

See BSS, xiv. 37 ; S$e, vii. 5-6 j and SS, xi. 8 cd.

4-5. Perhaps the following is the argument. When: the Moon
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quadrant, (that is, at the end of an odd quadrant), is less than that of

the Son in an odd quadrant, there is no possibility of pSta. If in this

case the Moon's true declination is greater, there is a possibility of the

declinations being equal and hence of pata.

•

5. When the true declination of the Moon in an odd quadrant

is greater or in an even quadrant less than that of the Son, the pata

has taken place. In the contrary cases, it will take place.

[ Time of Vyatipata and Vaidhrta ]

6. (Find the Sun's declination and the Moon's true declination

at the time when the sum of their true longitudes is 6 or 12 signs).

In the case of vaidhrta, find the sum of the declinations, if in the same

is at the end of Gemini and Sagittarius, its declination is maximum. If

in either of these positions, its true declination is less than that of the

Sun there is no possibility of their becoming equal in the near future,

and hence there is no possibility of pata.

When the Moon is in the first or third quadrant, its declination

increases till it reaches the end of the quadrant. If in either case, its

true declination is less than the Sun's declination there is a possibility

of pata j if greater, pata may have taken place.

In the second or fourth quadrant, the Moon's declination de-

creases till it reaches the end of the quadrant. If in either case its

true declination is less than the Sun's declination pata may have taken

place ; if greater, there is a possibility of pata.

See'BSS, xiv. 36-38; S&>, viii. 3 and 7; I. xii, 10 cd-11 ab ;

and SS, xi. 7-8 ab. See also Bhaskara II's criticism of Lalla's verse 4

{S&i, I. xii, commentary on 12-14).

6-9. These give the method to find the patamadhyakala. By
the method given above, ascertain the time wh^en the sum of the true

Jcnpitudes of the Sua and Moon is 6 or 12 signs. This time is known
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direction, but difference, if in opposite directions. In the case of

vyatipata, find the difference, if in the same direction, and the sum, if

in opposite directions.

7. In each case, the .result is called prathama (or 'the first').

In the same manner find apara (or 'the other'), by assuming some time

(before or after that when the sum of the longitudes is 6 or 12 signs
;

by calculating the longitudes of the Sun, Moon and its node for that

time and hence the declinations); and by taking their sum or difference

(as above).

If both the groups of declinations indicate that the pata has

either taken place or will take place, find the difference of the first

(
prathama) and the other (apara). But find their sum, if one group

indicates that pata has taken place and the other that the pata will

take place.

8. By this sum or difference divide the product of the first

and the assumed time. The result in ghatikas gives the time of the

middle of pata, before or after the time when the sum of the longitudes

of the Sun and Moon is 6 or 12 signs, /. e., before, if the first group of

declinations shows that the pata has taken place, and after, if it shows

that the pata will take place.

as putadhruvakakala. Then find the true longitudes of the Sun, Moon

and its node at that time. From these longitudes calculate the de-

clination and latitude of the Moon and hence its true declination. If

the latter is not equal to the Sun's declination find their difference.

Call it the 'first difference' or prathama.

Now, assume some time, say x ghafikast before or after the

patadhruvakakafo, when patamadhyakala might take place. Then find

the true longitudes of the Sun, Moon and its node at this time. Hence

find the Sun's declination and the Moon's true decimation. Then

find their difference. Call it 'the second difference' or apara.

Now, the difference between the pratfam and thje apara is the
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9. Repeat the above process by repeatedly finding the true

longitudes (of the Sun, Moon and its node for the corrected time and
hence their declinations, till the time is fixed). Multiply the sum of
the diameters of the Sun and Moon by the fixed time and divide the

product by the prathama or 'first'. The result in ghatikds is the

duration of the pata. Hence find the times for the beginning and end
of the pata, as in the case of an eclipse.

[ Time of Pata : Things to be done and avoided ]

10. That whole time during which the Moon is in the same

increase or decrease in the difference of the Sun's declination and the

Moon's true declination. Let this difference be y. Then, from the

proportion :

y : x : : prathama : ?,

that time is obtained when the difference in the Sun's and Moon's

declinations is made up. That is, the patamadhyakala takes place either

before or after the pmadhruvakakala by this time.

This time is approximate. Hence the method must be repeated

till the time is fixed. And that will be the correct time for the

patamadhyakala* Let this time be z. Now, at the patasparsakata and

the pOtamok$akala
t the difference between the Sun's declination and

the Moon's true declination is equal to the sum of their radii. So,

from the proportion :

prathama : z : : sum of radii : ?,

the half duration of the pata is found. So, the total duration is

_ z x sum of diameters

prathama

Then by adding and subtracting the half duration to and from

the patamadhyakala, the times for the beginning and end are found.

The same method is given in BSS, xiv. 39-43
; S$e, viii. 8-11;

and in S&i, I. xii. U cd-17.

10. This indicates the inauspicious times when a pata takes

place. While commenting on this MalJikSrjuna says that according to
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diurnal circle as the Sun is considered to be the duration of the pSta.

Giving gifts, saying prayers, and performing sacrifices bear fruit

during this -time ; otherwise it is harmful. Three days are not favour-

able for travelling etc.

[ Time of entrance and exit of the Sun and Moon in Pata ]

11. Multiply the (angular) diameter of a planet by 60 and

divide by its Jrue daily motion. The result in ghatikas gives the time

some, three days are inauspicious, viz., the day of the pata, the day

before and the day after. But according to SS the time of pata alone

is evil. This is supported by the modern SS, according to which

(xi. 16), only the whole duration Of the pata is absolutely inauspicious.

During this time only good things such as worship, sacrifice, giving

gifts, etc. should be done (xi. 18).

See also BSS, xiv. 44
; S&e, viii. 14 ; and S&i, I. xii. 21.

Vyatipata and vaidhrta are very important from the point of view

of PancQhga or calendar. Most of the Siddhantas, SS, S&e, S&i, etc.,

have a separate chapter called Pamdhikura on this topic. BSS
has included it in the Uttara chapter on true motions of planets. The

method to find patamadhyakala as given in verses 6-9 by Lalla is

borrowed from BSS, The same has been followed by sVipati and

Bhaskara II.

11. Here, the first half gives the method to find the time during

which some point or other on the disc of a planet is at the junction of

two signs of the zodiac or the duration of the planet's sahkrdnti.

This follows from the proportion :

Planet's true daily motion : 60 : : its diameter : ?.

The second part gives the method to find the duration when the

Sun leaves the last point of a sign and the Moon the last point of a

nak$atra. In the case of the Sun the time is :

diameter of the Son X 60

Sun's true daily motion
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A

during which some point or other of the disc of the planet is at the
junction of two signs of the zodiac

; (or this is the duration of the
planers safikranti). The time taken by the Sun to cross the last point
of a sign and that by the Moon the last point of a naksatra are also
obtained in this manner by using their respective daily motions.

J 2. Multiply the sum of the radii of the Sun and Moon by 60

In the case of the Moon the time is

diameter of the Moon x 60
Moon's true daily motion

12. This gives the method to find the times taken by the Moon
to leave the end of a yoga, tithi and karaya.

First the yoga. This follows from the proportion :

Sum of Sun's and Moon's true motions : 60 : :

sum of the radii of the Sun and Moon : ?

.

Now, the tithi and karai^a. This follows from the proportion i

Difference of the Sun's and Moon's true motions : 60 : :

sum of radii of the Sun and Moon : ?.

In the first case the sum is taken because there is a yoga when
the sum of the Sun's and Moon's longitudes is 800'. In the second
case the difference is taken because there is a tithi when the difference
of the Sun's and Moon's longitudes is 12° and a kara^a is \ tithi during
which the difference of the Sun and Moon is 6°.

It will be observed that instead of taking Moon's diameter, Lalla
takes the sum of the radii of the Sun and Moon,

In this connection see BSS
t
xiv. 29-31

; S&e, iiu 81 (last verse) ;

and SSi, I. h\ 76-77.

Surprisingly, Mallikarjuna's commentary on these verses does
not touch these points. He explains and illustrates how to find the
beginning and end of the pa ta.



and divide by the sum of their true daily motions. The result gives

the time in ghafikus at the end of which the Moon leaves the last

there are some errors in the portion of the manuscript giving

the illustration. It has not been considered worthwhile correcting these

errors.

A similar example given by Varurta in his commentary on KK
t

Vttara, 16-20, is being extracted below from the edition of KK with

Bhaflopala's commentary, Pt. I, pp. 141-45.

Data : The true longitudes of Sun, Moon and its node, corrected

by Detintara and Bhujantara at midnight are respectively 5* 15° 51' 11*.

6" 15° 7' 53", and 10s 9° 46' 40* and their true motions are 59' 28*, 805'

18*, and 3' 11".

To find Patamadhyakala :

Sum of Sun's and Moon's longitudes= 12« 0° 59' 4*.

Difference between this and 12 signs=59' 4".

Sum of Sun's and Moon's motions =864' 46*

, r ,
_59'4'X60

Patadhruvakakala
864' 46*

s=4 ghafikas, 6 vin3q*is before midnight

Sun's longitude at this time =5" 15° 47' 7".

Moon's longitude -6s 14- 12' 53"

Node's longitude =10' 9° 46' 53"

Sun's krtnti =*343' 3" north,

Moon's sphutakranti=M3' 3" +243' 39" south

= 586' 42" south

It is greater than Sun's kranti. Since the Moon is in the third

quadrant, vaidhttamadhyakala has taken place.

Suppose it has taken place 30 gha^ikas before patadhruvakakala. Now,

the difference between the above krtntis is 243' 39" (prathamarait).
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point of a yoga. Similarly, multiply the sum of the radii of the Sun
and Moon by 60 and divide by the difference of their true daily

At the time assumed, Sun's longitude=5i 15° 17' 2$"

Moon's longitude=6* 7° 30' 14*'

Node's longitude=10* 9° 48* 28"

Sun's &ran//=355' north

Moon's sphutakranti=m' 6*+ 228' 9* south

=409' 15" south,

greater than Sun's krSnti. So the vaidhrtamadhyakala has taken place.

Difference between the above krOntis

=54' 15" (dvittyartii).

Both prathamaruii and dvitlyarasi show that pQta has taken place.

Difference of rai«=189' 24* [cheda or divisor)

Vaidhrtamadhyakala after first approximation

_ 243' 39"x30
189' 24"

=38 ghatikas, 35 rinatfs before patadhmyakakala.

The above process should be repeated.

At the above time,

Sun's longitude=5« 15° 8' 53*

Moon's longitude=68 6° 35' 2*

Node's longitude=10* 9*48' 55*

Sun's kranti=35%' 26* north

Moon's sphutakmati=m' 45'+223' 5" south.

=357' 50* south

It is less than Sun's kmntL So, v/iidhrtamadhyakala will take place.

DvinyarQsj=358' 26*—357' 50"

=36*

Sifya-Tr. 27
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PrathamarSii indicates that vaidhrtamadhyakdla has taken place

and dvitlyardsi the opposite* Taking their sum 243' 39*+36*=244' 15*

is the cheda or divisor.

Valdhrtamadhyakala after the second approximation is 38 gha\tkdst

29 vinitfis before patadhrwakakdla.

The above process should be repeated, At the above time,

Sun's longitude=5§ 15° 8* 59*

Moon's longitude=6' 5° 36' 22*

Node's longitude=10' 9° 48' 55*

Sun's kranti=35&' 23' north

Moon's sphutakrWti^W 17*+223' 10* south

=358' 27* south,

and is nearly equal to the Sun's kranti.

:. Vaidhrtamadhyakdla is 38 ghatikus, 29 vtnadis before pdta-

dhruvakakala.

Now, to find half duration of pata.

Sum of Sun's and Moon's radii

32' 42*+32' 36= 2 '

=32' 39*.

;. Half duration of vaidhfta

32' 39*X38 gh. 29 vin.

243' 39'

=5 ghatfkds, 9 vinHdJs

At 5 ghafikds, 9 vinddis before vaidhrtamadhyakdla,

Sun'slongitude=5»15*3'53*

Moon»s longitude=6s 4° 27' 14*

Node's longitudes 10' 9° 49' 11*

Sun's Jtr5«fi=360' 26* north

Moon's sphutakranti= 107' 29*+219' 59* south

=327' 28* south
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.*. difference =32' 58*

.'. duration of first half after first approximation

= 32' 39' X 5 gh. 9 vin.

32^58*

=5 ghatikas, 6 vinddls.

At that time,

Sun's longitude=5* 15° 3' 56*

Moon's longitude=6* 4° 27' 55*

Node's longitude=10* 9° 49' 11*

Sun's krBnti— 360' 25* north

and Moon's sphutakranti—lOT 45"+220' 1* south.

=327' 46* south.

.*. difference =32' 39*

.'. duration of the first half after second approximation

^32' 39*x5 gh. 6 vin.

32' 39"

—5 gha(ikas, 6 vinafis, which is the same as before and is

the correct duration.

Now to find the duration of the second half. At S ghatikas,

9 vinadls after vaidhrtamadhyaktfa,

Sun's longitude=5' 15° 14' 5*

Moon's longitude=6* 6* 45' 30*

Node's longitude=10* 9* 48' 39*

Sun's krtnti=356' 20* north

and Moon's sphutakranti=163' 6*+226' 14* south.

=389' 20' south

.'.difference =33'

.'. duration of the second half after first approximation

_ 32' 39'X 5 gh, 9 vin.

33

==5 ghafikast 5 vtnifih
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motions. The result in ghafikas gives the tims after which the disc

of the Moon leaves the end ofa tittii or of a karana.

Thus ends chapter Twelve

on

VYATJPATA AND VAIDHIJTA

At that time,

Sim's longitude** 5» 15° 14' 1*

Moon's longitude=6* 6° 44' 35'

Node's longitude=10« 9° 48' 39'

Sun's krtnti= 356' 22' north

and Moon's sphutakrSnti=162' 44'+226' 12' south

=388' 56' south.

.*. difference =32' 34'

.*. duration of the second half after second approximation

32' 39'X5gh. 5.vin

=5 ghatikas, 5 vinafis, which is the same as before and is

the correct duration.

As the lengths of the day and half nights are 31 ghatikas, 16

vina&s, and 14 ghatikas, 22 viniifts, respectively, vaidhrtadhruvakute is

31 gh. 16 v/«.+(14 gh. 22 vw.—4 gh. 6 vin)

=41 gh, 32 vin. after sunrise.

The vaidhrtamadhyakaldbtmg 38 gA. 29 vin, before, is-3 gA. 3 vin.

after sunrise.

ftrtffiftt begins 5 gh. 6 vrn.—3 ghi 3' vin.=2 gh. 3 vin. before

sunrise*

rtffyfe ends 5 gA. 5 rtn, + 3 gfo 3vf»v 8 vin, after sunrise,



CHAPTER XIII

RATIONALE OF CORRECTIONS

[ The Laghujyas ]

1. I have, given the easier way of calculating the mean places

of planets by the method called Pratyabdaiuddhi or corrections given to

the longitudes of planets at the end of the each year. Now, I shall

«i|feiilhbw t6 <»icwlate tlie true places of planets (more easily) by

vsmrtlkrBtghufya method. la this case, the R sine of arcs of 10
B

are used. It must be remembered that when the value of an arc corres-

ponding to a given R sine is to be found, the multiplier must be 10°,

[ The Khaniijy&s and Piodajyas ]

2-3; Hie ft sine* of the nine consecutive arcs, (each of 10°, in a

quadrant), are, respectively, 26, 25, 24, 21, 19, 15, 11, 7 and 2.

Now, I give the R sines of arcs of 10°, 20°, 30°, etc. upto 90°.

They are, respectively, 26, 51, 75, 96, 115, 130, 141, 148 and 150.

[ True longitudes and Rates of motion of the Sun and Moon ]

4. (to ite4oghuy& method)* multiply the R sine of the mean

MAHEMATICAL NOTES

1-3. The table of R sines given in ii. 1-4 is borrowed by

Lalla from Aryabhsftyu, Ttee the radius is 3438 units and the R

sines of arcs are calculated at intervals of US' or 3° 45'. Here Lalla

takes 150 unit*** th© radius and arcs are of 10* each. This method is

known as laghujya method.

Bhaskara II also gives R sines of arcs of 10° but his radius is

120 units (S&i, t ii. 13) .

4. This gl*«s- the method to calculate the mandaphalet and the

213
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anomaly of the Sun or Moon by its mandagunaka. Then multiply each
product by 2 and divide by 7. The results in minutes etc. are their

respective mandaphalas. Hence find their true longitudes as before.

Divide the Sun's bhogyakhai}4a by 11. The result is the Sun's
mandagatiphala or correction to be given to its mean motion.

mandagatiphala or the first correction to the planet's longitude and to

its motion, respectively, by the laghujys method.

From ii. 14, the circumference of the Sun's epicycle is 13j" when
the circumference of the concentric is 360°, and the radius is 3438.

So; R sin Sun's maximum mandaphala

_ 13|X3438 _ 27X3438
360 2x360

So, the maximum mandaphala is the arc corresponding to (l),

as R sine and it is taken as

27 X 3438

2 X 360
minUteS

'
"""I*-

Thus, from the proportion :

1Sn< 27X3438 .. . „ .

*

2 x 35Q
- given R sin manda anomaly

: ? ,

the required mandaphala

_ 27 X 3438 X R sin manda anomaly
150 x 2 X 360

3x2
='

50 X 2 X 120 X R sin manda anomaly

1719

3X2—

—

7j
— XR sin manda anomaly, nearly,

3 is the mandagunaka or multiplier (ii. 14) for the Sun.

In the case of the Moon, since the circumference of the epicycle



Rationale of coftREctiotfs

Multiply the Moon's bhogyakhan^a by 3 and subtract from the

product $ of the bhogyakhanfa. The result is the correction to be
given to the Moon*s motion.

is 31 the radius 3438, and the circumference of the concentric 3606
,

the R sin maximum mandaphala
*

_ 34X3438 _ 63X3438
360 2 x 360 (

2
)

So, the maximum mandaphala is the arc corresponding to (2) as
R sine. Lalla takes it equal to

_ 63X3438 . t~
2 x360

mmUtCS
'
nearly*

Then from the proportion :

. 63 X 3438 . .
'

—

2x360 *
: fi,ven n mean anomaly : ?

J the

required mandaphala

_ 63X3438 „ n .

150xTxl60" XRsmmeailanon,aly

- 7 * 1 « •

150 x 2 x 40
8!n mean anoma,y

~fj— X R sin mean anomaly, nearly.

7 is the mandagunaka or multiplier for the Moon (ii. 14).

Now, to the correction to the Sun's motion. The Sun's manda-
phala on any day is f R sin mean anomaly (on that day). So, the
difference between the mandaphalas on two consecutive days or the

mandagatiphala or the correction to the motion

— f X difference of R sines of the mean anomalies

_ e v bfiogyakhanga „ .

~~ 7 " 10°= 600'
motion of the anomaly (ii. 15)

= f X- Xbhogyakhaytfa

—
7oo' x n - X bhogyakhatfa
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These corrections should be added to or subtracted from the

respective mean motions of the Sun and Maon as instruated before.

S. Multiply the R sines of the mean anomalies or the manda-

ketidras of Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn by their respective

corrected mandagunakas. Then multiply each product by 2 and divide

by 7. The results in minutes are the respective mandaphalas of these

—
~i 1 X bhogyakhantfa, nearly.

Now, to the Moon's correction to the Motion. It will be

_Z« x motion of mean anomalyX *^***!a
7 600

2X783' 24* .= bhogyakhanqa

2 X 20 X 7 X 783' 54'
, .=

600x20x7
bh0^khanda

20 tI , ' ,—_ bhogyakhaqqa, nearly.

—Sbhogyakhanda —% bhogyakhanfa, nearly.

See Bhaskara II's methods in I. ii. 30^31.

5. This explains the method to find the mandaphala of planet

like Mars. According to iii. 3, the mandaphala of a planet

_ correct mandagunaka X R sin mean anomaly . .— m —-I minutes.

So, the maximum mandaphala

_ correct mandagu^akaXR . 4
80 minutes

correct mandagunaka X 3438 . 4
-|> ^unites.

So, the mandaphala for any given mean anomaly, when the radius

is 150 will be

_ correct mandagunakaX 3438 .

80 x 150
— X~RaiiMBean anomaly
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pJanets. These should be added to or subtracted from their respective

mean longitudes as explained before.

6. As before, multiply the R sine and R cosine of the Hghra-

kendra of a planet by its correct bighragunaka and divide the product by

80. Hence find the R sine sighraphala, etc. as said before. And hence

the corresponding arc. Thus the true longitudes of the planets are

calculated.

[ Mandaphala by an alternative method ]

7. Or, multiply the radius by the correct mandagunaka of a

correct mandagunaka X 2 to .=s-
so x iso

"

'—— sm mean anomaly

1719

correct mandagunaka X 2 .

=== X R sin mean anomaly

While commenting on verse 5, Malikarjuna says that another

way of getting the corrected mandagunaka is to add the circumference

of the epicycle in the first or third quadrant and that in the second or

fourth quadrant. Thus they will be 32° (14°+ 18°), 12° (7°-f 5°),

15 (7 +8 ), 6 (4 +2«)and229
(9Hl3°). These measurements are

given by Aryabhata, as has already been pointed out in the notes on

iii. 1-2.

Then the mean anomaly of each planet should then be respectively

multiplied by these and divided by 7. The result will be the respective

mandaphala.

For the correction to motion, multiply each bhogyakhanda by the

motion of the planet and divide by 10. Then the results should each

be multiplied by 32, etc. and divided by 7. The final result in each

case is the correction to be given to the motion (see iii. 11).

6. See, iii. 3-8.

7. Another method to calculate mandaphala. From iii. 3,

R sin mandaphala of a planet

&sya-Tr. 26
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planet and divide by 80. The result is the R sine of its maximum
mandaphala. Multiply it again by the R sine of the mean anomaly of

the planet and divide by the radius (viz., 150). The result converted

into arc is the mandaphala of the planet.

[ §ighraphala by an alternative method ]

8. If the Hghrakendra is within six signs beginning with Capri-

corn, find the sum of its R cosine and the R sine of the maximum

_ correct mandagunaka X R sin manda anomaly

80

So, R sin maximum mandaphala

_ correct mandagunaka X 3438

80

So, R sin mandaphala for a given mean anomaly and radius 150

correct mandagunaka X 3438 , „ .
,—

so x 150
sm mean anoma,y

and mandaphala is the arc corresponding to this as R sine.

8. This gives the same method as that given in iii. 3-8 for
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iighraphala. If it is within six signs beginning with Cancer, find their

difference. Add the square of the result to the square of the R sine of

finding the sighraphala, with the difference that the Hghra hypotenuse is

found in another way.

v

P

Let ABPC be the circle with E, the centre of the earth, as centre
or concentric or kaksuvrtta. Let AEP be the vertical diameter. Let
EG be the R sin maximum Sighraphala of a planet. Let A'MP' be a
circle with G as centre and equal to the former circle. This is the

eccentric circje or Hghraprativrtta, Let AP put this circle fn A' and P'
f
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the Hgkrakendra. The square root of the sum is the hypotenuse.

Divide the product of the R sine of the fighrakendra and the R sine of

Then A and P and A* and P' are Slghrocca and tighranlca, respectively,

in the concentric and eccentric.

Let the thrice-corrected planet and the real planet start from A

and A', respectively, and move along the concentric and eccentric with

the same velocity and in the same direction. Let the new places be M'

and M, respectively.

Let EM be joined, cutting the concentric in NT, which is the true

place of the planet. Join GM, EM' and MM'. Produce MM' to meet

BC in H. It is evident that GE is equal and parallel to MM' and, so,

GM is equal and parallel to EM'. So, the angle A'GM=the angle

AEM' =Hghrak€rtdra.

So, EH is R sin itghrakendra and M'H is R cosine &ghrakendra.

EM, the tighra hypotenuse=\/EH+H2Ma

= v/EHa+(MM'+M'H)«

=Ra
sin

2 (iighrakendra)-{-(R sin maximum

sighraphala+R cos ftghrakendraf

.

If the slghrakmdra is greater than 3 signs but less than 9 signs,

the difference must be taken. The remaining method is the same as that

given in iii. 3-8.

While commenting on this verse, Mallikarjuna says that three

methods have been explained for calculating the true longitude of a

planet : (1) by calculating R sin of maximum phala by using correct

circumference ; (2) by calculating R sin of maximum phala by using

half of the sum of the two types of circumference, odd and even ; (3)

by using the measurements given in KK. The last method h followed

by most people, especially by those to the nottfc of the Vmdfeyas.

The following are the maximum matida anil ilghra equations of
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its maximum tigkraphala by the hypotenuse. The arc corresponding to

the rauit is the sighraphala.

[ Ascensional difference at any time ]

9. The equinoctial midday shadow (at the observer's station)

multiplied severally by 60, 49 and 20 gives, respectively, the ascensional

Sun etc., as said to be given in the KK according to MaHikarjuna and

those found in the present KK}

Given by Mallikarjuna Given in KK

Manda Sighra Manda Sighra

Sun 131' 134'

Moon 302' 296'

Mars 670' 2430' 670' 2430'

Mercury 268' 1371' 268' 1290'

Jupiter 306' 690' 306' 690'

Venus 131' 2775' 134' 2775'

Saturn 459' 380' 574' 380'

Further on, Mallikarjuna says that even according to KK the

rising and setting of Venus and the conjunction of the planets Mars,

etc. do not tally with the observations. He adds that the calculation of

the true longitude of a planet is very difficult and so several methods for

such calculations are given in the AryabhatasiddhSnta. He then gives

three verses composed by him for calculating the true motion from the

mean motion. (Text, p. 184). The rule is the same as that already

given before.

9. This gives the method to find the ascensional differences

1. The figures given by Mallikarjuna agree with those given in

Uttara-khandakhddyaka ; the figures ascribed to KK by Bina Chatterjee

mm thw mentioned in Purva-khaptfakkadyaka. So there is no discre-

pancy as supposed by Bina Chatterjee.
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differences in asus of the first three signs of the zodiac beginning with

Aries, (at the local latitude). By means of these and from the longi-

tude of the Sun, the ascensional difference at any time may be found*

[ Moon's latitude ]

10. The R sine of 24° is 60fg. Its square is 3700 (nearly).

when the Sun is at the end of 30° or Aries, of 60° or Taurus, and of 90°

or of Gemini, when the radius is 1 50. By ii. 17,

R sin declination of 30°

__ R sin 30°XR sin 24°

R

_ 75X60™ 365 365

150 ~ 6X2 12
*

Suppose the midday equinoctial shadow is languid. Then,

earth-sine

— T2
-346-Xl

i yj ± t\ 365
-(cf„ similar triangles U and Z)=-

12 w '
b

' 144

So, radius day-circle

Thus, R sin ascensional difference

-.Mix 150

„ 54750 35
21168 ^°

So, the ascensional difference is the arc corresponding to as

the R sine or it is 60', nearly.

Now, along the equator l'— 1 asu, and so the ascensional diffe-

rence when the Sun is at the end of 30° is 60 asus, nearly, assuming

that the midday equinoctial shadow is 1 ahgula. The other differences

can be found as before,

10. R sin 24* is 1397, when the radius is 3438. Now, since

*he rgdjus is 150, R sin 24° is 60|§ or 61—\.
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The R sine of the true longitude of the Moon minus that of its

hode^ multiplied by 9 and divided by 5, gives its latitude in minutes.

I Parallax in longitude ]

11. The radius and the valanajya, when divided by 5, are con*

verted into ahgulas. The R sine of the dfggati, multiplied by 2 and

divided by 75, gives in ghatikas, the parallax in longitude.

[ Parallax in longitude and latitude : Alternate method ]

12. Or, the R sine of the hour angle multiplied by the R sine

of the altitude of the meridian ecliptic point and divided by 5625, gives

the parallax in longitude.

The difference of the true motions of the Sun and Moon, multi-

plied by the R sine of the drk$epa and divided by 2250, gives the

parallax in latitude.

The formula for the latitude of the Moon as given here follows

from that given in verse 11 by substituting 150 for 3438. (See notes-

on v„ 11).

11. In v. 27, Lai la considered 110 units equivalent to 1 angula,

when 3438 units was the radius. Now, since the radius is 150 units,

the measurement would be

110X150 _
,=5, nearly.

3438

So, 5 units are assumed to be equal to 1 angula.

The formula for the longitudinal parallax follows from the one

given in vi. 9, by substituting 150 for 3438.

12. The first part gives another formula to find the longitudinal

parallax, and the second part the latitudinal parallax, by using 150 as

the radius.

The formula for the latitudinal parallax follows from that given

in Vi. Ub by substituting 150 for 3438.
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[ Parallax in longitude and latitude • Still another method ]

13. Multiply the radius of the earth by the R sine of the

drkki>epa and divide the product severally by the correet distance of the

Sun and the Moon from the earth. Find the corresponding arc in each

case. The difference of the two results is the parallax in latitude (in

minutes).

Again multiply the dfggati by the radius of the earth and divide

the product severally by the correct distance of the Sun and the Moon

from the earth. Find the corresponding arc in each case. The

difference of the two results is parallax in longitude. Then follow the

procedure as given before.

[ Visibility correction }

14. Multiply the R versed sine of the true longitude of a

planet increased by 90° by its latitude and by 60Jg and divide the

product by 22500. The result in minutes, etc. is the drkphala or

visibility correction of the planet due to the obliquity of the ecliptic.

15. Or, multiply the difference of the radius and the R sine of

. 14. This gives the formula for the visibility correction of a

planet due to the obliquity of the ecliptic when the radius is 150.

This form of the formula is obtained by substituting 60fg for

R sin 24° and 150 for 3438 in the formula given in viii. 3.

15. This gives an alternate form for the formula for the

visibility correction. According to viii. 2, as given by Lalla, visibility

correction

R sin 24° X (R—R sin longitude of planet)

X latitude (of planet)

_60|gx(R—R sin planet's longitude)X latitude
~~

150x150

— (R~R &in planet's longitude)X latitude
,

370" ' neany.
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the true longitude of a planet by its latitude and divide by 370. The

result is the visibility correction (in minutes).

[ Elongation of the Moon's horns ]

16. When the cusps of the Moon are to be calculated, first find

the base, perpendicular and the hypotenuse by the laghujyS method and

then divide each of them by 9, to convert them into afigulas. One

angula is equivalent to the width of 8 grains of barley without husk*

[ Biodata of the Author j

17, Thus, having bowed at the lotus-like feet of the Goddess

(Sarasv ati), daughter of Brahma, and auspicious source of all the good

qualities, I complete the calculations of the motions etc. of the planets,

through Her blessings alone.

18-19. Taladhvaja was born in a noble Brahrnana family and

innumerable learned men bowed at his lotus-like feet. Samba was his

son. He was as dear to the people as is the Moon to the white lotus

(blossoming at night). He was known as Bhafta Trivikrama in the

world.

His son Lalla, having made obeisance at the feet of &iva who

has the Moon on His head and is the husband of the daughter of

Himalaya, the king of mountains, has written this Tantra which will

give the same results as those obtained (from the formulas) in the

Iryabhatasiddhanta.

16. In ix. 10, Lalla takes 200 as equivalent to 1 angula while

calculating the cusps of the Moon, when the radius is 3438. So, here,

from the proportion 3438 : 200 : : 150 : ?, the equivalence is 9,

nearly.

&iya*Tr. 29
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20. I, Lalla, after completing Siwadhlvrddhida, propitiate Psrvati

Who is Herself the sacred knowledge and is worshipped by Brahma*

Visnu and Mahesvara and is also known as MahamayS.

Hurt tends chapter Thirteen

on

RATIONALE OF CORRECTIONS



CHAPTER XIV

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MOTION

OF THE PLANETS

[ Invocation ]

1. Having made obeisance to Him by Whose grace this entire

universe, with everything in it, moves fast, and also to Her who

dwells in the lotus-like mouths of the learned men, I write (this section)

on the sphere of universe.

[ Importance of the armillary sphere ]

2. No astronomical treatise (is complete) without a section on

the sphere of universe, just as the night is not (lovely) without the

rays of the Moon, no woman without breasts (is pretty to look at),

and no feast (is enjoyable) without sweets.

3. As a disputant without of knowledge of grammar,, as a

sacrificer without the knowledge of the Srutis (Vedas) and Smrtis, (PurS-

yas, etc.), as a physician without experience, so is an astronomer

totally unsuccessful, without the knowledge of the sphere of tfniverse.

4. The astronomers say that the sphere of universe is solely

(an object) of mathematical calculations ; and those who wish to study

the planets must be experts in the subject of the sphere. Those who

know neither mathematics nor the essence of the sphere of universe are

ignorant. How can they ever detect the motion of the planets ?

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. Herein Lalla makes obeisance to Brahms and Sarasvatl.

2-6. These verses emphasise the importance of the study of

the sphere. Brahmagupta, &ripati and Bhsskara II have also explained;

327
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5. He who has a comprehensive knowledge of this sphere

containing the Sun, etc. sees in front of his eyes, as it were, the whole

universe, beautiful with a variety of exquisite situations. Moreover, he

becomes the recipient of religious fruit, wealth, salvation and fame,

6. The mean motions of the planets, etc., that have been dis-

cussed above, are clearly perceptible on the armillary sphere, especially

to him who has mastered the science of their (geometrical) represen-

tation,

[ Method of graphical representation ]

7. (With any point as centre) and the given radius, describe a

circle which is the circular orbit of the planet or kak&vrtta. Divide

its circumference into 12 signs (following the 12 signs of the zodiac).

Assume that the earth is at the centre of this circle.

8. From the centre of the earth draw a vertical line upwards

equal in length to the radiu? of the epicycle of the planet or antya-

phalajya or R sine of the maximum correction. With the extremity of

this line as centre and the given radius (equal to that of the fcafoavrfto),

describe a circle. It is the eccentric circle or kendravftta.

9. Or, (draw a vertical diameter in the circular orbit). With

the upper end of that diameter as centre and radius equal to the radius

of the epicycle, describe a circle. This is known as the epicycle or

tffcoccavrtia of the planet. If the mean place of the planet is at the

apogee or ucca of the circular orbit, its true place is at the apogee or

ueca ofthe epicycle*

"
10. When a planet is at a distance of 6 signs from its apogee,

it is said to be at the perigee or ntca. When a planet is &i the apogee,

that such knowledge is essential (ASS, xxi. 1, xxii. 1-4 ; &Se, xv. 1-6;

and II. i. 2-9).

7-18. These describe epicyclic and eccentric theories relating to

the motions of planets, which have been explained in the Appendices

below-
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it is farthest from the earth ; when at the perigee, it is nearest to the

earth. This is so because of the (length of the) hypotenuse in

each case.

11. Thus, the planets appear small or large accordingly. In the

same, manner, they appear small or large, according as they are near the

Sun or removed from it.

12. A planet moves in the direction of the signs of the zodiac

from its manda apogee or mandocca (apex of slow motion) and in the

opposite direction from its conjunction or iighrocca (apex of quick

motion).

The mean planet moves along the circular orbit or concentric and

the true planet along the eccentric.

13. The rate of motion of the true planet in the eccentric is the

same as that of the mean planet in the concentric. When the

planet is at the points of intersection of these two circles, its mean

motion is the same as its true motion.

14. When the anomaly is either 6 signs or 12 signs, the

observer sees the mean planet and the true planet in the same straight

line* Therefore, at these places the mean planet |ias no correction.

15. Since, (for other values of the anomaly) an observer sees

the true planet either ahead or behind its mean place, the difference of

According to Lalla, the formula for the first correction to the

motion of a planet is

correct manda epicycle bhogyakhm4a_ x motiori of mean anomaly

t
,

80
:

,
225

,

and the formula for the second (sighra) correction to the motion of

a planet is

correct Hghra epicycle v bhogyakha^q
80 X

225
*

— X mptien of Hghra anomaly*
hypotenuse

p '
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these positions, that is, the correction, should either be added to or

subtracted from the mean place (to obtain the true planet).

16. When the anomaly is within 6 signs beginning with

Capricorn, its R cosine is above the R sine antyaphala. So their sum is

the correct R cosine. Again, when the anomaly is within 6 signs

beginning with Cancer, its R cosine is below the R sine antyaphala.

So, their difference is the correct R cosine.

17. When the anomaly is either in the first or fourth quadrant

the kotiphala is above the radius. So, their sum is the correct fcof/.

When the anomaly is either in the second or third quadrant, the

kotiphala is below the radius. So, their difference is the correct koti.

18. The distance between the centre of the earth and the true

position of the planet is known as the hypotenuse or karna.

The correction or phala is the »(arc of the concentric intercepted

between the point) where the hypotenuse cuts it and the position of the

mean planet*

The R sine of the anomaly, bahujyn, is always the perpendicular

distance between the place of the planet and the diameter passing

through the apogee and perigee.

19. At the end of a revolution of a planet there is no difference

Thus, the values of both the corrections are 0, when the bhogya-

khai$a is 0. This is not so when the planet is at the points of

intersection of the concentric and eccentric and, hence, at these points,

the mean motion is not equal to the true motion. Thus, Lalla's

statement (13b) does not follow from his own formulae. Moreover,

the mean motion of a planet is equal to its true motion at the points

where the straight line passing through the centre of the concentric and

at right angles to the line of apse, cuts the eccentric circle. This

follows from Bhaskara II's formula. He criticizes Lalla's statement in

his commentary on Ski9 II. v. 39. See BSS, xxi, 24-30 ; S&e, xvi. 1-8,

18-21
} and II. v. 7-37.

19. Srfpati says the same ft) S$e. xvi, ZZ,
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between its mean and true motions, (The same revolution is achieved

by means of mean or true motion).

The various phenomena relating to a planet, such as its rising

(in a particular quarter), regression, etc. are only apparent. They do

not cause changes in the number of revolutions.

Thus ends chapter Fourteen

on

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF MEAN MOTION
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE ARMILLARY SPHERE

t Sphere of the sky J

1. The great circle passing through the east and West points

(of the horizon) is said to be the prime vertical or samamandala. The

great circle passing through the north and south points (of the horizon)

is the meridian or y&myottaramandala. In the same manner, the great

circles (passing through the north-east and south-west points and

through the north-west and south-east points) are called verticals in

intermediate directions or konaman4alas,

2. The great circle that goes transversely through the middle

of these is the horizon or k$itija. The planets rise and set here.

3. The six o' clock circle or unmandala passes through those

two points on the prime vertical where the horizon and the celestial

equator meet it ; it also passes through the north pole at a distance

equal to the latitude of the place, from that point on the horizon,

where the meridian meets it ; it also passes through the south pole at

a distance equal to the latitude of the place, below that point on the

horizon, where the meridian meets it.

The six o'clock circle causes the increase and decrease in the

lengths of day and night.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

This chapter describes the great circles necessary for determining

the longitude, motion, etc* of planets. All the circles have already

been described in the notes on Sn. I : Mathematics, above.

In this connection see BSS, xxi. 49-58, 67-69 ; S&e, xvi. 29-47 j

and S&i, II. vi, 1-3L.

232
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4. These six circles in the celestial sphere are each divided

into 360°.

The celestial equator or vi^uvadvftta or nadivrtta is divided into

60 nddis or ghatikas. It is the bhagola or the sphere of the fixed stars,

which is below the bhagola or celestial sphere*

[ Sphere of asterisms ]

5. The celestial equator in the bhagola is to the south of the

prime vertical (at a distance equal to the) latitude of the place, (it

intersects the meridian at a distance equal to the) latitude of the place,

to the south of the zenith and (again at a distance equal to the)

latitude of the place to the north of the nadir.

6. There is to be another circle known as meridian which

completely encircles the (other circles) like the horizon. The dhruva-

ya$ti or the polar axis is the line joining the north and south poles

and passing through the earth's centre. (The earth is placed loosely in

the middle of it).

7. The ecliptic or apamandala intersects the celestial equator

at the first points of Aries and Libra. It is to the north of the

equator by 24° where is the first point of Cancer. It is also to the

south of the equator by 24° where is the first point of Capricorn.

8. The Sun moves along the ecliptic and so do the Moon, the

planets and the nodes of the Moon and the superior planets. The

shadow of the earth also moves on the ecliptic at a distance of

6 signs from the Sun. The nodes of Mercury and Venus move along

their respective sighravfttas.

9. The first half of the orbit or vtk?epamandala (of a planet)

measured from the node is to the north of the ecliptic and (the greatest

distance between them) is the greatest latitude of the planet to the

north.

The second half of the orbit measured from the same node

increased by 6 signs is to the south of the ecliptic and (the greatest

&fya-Tr, 30
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distance between them) is the greatest latitude of the planet to

the south.

10i The three day-cireles of the first three signs beginning with

Aries are drawn parallel to the celestial equator, at distances equal to

their respective declinations. (The same .
circles considered in a)

contrary direction are the day-circles of the next three signs. In the

same way the day-circles of the other six signs beginning with Libra

Can be drawn.

11. The day-circle for any given declination should be

drawn (parallel to the celestial equator) at a distance equal to that

declination. The spheres of the planets are drawn by means of great

circles in the bhagola.

[ Sphere of the planets ]

12. In the plane of the equator make a circle equal to the

planet's orbit. (This is the equator in the sphere of the planet),

Also draw the meridian circle going round (this circle) like the

horizon.

13. Now, fix a great circle at the same distance from the circle

already drawn equal to the planet's orbit as is the ecliptic from the

celestial equator in the celestial sphere. This will be the ecliptic in

the sphere of the planet. The planet moves along this (circle).

14. (Then, fix) epicycles for mean anomaly and for sighra

anomaly and also eccentrics for mean anomaly and for sighra anomaly.

The sphere of earth is beneath that of the planets.

15. The circle attached to the six o'clock circle at a distance

equal to the planet's declination, in the eastern and the western hemi-

sphere, and to the planet's meridian at a distance equal to the planet's

meridian zenith distance, is the diurnal circle of the moving planet.

[ Armillary sphere in general ]

16. The meridian is also called madhyajyavrtta. The madhya-

lagna or meridian ecliptic point is on this circle. The 4rtanar}dala is

above it The planet is seen on this circle.
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17. The drggatijlvavalaya is just ahead of the meridian ecliptic

point.

The circle on which the extremity of the shadow (of the gnomon

caused by a planet) moves, is opposite to that on which the planet

moves*

18. The amplitude or agra is (measured) on the celestial hori-

zon. Its R sine is the R sine of the arc of the horizon intercepted

between the east point and the day-circle of the rising planet or the

west point and the day-circle of the setting planet. That is, its extreme

points are the east (or west) point and the point where the planet rises

(or sets).

19. The earth-sine or kujya is the R sine of the arc of the day-

circle intercepted between the horizon and the six o'clock circle. The

R sine of the same arc, when converted to the great circle or trijySvrtta,

is the R sine of the ascensional difference.

20. The orient ecliptic point or lagna is the point on the ecliptic

where the eastern horizon meets it. The astalagna or the setting

ecliptic point is the point on the ecliptic where the western horizon

meets it.

21. The R sine of the degrees of the arc (or altitude) by which

the Sun is raised either above the eastern or the western horizon, is

called sahku. The Sun is at its extremity. Or, (it can be said that

the) sahku is the perpendicular support of the Sun's disc.

22. The samaianku is the R sine altitude of the Sun when it

is on the prime vertical ; and the koya&ahku is the R sine altitude

when it is on the konamandala or the vertical circle in an intermediate

direction. When the Sun is equidistant from the north and south

points of the horizon, the R sine of the degrees by which it is raised.

a \> ove the horizon is called ''sahku at midday* or dyudalasahku,.
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23, When the Sun is on the meridian, the R sine of the degrees

measured from the zenith is called natajya or R sine zenith distance.

The drgiya is the distance on the earth between the foot of the R sine

altitude and the centre of the earth, that is, the point where the

directions meet.

24, When the Sun is on the equinox, its zenith distance at

midday is equal to the latitude of the place, and its altitude is the

colatitude of the place. Thus, the R sines of the zenith distance and of

the altitude are, respectively, the R sines of the latitude and the colati-

tude of the place.

25, The line that joins the zenith to the point of intersection

of the lines of direction is the radius or trijyS and so is also the line

that joins the top of the R cosine latitude to the same point. The same

trijya is the hypotenuse in a rectangular figure.

26-27. In the north, measure out an arc below the horizon

equal to the elevation of the pole. (Let it be the lower point). In

the south, measure out an arc of the same length above the horizon.

(Let it be the upper point). One half of each of the vertical lines joining

one of the poles to one of the points measures the R sinel atitude

of the place ; and one half of the horizontal lines measures R sine

colatitude. One half of the oblique line joining one upper point to

one lower point is the radius or trljya,

28. When seen from the equator, the radius of the orbit of a

planet is the radius of its diurnal circle. The same is the R sine of

the zenith distance of a planet when seen from the pole of the earth.

The R sine of its declination is its R sine altitude.

29. The latitudinal parallax or nati is the north-south difference

of the orbits of two planets from the middle of the sky. The parallax

in longitude or lambana is their east-west difference.

30. The prime vertical, meridian, horizon, celestial equator and

the six o'clock circle (all of the same size as the planet's orbit) are fixed,

for the stars and planets (at any given latitude).
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31-32. There are 7 epicycles, 7 eccentrics, 7 dfhmoQfalas

7 drkk$epamandalas and 7 apamandalas or kak$tonctt}4alai, one each for

each planet beginning with the Sun. Then, there ara 5 ftghra epi-

cycles and 5 ilghra eccentrics, one for each of the five planets. Then,

there are 6 vimandalas, one for the Moon and 5 for the 5 planets.

Thus, there are 51 great circles (which are not fixed)*

Thus ends chapter Fifteen

on

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ARMILLARY SPHERE



CHAPTER XVI

RATIONALE OF RULES RELATING TO MEAN MOTIONS

[ Rationale of the measure of the sidereal day etc. ]

1. Since a civil day or savanadina is equal to a sidereal day or

nOksatradina plus the number of asus equal to the number of minutes

in the Sun's daily motion, the number of sidereal days in a year is

equivalent to the number of Sun's revolutions in the year, converted

into days and increased by 1.

2. When a civil month is decreased by 28 ghafikas and 10

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. A civil day is the period between one sunrise and the next.

So, in one year the number of civil days is the number of times the

Sun rises. According to i. 9, this is equal to the difference between

the number of sidereal revolutions and the number of revolutions of

the Sun in one year, which is 1. Thus the required number of civil

days is equal to the number of sidereal days minus 1

.

Hence Lalla says that the length of a civil day is equal to that

of a sidereal day plus the number of asus equal to the number of

minutes in the Sun's daily motion. This would be so if the Sun were

moving with uniform motion along the equator. But since the Sun is

moving with non-uniform along the ecliptic, of which equal portions

do not rise above the horizon in equal times, Lalla's formula gives

the length of a mean civil day.

Bhaskara II notes this and gives the formula for finding the

length of a true civil day (S&U H. iv. 5-6 and commentary), grlpati in

S$e, xv. 63 gives the same formula as Lalla.

m
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the conjunction of the Sun and Moon takes place. This duration

is a lunar month or cundramasa.

3; A solar month or sauramasa cbnsists of 30 dinas^ 26 ghatikas

and 18 vighatikas (in civil units), and begins with Caitfa.

4. As a solar month is always longer than a lunar months

there is an intercalary month or adhimnsa in 6$ half lunar months or

paksas of the Moon.

5. So, the number of solar months (during a period) increased

by the number of intercalary months is equal to the number of lunar

months (in the same period). And, so, the number of lunar days

diminished by the number of civil days (during a period) is equal to

the number of avamadinas or omitted tithis (in the same period).

2. From i. 3-4 and 8, the length of a lunar month

1,57,79,17,500

5,77,53,336—43,20,006

= 29 civil days, 31 ghatikas, 50 palas, nearly

= 1 civil month—28 ghatikas, 10 palas.

See S&e, xv. 64 and S&i, II . iv. 9.

3. 1 solar month=-1
1
2
- solar year

, w 1,57,79,17,500 . ., .

'—o^o civil days

=30 civil days, 26 ghatikas, 18 palas.

4-5. The difference between a solar month and a lunar month

is 54 ghatikas, 27 palas or 54-
2
9 - ghatikas, and the length of a lunar

month is 29 civil days, 31 ghatikas, 50 palas or 177 If ghatikas.

one lunar month has two paksas. So, from the proportion :

54-ft : 2 : : 1771f : x,

one intercalary month occurs in 65 paksas. See S&e, xv. 65-66 and

&&, H, iv. 10-14,
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[ Rationale of Desantara etc. ]

[ Ch. xvi

6. As the Sun rises first at a place which is to the east of the

prime-meridian line, and then at a place which is to the west of it,

the correction for terrestrial longitude is applied positively or negatively,

as the case may be, to the mean place of a planet (as found at sunrise

at LankS).

7. Since the time of the mean Sunrise (is not the same as the

time when the true Sun rises)—the latter time being either before or

after— (the longitude of a planet should be corrected) by means of

proportion using the Sun's mandaphala in minutes and the motion of

a planet. The correction in minutes, (known as bhujantara correction),

is additive or subtractive, as the case may be.

8. (At the equator), the Sun rises and sets on the eastern and

western six o'clock circle, respectively. The elevations and depressions

therein are controlled by the north and south celestial poles.

9. In the northern hemisphere, the horizon is below the six

o'clock circle and, in the southern hemisphere, it is above it. (So,

when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere), at a place to the north

of the equator, it rises earlier and sets later than it does on the equator.

10. But when the Sun is in the southern hemisphere, it rises

later and sets earlier than it does on the equator. So, the result due

to the ascensional difference is subtracted (from the mean longitude of

a planet at sunrise on the equator in order to obtain its mean longitude

at sunrise at the observer's station to the north of the equator, if the

Sun is in the northern hemisphere ; for sunset), it is added. (When

the Sun is in the southern hemisphere,) the contrary is the case.

6. See the Mathematical Notes on i. 44-45.

7. This gives the bhujantara correction, as explained in ii. 16.

See Mathematical notes on this verse. See also S&e, xvi. 23 and

S&t, II. v. 43.

8-12. The horizon as seen at the equator is called unmavdafa.

So, at the equator, the Sun rises and sets on the unmamfala. But at
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.11. Hence, when the Sun is in the northern hemisphere, the

day is longer and the night is shorter ; the reverse is the case when
it is in the southern hemisphere, (the place of observation being to the

north of the equator). The cause can be explained clearly by means
of a diagram.

[ Rationale of ascensional difference etc. ]

12. Along the latitude of Lanka which passes through the

middle of the earth, (that is, along the equator), the horizon coincides

with the six o'clock circle. So, there is no ascensional difference (at

this place). The lengths of days and nights are always the same.

13-14. There, though the latitude is 0°, (the times of rising of

the signs of the zodiac above the horizon are not the same). Since

Aries and Taurus are more oblique because of their respective larger

declinations, they take a shorter time to rise. The end of Gemini is

more upright because of its comparatively shorter declination and
because of being at the end of the quadrant. Therefore, it takes a

longer time to rise. At places other than the equator, (the times of
rising differ), because of difference in latitude.

15. (In the northern latitudes) the first and fourth quarters

(of the ecliptic) pass the horizon in one fourth of the duration of the

day and night (that is, one fourth of 60 ghatikas) minus the ascensional

difference. The second and third quarters, however, (pass the horizon)

other latitudes it rises and sets on their respective horizons. At the

equator the days and nights are equal.

Verses 9-11 explain the reason for the application of the

ascensional difference and the difference in lengths of days and
nights (ii. 19-21). See S&e, xvi. 25-28, and S&i, II. vii. 1-9.

13-16. On account of the obliquity of the ecliptic even at the

equator, its equal portions do not rise above the horizon at equal times.

&*ya*Tr, 31
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in one fourth of the duration of the day and night plus the ascensional

difference. This is so because of the latitude of the place and of the

motion of the universe.

16. (Since in the northern latitudes) the six signs from Cancer

are inclined towards the south and the six signs from Capricorn are

inclined towards the north, the former take longer and the latter shorter

times than those they take at the equator. This is so also because of

the motion of the universe.

17. (The signs of the zodiac) that rise when they are inclined

towards the north set when they are inclined towards the west. Again,

those which rise when inclined towards the east or west set when they

are inclined towards the north.

18. If the times of rising of the signs at any latitude are

obtained by adding or subtracting their respective ascensional differences

(to or from their times of rising at the equator), the times of their

setting are obtained by subtracting or adding their respective differences.

19. If at any latitude, the ascensional difference of a sign is

the same as its time of rising at the equator, expressed in asus, that

sign is always visible at that place. At other places it rises and sets

(as usual).

The protions more oblique take a shorter time to rise and set than

those which more upright. At the other latitudes, the times very because

of the difference in latitudes.

See BSS, xxi. 59-60 ; S&e, xvi. 50-53, 58 and II. vii. 16-23.

17-18. See xvi. 54-55.

19. Sripati says the same in S&e, xvi. 56. Bhsskara II refutes

this statement in S&, II. vii. 31. ,
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20. Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn and Aquarius are not visible

at a place where the latitude is 75°.

21. When planets in the southern hemisphere are not visible at

a particular station, they do not set at that station when in the

northern hemisphere and of the same declination.

22. When the Sun is at the end of Aries, it rises 108 yojanas

to the north of the east point ; when at the end of Taurus, by 189

yojanas : and by 220 yojanas when at the end of Gemini.

[ Rationale of visibility correction ]

23. While an observer at the centre of the earth can see the

Sun obscured by the Moon at the time of conjunction, an observer on

the surface of the earth does not see it as such.

20. In S&i, II vii. 32, Bhaskara II says that according to Lalla,

Sagittarius and Capricorn are never visible at a latitude of 66° 30', and

Scorpio and Aquarius are never visible at a latitude of 75°. This

reading is slightly different from the present text. Bhaskara refutes

these statements. Bhaskara's latitudes are given in S§i, II. vii. 28-30.1

According to £ripati, Sagittarius and Capricorn are not visible

where the latitude is 66i° ;
and, these two as well as Scorpio and

Aquarius are not visible at places where the latitude 75° (SSe, xvi. 57).

21. See S&e, xvi. 59. See also SSi, II. vii. 25.

22. This would follow from the proportion :

360° : earth's circumference : : declination at the end of

each sign : ?

See SSe, xvi. 60. There the yojanas are 163, 286 and 333, since,

the earth's circumference is taken differently from that of Lalla.

* The latitudes given by Bhaskara are almost the same as

those given earlier by Varahamihira. It is surprising that Lalla and

£ripati were unaware of the correct latitudes g^ven by Varahamihira.
5"
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24-25. The observer on the surface of the earth sees the disc

of the Sun obscured by the Moon even before (the calculated time for

conjunction), as he is elevated above the centre. (This is so, if the

Sun is) in the eastern hemisphere.

But if the Sun is in the western hemisphere, he sees it after the

calculated time, when the Sun has set, that is, has disappeared below

the horizon.

So, the parallax in longitude due to the radius of the earth is

subtracted (from the calculated time of conjunction) if the eclipse

takes place in the eastern hemisphere ; but added if it takes place in

the western hemisphere.

26. The line joining the observer at the centre of the earth

and the zenith coincides with the line joining the observer on the

surface of the earth to the zenith. Thus, there is no parallax at

midday (when the Sun is at the zenith).

27. Whatever reasoning has been given (by the astronomers)

for the parallax in longitude in minutes due to the eastern and western

horizons, similar reasoning is to be understood for the parallax in

latitude in minutes due to the northern and southern horizons.

[ Rationale of eclipses ]

28. Or, the parallax in latitude is (calculated) by means of the

degrees in the zenith distance of the meridian ecliptic point. It is the

north-south distance of the orbits of the Sun and the Moon at the

time of an eclipse.

29. In a solar eclipse, since the Moon comes from the west like a

cloud and obscures the Sun, contact takes place on the west and sepa-

ration on the east.

30. (In a solar eclipse) the obscuring body, (that is, the Moon)

being smaller in size, the Sun, when half eclipsed, has pointed horns.

23-49. Whatever has been stated here has already been made

cjear jn $n. J : Mathematics. In this connection see S$e, xvii, 11 -15,
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The duration of the eclipse is short and the obscured portion appears

different from different places.

31. (In a lunar eclipse) the Moon enters the circle of the

earth's shadow cast on its own orbit as shown by calculations. Since

the orbit (of the obscuring and the obscured bodies) is the same, there

is neither parallax in longitude nor in latitude.

32. ' Since, in a lunar eclipse, the Moon moving eastward enters

the shadow which is moving westward, contact takes place on the east

and separation on the west.

33. As the disc of the earth's shadow (which is the obscuring

body in a lunar eclipse), is big, the horns of the Moon, when half-

eclipsed, are blunt. The duration of the eclipse is long and the

obscured portion does not appear different from different places,

34. In a solar and lunar eclipse, the parts of the disc obscured

are different ; there is a difference in the duration of each ;
and the

directions of the contact and separation vary in each case. The cause

(for the eclipse) is the Moon (in a solar eclipse) and the earth's shadow

(in a lunar eclipse). It is thus established that Rahu is not the cause

of the eclipse.

35. The Moon, when eclipsed, is thrown (to the north or south)

of its obscuring body, (that is, the earth's shadow), according as its

latitude is to the south or north. (So, in the projection of a lunar

eclipse), the latitudes (must be marked) in a direction contrary to

their own.

But in a solar eclipse, (the Moon is thrown to the north or

south of the obscured body, the Sun, according as its latitude is to the

north or south). (Hence, in the projection of a solar eclipse), the

latitudes of the Moon should be marked in their own direction.

36. When the east point on the prime vertical moves to the

xviii, and S&i,U. viii, ix and x. The similarity between Lalla and

£ripati is remarkable.
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south (with reference to the east point on the ecliptic), the other

directions (points) move to the right from the left ; when the point

moves to the north, the other directions move to the left from the

right. Therefore the valana (deflection) should be marked in a direction

contrary to its own.

[ Rationale for the brightness of the Moon ]

37. Oh friend (afiga) ! just as a pot placed in the Sun appears

bright on the side facing the Sun and dark on the side away from it

on account of its own shadow, the Moon in contact with the rays of

the Sun appears bright on the side facing the Sun, white as a woman

angry with her lover, and dark on the side away from it.

38. At the end of a lunar month (amavasyo) the (lower) half

of the disc of the Moon visible to the people (of this earth) is com-

pletely dark, but at the end of the first fortnight (purqima), it is

completely white.

Since the Moon approaches the Sun in the dark half of the

lunar month, its dark portion gradually increases ; in the light half of

the month, however, the Moon recedes from the Sun and so its illumi-

nated portion gradually increases.

39. Just as the Sun's rays reflected by a mirror dispel the

darkness in a room, the Sun's rays reflected by the Moon dispel the

blinding darkness of the night caused on the earth.

40. All the spheres of planets together with the stars including

the sphere of earth are like the Moon, bright on the side facing the

Sun and dark on the side away from it.

41. That half of the disc of every planet or star having its

orbit above that of the Sun, which is visible to the people (of the

earth), is always seen illuminated by the rays of the Sun. Hence it is

never dark.

As regards eclipses, see BSS, ssi. 36-48 (firahanavosam) and
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42. Venus and Mercury though (moving in orbits) beneath

(that of) the Sun, do not appear dark like the Moon ; this is so because

they are nearer the Sun and thus their whole discs are illuminated.

[ Rationale of the visibility of the planetary discs ]

43. The interval between the lagna and the rising or the setting

Moon is the bhuja and that from its end directed towards the Moon is

the perpendicular or koti.

44. Man (on the earth) sees the Sun having warm rays,

difficult to look at and small in size there (in the zenith of the sky)

where the whole disc is covered on all sides with innumerable rays.

45-46a. When the Sun is in the middle of the sky, it appears

small (covered with rays) just like the pericarp of a lotus covered with

filaments. Again, when it is in the middle of the sky, its rays per-

vade through the entire space. Thus man sees the Sun, the Lord of

the day, while surrounded by its rays.

46b-47a. But when it (the Sun) is on the horizon, it is at a

distance and its rays are obstructed by the earth. But it can be seen

without discomfort, and looks big, red and less hot.

47b. Since (the Moon and the five planets) move in their res-

pective orbits, (which deviate from that of the Sun), their declinations

have to be corrected by their latitudes*

[ Rationale for the correction to the visibility correction ]

48. The wise men have laid down the rule that to a planet

both on the eastern and western horizons, visibility correction

due to deviation of the ecliptic or ayanadrkkarmasu and visibility

correction due to the terristrial latitude or nkjadrkkarnmsu should be

applied. The reason is somewhat similar to that for the application of

ascensional difference.

64-65. Here, Brahmagupta's scientific attitude predominates. He,

however, tries to reconcile it with the traditional view that RShu is the
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49. When the latitudes (of two planets) are equal in magnitude

and direction, the planets have the same day-circle. But when one

planet has a latitude smaller than that of ' the other planet, it appears

in a direction opposite to that of the latitude (with regard to the centre

of the other planet) even if the latitudes are of the same denomi-

nation.

50. Thus have I given in brief the rationale (for the various rules

enunciated in the section on Mathematics). The learned should make

these more detailed after proper consideration. A scientific treatise

instructs briefly. The learned enlarge the rules therein, just as one

drop of oil spreads (extensively) on water.

Thus ends chapter Sixteen

on

RATIONALE OF RULES RELATING TO MEAN MOTIONS

cause of eclipse. But he certainly does not succumb to this belief as

has been presumed by some scholars. For visibility correction see

BSS, xxi. 66.



CHAPTER XVlt

SPHERE OF EARTH

[ Nature of the Earth sphere ]

1. This sphere of earth, made of ether, air, fire, water and clay

and thus having all the properties of the five elements, surrounded by

the orbits (of the Moon, etc.), and extending up to the sphere of stars,

remains in (the centre of) space.

2. Just as a ball of iron, when placed amidst pieces of magnet,

remains suspended in space, in the same manner this globe of earth

remains in space unsupported, while itself remaining the abode of all.

3. Yamakoti is to the east of Lanka (which is in the middle of

the earth), and Romaka is to the west. Siddhapura is beneath Lanka

(just opposite) ; the Meru (mountain) is to the north and the abode of

the demons is to the south.

4. These (four cities) are on islands. Meru is on the land and

the abode of the demons (in the south) is surrounded by water. All

these six places are believed to be situated transversely at a distance

of one fourth of the earth's circumference, (that is 90°), each from the

next one,

5. Those who are at a distance of half the earth's circum-

ference from each other are antipodes, just as the man (standing on

the bank of a river) and his reflection in the water. The sky is above

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-9. See S&e, xv., 7, 21, 27, 28, 30 ; and S&i, II. iii. 2-5, 17-20,

The seventh verse refers to the attraction exerted by the earth.

BhSskara II also mentions it in S&i, II. iii. 6.

feiya-Tr. 32 249
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all. This (globe of earth) is beneath it. The inhabitants are on

the earth.

6 This globe of the earth is covered on all sides by trees,

mountains, cities, goods, demons and men, just as a kadamba flower is

beset with anthers and bees.

[ Gravitational attraction of the Earth ]

7 Just as a house-lizard, resting underneath the cross beams of

the ceiling of a dwelling, runs forward without hesitation, so do people

on the bottom side of the sphere of the earth.

8 In our daily life (we see) that the flame of fire goes towards

the sky and a heavy weight falls towards the earth. In the same

manner, everything that has a surface to reach, makes for it. The

earth, however, has no such surface. Where can it fall ?

[ Earth's power to support all ]

9 Coolness is the natural characteristic of the Moon ;
heat,

of the Sun and of the fire, hardness, of stone, movement, of air, and

fluidity, of water. Similarly, the characteristic of the spheres of the

earth, stars, etc. is to remain suspended in space.

10 Why should the earth be supported by others, when it

itself can' bear the burden of all creatures. The wise say that it

remains fixed, (though not supported), because of the power of

Brahma's boon.

[ Measure of Earth's surface ]

11 It is said that the area of the external surface of the

earth, Which is like a net enclosing a ball, is 2,85,63,38,557 square

yojanas.

H. BhSskara II refers to this area of the surface of the earth,

viz., 2,85,63,38,557 square yojanas, and rightly says that this is wrong.

Even one-hundredth of this is wrong. He points out that according to

Lalla, as given in his PtygaQtta, the area of the surface of a sphere is the
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[ The four cities round the Earth ]

12. When the Sun rises at LankS, the abode of the RSksasas,

it sets simultaneously at Siddhapura. When it is midday at Yamakoti,

it is midnight at Romaka.

Thus ends chapter Seventeen

on

SPHERE OF EARTH

area of a circle multiplied by its circumference or n r"X2 * r, which

is surely incorrect, Bhaskara adds that the form should be 4 *r\ See

S&\ II. iii. 53-57 and commentary.

12. This was held by all astronomers. See JBK KalakriyQ-

pQ&o, \3 ; S&e, xv. 31 ; and S$i, U iii. 44*



CHAPTER XVIII

MOTION OF THE CELESTIAL SPHERE

[ The Seven winds ]
V

1* The seven winds (surrounding the earth) are Avaha, Pravaha,

Udvaha, Safavaha, Suvaha, Parivaha and Paravaha. Avaha is well

known as Ku-marut (atmosphere) to others.

2. The circumference of the orbit of the Avaha surrounding the

earth is 3375 yojanas. The wise maintain that its diameter is

1074 yojanas.

[ Movement of the Earth ]

3. The celestial sphere at the earth's equator, is constantly

carried towards the west by the Pravaha wind. To the gods (at the

north pole) it appears to move (from left) to the right and to the

demons (at the south pole from right) to the left.

[ Situation of the Earth ]

4. At the equator men always see the north and south

celestial poles coinciding with the north and south points respectively

of the horizon. The gods see the north celestial pole on their zenith

and the demons see the south celestial pole on their zenith.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-3. See S&e, xv. 50-53 ; and &Si, II. iv. 1-3.

4-8. These verses describe the parallel sphere, the oblique sphere

and the right sphere.

The abode of the gods is in the north pole and that of the demons

in the south pole,

253
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5. To the gods and the demons the equinoctial appears to

coincide with their horizon. The gods never see the southern half

of the ecliptic and the demons the northern half.

6-7. Whosoever proceeds from the abode of the gods or of

the demons towards the equator, he would observe the celestial sphere

gradually rising and the celestial pole more and more depressed from

his zenith, the depression of the pole from the zenith being the same

as the elevation of the celestial sphere.

The number of degrees in the colatitude of a place, multiplied

by 9j, gives the corresponding length in yojanas.

8. The elevation of the pole above the horizon is the same

as the depression of the celestial sphere from the zenith. This

latitude in degrees (elevation of the pole) multiplied as before by 9\,

gives the latitude of the place in yojanas, measured from the

equator.

9. The zenith distance of the Sun multiplied by the (number

of yojanas) in its orbit and divided by 360, gives the zenith distance

(in yojanas).

(When the zenith distance is) £ of the orbit minus 525, the Sun

is on the horizon.

7b gives the formula for changing the degrees in the colatitude

of a place into yojanas. If follows from the proportion :

360 : 3300 : : given colatitude : ?

So, 1°=9J yojanas.

See BSS, xxi. 3-5, 10 ; S§e, xv. 54-57 ; and II. HI. 48-51

and vii. 8-9.

9. This gives the formula for changing the degrees in the Sun's

zenith distance into yojanas. The proportion is :

360° : Sun's orbit {yojanas) : : zenith distance (degrees)

; zenith distance (yojanas).
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10. When the Sun is at the first points of Aries and Libra, the

gods and the demons see it simultaneously on their horizons. Then

after If days1 they gradually see it leaving the horizon.

[ Motion of the Sun ]

11. The Sun moves from the first point of Aries to the last

point of Gemini in three months ; and again from the first point of

Libra to the last point of Sagittarius in three months.

The greatest altitude of the Sun is 24° from the horizon during

the day of the gods or demons.

12. The zenith is 90° from the horizon. This is equivalent

to 15 ghatikas along the equator. So, when the Sun has its greatest

declination of 24° and reaches its greatest altitude, it is seen by gods

or demons for 2 ksanas (or 4 ghatikas) of their day.

10. When the Sun is at the beginning of Aries, the day of the

dwellers at the north pole begins ; that is, on that day they see the

Sun rising ; and the night of the dwellers at the south pole begins ;

that is, on that day they see the Sun setting.

Similarly, when the Sun is at the beginning of Libra the night

of the dwellers at the north pole begins ; that is, on that day they

see the Sun setting ; and the day of the dwellers at the south pole

begins ; that is they see the Sun rising.

According to Lalla, the Sun leaves the horizon of the observer at

the pole after If days.

See BSS, xxi. 6-7
;
S&e, xv. 59 ; and S&i, II. vii.

11; Since in a parallel sphere, R sine of the declination of the

Sun is its R sine altitude, R sine greatest declination is the R sine

greatest altitude.

12. It follows from the proportion :

90° : 15 ghatikas : : 24° : 4 ghaftkas.

1. fa?rmg3%sfla, in mv opinion, means '*in 1$ days'*.—£5$
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13. After that, on account of its motion along the ecliptic, the

Sun, after three months, again reaches the horizon gradually. (If the

gods saw it) rising (when it was on the horizon), (the demons will now

see it) rising, and vice versa.

14. The gods see the Sun during the first half of the solar

year ; their enemies, the demons, see it during the second half. The

manes, who live (in the upper half) of the Moon, see the Sun for one

half of a lunar month and the men during their own day.

[ Motion of the Moon ]

15. In this world the bright half of the lunar month is that

during which the illuminated portion of the Moon increases and the

dark half is that during which the dark portion increases. So, to the

manes, the morning twilight is the eighth day of the Moan in the dark

half of the lunar month and the evening twilight is the eighth day of

the Moon in the light half of the lunar month.

16. Since on the day of the New Moon the. Sun's disc is just

above that of the Moon, to the manes the Sun appears to be on the

zenith. This then is their midday as it is in the case of the men (when

the Sun is on their zenith).

17. As the Moon recedes from its position below the Sun, to

the manes, the Sun appears to decline. Then, on the middle of the

eighth day when the Moon is at a distance of 90° from the Sun, it

appears to be on their horizon or very near it.

18. On the Full Moon day the Sun is hidden by the Moon's

disc which is at a distance of 6 signs from it. It is then midnight for

13-18. These define the days of the gods, demons, manes and

men. The manes or the dead ancestors are supposed to live

on the upper part of the Moon. The duration of their day

and night together is lunar 1 month. On the New Moon day,

they see the Sun on their zenith. Then it is their midday. From that

day till the eight day of the Moon, they see the Sun gradually decli-

ning, and, then, on the eighth day, it sets. Then their night starts*
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the manes. Again, on the eighth day, when the Moon approaches the

Sun, the latter is visible (to the manes). Then., gradually it rises above

their horizon.

[ The Creator's day and the creation and dissolution of the Earth ]

19. Brahma the creator, with four faces, stationed at a greater

distance from the earth, sees the Sun at all times. So, His day is

different from that of the gods. When He closes His eyes, it is night

for Him. (And when He opens them, it is His day).

20. During the day of Brahms, the earth increases 1 yojana on

all its sides. Again, during the passage of His night, this artificial

growth of the earth is destroyed.

21. With the destruction of Brahma", all, including the earth, is

destroyed; there is no continuity. At the end of one Manu, the three

(old) worlds are destroyed and new (worlds) are created. The same

are again destroyed at the end of the day of Brahma.

22. The whole creation, including the world, etc., gradually

becomes non-existent at that pure state (when the grand deluge occurs).

It, however, gradually comes into existence again, born of Him, if He

so wills.

23. With the onset of destruction is destroyed this air which

pervades the sky ; as the body is a corpse, without life (breath), so is

the ether without sound.

The Full Moon day is their midnight. On the eighth day after that

they see the Sun again rising. Then their day begins.

See BSS, xxi. 8 j S&e, xv. 58, 61 ; and S&i, II. vii. 10-14.

19-26. Here Lalla gives the story of the creation and destruction

of the universe, as given in the PurSnas. Brahma is the Creator.

His day and night each consists of 1000 mahdyugas or a kalpa.

There are 14 Manus or Patriarchs in a kalpa. There are two kinds of

destruction. The first takes place at the end of one day of Brahma,

that is, after 1000 mahayugas. Then the three worlds Bhnh, Bhuvah,
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24. Men can exhaust their good and bad actions only by

eKperiencing the consequences thereof. With the destruction of Brahma,

these actions also gradually come to an end.

25. In course of time everything is destroyed. Brahms,

however, creates again, if He so desires. So, the wise burn away

completely their good and bad deeds with the fire of knowledge, (with

a view to prevent their rebirth).

[ Worldly advice ]

26. The merit one obtains (by knowing Brahman) through

meditation, Brahman, which is one, imperishable, beyond all qualities,

and which is really in one's own body, that merit one can never

achieve either through penance or by performing sacrifice or even

through pilgrimage.

27. The Lord, Who is Himself the three qualities, viz., (Sattva,

Rajas and Tamos), creates everything, protects it and then destroys it.

and Svah are destroyed and everything enters into the body of Brahma.

Then, after the night, that is, after 1000 MahSyugas, Brahma again

creates. The second deluge takes place at the end of the life of Brahma,

which consists of 100 of His years. In that grand deluge even Brahma

is extinct and everything is dissolved into nature. After this destruction,

creation takes place again at His desire. At the end of each Manu
there is also a deluge in which the three worlds are destroyed.

If wise men do not want to be reborn, they must acquire the

knowledge of the Self and concentrate their thought on the supreme

Lord.

See BSS, xxi. 1-10
; SSe, xv. 29, 62 ; and SSi, II. iii. 62-65

and vii. 15.

27. The three gunas or qualities are Sattva or goodness, Raja
or activity and Tamos or darkness. The God creates with Rajas,

protects the creation with Sattva and destroys it with Tamas

fcfya-Tr, 33
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Man may make every effort but he cannot create, whether by pleasure

or hy suffering.

28. The Vedas, (sages, such as VySsa) the son of Satyavati

.nd others, knew (the Lord) in various forms ; they called Him BrahmS,

radiant with a thousand rays, seated on the lotus; they called Him

Vitfu i they called Him Siva, the king of all beings, who has conquered

Death.

29. Men should know that this life is not real and that it is

the cause of all trouble. They should, therefore, learn from then

fetch* the truth about God Who alone can give eternal happiness and

Who should be worshipped with respectful minds.

30. Reciting the Pranava (mantra, Om) with resonance, as

prescribed, and meditating on the Inner Self's brilliance, as bright as

the rays of thousand Suns risen simultaneously, one should abandon

Ais world together with one's riches.

31 He, who recites with devotion everyday the Sun's mantra

(prayer) 'consisting of three syllables, and also (recites) the eternally

distent though uncognised syllable which is the seed of Saktt or

Power, and also recites the name of DurgS, fire-mouthed and united

with Rudra, attains happiness and prosperity.

Thus ends chapter Eighteen

on

MOTION OF THE CELESTIAL SPHERE

30 The mystic syllable Pranava or Om is a symbol of the

Supreme Being. The Upanisads advocate its worship. The Yogasotra

%, %1 of Patanjali says that a repeated mattering of this syllable helps

««e to concentrate one's mind.

31, The trisyllabic mantra is the Gayatrl or Savitrh The letter

y it the'symbole of God Siva and Sakti is the power of Siva.



CHAPTER XIX

DESCRIPTION OF THE EARTH

[ The Seven Oceans ]

1. The Salt Sea is to the south of those who live on the

equator. The land to the north of the (Salt Sea) is the Jambu-dvipa.

The Sea of milk is to the south of the Salt Sea. They say that the

Sakadnpa is between (the Salt Sea and the Sea of Milk).

2. The Sea of the Curd is to south of the Sea of Milk.

The land between them is Kau'sa-dvtpa. The Sea of Butter is to the

south of the Sea of Curd. The land between them is called KrauHca.

The Sea of Sugarcane Juice lies to the south of the Sea of Butter. The

land between them is called &almali.

3. Next to the Sea of Sugarcane Juice is the Gomeda-dvipo.

After that comes the Sea of Wine. To its south is the Pu^ara-dvipa.

To the south of the Puskara-dvipa is the Sea of Sweet Water. In this

sea is the Vsjava fire, where dwell the demons, The sinners are

punished here.

4. At the end of every half lunar month, when the Moon rises

of sets, the waves of the sea go towards the shore in the north. At

the middle of every half lunar month, however, when the Moon is W

the middle of the sky, the waves go towards the Va4ava fire.

5. The demons consider that the fire, water, land and the group

of gods are respectively to their south, whereas all the gods consider

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1-30. These give the geographical description of the world as

|iven in tl*e PurSnasf
The fourth verse speaks of the tides. |n the

PI
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that the land, water, fire, and the demone are, respectively, to their

south,

[ The inter-terranean regions ]

6. Inside the earth there are seven patalas or inter-terranean

regions. They are the abodes of the danavas and the serpents. Here

there ate divine plants, various precious stones, mercury, mines and

other divine things.

7. There are charming and delightful Vidyadhara women sought

by Cupid, with eyes as those of a deer, with dark and curly hair, with

voice as sweet as that of a cuckoo, a little bent because of their heavy

and plump breasts, with graceful bodies, beautiful hips and thick

thighs.

[ The mountains ]

8. To the north of Lanka and the Salt Sea in the Jambu-dvipa

is the Himalaya mountain stretching up to the sea, like the string of a

bow. The land between this mountain and the sea is called Bharata.

9. To the north of the Himalayas lies the HemakUfa mountain.

The land between these two is called Kimmanusya. To the north of the

Hemakvta is the Nisadha mountain. The land between these two is

called Hari.

10. The Srhgavat mountain is to the north of the Siddhapattana

(opposite Lanka) just as the Himalaya is (to the north of Lanka). The

land of the shape of the arc of a circle lying between the Salt Sea and the

Srngavat mountain is called Kuru,

11. To the north of Sjngavatte the §veta mountain. They call

the land between these two the Hiranmaya. To the north of the &veta

mountain is the Nlla mountain. They call the land between them

Ramya.

twentieth verse Lalla names only 7 deities. But according to the

Pur&jas, each of the 8 directions is ruled by a deity. Indra rules the
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12. It is maintained that the land between the Nila and the

Ni$adha mountains is divided into three parts. The Gandha mountain

is to the north of Romaka and the Malyavat is to the north of

Yamakoti*

13. The land between the Gandha mountain and the sea is called

Ketumala and that between the Malyavat and the sea is called

Bhadrasva,

14. The land between the Malyavat and the Sugandha mountains

is called Ilavrta. Here is the Meru, the mountain of gold and precious

stones, on which is the abode of the gods.

15. The Mandara hill on the side of the Malyavat, the Gandha-

madana hill on the side of the Ni^adha the Supariva hill on the side of

the Ntla and the Vipula hill on the other side surround the mountain

Meru.

16. On these hills are, respectively, the four lakes called

Aruna, Manasa, Mahshrada and Sitoda. These lakes are beautiful with

lotuses, birds and gold.

17. The water in these lakes appears to display a part of the

beautiful bow of Indra (rainbow)—it is red with the saffron powder

loosened from the high breasts and thighs of the women with big hips,

who keep immersed in the water up to their nose ; it is yellow with the

hue of the golden ornaments (on their bodies) j and at some places in

the eastern portion it is blue because of the excellent indramla stones

(sapphire) dropped there.

18. The wise say that on these hills {Mandara, etc.) grow

Kadamba, JambU, Vata and Pippala trees. On these are, respectively,

very beautiful forests of Caitrartha, Sunandana, Dhrti, and BhrOfa.

19. The mountain Sumeru (or Meru) has three peaks on which

east, Agni the south-east, Yama the south, Nairrta the south-west,

Varuna the west, V5yu the north-west, Kubera the north and S$a the

north-east.
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are three abodes of gods, made of golden tissues. The dwellings are

expansive and very high, extending to several yojanas. (They are) the

abodes of &va, BrahmS and Vi§nu.

20. Beneath these (abodes) are the cities of Indra, Agni, Yama,

Nairrta, Varuna, Vayu and Ifta. Indra rules over these cities of gods

and the heaven.

[The place of Indra etc. ]

21. His (Indra's) weapon is the thunderbolt, which, in battle,

can rend asunder the surface of the temples of even the best elephants

of the enemy, difficult to conquer. His swift horse is called Uccai-

hiravas and his elephant Airavata. His minister is (Brhaspati), the Lord

of learning.

22. The enemies of Indra may well possess intoxicated

elephants, horses yoked to innumerable chariots, weapons to protect

their bodies, strong fortresses and dwellings accessible with difficulty.

(In spite of everything), if Indra desires, all can be annihilated in n>

time, just as snow can be melted away (by the heat) of the day.

23. The King Indra with thousand eyes and desirous of

conquering (his enemies), has (only) one beloved (queen) Saci whose

face is (as beautiful as) the Moon, whose gait is (fascinating) as that

of a swan, whose eyes are (as dark) as the dark lotus,, whose ointment

is sandal powder and whose breasts are heavy and white. She carries

fragrance (with her) and adds beauty to the heaven as does the autumn

season.

24. There are (nine) parts of (the country of) BhSrata, viz.,

Aindra, Kaseru, Tamrapari?a, Gabhastimat, Kanya, Saumya, NSga, Varuna

and Gandharva.

25. There are seven principal mountains (in Bharata), viz.,

For similar descriptions see S&e, xv. 26-27, 32-49 ; and S&i,

11 Hi. 17-43, Bbsskara U says that whatever is given here is from tfte

Furanas.
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Mahendra, Sukti, Sahya, Vindhya, Pariyata, Malaya and #k$a.

Kumarika (Kanya) has all the four castes (as inhabitants); the remaining

eight parts have only the outcastes.

[ Regions above the Earth ]

26. In the land between the mountains of the Gandha,

M&lyavat, Himalaya and Srhgavat, there live the Apsaras, Vidytdharas,

Munis, Kinnaras, Siddhas, Yaksas and Gandharyas

27. Beyond the city of the Gandharvas in the atmosphere

surrounding the earth, there are clouds, rainbow, lightning together with

whirlwind, meteors and halo (surrounding the Sun and Moon).

28. The part of the earth to the south of the equator and

the PatSla or inter-terranean regions are known as Bhnh. This earth

known to men is called Bhuvah, Sumeru, the land of the gods, is called

Svah,

29. Above Svah is Mahah; then Janah ; then Tapah ; and then

Satyalokah. These regions are abodes of those with successively

increasing merits.

30. All this that has been described above in order has as

its orbit the space which is its boundray. It is inside the hollow of the

universe. It is called LokOloka}

31. This sphere of universe is outside everything, being

surrounded by three circles each of the same size. (Of these three

circles), one stretches from east to west, the other from north to south

and the third from side to side.

32. To the north of the inhabitants of the Jambudvipa is the

32. Notes on Sm. II. Spherics, ch. xx. 14 may be referred to.

1. Alternate translation *. "All that has been described

(above) in succession lies in the interior of the Brahmanda-kunda

('the cavity of the egg of BrahmS*). The periphery of that is the orbit

of the sky; it is also called Lokaloka" —-KSS
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Sumeru mountain, to the south is the abode of the demons. Meru

has no direction, since the Sun rises on all its sides.

[ The Pole ]

33. The feet of a man point downwards and his head upwards.

These directions will, therefore, be up and down. The direction,

in which the Sun rises is the east and that in which it sets is

the west.

34 The celestial pole points to the north ;
and the direction

opposite to it is known as the south. All these directions meet at the

point where the observer is.

[ Planetary Motion ]

35. Whatever is obtained by subtracting the earth's radius

from the radius of the orbit of a planet, is the portion visible (to a

man) And whatever is obtained by the semi-diameter of a planets

orbit increased by the semi-diameter of the earth, remains hidden

from the earth.

36 The (mean) orbit of each planet multiplied by its mean

motion and divided by its true motion, gives the corrected measure of

the orbit.

Or, the (mean) orbit multiplied by the manda hypotenuse in

minutes of the planet, and divided by the radius gives the corrected

result.

37. A planet moves along its mean circular orbit at the rate

of its mean motion. When it is above (its mean orbit), it moves at

slower rate, and when below, at a higher rate.

36. This follows from the proportion :

True orbit : mean orbit : : mean motion : true motion

OR true orbit : mean orbit :: manda hypotenuse :

radios.
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38. A planet naturally moves to the east, but, when retrograde,

to the west. It is drawn towards north or south by its declination.

Thus the motion of a planet is of six kinds.

39. The ghatikas, etc. obtained by dividing by the earth's

true orbit (circumference) the product of the longitudinal distance

expressed in yojanas between two places (deiintarayojanas) and 60,

give (the time due to the difference in longitudes between the two

places). If a planet has already risen to set (in places through which

the prime-meridian passes), it has still to rise or set in places (to the

west of the prime-meridian, at a distance of the desantarayojanas after

the time so determined).
1

[ City of Avanti and the prime meridian ]

40. A planet reaches simultaneously the zenith at all the

regions on the prime-meridian.

37-38. These give the six kinds of motion of a planet as

observed by the ancient Indian astronomers. They are : natural

motion to the east ; motion to the west due to the motion of the

universe ; motion to the north or south due to declination ; and also

motion above or below the mean orbit, having earth as its centre, due

to its eccentricity. See S&e, xv. 71-72.

39. Notes on i. 43-45 may be referred to. See also BSS, i. 39,

40. BhSskara II also says that Avanti is at a distance of 1/16 of

the earth's circumference from the meridian of Lanka. His words

1. Verse 39 should probably be translated as follows : What-

ever na4'ts are obtained from the division of the product of the

Earth's semi-diameter and 60, by the true circumference of a

planet's orbit, give the horizontal parallax of the planet (in terms

of nirfis). If the planet has theoretically risen so many na&s before,

it has not risen actually; and if, theoretically, it is to set so many

nafls afterwards, it actually appears to set even now." —KSS

fcsya-Tr. 34
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(The city of) (of Ujjain) is at a distance of l/16th part

of the earth's circumference (from Lanka) to its north.

[ Lunar Motion 3

41. When the Moon has a north declination of 612', it rises

above the horizon of the gods (who live at the north pole), With

the same declination* again, it sets, because of the smallness of its

orbit.
1

42. The Moon is seen by the gods during the lunar month

for 2 ghatikas, 25 vinadis, when it has a north latitude and is above

the Sun. The contrary is the case, when it is below.

[ Sphere of Universe ]

43. The whole sphere of universe round the earth is created

by the Creator. According to interferences and non-interferences from

them (the planets), there is good or evil (fortune) for all.

[ Specialities for the Gods ]

44. The rising of the heavenly bodies cannot always be seen

(there); the solar eclipse is not always visible nor is (the star)

Agastya. There are no light and dark halves of the lunar month

and the Sun does not have its maximum altitude for 2 km<*s (as seen

at the north pole)*

are : nirak?ade&t k^iti^odasOm^e bhaved AvantT. (S&i, 11 iii. 15 ab).

According to BSS, xxi§ 9 it is 1/15 of the earth's circumference.

43. This refers to the astrological belief that planets and stars

have effect on the fate of man.

1. There should probably be (—68) in place of

(=^612). For, Moon's horizontal parallax-f- Moon's semidiamiter

s=68' approx.
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[ San, the Illuminator ]

45. The Sun alone gives light to all who live in this hollow

of the universe—to all the regions described above, whether in the

earth, on the earth or above the earth ; to all, whether gods, demons,

RSkwsas, Bhntas, Piticas, Kinnaras, Vidyadharas, Nayakas Pifrs,

Siddhas, sages or men; and to all the heavenly bodies.

Thus ends chapter Nineteen

on

DESCRIPTION OF THE EARTH



CHAPTER XX

FALSE NOTIONS

[ Need for removing false notions ]

1. Different situations have been ascribed (by different people)

to the matters contained in the universe. When one hears the diffe-

rent statements made by (mutual) opponents, doubt, as it were, will

assail one's mind.

2. For this reason, I shall first enumerate the irrational views ;

and then I shall put forward the truths together with proofs. That will

make things clear and steady the mind.

[ False notions ]

3. Some say that the day of the demons (at the south pole)

starts when the Sun goes (from the northern to) the southern solstice ;

and, that of the gods (at the north pole) starts, when the Sun goes from

there towards the northern solstice.

Again, others say that the solar eclipse and the lunar eclipse are

caused by RShu.

1-7. In this chapter Lalla mentions some of the beliefs

prevailing then with regard to astronomical phenomena and refutes

them. Most of these beliefs occur in the PurSoas.

The views are as follows :

1. The day of the observers at the north pole begins when the

Sun starts for the summer solstitial point and that of the observers at

the south pole begins, when it starts for the winter solstitial point.

2. The night comes when the mountain Meru covers the Sun.

3. Directions can be determined at Meru.

2£8
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4. Some say that the Moon is above and the Sun is below.

Again, some say that the night is caused by the darkness due to the

mountain Merit. Again, others say that the disc of the Moon daily

decreases because it is being drunk by the gods.

5. Some say that the mountain Meru has directions. Others

think that there are two Suns and two Moons. Again, some say that

the day of the manes commences with the dark half of the lunar month,

and the night, with the bright half.

6. Some think that the earth is infinite ; others, that it is plane

as a mirror. Again, others say that it extends to many yojanas and floats

on water like a boat.

7. Some say that the earth is supported by a tortoise, a serpent

a boar, an elephant or by mountain ranges. Again, others say that

the earth goes up and down ; and some say that it goes round and round

like the wheel of a chariot.

[ Doubts on Solstice clarified ]

8. If the Sun is always visible to the gods when near the

end of Gemini, then, for what reason, pray, it is not visible when in

Cancer ?

4. The dark half of the lunar month is the day of the manes

and the light half is their night.

5. Rahu, a mythical demon or a snake is the cause of eclipses.

6. The Moon's orbit is above that of the Sun.

7. The illuminated portion of the Moon decreases because it

is being sucked by the gods.

8. The earth is infinite.

9. The earth is plane like a mirror.

10. The earth is supported in various ways.

11. The earth moves.

12. There are two Suns aid two Moons.
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9. If the Sun is visible to the gods while ascending due to

(the increase) in the declination, why should it not be visible to them

while descending through the same declination.

[ Doubts on night clarified ]

10. How is it that the gods see the same Sun, even when the

wheel of darkness (approaches the world), just as one sees a horse

attached to a rope going round and round, sometimes near and some-

times at a distance.

11. If the night of the men in this world is caused by the

Meru covering the Sun, tell me how the night of the gods, (who live on

the Meru) and feed on nectar, is caused. (Therefore the statement) is

irrational.

12-13. When the Sun goes to the southern part (of the ecliptic

beginning with) Libra, it is always night for the dwellers of Meru.

When it moves along the north (of the ecliptic beginning with) Aries,

(it is continuous night) for the demons. When the Sun is hidden by a

part of the earth, it is night for the men also.

Just as the shadow of a tree is longer when it is directly

opposite to the Sun than at other times, so is the shadow of the part

of the earth (directly) opposite to the Sun. (That shadow causes night

8-9. These verses refute the first belief. According to this

belief, the observers at the north pole can see the Sun travelling from

Capricorn to Cancer and not from Aries to Libra. Lalla's argument

is that if the observers at the north pole can see the Sun ascending

from Aries to Gemini, they should also see it descending from Cancer

to Virgo when the Sun travels exactly along the same diurnal circles.

So the current belief cannot be correct. See, S$e, xv. 59 cd-60 and

S&i, II. vii. 11-12.

10-13. These refute the second belief. Lalla maintains that

the night is not caused by Meru but by the shadow of the earth. See

S&i, II. Hi. 12.
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ia the part away from the Sun). (I have now explained how) the nights

of the gods, demons and men come about.

[ Doubts on Meru clarified ]

14„ How can Meru, the dwelling of the gods, have directions

when the Sun rises all round it. If the point where the Sun rises first

is called the east point, what will it be called, when the Sun
sets there.

15. The Sun is simultaneously to the north of some and to

the south of others. It is again in front of some and behind others.

Tkus, in reality, there are no directions (for the Meru).

[ Visibility of the Moon to the manes ]

16. The manes, living in the upper part of the Moon, see the

Sun on their zenith on the day of the New Moon. That being so,

h ow is it that they do not see it from the middle of the light half of

the lunar month.

[ Doubts on the eclipses clewed ]

17. Men see a solar eclipse either at Sunrise or at sunset,

when the Moon is a little to the north. But the gods cannot see

it then.

14-15. These refute the third belief. Lalla says that no
direction can be determined at Meru, because there the observer's

horizon coincides with the celestial equator and hence there is no east

point. See S§e, xvi. 63-64.

16. This refutes the fourth belief. Lalla states that the whole
of the light half of the lunar month cannot be the day of the manes,
because they do not see the Sun after the eighth day. (See v. 15-18)

17-27. These refute the fifth belief. The Pauranika story goes
that a demon in disguise was drinking the nectar churned by the gods
from the milky ocean. The Sun and Moon pointed htm out to Hari
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18. It is known that when a demon, an enemy of the gods, was
drinking the nectar, his head was chopped off by his enemy Hari. But
the head did not die. Some say this is Rafau. The Sun (and the Moon)
are devoured by it.

19. (Some say that) the Rahu is round like the discs of the
Sun and Moon, and being dark cannot (always) be seen in the sky. It

is seen only on the New and Full Moon days and that too due to the

boon of Brahma.

20. Some say that the cause (of an eclipse) is a snake with

head and tail. Others say it is only darkness. Again, some say that it

is a moving demon, and others that there is a pair of them. And some
say it goes wherever it wishes.

21. If the Rahu has a body or is a disc, or a head or is a

planet in the sky, and if it is always moving, why should it swallow
(the Moon) only at a distance of 6 signs (from the Sun),

22. If you are of the opinion that an artful demon is always
the cause of an eclipse by swallowing (the Sun or Moon), then how is

it that an eclipse can be determined by means of calculation. More-
over, why is there not an eclipse on a day other than the day of New
or Full Moon.

23. If a lunar eclipse takes place on the western horizon and is

caused by RShu, then why does not the Sun's disc appear to be swallow-

ed by the second RShu of the same speed.

who severed his head from his body. But the head did not die. It

remained immortal since it had drunk the nectar. Out of spite this

head swallows the Sun and the Moon and thus causes an eclipse.

Another belief is that a snake causes an eclipse.

Lalla refutes them both by pointing out that since there are
differences with regard to the duration, obscured portion, etc., between
a solar and a lunar eclipse, the obscuring body in both the cases
cannot be the same. Moreover, why should Rahu choose only the
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24. If the opponents say that it is a snake which causes an

eclipse by its head and its tail, then why does it not cover half of the

circle between the head and the tail.

25. An eclipse cannot be caused by Rahu, because the sides

of the discs of the Sun and Moon, which are first to be eclipsed, are

not the same ; nor are the portions eclipsed the same ; and nor even

are the durations the same.

26. In a solar eclipse, people at different parts (of the earth)

see different portions of the Sun eclipsed. Some do not see (the

eclipse) at all. Knowing this, who can maintain that an eclipse is

caused by Rahu.

27. Because of the great authority of Brahma, at the time of

eclipse the Sun is near Rahu. So, in the Vedas, Smrtis and Sarphitas it

has come to be known that Rahu is the cause of eclipses.

[ Assertion that the Moon is below the Sun ]

28. If the Moon is above the Sun, why does it not always

appear illuminated like a star. (If the Moon were above the Sun) there

New and Full Moon days for eclipsing the Sun and the Moon,

respectively. Again, if Rahu were the cause, calculation would be of

no use in determining an eclipse.

However, since the scriptures consider Rahu as the cause of an

eclipse, Lalla, not willing to show any disrespect towards their

statement, justifies it by saying that as in a solar eclipse, Rahu (Moon's

node) is near the Sun, the former is considered by the sacred books as

the cause of an eclipse.

gripati has also given the beliefs and has refuted them in S&e,,

xvii. See also S&i, II. viii. 7-10.

28. This refutes the sixth belief. Lalla says that if the Moon

were above the Sun, it would always be illuminated like a star.

Si$ya-Tr. 35
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would not be a solar eclipse ; there would not even be a lunar eclipse,

as the Moon would then be (further) away from the extremity of the

earth's shadow.

[ Doubts about the Moon clarified ]

29. If the Moon decreases because of some curse or because

it is being sucked by the gods, how can the increase and decrease

(in the illuminated portion) be determined by calculation. (And,

moreover, if it is being sucked), it would appear completely dark when

fully sucked.

[ Doubts on the size and shape of the Earth clarified ]

30. If the earth is infinite (in size) or if it extends up to

innumerable yojanas, how can the celestial sphere go round it once a

day.

Moreover, Avanti could not then be at a distance of l/ 16 of

the circumference (of the earth) from the meridian of Lanka.

31. The eclipse, the conjunction and rising (and setting)

of planets, the cusps of the Moon and the length of the shadow (of

the gnomon) at any time—the calculation of all these five

(phenomena) depends upon the measurement of the earth. (And

the calculated result) agrees with the observed result. So how can the

earth be (infinitely) large.

32. By using the grahaphala (grahagati) and the above circum-

ference of the earth in yojanas, it is found by means of simple

Moreover, then it could neither cause a solar eclipse nor could it be

obscured by the earth's shadow.

29. This refutes the seventh belief. If the Moon's daily

decrease were due to its being sucked by the gods, mathematics would

be of no use in computing its light and dark portions.

30-33. These refute the eighth belief. Lalla says that the

earth could not be infinitely large, as then the sphere of the fixed stars

could not go round it in one day. Moreover, the measurements of
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proportion that the circumference of the circle of one revolution of
a planet consists of 21600 minutes. Then how can the earth be of
infinite size.

33. The earth may appear to be of infinite size or extending up
to innumerable yojanas because of its being spherical. But its circum-

ference and diameter are the same as given before and in no way
different.

34. If the earth is plane as a mirror, why does not the water

falling from the sky remain static, instead of, alas, flowing with a great

speed in one direction.

35. Mathematicians say that one hundredth of the circum-

ference of the earth appears to be plane. So, that portion of the

earth appears to be plane to an observer.

36. If the earth is level, why cannot tall trees, like tala (date

palm) alas, be seen by man, though at a very great distance from the

observer.

37. To men the sky appears to meet (the earth) all round

the horizon. So, the earth thus surrounded appears to be plane like a

mirror.

[ Doubts on the Earth's motion clarified ]

38. If the earth goes downwards, (anything) thrown towards

the earth, as given in i. 43 are correct, because the calculated results

relating to the various phenomena, based on these measurements, tally

with the observed results. See also SSe., xv. 24-25 and S&„ II. iii.

14-16.

34-37. These refute the ninth belief. Lalla maintains that the

earth is spherical and not a plane. But as only a small portion of it

is visible at a time, that may be the reason for its appearing as level

as a mirror. If it were level, the tops of high trees could be seen

even from a great distance. See S&e„ xv. 8-10 and S&i. 9 II, iii. 11.

38. 42-43. These refute the eleventh belief. The Bauddhas

niaintained that the earth was falling down in space. Sol^llasayj
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the 8ky will not fall on the earth. If the earth to (continually)

moving upward., why doe, not the apher. of constellation, com.

nearer.

[ Doubts on the Earth's situation clarified ]

39 Clay is destroyed by water. So it is not possible for

the earth'to remain in water. Again, (the statement) that the earth

(floats on water) like a boat, cannot be correct, as the earth is itself

made of clay.

40 Supposing that the earth is on water, the water like the

sky is also unsupported. If the heavy sphere of earth can remain

on water, (which is unsupported), why can it not remain in space ?

41 if the earth is supported by tortoise and other things, by

whom are they supported in space ? If these can remain in space

(unsupported), what prevents the earth from remaining thus (i.e.

unsupported).

42 If the earth rotates, how could birds come back to their

nests, Moreover, arrows shot towards the sky, would fall towards

the west.

43. If the earth rotates to the east, the clouds would move

to the west. If (it is said) that the earth moves slowly, then how can

it go round (the universe) in one day ?

that if it were so, how could a thing when thrown up come down again

on the same piece of a ground. Again, if the earth were continuously

moving up, the constellations would be nearer every moment. Neither

could the earth be moving from east to west nor from west to east. If

it did, the birds would not be able to find their nests. Lalla tries to

refute Aryabhata's theory that the earth rotates from west to east.

See S&e., xv. 11-13, 15-19 and S&L, II. i". 7-9.

39-41, 45-46. These refute the tenth belief that the earth is

supported by an external ageney. Lalla says that the earth remains

unsupported, suspended in space. If it were supported by something, the

^tter
f

itr its turn, wpuld have to b? support^ something else and
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[ Doubt about double Sua and Moon clarified ]

44. If there are two Suns and two Moons, which rise alter-

nately, how can the circumpolar constellations complete their revolution

in one day,

[ Situation of the Earth in space ]

45-46. Just as the branch of a tree struck by lightning, can

be replaced by means of medicines; just as a (plucked) lotus

(can live in water) by means of chemical applications (made of

juices and roots plants); just as the astronomical instrument Svyaw

vaha is made of mercury, oil or water, though the construction

appears inconceivable; in the same manner, (the earth) stays in

space by the will of God. (Again, by His will) the universe

moves.

[ Creation of the Earth ]

47. At first there was darkness. Then there came into

existence an egg in the water in its natural form. Brahma was the

first to come out of the egg. His eyes were the Sun and the Moon.

He created the universe.

The followers of KanSda say that the padarthas are the cause

of creation; the SSrhkhya says that the Purusa and Prakrfi are the cause;

some say that it is Nature; while others say that it may be Karma,

Artha or Kola.

so on. Then, there would be no end of supporters, and that is not

possible. Many wonderful things happen in this world ;
so there is

nothing to be surprised at if the earth hangs in space. See S&e. t xv. 7,

20-22 and fltff., II. iii. 4-6.

44. This refutes the twelfth belief held by the Jainas. See S§e.,

xv. 14 and S&i., II. Hi. 8-10.

47. The first explanation for the cause of creation is found in

the Rgveda. KanSda, author of the Vaise^ikastttra, is the propounder of

the Vaifesjka system of philosophy or doctrine of atom*, Qrayyq or
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48. When BrahmS is fully active, living creatures are born

of Him. Lord Hari protects them with His quality of goodness.

Hara, entering the state of darkness, destroys them. Others say

that Brahma alone takes all the three (steps) by His will.

49. I bow to Him, who has created this whole universe

which has plains, mountains, oceans, gods, demons who are exorcised

by means of oblations, men, horses, donkeys, elephants, goats;

aquatic birds, lions, deer, cows, buffaloes, monkeys, bulls, camels,

birds, serpents, mongees, jackals, cats, alligators, hares, tigers,

rhinoceros, aquatic animals, insects, plants, precious stones, silver,

gold, copper, etc. etc., this world where are childhood, old age and

desires, etc.

Thus ends chapter Twenty

on

FALSE NOTIONS

elementary substance is one of the categories in this system, the know-

ledge of which brings salvation. There are nine dravyas, earth, water,

fire, air, ether, time, space, soul and mind.

According to the S5mkhya system of philosophy, the Puru$a

or Soul and the Prakfti or Root principle of nature, are the cause of

creation.

Various philosophical views were maintained with regard to the

cause of the creation. Some attributed it to the Svabhava or nature ;

some to Karman or action ; some to Artha or desire ; and spine to K$a

pr time.
;

.



CHAPTER XXI

ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS*

[ Automatic rotation by means of Mercury, Oil and Water ]

1. The armillary sphere, with radius of one's liking, having
perfect circles, made of light and dry timber by a skilled carpenter
who is proficient in the various crafts, should be set to rotate uni-
formly with time, with the help of water, oil and mercury, by applying
one's intellect.

2 (a-b). A weight which floats for 30 ksanas (=24 hours) in
mercury, oil or water rotates it (/.*., the armillary sphere) with the
help of the three (fluids—mercury, oil and water). This is the basic
principle of self-rotation.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

1. The word yividhakilp^adntatakm, in the Sanskrit text,
should be read as vividha&ilpavidaptatakw.

2 (a-b). The method may be stated in full as follows :

"One should fasten one end of a string to the west cardinal
point of the armillary sphere and carry the string round the armillary
sphere along the equator (from below). Coming to the west point again
he should tie to it a dry gourd containing mercury and throw it
into the cylindrical basin, full of water, kept below the west point
and then open the hole in the bottom of the basin. With the outflow
of tbe water, the gourd goes down and the armillary sphere rotates
In 24 hours the gourd reaches the bottom of the basin and the

*This chapter was left untranslated by Dr. Bina Chatterjee.
The translation given below was supplied by Dr.X S. Shukla.
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[ Construction of Circle, Triangle, Quadrilateral

and tests for Vertically and Level ]

2 (c-d). A circle is constructed by means of a compass (or

a circular plate is made by means of a revolving machine), and a

triangle or quadrilateral by means of hypotenuses (kar^a) ;
verticality is

achieved by means of a plumb, and ground is levelled by means

of water.

[ 1. The Gola-yantra ]

3. Now, in order to determine the lagna (i.e., the longitude of

the rising point of the ecliptic) and the Ma (i.e., the time elapsed

since sunrise in the forenoon, or to elapse before sunset in the after,

noon), one should get a Bhagola ('Sphere of the asterisms*) constructed

with the help of nine circles, the prime vertical etc. The ecliptic

should also be exhibited in it, in the manner stated before

4. Outside the Bhagola should be constructed the Khagola

('Sphere of the sky' or the Celestial Sphere) by means of the prime

vertical, the horizon, the meridian, and the 6 O' clock circle, and having

the polar axis and in its middle the globe of the Earth, as before.

5. (The equator lying on) the Bhagola should be graduated with

the 60 marks (of ghafls), whereas the prime vertical and the other

circles should be graduated with the 360 marks (of degrees). The

Khagola should be fastened firmly (to the polar axis), whereas the

Bhagola should be kept loose by tying it to two loose pipes inserted

into the polar axis*

armillary sphere makes one complete rotation. When necessary, one

should apply oil to the ends of the axis of the armillary sphere, so

that the axis may rotate smoothly.*'

The weight of mercury put into the hollow of the dry gourd

should be so adjusted that the gourd may float on water and with

its motion downwards the armillary sphere may rotate.

The word palath, should be read as k$e$ato.

2 (c-d). The same is stated by Aryabhata I {A-Bh.9 iU 13),

Brabmagupta {BSS, xxii. 7), and Stetpati (S$*, ax. 2)t
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6. Now, one should fix one end of a pin to that point of the

equator which rises with the Sun and should point the other end of

the pin towards the degree-mark of the ecliptic occupied by

the Sun.

7. Now, rotate the Bhagola continuously until the shadow of

the pin passes through (///. does not leave) the centre (of the Bhagola).

This being done, the degrees of the ecliptic lying between the point

denoting the Sun and the horizon denote the degrees of the ecliptic

which have risen since sunrise, and the ghafts (on the equator) lying

between the pin and the horizon denote the ghafts (elapsed since

sunrise).

[ Alternative method ]

8. Or, the Khagola should be mounted on four vertical

pillars of equal height erected at the four cardinal points, whereas the

Bhagola should be rotated by the instruments of action (such as rope

etc.) or bijas (such as mercury, oil and water) by (the astronomer)

hiding himself in the hemispherical cavity underneath,

9. In the polar axis one should fix a pin in the plane of the

equator, which should be free to move with the Bhagola. The ghati-

marks of the equator with which its two ends are in contact (at the

moment) indicate the ghatis elapsed (since sunrise).

[ Various time-measuring devices ]

10. (One should fasten one end of a string to the west

cardinal point and carry it round the Bhagola along the equator from

below). Where the string completes one round of the Bhagola,

tie to it a (dry hollow) gourd containing mercury and throw it into

the (cylindrical) basin of water (kept below the west point), having a

7. Cf. S&e, xix. 3-6
; S&, II. xi. 3-4.

8. The word lamba h in the Sanskrit text should be read as

golah.:
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hole in the bottom and graduated with the marks of ghafis on the basis

of the outflow of water.

11. As the water flows out (through the hole in the bottom of

the basin), the gourd, going downwards, rotates the Bhagola ; and

the n&4i marks left behind by the water denote the ghafis

elapsed.

[ Man with a rosary of beads ]

12. Knowing the number of ahgulas corresponding to one

ghatl (from the fall in water level by the outflow of water in one ghatl),

insert ghafika beads at that distance in a strip of cloth and keep them

in position by applying wax (or other adhesive) and throw it inside the

body of the (figure of a) man with face bent down.

13. To one end of the cloth-strip tie a string and carry it

round a rod fitted horizontally within the mouth of the man, and take

it out through a certain hole in the belly of the man.

14. There tie to it a dry gourd (containing mercury) (and

throw it into the basin of water kept underneath, as before). As the

gourd goes down, the man, pulling the cloth-strip, releases one new

na4l bead after the lapse of every ghatl.

[ Tortoise, Fighting rams, Husband and wife, Peacock and serpent,

Drum-beater, Eclipser and eclipsed, etc. ]

15. The Tortoise, etc., also, in the same way, release the ghatikd

(beads) at the desired intervals of time. Similarly, there occurs a fight

between two rams (after every ghatl), when they are connected by the

string (carrying beads).

11. See S&e, xix. 7-8
[ BSS, xxii, 46.

12-13. In verse 12, the word tadanena should be read as

madanena, and the word udarena as udare. In verse 13, ciryeta baddha-

sutre should be read as ciryantabaddhasfltram.

14. See BSS, xxii. 47-48 i S&i, »x. 9-10.

15. The word kurySdayo in verse 15 should be read as

kurmndayo.
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16-17. By the proper coordination of time and distance, there

occurs a union of husband and wife (after every ghatl), a peacock

gradually devours a serpent marked with the divisions of angulas

denoting ghatU, a man beats a drum (after every ghafi), and an eclipser

eclipses the body to be eclipsed (after the lapse of every ghafi).

Several other (time-measuring) instruments like these may be

(designed and) constructed.

[ Self-rotating wheel and Self-rotating sphere ]

18. The 'Wheel', made of the timber of Sriparnt (the silk-

cotton tree), having a hole in the centre, bearing excellent rim and

beautiful nave, and skilfully half-filled with mercury in its (curly)

spokes, rotates by itself.

19. Let the polar axis, which is the same as the axis of

rotation of the Bhagola, be made the Wheel's axle passing through its

nave. This being done, the Bhagola rotates automatically due to the

rotation of the Wheel.

t 2. The Cakra-yantra, the Circle ]

20. Construct a circular board, graduate it with the 360

divisions (of degrees) as well as the 60 divisions (of ghafts), fix a verti-

cal needle at its centre and set it up in such a way it that the Sun may

lie centrally in its plane.

21. Then the signs etc. left behind (since sunrise) by the

shadow of the vertical needle denote the signs etc. by which the Sun

has ascended (above the horizon). Thenars left behind denote the

n*4ls elapsed since sunrise, provided the Sun is in the eastern hemi-

16-17. Cf., BSS, xxii. 50-52 ; S&e, xix, 11.

18. See S&, II. xi
f
50-51 a-b.

21. See S&e, xix. 12-1 3a-b. This rule is true for places on the

equator only. At other places, it will give the Sun's altitude and

the ghafis corresponding to it.

There are reasons to believe that when observation was made
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sphere. When the Sun is in the western hemisphere, the natfis thus

obtained should be subtracted from half the duration of the day (to

get the nadis to elapse before sunset).

[ 3. The Dhanur-yantra, the Semi-circle ]
'

22. The above is the so-called Cakraryantra ('The Circle').

Half of it is called Dhanuryantra ('The Semi-circle'). This latter

instrument should be held (with its chord horizontal) in such a way

that a ray of the Sun passing through the hole in the middle of the

chord may fall on the arc.

23. Then the nadis left behind by the shadow of the central

needle, as measured from the arc-end, denote the nadis elapsed during

the day (since sunrise), and the signs and degrees left behind de-

note the signs and degrees by which the Sua has (ascended above the

horizon).

[ 4. The Kartarl-yantra, the Scissors ]

24. When the (Dhanur-yantro) is permanently fixed in the plane

of the equator (forming the lower half of the equator) (and a needle

pointing towards the north pole is fixed at the middle of the chord),

at a place away from the equator, the natfis flapsed since sunrise were

deduced from the Sun's altitude by applying the following formula /

nMis elaP5ed-
Semi-dUrati0n °f d*y >< S"n

'
s «Mtmto

Sun's meridian altitude

Brahmagupta has criticised the astronomers who used this formula.

See BSS, xxii, 11.

23. See BSS, xxi. 8 ; SSe, xix. 13c-d.

The remark made in connection with the previous rule applies to

this rule also.

24. See BSS, xxii. 44 ; SSe, xix. 14. This instrument is a

modification of Brahmagupta's Kartafi-yantra. Lalla's Kartart-ymtra,

however, does not look like a kartarl scissors), and it* name feartart

ji indeed a misnomer. The real K4rtaehyan(r9 has one iemfrcircuiax
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it is known as Kartarx-yantra. In this case, the ghatts left behind by
the shadow of the needle fixed at the middle of the chord denote the

ghafis elapsed since sunrise.

[ 5-6. The Kapala-yantra and the Pltha Yantra ]

25-26. This very Kartarx-yantra, with its dial set horizontally

on the ground and its needle vertical, is called KapSla-yantra ; and the

Cakra-yantra, with its dial having the directions marked in its rim,

and 'set on the ground with its axis vertical, is called Pithayantra.

In the case of these two instruments, the ghatts left behind up
to the west point by the shadow of the needle denote the ghatts

elapsed. Moreover, in the case of the Pitha-yantra, the degrees on

the rim from the point where the Sun is observed at sunrise (up to the

east point) give (the degrees of ) the Sun's agrd.

plate in the lower half of the equatorial plane and another semi-

circular plate in the meridian plane below the polar axis, the diameter

of the latter being evidently along the polar axis. The semi-circular

plate in the equatorial plane serves the purpose of the dial, its circumv

ference being graduated with the ghaUkd marks.

Brahmagupta describes his Kartarx-yantra as follows : "The

Kartarx-yantra consists of two fixed (semi-circular) plates, with a needle

fixed at the intersection of their diameters. By observing the shadow

(of the needle) in this Kartari-yantrat one can have a rough estimate of

the ghatika* elapsed."

One can easily see that the Kartarx-yantra is a kind of equatorial

sundial.

25-26. BSS, xxii. 42-43
; SSe, xix. 15-16. The KapSla-yantra

is evidently a horizontal sundial. The Pitha-yantra is a circular

platform, as high as one's eye, having its circumference marked with

the directions and the graduations of signs, degrees, minutes, etc. See

BSS, xxii. 45.

The word cakre in verse 25 should be read as cakram and the

word mTnarkodayavedhqt in verse 26. should/ be read as pitkzrkodqyq-

vedhat*
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[7. The Bhagana-yantra ]

27. Or, alternatively, on the rim of the circular plate of the

Cakra-yantra, mark the sign segments, large or small, as the case may

be, depending on the time-degrees obtained by dividing the vinafis of

the oblique ascensions of the signs by 10, and also graduate each sign

segment with the divisions of degrees.

28-29. Keep it horizontally on well levelled ground in open

space and fix a vertical needle at its centre. Then hold the yantra in

the equatorial plane with its needle pointing to the north pole in such a

way that at sunrise the Sun is in the seventh sign (just 6 signs ahead of

its actual position) (so that the shadow of the needle is directed towards

the Sun's position at sunrise). Then the degrees left behind by the

shadow of the needle on the Bhagana-yantra denote the degrees

traversed by the Sun since sunrise.

[ Conversion of observed ghatfs into true ones ]

30. The ghatls elapsed during the day (since sunrise) as indi-

cated by the instrument (used) when multiplied by the actual measure

of the day and divided by the number of ghatls in a day as adopted in

the graduation of the instrument give the true ghatls elapsed since

sunrise. Otherwise, they are gross.

[ 8. The Sanku-yantra, the Gnomon ]

31-32. The gnomon, constructed with the help of the revolving

machine, having equal periphery at the top and bottom, made of very

heavy and strong timber, perfectly straight and free from scars, streaks

27-29. The Bhagana-yantra is evidently a variant of the Cakra-

yantra. The word svasthasya in verse 28 should be read as fehasthasya.

30. In graduating the ghati divisions in the instrument it is

generally assumed that there are 60 ghatls in a day. Actually, it is not

exactly the case. Hence the above rule.

Srlpati, too, gives this rule. See S&e, xix. 17,

31*32t
Sec S$e, xi*. 1? (
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and spots, uniformly circular, six ahgulas in circumference and twelve

angulas in height, should be set up on a (horizontal) board, (already)

levelled by means of water, in the vertical direction with the help of

four plumbs.

33. The shadow of this (cylindrical gnomon), resembling the

tail of a cow, should be observed outside, the circular base and should

be measured from (the circular base at) the centre. From the tip of

the shadow up to the (upper) end of the gnomon lies obliquely the

hypotenuse (of the shadow).

[ 9. The Ghati-yantra ]

34-35. The GhafikS vessel, looking like one-half of a (spherical

water-pot called) Kalasa, made of ten palas of copper, half a hand

in diameter at the top and half as high, and having a hole

bored (at the bottom) by a uniformly circular needle of 4 ahgulas in

length made of 3J mQ$as of gold, sinks into limpid water in one nS4l

exactly.

36-37. Or, it is a vessel manufactured according to one's

liking (with the hole in the bottom) later adjusted by the measure of a

ghati.

Or, it is a vessel having a finger-wide hole (in the bottom)

and of size determined by proportion in such a way that it may
sink (in water) as many times in a day as there are ghafis in

that day.

A ghati is also equal to 360 asus, each asu (being equal to the

time of pronunciation) of 20 short syllables (or 10 long syllables).

[ 10. The Salaka-yantra, the Needle ]

i Agra ]

38-39. Having made a needle of as many aftgulas as there are

(minutes) in the radius, stretch it from east to west ; and at its

32. The word syapyah in verse 32 should be read as sthfipyah,

34-35, See £&,xix. 19-20.
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(western) end, at right angles to it, lay off another needle of arbitrary

length such that an observer, with his eye at the tip of it and his line

of sight passing through the other end of (the former needle equal to)

the radius, sees a planet exactly on the horizon. Then that (latter

needle) is the agra (of that planet)..

[ Angular distance between two Planets ]

40. Observe one planet in the direction of (the needle equal)

to the radius, and another planet from the tip of the vertical needle.

Then the square root of the squares of the two (needles), which is really

equal to the radius, is the hypotenuse (of the needle-triangle).

41. Of the two needles, the (latter) vertical needle stands

directed north-to- south ; the other one, east -to-west. (The degrees in)

the arc corresponding to that (vertical needle) should be known as the

degrees between the two planets, as situated at the time of observation.

[ 11. The gakata-yantra, the Cart ]

[ Tithl From Observation ]

42. (Construct a circle on level ground and graduate its

circumference with the 360 divisions of degrees). Then having made
the observation of the Sun and the Moon through the V-shaped (lit.

cart-shaped) tubes, (the Sun through one tube and the Moon through

the other), let the tubes be placed (on the ground) with their tips on the

circumference of the circle graduated with the 360 divisions of degrees

(and the common end of the tubes at the centre of the circle), and show
by means of points the places (where Jhe tips fall).

43. The degrees between these (two points) are the degrees

between the Sun and the Moon. These, when divided by 12, give the

tithis elapsed in the light half of the month, or the tithis to elapse in

the dark half of the month.

[ Time From Observation ]

44-45. (Severally) multiply the Rsines of the (Sun's meridian)

43. See PS, xiv. 12 ; S&et xix, 26.
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zenith distance and agra by 60 and divide (each product) by the radius.

Lay them off, in their own directions, in a circle drawn (on level ground)

with 60 ahgulas as radius (and having the directions marked in it), the

former from the centre and the latter from the east as well as the west

points, And through the three points (thus obtained) draw, as before,

the circle denoting the path of the gnomon. By laying off the same

in the contrary directions, one may draw the circle (denoting the path

of the tip) of the shadow (of the gnomon).

46. Beginning with the end of the agra (laid off in the east),

graduate the circle denoting the path of the gnomon with the

(appropriate) signs by means of the degrees of time (of their oblique

ascension). And then set up a gnomon (on that circle) in such a way

that the tip of the shadow may fall at the centre.

47. Then the degrees of time lying from the end of the agra

(in the east) up to the foot of the gnomon are the degrees of time of

the (Sun's) ascension. These degrees of time as divided by six are the

ghafis elapsed in the day (since sunrise).

[ 12. The Yastf-yantra, the Graduated Tube ]

[ Altitude, Zenith Distance and Bahu ]

48. Hold the Ya$ti, equal to the radius (of the circle drawn on

level ground), with its lower end at the centre (of the circle), in such

a way that it may not cast any shadow (on the ground). Then the

degrees in the arc corresponding to the perpendicular (dropped on the

ground from the other end) of it are the degrees of the (Sun's)

altitude.

49. The ya$tt, equal to the radius, is the hypotenuse ; the

perpendicular (dropped on the ground from the upper end of the Faff?)

47, See S&e, xix. 24-25.

Sitya-Tr, 37
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is the (great) gnomon (/,•., the Rsine of the Sun's altitude)
;

the

square root of the difference of their squares is the (great) shadow,

i.e., the Rsine of the (Sun's) zenith distance? and the distance between

the east-west line and the foot of the perpendicular is the bahu.

[ Equinoctial midday shadow ]

50. Multiply the distance between the rising-setting line (lit.

the line joining the ends of the agrils laid off in the east and west) and

the gnomon by 12 and divide by the perpendicular dropped from the

tip of the Yatfi. This is how the equinoctial midday shadow is obtained

from the perpendicular dropped from the tip of the Ya#L

[ Distance between two planets and their longitudes ]

51. Determine the distance between the two planets with the

help of the gnomon or the Yastt, like that between the Sun and the

Moon. This added to (the longitude of) the westward planet gives (the

longitude of) the eastward planet and the same subtracted from the

latter gives the former.

[ Sun's altitude from the Sakafft-yantra ]

52. The Sokaja-yantra, of which one tube is directed towards .

the position of the gnomon in the circle denoting its path and the

other towards the Sun in its diurnal circle, enables one to know the

signs etc. of the Sun's altitude.

[ Instruments of Observation ]

53. The Gola, the Bhagana, the Cakra, the Dhanu, the Ghafh

49. See S&, xix. 21-22.

50. Cf. BSS, xxii. 29 ; Sie., xix. 23. PragaparHgrasaktaiH

suirarh fankvantaram, occurring in the Sanskrit text, should be read as

pragaparagrasaktasutra-taiikvantararh and jatfyavalambavlbhaktam as

ya$tyavalambavibhaktam.

51. See PS, xiv4
l3

e

53. Brahmagupta omits the Bhagana, the Safcafa and the Salaka,

but adds the Turiya (i.e., the Quadrant). Srlpati omits the Bhagana

and the balaka.
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the Sahku, the £aka(a, the Kartart, the Pttha, the KapOla, the Satoka,

together with the Yatfi, are the twelve (astronomical) instruments.

[ Things required during observation ]

54. The hypotenuse (karna), the shadow, the semi-duration of

the day, (the longitude of) the Sun, the latitude (of the place), the

plumb, the compass (or the revolving machine, bhrama), water, as well

as intelligence and effort are the things required in the use of (astrono-

mical) instruments.

Thus ends chapter Twentyone

on

ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS

54. See BSS, xxii. 6. The word karnacchOya, occurring in the

Sanskrit text, should be read as fcirpafcfciya.



CHAPTER XXII

ASTRONOMICAL PROBLEMS

1. Why ate the following corrections applied to the mean

longitude of a planet : Correction for difference in terrestrial longitude
;

Correction for equation of time (calculated) by using the Sun's equations

Of centre ; and the Correction for ascensional difference (calculated)

from the Sun's longitude ? Why is Visibility correction necessary for

the Moon and other planets ? What should be the mean anomaly of

the Moon when its mean motion is equal to its true motion ?

2. Why are the days and nights always equal at the equator ?

Why does the day increase and so also the night (at certain times)

at other places ?

3. Why do some signs of the zodiac take a shorter time to rise

while others take a longer time ? Why do the six signs beginning

with Cancer take a longer time to rise at some places and the six signs

beginning with Capricorn take a (comparatively) shorter time ?

4. What are the signs which are always visible at a place and

what are those which are not always visible ?

Why does the Moon (appear to) shine more brightly when on

the horizon than when in the middle of the sky ?

5. Why are corrections for longitudinal and latitudinal parallax

made repeatedly in a solar eclipse. Why are (the same corrections)

not made in an eclipse of the Moon which is an enemy of the lotus

and which is as lustrous as the face of a beautiful damsel ?

MATHEMATICAL NOTES

Most of these have been answered in Sn. I. Mathematics,

Z9Z
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6. Why could not the length of the day in Avanti be the same
when the Sun is in the fourth degree of Taurus, as when the Sun is in
the middle of Cancer ?

7. He will live long who can find the latitude of a place from
the times of rising of the signs at his own place and its distance from
the prime meridian by means of the times of the rising of the signs at
Lanka"

; and who can find the equinoctial shadow from the shadow at
any time and the shadow when the Sun is on the prime vertical.

8. How can he who does not know the longitude and latitude

of a place, the ascensional difference, neither the longitude nor the

declination of the Sun, nor even the time elapsed since the Kaliyuga,

quickly tell, when asked by others, the longitude and the R sine

declination of the Sun, the latitude of the place, the earth-sine, the
midday shadow and the directions ?

9. Tell me the times of rising of Cancer and Capricorn above
the horizon, at a place where the length of the day is 32 ghaftkas
when the Sun is in the middle of Cancer.

10. Where will the length of the midday shadow, the Sun
being in the middle of Taurus, be the same as that cast in Lanka, when
the Sun is in the twenty-fifth degree of Aries ?

11. O astronomer ! tell me quickly the latitude of a place,

without knowing the time elapsed since the beginning of the Kaliyuga

and hence the longitude of the Sun and its declination without looking

at the polar star.

12. Of what quality is the Sun (Le. t what is the longitude of
the Sun) as seen from a latitude of 32° when it enters the prime vertical

7 ghafikSs after its rising ?

13. What is the latitude of the place which a man reaches

after covering a distance of 100 yojanas from LankS in a south-east

direction ? Again, (what is the latitude of the place if he now goes)

in a southern direction and where the length of the midday shadow is

8 angulas ?

14. At what latitude does the Sun set 80 days after its rising ?
Qnce set, where 0oes it again rise 80 days after ?
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15. Suppose one has come out of a well and does not know

the direction of the Sun, and the latitude of the place. If he is

suddenly asked where the Sun is, tell me what will he say ?

16. Tell the correction for longitude (of a place) without

knowing its latitude, the mean Sun and the (distance from the) prime

meridian.

17. Will you, who know about the sphere of universe, tell me

the length of the equinoctial midday shadow, after ascertaining the day

when the Sun is at the first point of Aries, by observing its midday

position in the sky by means of the instrument Drkiaradala.

18. What is the latitude of the place, where, when the Sun is

at the end of Gemini, the night is one-third of the duration of the

day ?

19. What is the latitude of the place where the length of the

day is 34 ghatikas, when the Sun is at the beginning of Cancer ?

20. You, who know about the sphere of universe, please tell

me correctly the latitude of the place where the Sun is seen due

north-west by the people, when it is at the end of Taurus and on the

horizon.

21. O friend, tell me after calculation the degrees in the

colatitude of the place where the duration of the night is 1 muhurta

when the Sun is at the end of Gemini.

22. What are the R sine latitude and R sine colatitude, if

their sum is 1308 and their difference is 538 ?

23. O friend, after careful and long deliberation, tell me when

and where the Moon is simultaneously visible to the men, to the gods

and to the demons.

Thus ends chapter Twentytwo

on

ASTRQNOMICAk PROBLEMS
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TABLE VI

6IGHRA ANGLES FOR REGRESSION

&D BSS &Se &Si SS

Man 163° W
Mercury 145° 144

*

Jupiter 125° Same Same Same 130°

Venus 165° ^
Saturn 113° 1150

(iii. 20) (ii. 48) (iii. 58) (ii. 41) (ii. 53-54)

&IGHRA ANGLES FOR RISING EST THE EAST

SD BSS &Se &Si

Mars 28°

Mercury 205°

Jupiter 14° Same Same Same

Venus 183°

Saturn 20°

(iii. 22) (ii. 52-53) (iii. 61) (ii. 42-43)

SlGHRA ANGLES FOR RISING IN THE WEST

BSS &Se &Si

Mercury 51- 50* 50* 25"

Venus 23° 24° 24° 24°

(iii. 23) ®. 52) (iii. 62) (ii. 43)
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APPENDIX XIII

TRUE LONGITUDES OF THE SUN AND THE MOON

Verse 14 of ch. Two of the ^yadhivrddhlda gives formulas for
determining the true longitudes of the Sun and the Moon. This can
be achieved either by the epicyclic method or by the eccentric method.

First the epicyclic method or nlcoccavrltabhangi. According
to this method, the body is supposed to describe with uniform motion
the circumference of a circle called nicoccavftta or epicycle, the centre
of which is supposed to move along the kak&vftta or deferent or
circular orbit of the body, with a motion equal to the mean motion
of the body but in a reverse direction. The time the body takes to
make one revolution about the centre of the epicycle is the same as
the time the epicycle takes to revolve once round the orbit.
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This method is illustrated below.

'u

?

F,
<V*3i

Let ABPC be the deferent of the Sun, with centre E, the centre

of earth. Let AEP be the apse line. With centre A and radius

equal to mandantyaphalajya or radius of the Sun's epicycle describe a

circle. Let the apse line cut it in U and N, which are the mandocca

or apogee and mandanlca or perigee of the Sun on the epicycle,

respectively. When the centre of the epicycle is at A, the Sun is at

U. Let A move with the mean motion of the Sun up to A1

along the orbit and let the Sun move from U' to S along the epicycle

so that arc U'S—arc A'A. Join SE cutting the orbit at S'. Then

A' is the madhyamasurya or mean place of the Sun and S' is the

sphufasUrya or true place of the Sun in the orbit. Thus the correction

to be given to the mean longitude of the Sun to get its true longitude

is the value of the arc A'S'. This value is called mamdaphala or

equation of the centre of the Sun and the process is called mandakarma.
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Now to find the arc A'S'. Join SA\ Draw SK and A'M
perpendiculars to U'A'E and UAE, respectively.

The angle A'EA, that is the angle between the apogee A and

the mean Sun A' is called mandakendra or mean anomaly.

A'M is the mandakendrajyu or R sine mean anomaly. Now,
since arc U'S=arc A'A, angle U'A'S=angle A'EA. So, SA' is

parallel to AE.

Then, from the similar triangles SA'K and A'£M,

A'MXSA'SK= AE
_ R sin mean anomalyX radius of epicycle

R sin mean anomaly X circumference of epicycle

360 "
~~

R sin mean anomalyX 13$

360

_ R sin mean anomalyX 3
~~

80

3 is called gunaka (multiplier). SR is dohphala.

(o

The arc corresponding to (1) as R sine is approximately taken

to be the value of arc A'S* or mandaphaJa ; which is

R sin mean anomaly X 3
- minutes, nearly,

from 225 : 225' :
:
Rsfomean anomaly X 3

.
?

80

The mandaphala is subtracted from the Sun's mean longitude

if its mean place is in advance of its true place, that is, when the

mean anomaly is in the first or second quadrant ; and added, if its true

place is in advance of its mean place, that is, in the third or fourth

quadrant.

SE is called mandakarna or manda hypotenuse.

$ifyft-Tr. 40
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Tbe second method is called prativrtiabhahgi or method of

concentric and eccentric. Thit method supposes that the mean Sua

or Moon moves with a uniform velocity along its circular orbit or

concentric and the true Sun moves with the same velocity and in the

same direction along the circumference of an equal circle called

pnttnrtta or eccentric, the centre of which is situated on the line

joining thft apogee to thecentre of the earth, at a> distance equal to

mandantyaphalajya or radius of the epicycle of the bodyt from the

latter point.

The method is illustrated below.

A \

/

G \ 1

E '
1

1 /
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Let ABPC be the Sun's circular orbit or concentric with centre

E, the cectre of the earth. Let AP be the apse line, so that A is the

apogee and P the perigee on the orbit. Let GE be equal to the radius

of the Sun's epicycle. With G as centre describe a circle equal to the

orbit. This is the manelaprativftta or eccentric. Let-AP cut lit in A'

and P\ which are, respectively, the apogee and perigee on the

eccentric. Let the mean Sun and true Sun start from A and A',

respectively, and move along the concentric and the eccentric with

the same velocity and in the same direction. Let their new places

be M and S. Join SE cutting the concentric at S\ Then M is the

mean Sun and S' is the true Sun. So the correction to be given to

the mean longitude of the Sun to get its true longitude is the value

of the arc MS', which is the mandaphala.

Now to find this value. Join GS and EM. Draw SH

perpendicular to EM produced. Join SM and produce it to meet

BC at K. Draw SL perpendicular to A 'P.

Now, since arc A'S=arc AM, angle A'GS= angle AEM. So

GS is parallel to EM and GS is also equal to EM. Thus, SM is

parallel and equal to GE or radius of the epicycle.

Now, angle A'GS=angle AEM, the angle between the apogee

and the mean Sun or mean anomaly. Therefore SL=EK=R sin

mean anomaly.

Now, from similar triangles SHM and EKM,

KEXSMSH= EM

R sin mean anomaly X radius of epicycle_

R sin mean anomaly X circumference of epicycle

360

_^ R sin mean anomalyX 13$
~~

360

_ R sin mean anomaly X 3
"

80 (0

Hence the value of the mmdaphtitei,i/hiih is the same as before^
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Thus both methods give the same result

The same methods are followed to find the true longitude of

the Moon.

This mandaphala is the arc corresponding to

R sin mean anomaly X 31 \ as r gin,

360

R sin mean anoma]yX7 M R sinC(
or to —

g0

R is mean anomaly X 7 minutes, nearly

or 80

7 is called gwiaka.

As has already been pointed out, Lalla follows Aryabhata

when he takes the circumferences of the epicycles of the Sun and

Moon as 13|° and 31 £*, respectively. Again, following him he gives

the circumferences divided by 4f

.

Even from the time of BhSskara I, if not earlier, the Indian

astronomers were aware of the fact that the circumferences of the

epicycles of the Sun, Moon and the planets as tabulated, are their

mean circumferences and so the true positions calculated from these

are not really the true positions. They, therefore, prescribed the

method of successive approximations to obtain more correct results.

Lalla gives the method for the Sun and Moon in iii. 17, which

is as follows.

Consider diagram on p. 312. SK or dohphala is already

obtained. From the same similar triangles, KA' or kotipfiafo

R cos mean anomaly X 3

80

for the Sun.

Then, KB=KA'
-fR is known, and hence

ES^VSK^+KE*
— mandakatrta or manda hypotenuse,*
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Then
3XES

given the more correct gunaka or circumference

R

of the epicycle. Hence the dohphala, kotiphah and kar^a should

again be calculated. Then again the gunaka. The process should be

repeated till the haw or the distance of the Sun is fixed and hence

the correct epicycle.

Similarly, for the Moon, by using 7 as the gunaka, the correct

distance will be found.

The same procedure should be followed in the case of concentric

and eccentric methods.

In this connection see MB, iv. 9-12, LBt
it, 6-7, BSSt xxu 29,

S&e, xvi. 24 and II. v. 36-37 and commentary.

Verse 15 of Ch. ii. gives formulas for determining the true

motions of the Sun and Moon on any day.
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A

Let O be the centre of the Sun's eccentric circle. Let the arc

AB denote the Sun's mandakendra or mean anomaly for any day, and

the arc AC that for the next day. Then the arc BC is the motion

of the mean anomaly in 1 day or mandahendragati. Measure off arc

BD— 225'. Draw BE; CF and DG as perpendiculars to AO. Draw
BL perpendicular to DG cutting CF in K. Now BE is R sine of the

arc AB and CF that of arc AC. Thus CK is their difference. DL is

called bhogyakhanda by Lalla.

Now, from the proportion, arc BD : DL— arc BC : CK

CK= arc BCX DL
arc BD

^ motion of anomalyX bhogyakhanda
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From above, the Sun's mandaphala on any day

R sin mean anomaly on that day X 3

and its mandaphala on. the next day

R sin mean anomaly on the next dayX3—

Thus, the difference between the mandaphalas on two consecutive

days or mandaphala or correction to be given to the mean motion

=-
8
3
- (R sine mean anomaly for one day ~ R sin mean anomaly

for the next day)

3 v motion of anomaly Xbhogyakhanda— 5 n" Xso ~ 225

, x
bhogyakhanda x^ motion_motkm o(M apog{je)

J,AJ

=-
8
8
o-X XSun', motion

(since Sun's apogee is supposed to have no motion)

-"y* minutes, pearly.

Similarly, the Moon's mandagatlphala

b^akhf^a X (790'35^41*)

=JJ X bhogyakhanda minutes, nearly*

The mandagatiphala added to or subtracted from the mean motion

of the Sun or Moon, gives its true motion subtracted woes the mean

anomaly is in first or fourth quadrant; otherwise it is added.

Lalla, however, finds fault with the rule in Hi. 16. He says

that as far as the motion of the Moon is concerned this rule gives the

motion for the day elapsed and not for the current day.

Bhaskara II, while commenting on this verse, upholds Lalla's
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TRUE LONGITUDES OF THE PLANETS

Verses 3-8 to ch. Three of the &l$yadh1vtddh1d* give the method to

determine true longitudes of planets. In the case of planets revolving

round the Sun, two corrections are given : (1) mandaphala correction

and (2) tighraphala correction. . The first is equivalent to.the zodiacal

inequality and the second to the solar inequality of Ptolemy. The

Hghrctphala roughly represents the elongation in the case of an inferior

planet and the annual parallax in the case of a superior planet. Both

these corrections are calculated by the epicyclic or eccentric method.

First the epicyclic method. In the case of the Sun

and Moon, the tabulated epicycles are the same in the odd

and even quadrants. In the case of the planets both the

manda epicycles and the fighra epicycle vary, and for every

anomaly, manda or Slghra, the variation is calculated and the correct

epicycle or epicycle-f-4i or sphutamandagimaka, as it is called, is

obtained..

The method of calculation of the mandaphala is the same as in

the case of the Sun. From verse 14 of ch. ii,

. . . , R sin mean anomalyX sphutamandagunaka
aohphoia~~

,

The mandaphala will, therefore, be the corresponding arc. As in the

case of the Sun, this is added to or subtracted from the mean longi-

tude of the planet. The corrected planet is called mandasphutagraha or

mandaspatfagraha or true mean planet.

no
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Now the second correction or Hghra correction using this

corrected planet.

Let CDFG be the deferent or kak&vrtta of the planet, with

centre E, centre of earth. With centre C and radius equal to

ilghrantyctphalaiyn or radius of the tighra epicycle of the planet, describe

a circle. This is the stghranicoccavftta. Let CEF cut it at U and N,

which are respectively ijghrocca or Hghra apogee and stghranica or

slghra perigee on the epicycle. Let C move with the velocity of the

corrected planet or mandaspatfagraha along the deferent and let the

planet move from U' to M along &j%hramcoccavitta so that arc U'M

is equal to arc C'C. Join EM cutting the deferent at M\ Then C'

is the mandaspaftagraha and M' is true planet or sphutagraha. So the

Sifya-Tr. 41
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corrtction to be given to the longitude of the true mean planet to find

its true longitude is the value of arc C'M'. This value is called

Sighraphala and the process is called iighrakarma.

Now to find arc C'M'. Join MC. Draw C'L, CP and MQ

respectively perpendiculars to CE, EM and U'E.

Now angle C'EC, which is the angle between sjghrocca and

mandeupaitagraha, is Hghrakendra or iighra anomaly.

Therefore C'L is R sine iighra anomaly and EL is R cosine

ilghra anomaly.

Now#
since arc U'M=arc C'C, angle U'C'M= angle C'EC. So,

triangles M'CQ and C'EL are similar.

c C'LXMC
So, MQ= ^

R sia iighra anomaly X radius iighra epicycle«_ -

R sin ilghra anomaly X circumference of iighra epicycle
838

360

R sin sjghra anomaly X sphutaiighragupaka
"

80

mdohphala

Again, from the same triangles,

i
EtXMC'

R cos iighra anomalyX sphutabighraguQaka*
80

"

T»koliphah.

Now, EQ, sphutakott=C'E+C'Q

=R-\-kotiphala.

In the first and fourth quadrants sphutakoti is equal to the sum

of R and kofiphala, but in the second and third quadrants it is equal to

their difference.

EM, Hghrakar^a^ VEQ»+MQ»

or iighra hypotenuse^ V(C*E+C'Q)S+MQ»
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Not, from similar triangles EC'P and EMQ,

CP = MQ
Tec7 em

MQXEC^^ dohphalaX.R

So, CP =
gj^ iighra hypotenuse

Arc CM', ijghraphala, is the arc corresponding to OP as R sine.

The ijghraphala is added to the corrected longitude, when Sighrakendra

is in the first and second quadrants and subtracted when it is in the

third and fourth quadrants. The ijghraphala can also be calculated

in the same way by the eccentric method.

As regards their application to the mean longitude of a planet,

the first operation should be to apply the amount of the first inequality

to the mean longitude, getting thereby, in the case of a superior

planet, its heliocentric longitude and in the case of an inferior planet,

the centre of its circular orbit; the second operation should bo to

apply the amount of the second inequality to the corrected mean

longitude, which inequality is the annual parallax in the case of a

superior planet and the elongation in the case of an inferior planet.

But Indian astronomers have given various methods of application,'

perhaps to synchronize calculation with observation. Lalla's rules

are as follows :

1. Calculate the mean longitude of the planet at the observer's

station and hence mandaphala. Apply half of it to the mean longitude.

The result is the planet corrected once. Now calculate ijghraphala

and apply half of it to the once-corrected planet. From this again

calculate mandaphala. Apply the whole of it to the mean longitude.

The result is mandasphuta planet. Calculate ijghraphala from it and

apply the whole of it to the mandasphuta planet. The result is the

true longitude of the planet.

2. According to the second method as given in verse 8, first

the ijghraphala is calculated and half of it is applied and then the

mandaphala is calculated and half of it applied. The third wtf fourth

operations remain the same,
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Here again, the tabulated circumferences of the epicycles, both

manda and Hghra, give only the mean circumferences and as, in the

case of the Sun and the Moon, the method of successive approximations

should be followed.

While commending an iii. 17, MallikSrjuna says the [same thing

(see text, pp. 49 ff.).
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MEAN AND TRUE DAILY MOTION OF PLANETS

Verses 11-13 of ch. Three of the Sisyadhivrddhtda give formulas
for mandagattphala and Hghragatiphala or two corrections to the mean
daily motion of a planet to find its true motion on any day.

For the formula for mandagatiphala see above Appendix XIII,

Pp. 318-19, notes on ii. 15.

Now, the second formula. According to Lalla, R sine Hghraphala
of a planet on any day

dohphala xR
karna (Hghra hypotenuse) (Appendix XIV, p. 323)

^ R sin Hghra anomaly on that day x correct HghragunakaXK.
80 xSighra hypotenuse

Again, R sine Hghraphala for the next day

=R sine Hghra anomaly on the next day X correct Hghragunaka X R
80 x Hghra hypotenuse

So hghragatiphala or Hghra correction to motion

r- R v correc* Hghragunaka ^ .

hypotenuse"
X 80" X dlfference of **»

two R sines, approximately, according to Lalla,

— R y correct Sighragunaka bhogyakhanda
hypotenuse 80 225

X

motion of Hghra anomaly minutes.

(See diagram 33 of Appendix XIII, verse ii. 15, p. 318.)

Now, motion of Hghra anomaly=motion of sighrocca of the

planet minus motion of the planet corrected by the mandagatiphala,
found in the first part of the rule (iii. 12 ab).

325
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As regards application, according to the text, the first correction

or mandagatiphala should be applied positively or negatively, as the

case may be, to the mean motion. The result is called mandasphutagati.

Then to this corrected motion, the second correction, hghragatiphala,

should be applied positively or negatively, as the case may be. The

result is the true motion. The to ghrakendras have been defined in

verse in. 14.

While commending on these verses Mallikarjuna has stated that

the application of correction to motion should follow the same pattern

as that of a planet.

ALTERNATE METHOD FOR TRUE MOTION

In verses iii. 18-19, Lalla gives another method to find the true

motion of planets. Here, the first correction follows from the

proportion,

mandakarna or manda hypotenuse ; mean motion : : R : ?.

The result is the motion of the planet corrected once. It is called

mandasphutagati. The mandakarna is found as in verse iii. 17.

(pp. 55-56).
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From this corrected motion the second correction or sjghragati-

phala is calculated in the following manner :

Let O be the centre of a circle. Mark off arc AB equal to the

ijghraphala of any planet and arc BC as Sigkrakendragati or motion of

Hghra anomaly. Let BD=225\ Draw BE, CF, DG perpendiculars

to AO from B9 C and D t respectively. Draw BH perpendicular to

DG meeting CF in K. Then DH is bhogyakhaqfa of ijghraphala.

Then, from the proportion, arc BD : DH : : arc BC : CK;

CRaa arcBCxDH
arcBD

motion of sighra anomaly Xbhogyakhatf4a of iighraphala._ ~~
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Now, CK is the difference between R sine sighraphala and R sine

of Sighraphala increased by 'sighrakendragati. Then this difference

is reduced to the kakfavrtta or orbit of the planet by the proportion

sighrakarqa or iighra hypotenuse : CK : : R : ?.

CKxR
The reduced result= —ttt—- :

sighra hypotenuse

This is considered by Lalla as approximately the difference between the

R sines of spastakendras {iighrakendra—hghraphah) of two consecutive

days. The angle MEC is spatfakendra in diagram 34, p. 321.

TheD, from the proportion,

225 . 225 ' • •

CK* R
7

'
ZLD

* * iighra hypotenuse *
l *

$pa$\akendragati or motion of spatfakendra

CKXR . ,=.——— minutes, nearly ;
sighra hypotenuse ' '

motion of sighrakendraX bhogyakhanda of sJghraphalaXR

225 X sighra hypotenuse
~

(&ighrakendragati= motion of Hghrocca—manda$phu\agatt or motion

corrected once as calculated above).

It is evident from the diagram 34 on p. 321, that Hghrocca on

any day

—

spasfakendra on that day =sphu\agraha or true planet on

that day, and iighrocca on the next day

—

spastakendra on the next day

=sphu\agraha, or true planet on the next day. So, subtracting one

from the other, sighroccagati or motion of sighrocca—spas\akendragat

—sphu\agrahagati or true motion of the planet.

While commenting on these verses Mallikfrjuna says that the

method given here gives a more correct result.

Brahmagupta gives the same method in BSS, ii. 43-44 and

&ripati in &Se, iii. 42-43.

Bhffskara II has criticized Lalla's formulas for correction to

motion given in iii. 11-13 (see &Si, I. ii. 40), as they give only rough

results. His formulas are as follows :
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First correction or mandagatiphala

_ kofiphalaX motion of mean anomaly
~" R

and second correction or sighragatiphala

=:motion of sjghra anomaly—motion of spatfa anomaly

=motion of iighra anomaly

__ motion of slghra anomaly XR cos stgftraphala
~~"

hypotenuse

{SSi, I. n. 36-39).

But in his commentary on the above verses of Lalla he says

nothing. The above rules of Bhsskara are based on instantaneous

velocities of planets or mtkalikagati. This subject was also dealt with

by Munjala and Aryabhata II.

In the case of the Moon, which has a great velocity, the above

formula for the first correction will give better results. Bhaskara

points this out in SSi, I. ii. 38.
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

The following is a list of important astronomical terms in the

text and their English equivalents, wherever possible. When there are

no English equivalents, the number of the pages where they are explained

are given. The words are arranged according to the DcvanSgarl alphabet.

Amsa Degree

R sine local latitude

AksSmsa Local latitude in degrees

Agrajyd R sine amplitude

Aera Amplitude

Ahgula Unit of measurement of length

Adhidina Intercalary day

Aafllrnasa Intercalary month

Adhimlisa$€$a Residue relating to above

Adhivarsa 12 intercalary months

Antydphala Maximum correction due to mando-

cca or Sighrocca

AntyaphalajyS R sine of maximum correction

Antya See pp. 75 ff.

Apamandala Ecliptic

AmSvasyn Day of conjunction of Sun

Moon

and

Avamadina An omitted lunar day

Avama&e$a Residue relating to the above

Asu A unit of time

Astalagna Setting point of ecliptic

Ahargaqa Number of civil days between any

two dates

AhorUtravrtta Diurnal circle

330
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%k$ad(kkarma

%k$a»alana

Zyanadfkkarma

Zyanavalana

I&ahrti

htantyn

Ucca

Utkramajyn

Udayqfya

Udayafagna

Udayastasutra

UnnatakSla

Unnatamsa

Unnatarpsajya

Vnmandala

Kak$nvrtta

Kadamba

Kadambaprata

Karana

Kama

Kalamsa

Kujya

Kudina

Kendra

Kendravrtta

Koti
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Visibility correction due to local
latitude

Deflection of equator from prime
vertical on horizon of eclipsed body

Visibility correction due to ecliptic
deviation

Deflection of ecliptic from the
equator on horizon of eclipsed
body

See p. 61, 62

Antys at a given time

Apex of slow or fast motion

R versed sine

Sin amptitude of rising ecliptic point

Rising point of ecliptic

Line of intersection of diurnal circle
and horizon

Distance from horizon in time

Complement of zenith distance

R sine of bove

Six o'clock circle

Mean orbit of planet

Pole of ecliptic

Secondary to ecliptic

Time during which Moon gains 6*

over the Sun

Hypotenuse ; distance of planet

from earth

Degrees indicating time

Earth-sine

Civil day

Anomaly

Eccentric circle of planet

Perpendicular side of a right-angled
triangle

£ cosine
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Kotiphala

Konamai%4ala

Kottavrtta

Konasahku

Konasahkutala

KrOnti

KrantijyU

KrSntimandala

K$itija

K$epa

Gunaka

Ghapika

Candrakarpa

Candrabhagana

Cara or Caradala

Carajyn

Caraphala

Candradina

Candramasa

Candravarsta

Chaya

Chdyzikar^a

Jyd

Taddhtti

Tantra

Tithi

Trijya

Dina

Dindgata

Dimdalantyn

Dinase$a

Pinfirdha

See p. 322

Intermediary vertical circle

Do. Do.

R sine altitude from intermediary

vertical circle

Base of above

Declination

R sine declination

Ecliptic

Horizon

Additive or subtractive correction

Multiplier

Unit of time, 24 minutes

Distance of Moon from earth

Revolutions of Moon

Ascensional difference

R sine asc. difference

Correction due to ascensional diffe-

rence

Lunar day

Lunar month

12 lunar months

Shadow

Hypotenuse of right-angled tri-

angle, two sides of which are

the gnomon and its shadow

R sine

See p. 61, 62, 65

A type of astronomical treatise

Lunar day

R sine of an arc of 90°

One day

Time of day passed

Antyu at midday

Time till sunset

Half day
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tykkarma

Drkk$epa

Drkk$epamai}4ala

Qrgjya

Dtfinati

Drhmaniala

Calculation of visibility correction

Arc measured on vertical to ecliptic

between zenith and non-

agesimal point

Secondary to ecliptic passing

through zenith

R sine of meridian zenith distance

or simply zenith distance

See p. 138

Circle through planet and zenith

DesOniara Distancee in longitude of any place

from prime meridian

Deiantaraphala Correction due to difference in longi-

tude

Dorjyd R sine longitude

Dohphala See pp. 51 ff., 322

DyujyO Radius of diurnal circle

Dyujyamandala Diurnal circle

DyujySvrtta Same as above

Dyudalasanku R sine altitude at midday

Dhruva Celestial pole

Dhruvaprota Secondary to celestial equator

Naksatra Asterism

Natakala Hour-angle

Natakulakotijya R cosine of Natakala

Natakalajya R sine of Natakala

Natakaletkramajya R versed sine of Natakala

Natarnsa Zenith distance

Nati Latitudinal parallax

Nak$atradina Sidereal day

Unit of time, 24 minutes

Nn4ivalaya Celestial equator

Nlca Perigee of epicycle or eccentric of

planet

Nlcoccarekha Line of apse

NJcoccavTtta Epicycle
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Half of lunar month either from

Full or New Moon

Calendar

Greatest declination

Diagram ;
Projection (of eclipse)

Unit of time, 24 seconds

Hypotenuse of right-angled

triangle, two sides of which are

gnomon and equinoctial shadow

Equinoctial shadow

Moon's node ; time when sum

of Sun's and Moon's longitudes

is 6 or 12 signs

Full Moon

East-west line

Eccentric circle of a planet

Revolution

Revolutions of fixed stars

Degree

Time passed

Base of a triangle ;
longitude

Correction for equation of time

due to eccentricity of ecliptic

Time to pass

Tabular difference of R sine, etc.

to be passed in the meridian

Zenith distance of ecliptic point

R sine of above

Declination of place of planet on

ecliptic

Meridian ecliptic point

R cosine of above

MadhyahnacchayBkarna Hypotenuse of right-angled triangle,

two sides of which are gnomon

and midday shadow

MUndakarna Sec p. 3tf>

Pak$a

PancOnga

Paramakranti

Parilekha

Pala

Palakarna

Palabha

Fata

Pmnima

PvrvQparasUtra

Prati\ftta

Bhagana

Bhabhrama

Bhaga

Bhuktakafo

Bhuja

Bhujltntara

Bhogyakah

Bhogyakhan4a

Madhya

Madhyajya

Madhyamarkmnti

Madhyalagna

Madhyalagnasaiiku
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Mandakendra

MandakendrajyS

Mandogatiphala

Mandagunaka

Mandaparidhi

Mandaphala

Mandaphalajya

Mandaspastagati

Mandasphu\agati

Mandantyaphala

Mandantyaphcdajya

Mandocca

Mahayuga

Yamyottaramayfald

or Yamyottaravrtta

Yuga

Yoga

Yojana

Ravikarna

Ravibhagaya

ROsi

Lagna

Laghujya

Laghvahargana

Lanka

LambojyS

Mean anomaly

R sine of above

Correction to mean motion of

planet

See 50 ff., 316

Circumference of manda epicycle

Equation of centre

R sine of above

Mean motion of a planet corrected

by mandagatiphala

Same as above

Maximum correction due to

mandocca

R sine of above

Apogee

4320000 solar years

Meridian

Part of mahayuga of 4320000 solar

years

Period during which Sun and Moon

together describe 800'

Unit of length used in ancient India ;

4, 5 or 9 English miles

Distance of Sun from earth

Revolutions of Sun

Sign of zodiac or 30°

Orient ecliptic point

Calculations of R sines of arcs of

10°

Civil days between end of one solar

year and any date in current

year

Imaginary place on equator with

0° longitude (and 0° latitude)

R sine of colatitude
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Lambana

Lambaqda

Lipta

Var$adhipa

Valana

Viksepa

Vik$epaman4ala

Vitribha

Vinafi

Vipala

Vimandala

ViJtpta

Vaidhrta

Vyatlpata

Sahku

Sankutala

Sara

Sighrakarna

foghrakendra

jSighrakendrakotijyn

Sighrakendrajya

&jghragatiphala

&ighragw}aka

kghraparidhi

Slghraphala

Sfghraphalajyu

Sfghrantyaphala

StghrSntyaphalajya

faghrocca

Parallax in longitude ; in this text

difference of Sun's and

Moon's parallax

Colatitude in degrees

Minute (unit of angular measure-

ment)

Lord of year

Deflection

Celestial latitude of planet

Orbit of planet

Nonagesimal

Unit of time, 24 seconds

Unit of time, 24 seconds

Orbit of planet

Unit of aDgular measurement

(second)

Time when the sum of the longitudes

of Sun and Moon is 12 signs

Time when the sum of the longitudes

of Sun and Moon is 6 signs

Gnomon ; R sine altitude

Base of R sine altitude

Celestial latitude

See page 322

gighra anomaly

R cosine of above

R sine of above

Second correction to mean motion

of planet

See pp. 50, 322

Circumference of &ghra epicycle

Second correction to mean longitude

R sine of above

Maximum sighraphala

R sine of above

Sighra apogee
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&uddhi (p. 196)

Sankranti

Samaprota

Samaman4ala

Sama'sanku

SQvanadina

Sdvanamasa

Sauradina

Sauramasa

Sauravar$a

Sphufakranti

Sphttpamandagwfaka

Sphutaviksepa

Sphutaiighragupaka

Hrti

Horn

Mean heliocentric position ; for

superior planets, mean position of

Sun.

Last day of solar month

Secondary to prime vertical

Prime vertical

R sine altitude from prime vertical

Civil day

30 civil days

Solar day

Solar month

Solar year

Declination of planet's centre

See pp. 215, 375

Celestial latitude corrected by

parallax

See pp. 216, 384

Hypotenuse

of one day and night

gisya-Tr. 43
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